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Thursday Afternoon
Blackface Legacies
Christopher Smith (Texas Tech University), Chair

Peau blanche, masques noirs: Operatic Blackface in Colonial Haiti
Henry Stoll (Harvard University)
There was a time in which Haiti artistically, economically, and politically fulfilled
the colonial dream of a white man’s paradise, the so-called “Pearl of the Antilles.”
Known then by its colonial name, Saint-Domingue stood the richest of all French
possessions, and its wealth allowed colonists to import—along with thousands of
African laborers—France’s finest food, fashion, and art. Several newspapers of the
day, the Gazette de Saint Domingue (1764, 1791), the Avis divers et petites affiches
américaines (1764–65), and the Affiches américaines (1766–91), enumerate upcoming
performances at Saint-Domingue’s many venues, providing a compendium of prerevolutionary artistic activity. These volumes, when taken together, conjure up an
image of Saint Domingue as a locus of operatic activity, nourished by the works of
Louis XV’s Théâtre Italien; yet such entertainments, while in line with the musical
and royal allegiances of the colonists, lacked a certain programmatic relevance to
everyday life in the colonies. As if to fill the void, a repertoire of operatic parodies,
authored by an active body of homegrown talent, became all the vogue in SaintDomingue. Of the many supplying dramaturges, I single out a certain Claude Clément for his regional influence and compositional fecundity, one which reached its
zenith in his Jeannot et Thérèse (1758)—a blackface parody of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
Le Devin du village (1752). This “parodie nègre,” or “Negro parody,” was among Clément’s best known works, as historical accounts attest, and its performance “in true
Negro costume and color” ensured its auspicious reception on the island. Employing
the writings of Frantz Fanon, Eric Lott, and others, I go on to examine this protoblackface parody to determine in what ways score, libretto, context, and theme might
have conspired to further a colonial agenda. Ultimately, in considering race relations
in Saint-Domingue, I seek a sense of how the “French” colonists, “free” gens de couleur, and “human” slaves donned their own ironic impersonations—another parody
upstaged by the insurrection of 1791.

The Popularization of Syncopation: Blackface Minstrelsy, 1843
Sarah Gerk (Oberlin College)
In 1843, the four performers of the Virginia Minstrels developed a new format.
Performing together for the entire evening, rather than as solo acts in circuses, they
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presented cleaner material than earlier blackface artists. The quartet did not need to
split the receipts with others, and they could appeal to the middle classes rather than
the lowest, charging more for tickets. The Virginia Minstrels’ new style sparked a
craze that stretched across national boundaries and contributed to minstrelsy’s status
as the most popular theatrical genre of the nineteenth century.
Many scholars have studied this period in minstrelsy, but few address the musical
innovations of the era. Those who do examine music, such as Hans Nathan and Robert Winans, focus on structural distinctions between earlier minstrel tunes, which
followed binary patterns based on Anglo-Celtic musical styles, and minstrel tunes
of the 1840s, which often included refrains and other markers of American popular
style. No one has focused on rhythmic innovations in minstrel music of the 1840s.
Around 1843, however, a profound shift occurred in printed minstrel music; it began
to include notated syncopation. Earlier examples of minstrel sheet music, including
editions of “Jump Jim Crow” and “Zip Coon,” largely adopted the characteristic
rhythms of Anglo-Celtic folk music styles. But in the 1840s, sheet music editions
of minstrelsy frequently displayed offset beats. Syncopation emerges prominently in
some of the most memorable tunes of the era, such as “Old Dan Tucker,” “De Boatman Dance,” and “My Old Aunt Sally.” In the history of American popular music,
this is the first instance in which notated syncopations were popularized within largescale commercialized, printed spheres.
In this paper, I chart the emergence of syncopation in sheet music for blackface
minstrelsy in the early 1840s. I compare examples of earlier sheet music from blackface entertainments and other genres with examples from the 1840s to examine syncopation’s growth. I then contextualize the popularization of syncopation by considering shifting notions of the American working class and whiteness, building on the
work of Dale Cockrell, Eric Lott, William Mahar, and Christopher Smith.

“Double Masked” Minstrelsy in the Metropolitan Opera’s
1929 Production of Ernst Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf
Meredith Juergens (University of Michigan)
Before the New York Metropolitan Opera staged their 1929 production of Ernst
Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf, the show underwent drastic changes to avoid any onstage
allusions to racial miscegenation. The Metropolitan’s managers not only removed
any overt references to race from Krenek’s libretto but they also altered the racial
identity of the opera’s main character. Jonny, an African American bandleader performed in European productions by a white singer in blackface, was transformed in
the Metropolitan Opera’s production into a “blacked up” white bandleader. This selfconscious portrayal of blackface performance carried with it a specific set of meanings
for American audiences that were made explicit by Krenek’s score. As Jonny sings a
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quotation of Stephen Foster’s “Swanee River,” he represents one European composer’s
fabrication of American blackness, as well as the American minstrel tradition itself.
This paper will consider the significance of the Metropolitan Opera’s production
of Jonny spielt auf by linking it to the larger tradition of American minstrel performance. The historical moment of the Metropolitan’s production—as minstrel shows
were in decline, yet performers like Al Jolson sustained immense popularity—offers a compelling look into what W. T. Lhamon, Jr. has termed “cycles of minstrel
transgression,” or the ongoing negotiation of conflicting identities through rituals
of racial abstraction. Considered alongside contemporaneous examples of minstrel
performance, the American Jonny illustrates a self-conscious turn towards a “double
masked” performance in which the blackface mask not only signifies racial abstraction but also gains further currency through its relation to an established performance tradition.

Blackface Minstrelsy and the “Black Swan”
Julia Chybowski (University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh)
E. T. Greenfield, the first African American vocalist to earn wide acclaim singing opera arias and parlor song, toured as the “Black Swan” in the northern United
States and England of the 1850s to ’70s, when blackface minstrelsy was a widespread
and popular form of entertainment. Her unprecedented performances of music—as
well as mixed racial, gendered and class-based markers—provoked a variety of reactions. Some newspaper critics found it outrageous and sometimes humorous that
she seemed to be crossing race, gender, and class boundaries. Scholars of minstrelsy
including Dale Cockrell, William Mahar, Robert Nowatzki, and Michael Pickering
have documented that comic portrayals of such crossings between race, gender, and
class categories were ubiquitous on the minstrel stages of the Northern U.S. and U.K.
by the 1850s, when Greenfield began her concert touring. This presentation explores
the role of minstrelsy in shaping Greenfield’s reception.
Audiences for minstrelsy and Greenfield’s concerts likely differed in their class and
gender demographics, but even those who had not been to minstrel shows were familiar with the ubiquitous images from newspapers and advertising, as well as the
music of minstrel stages, which circulated as sheet music. Particularly relevant are
minstrel acts that mocked opera singing with a “black prima donna” character and
acts that ridiculed upper class African Americans such as “colored fancy balls,” and
“aristocratic darkie” characters. Special attention will be paid to a comic skit featuring a masked character called the “Black Swan” that played in Liverpool just ahead
of E. T. Greenfield’s arrival in England. By drawing together previous scholarship
on minstrelsy, nineteenth century newspaper discourse about Greenfield’s public
performances, and primary documents representing minstrel acts that informed
Greenfield’s reception, we can better understand the mixed transatlantic reception
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Greenfield faced. Moreover, interpreting the relationship between these two very different forms of cultural entertainment can help us assess Greenfield’s impact on social
causes of the era including abolition, education for free blacks, and women’s rights.

Decoding Film Music
Julie Hubbert (University of South Carolina), Chair

Atonality in Monterey: Leonard Rosenman’s Score for East of
Eden and the Sound Worlds of Cinematic Modernism
William O’Hara (Harvard University)
Histories of film music often trace the lineage of Hollywood soundtracks back to
the late-Romantic idiom of Richard Wagner. Within this dominant narrative, atonal
and serial styles are relegated to “genre films” such as horror and science fiction: dissonant music to underscore the fantastic, the obscure, or the unsettling. The cumulative effect of this reductive shorthand, however, is a flattening of modernist idioms
that draws together such diverse scores as the live accompaniment for The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari (1920), to Hanns Eisler’s score for Hangmen Also Die (1943), to Stanley
Kubrick’s use of Ligeti and Bartók in 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) and The Shining
(1980), consigning them to a single stylistic footnote.
The first steps towards a more nuanced counter-narrative can be taken by tracing
the influence of the avant-garde in less predictable quarters, such as the 1954 adaptation of John Steinbeck’s East of Eden—a setting as far removed from the angular corridors of Dr. Caligari as it is from the concert halls where academic atonality thrived.
Leonard Rosenman’s score juxtaposes a soaring love theme with a web of motivic,
atonal cues that permeate its overture and incidental music. As James Dean skulks
through the dusty streets of pre-World War I Monterey, California to the dissonant
strains of Rosenman’s score, we hear atonality moving from its previously fantastic
settings, to a more intimate and literary interiority, perhaps even becoming an “unmarked” aspect of Rosenman’s cinematic palette, which he would continue to explore
in The Cobweb and Rebel Without a Cause (both 1955). The diversity of the score—
which even supplements its Romantic and atonal idioms with popular tunes—thus
hints that atonality need not be relegated to underscoring scenes of the fantastic
and the grotesque; for Rosenman, it was a tool that existed alongside triadic style
and cut across boundaries of genre and setting. This realization urges us to continue
searching for cinematic atonality in unexpected corners, and to broaden our histories
of Hollywood soundtracks through an engagement with multiple strains of musical
modernism throughout the twentieth century.
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Musical Encoding in Metadiegetic Space in Ingmar
Bergman’s From the Life of the Marionettes
Alexis Luko (Carleton University)
Ingmar Bergman knew how to exploit connections between music and psychology to produce powerful cinematic results. One of the best examples is found in
From the Life of the Marionettes (1980), a film that examines the psyche of a murderer
named Peter Egermann. This paper argues that, alongside his breathtaking visuals
and psychologically penetrating narratives, Bergman’s cinematic brilliance flourishes
on a third plane, an aural one, with psychological soundtracks that explore metadie
getic space, intertwining music, a rich palette of sound effects, deathly silence, and
blood-chilling screams. Music played a central role in Bergman’s life and career. He
had aspirations to become a conductor and longed to break away from the “drudgery
of everyday work” to study the music of Bach. His taste in music is perhaps most
palpable in the excerpts he chooses for his soundtracks—Bach suites, chamber and
keyboard works—his personal favorites are repeated across his oeuvre—acquiring,
through repetition, their own Bergmanian identity.
How Bergman manipulated links between music and psychology is brought to
light in a recently discovered hour-and-a-half audio recording of a From the Life of the
Marionettes editing session with Bergman and his sound technicians. The recording
provides an unprecedented opportunity to “listen in” as Bergman guides members of
his sound team painstakingly through each scene of the film. Bergman delivers his
instructions in a way that demonstrates a meticulous command of the placement,
timbre, and intensity of the sounds that occupy the aural dimension of his film.
Besides popular music and jazz, the soundtrack of From the Life of the Marionettes is
encoded with a repetitive secret musical motive. Is the motive subliminally “inflicted”
on characters from offscreen by Bergman himself? The stealthy motive works on a
subconscious level as an eerie musical incantation cast into the “fantastical gap” of
the film. Is it metadiegetic music that drives Peter to commit murder? Analysis of the
soundtrack, examination of editing studio conversations, and Bergman’s ideas about
“cinematic archeology” and Primal Scream Therapy will take us deeper than we have
previously been able to delve into Bergman’s cinematic soundscapes.

Myth and the Pop Score in Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
Daniel Bishop (Indiana University)
Despite, or perhaps because of, its broad popular success, Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid (1969) has often been criticized as commoditized, co-opted countercultural filmmaking. Early film music critics such as Roy Prendergast, writing in
1977, simply repackaged these negative appraisals, viewing Burt Bacharach’s Oscarwinning pop score as a hyper-commercialized, aesthetically deficient contemporary
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anachronism, contrasted with the supposed universalism of more traditionally neoRomantic Hollywood scoring. While more recent scholars such as Jeff Smith and
Anahid Kassabian have opened up the historical phenomenon of the pop score to
far more nuanced forms of industrial and aesthetic consideration, Bacharach’s score
remains under-examined, despite its fascinating overlap of the pop score and the
culturally vital film genre of the revisionist western.
This paper examines how Bacharach’s “anachronisms” actually do significant creative work, cannily balancing archaic and contemporary significations by blending
together images of silent film music, pseudo-Baroque polyphony, ragtime revivalism, Latin jazz, and contemporary Brill Building pop. Bacharach’s score is thus in
dialogue with its own historical traditions, displaying a form of self-consciousness
that is specifically temporal in its nature. While its “cool” pop distanciation might be
compared to various European New Wave tendencies in film music, its playful allusiveness draws to the surface a specifically “New Hollywood” tradition of subjecting
the American past to critically self-aware forms of mythologization.
The aesthetics of myth, I argue, represent a productive lens through which to
read the film and its soundtrack. Bacharach’s sampling of distinct, yet harmonious
anachronisms grounds the film’s experiential sensibility in a poetic register resembling a mythic time-outside-time, dissolving together contemporaneity and historicity. Hearing mythic temporality as form of culturally embedded aural experience
complements (and perhaps counterbalances) the potentially reductive tendencies of
ideological readings that position myth as progressive or regressive cultural narrative—readings that have long dominated scholarship on the revisionist film western.
While the category of myth has occasionally been applied in broader contexts to the
interpretation of film music, it is specifically in the overlapping of myth and popular
music that Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid becomes recognizable as a particularly
vital exercise in imagining the past.

Sonic Elision and Fantastic Desire: The Ring of
Power in Jackson’s Lord of the Rings Films
Stephen Meyer (Syracuse University)
The increasing sophistication of cinematic sound design in recent decades has stimulated the development and the employment of what Barbara Flueckinger calls “unidentified sound objects,” that have no direct relationship to screen action. Abstract
and noumenal, they inhabit a metadiegetic space in which the functional distinction
between sound and music is effaced. In this sense, they represent an analogue—or
perhaps an inversion—of “Mickey-Mousing.” If in this latter technique, music takes
on the role of sound effects, these unidentified sound objects take on the role of music. And as Mickey-Mousing implies the comic, I will argue, so do these unidentified
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sound objects suggest the uncanny. Slipping between perceptual categories, they suggest a parallel slippage between the real and the imaginary.
In certain instances—especially common in fantasy and science fiction films—this
uncanny quality is accentuated by what we might call “sonic elision.” The tonal and
timbral qualities of the sound effects and the musical score are matched so closely that
the boundary between them becomes unclear. Cinematic production methods of the
late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries—in which sound effects and music are
subject to extensive digital manipulation, call for a holistic approach to the analysis
of these kinds of timbral gestures. Building on the well-known writings of Robert
Cogan and Wayne Slawson in this area, as well as on more recent work by Hiroko
Terasawa, this paper will analyze a particularly striking use of this uncanny combinatoriality, namely, the complex of “musicalized” sounds and “sonicized” music that is
associated with the Ring of Power in Jackson’s Lord of the Rings films. These musicalized sounds may be understood to represent the uncanny desire of various characters
for the Ring. Alternately, they function as the voice of the Ring itself as it exerts its
malevolent and seductive power. But the uncanny timbres are also bound up with
the desire of the audience: the desire for that fantastic realm where—like the border
between music and sound—the boundary between subject and object melts away.

Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Italian Opera
Melina Esse (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester), Chair

Massenet’s Werther and the Emergence of the
homme fragile in Italian Opera, 1894–1901
Matthew Franke (Raleigh, N.C.)
Scholarly analyses of late nineteenth-century Italian opera commonly acknowledge
two chief influences for Puccini and his contemporaries: Verdi and Wagner. Yet, despite numerous documented productions of operas by Bizet, Massenet, Thomas, and
Gounod in Italian opera houses, and general scholarly agreement that French opera
influenced Puccini’s generation in some way, little has been done to assess French
opera’s influence in Italy. This paper fills part of this gap by tracing the history of
a French vocal type, the homme fragile, in Italian opera in this period. My analysis
thus demonstrates a clear musical-dramatic connection between French and Italian
opera and provides a first step towards assessing the influence of French opera in latenineteenth century Italy.
The homme fragile, as described by Ralph Locke, is a lyrical tenor whose music
subverts nineteenth-century expectations of masculine musical behavior. Dramatically, hommes fragiles are indecisive, emotionally sensitive, and frequently indulge in
philosophical or poetic musings. The paper briefly sketches this vocal type in French
opera (including Nadir in Les pêcheurs de perles, and the title character in Werther),
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traces numerous performance of French operas featuring such roles in Italy, and analyzes the music of Italian opera characters who clearly owe a musical debt to this
French model (Rodolfo in Puccini’s La bohème, Giordano’s Andrea Chenier, Mario
Cavaradossi in Tosca, and the title role in Orefice’s Chopin).
All these Italian examples of the homme fragile appeared in the years immediately
following the Italian premiere of Massenet’s Werther (1894), and all directly mirror
Massenet’s model: the lyric tenor as a poet or artist. Thus, I argue that these Italian
hommes fragiles reveal the musical and dramatic influence of French opera, and represent Italian composers’ reaction to Massenet’s great success on the Italian stage in
the mid-1890s. Therefore, without denying the importance of Verdi and Wagner for
Italian composers, I follow the example of contemporary music critics (such as Luigi
Villanis) who saw Massenet as an equally important influence on Italian opera in the
1890s.

When Big Boys Cry: Male Lament in Early Opera
Christopher Nickell (New York University)
Among the topoi of early opera, the lament has received the most scholarly attention. This sustained interest stems largely from the predominance of female characters instructed to lament their fates, often in musically similar ways, as well as the
fame it garnered performers and the pedagogical role it played for audiences. But
little attention has been paid to male exemplars of lament, by both castrati and integri, which became prevalent in conjunction with other, larger shifts in early seicento
opera: from monodic recitative to aria and polyphony, from private court spectacle
to bourgeois public entertainment, and from mythico-pastoral subjects to historical
ones, to name a few. The first part of my paper argues that male laments highlight
un(re)marked constructions of masculinity and index these generic shifts alongside
the period notions of gender, bodies, and voices they helped shape.
Many similarities link laments across gender, but one salient difference begs consideration here. Male laments feature the conventional “where is my beloved?” line
in many guises. This question about location, both physical and cultural, has also
preoccupied music scholars of the seicento, with our obsession for knowing where
things are—tracking Monteverdi’s movements, Faustini’s florins, or Caccini’s kitchen
stores. Indeed, when faced with a lack of extant material, we often lament, only as a
precursor to tidying the borders around an absence. But the outros of some integri
laments pose a second question, absent in their self-contained female counterparts:
these misty-eyed men snap out of aria into recitative asking “but, why do I lament?”
This paper suggests that, in addition to offering a richer narrative of gender in early
opera, considering male lament through this second, reflexive question productively
troubles the focus of much seicento scholarship on certain kinds of narratives that
depend on certain kinds of sources: Why do we lament the loss of extant sources?
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What other ways of writing history can emerge when we unmoor ourselves from
ideals of a complete or total history that will almost always elude our work within
this baroque fold? The second half of my paper offers some tentative answers to these
vexing questions.

Old Age and Aging in Early Verdi
Francesco Izzo (University of Southampton)
In early nineteenth-century Italian opera, characters explicitly described as old are
mostly a prerogative of comedy, and elderly characters prior to the title role of Donizetti’s Don Pasquale (1843) are often depicted as one-dimensionally negative—petty,
mean, and sometimes lecherous. In serious melodramma, however, one can infer that
characters such as Oroveso in Bellini’s Norma (1831) and Raimondo in Donizetti’s
Lucia di Lammermoor (1835), by virtue of their role (father and grandfather, pastor),
are older than others, but only rarely is their advanced age explicitly stated, verbally
or otherwise.
In Verdi’s early operas, conversely, old age emerges as a fundamental concern—one
that is referred to explicitly and frequently in passages of poetry and other verbal indicators (such as cast pages and stage directions). This paper explores the theme of old
age in Verdi’s operas from 1839 to 1853, drawing on Oberto, conte di San Bonifacio, Nabucco, I lombardi alla prima crociata, Ernani, I due Foscari, Rigoletto, and La traviata.
In so doing, it identifies instances where the depiction of old age seems to express a
continuum with established topoi and stereotypes (such as the association between
age and fatherhood, or the combination of old age, physical vigor, and defense of
family honor), and others where age is treated more subtly—its physical connotations reflecting psychological developments in response to external circumstances (for
example, the curiously reversible “aging” of the title role in Act 3 of Nabucco, the decline of Pagano in I lombardi, and the age of Rigoletto and Monterone in Rigoletto).
The discussion draws not only on close reading of verbal and musical texts, but also
on correspondence and iconographic materials.
The closing section of the paper maps the depiction of aging characters in Verdi’s
work onto changing constructions of old age in the mid-nineteenth century. The use
and treatment of subject matter involving old age reveals a novel centrality of this
theme from the outset of Verdi’s career, calling for a careful consideration of age as a
topic of great importance in mid-nineteenth century opera.

Donizetti and Viennese Cosmopolitanism
Claudio Vellutini (Indiana University)
The internationalization of Viennese theatrical life during the last fifteen years
of the Metternich regime (1833–48) fueled tension between top-down attempts to
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promote a cosmopolitan ideology and the aspirations of German nationalists. Donizetti’s operas in Vienna were at the core of this debate. Their popularity in the late
1830s was notoriously challenged by the composer’s portrayal as a prototypical Italian
scribbler of shallow, if pleasant, blockbusters. Yet, Donizetti’s personal involvement
in Viennese musical life from 1842 on changed the critical approach to his operas and
his profile from that of a “merely” Italian to a cosmopolitan composer.
In this paper, I will discuss the changing perception of Donizetti in relation to
the construction of a Viennese operatic identity that increasingly transcended national discourses. Critics indeed emphasized the combination of Italian, German,
and French elements in Donizetti’s operas for the Kärntnertortheater—Linda di Cha
mounix (1842) and Maria di Rohan (1843). Yet, while their alleged “German” features
were often regarded as the reasons for their success, reviewers in fact evaluated the
adoption of these features according to competing conceptions of cultural cosmopolitanism. A close reading of period reviews suggests that several commentators
embraced Donizetti’s choice as a manifestation of what Carl Kunt, the music critic
of the Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, called Vienna’s “mediating muse” (vermittelnde
Muse), a metaphor for official cultural policies bolstering the multinational constituency of the Habsburg Empire. Others, instead, appropriated such reconciliation of
operatic schools as part of the universalizing aspirations that German nationalists
recognized as the mission of their national culture. These competing views helped
define Donizetti’s position in Vienna as an arbiter between different artistic traditions
and national aesthetics.
Amid the recent reconsideration of cosmopolitanism as an important historiographical category of nineteenth-century musical culture, the Donizetti debate in Viennese criticism invites us to revise our notion of “national” filiation in the relationship between opera and politics in the 1840s. Far from advocating for a neutralization
of national differences, Viennese conceptions of cosmopolitanism pointed to their
mutual imbrication within a broader cultural and ideological agenda.

Listening beyond Hearing: Music and Deafness
Andrew Dell’Antonio (University of Texas at Austin), Chair
Music and deafness may seem strange bedfellows for scholarly inquiry. Indeed,
Carolyn Abbate’s statement that deafness is “the deepest imaginable antithesis to music” (1991) still resonates in music scholarship today. However, recent work on music
and deafness by Joseph Straus, Anabel Maler, and Jeannette Jones has revealed the
richness of possibilities in this emerging area of inquiry within music and disability studies. Deaf people can experience music through touch, sight, and physical
movement, as well as through a silent, inner hearing. These strategies can enrich
theories of embodied listening in musicology and sound studies; though there exists
a risk of appropriating an idealized sense of deafness to support alternative listening
paradigms. The experience of deafness varies according to a set of audiological and
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cultural-linguistic parameters, and these differences in experience shape deaf attitudes toward music and musical perception. In particular, the identity politics and
linguistic customs of Deaf culture offer a unique and complex outlook on music and
multi-sensory listening: while for some members of the Deaf community music is
a valid creative outlet through which to discover and define listening on their own
terms, there are others for whom music is unenjoyable, exclusive, and wholly at odds
with their Deaf worldview. Knowledge of these cultural nuances sharpens study at the
intersections of music, deafness, listening, and the body.
This panel augments musicological discourse on embodied listening by examining
music and deafness as a component of Deaf culture, while recognizing the diversity
of deaf experiences within the audiological spectrum of hearing loss.

Music and the Deaf Experience in Nineteenth-Century America
Anabel Maler (University of Chicago)
Music has played an important and controversial role in American deaf education
since at least the mid-nineteenth century. Written accounts of the deaf experiencing and enjoying music begin to appear before 1820, and the earliest volumes of the
American Annals of the Deaf and Dumb (1847–86) reveal a great deal of interest in the
deaf musical experience among educators. In historical accounts of deaf education in
the nineteenth century, however, the issue of music has largely been ignored. Similarly, the deaf experience of music remains conspicuously absent from music-historical
accounts of these periods.
In this paper, I explore present-day attitudes towards music in deaf and hearing
cultures by returning to the roots of these attitudes in nineteenth-century education.
I argue that two conflicting impulses influenced nineteenth-century American attitudes about music and deaf education: first, the desire for the deaf to be integrated
or assimilated into hearing culture through learning music; and second, a deep-seated
fear that if the deaf were to learn to play music, that music might somehow be false,
mechanical or even immoral. As this fear took hold in the second half of the century,
educators began to view deafness as a threat to musical culture, and soothed their
anxieties by associating musical understanding more strongly with a “normal” sense
of hearing. The idea that deafness presented a threat to musicality led directly to the
suppression of alternative ways of listening to and playing music in deaf education,
and to the invention of new technologies that were intended to facilitate a more typical experience of music for the deaf.
I draw from nineteenth- and twentieth-century primary sources throughout this
paper to reveal how music education influenced public attitudes toward deafness in
America. Ultimately, I connect these historical materials to present-day debates about
the role of music in Deaf culture, touching on the controversy surrounding cochlear
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implants, as well as recent debates about the musical status of sign language song
interpretations.

“How to Truly Listen”? Resisting an Idealized Sense of the Deaf Body
Jessica Holmes (McGill University)
The traditional construction of listening as an exclusively aural process begets
a view of deafness that precludes music. Yet deaf people often engage with music
through tactile, visual, and kinaesthetic stimuli as an alternative to “normal” hearing
(Straus 2011). Popular science, however, insists that all deaf people have an inborn
capacity to indirectly recuperate “normal” hearing through a heightened sensitivity to touch. This pervasive myth promotes an essentializing view of the deaf body,
where music figures as total aural silence and pure tactile sensation, dramatizing the
supposed extremes of deaf musical perception and obscuring the intrinsic diversity
of deaf experiences.
This paper tempers stereotypical representations of music and deafness by showcasing the work and reception of two contemporary deaf artists. Deaf percussionist Evelyn Glennie’s seemingly improbable musical success has provoked some in the Deaf
community to question whether she is in fact “deaf.” This doubt primarily reflects an
unfortunate outcome of her reception: the ease with which she passes as a “hearing”
person and the persistent mischaracterization of her signature technique of “listening through touch” bolsters the expectation that deafness can be overcome through
touch, eclipsing critical evaluation of her unique musical contributions. Glennie
clarifies that the aims and outcomes of listening across vibrational feedback, visual
cues, and imagination are necessarily different from aural hearing, while allowing
her to conform to the standards of classical percussion playing. By contrast, sound
artist Christine Sun Kim brings her Deaf minority standpoint to the performance
art tradition to problematize “socially constructed ideas about sound.” Integrating
elements of American Sign Language with musical notation, written text, non-verbal
vocalizations, recordings of electronic sounds, and deliberate “silences,” Kim radically challenges what it means to be musical. Her celebrated visual art series “Scores
and Transcripts” (2013) feature drawings of differentiated dynamic markings with
supplementary written commentary that comically point up the inadequacies of music as a written language and its implicit audist assumptions. The striking differences
between Glennie’s and Kim’s respective aesthetics highlight the intrinsic diversity of
deaf experiences, throwing binaristic portrayals of the deaf body and deaf (musical)
perception into sharp relief.
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Two Voices: Singers in the Hearing/Deaf Borderlands
Katherine Meizel (Bowling Green State University)
Voice, in all of its material and metaphysical connotations, is one of the most exquisitely fraught ideas in American Deaf culture. In hearing discourse, sonic voice is
conceptually entangled with the metaphor of agentive voice, a connection crystallized
in the rhetoric of the 1970s identity movements that pursued the right to speak. But
Deaf philosophies of voice must confront the oppressive systems that for centuries
enforced oralism and disavowed both sign languages and Deaf identity; voice in this
history is not an instrument of liberation, but rather one of erasure. Thus, for d/Deaf
singers, voice can be a special locus for identity conflict, embodied both through the
physiology of the vocal tract and the kinetics of American Sign Language, and negotiated through a complex performance politics of inclusion and exclusion. Actress
and rock musician T. L. Forsberg has struggled throughout her career to balance her
sense of self as dually envoiced, to reconcile across two social worlds what she calls her
singing voice and her Deaf voice. Using ASL on stage, she says, has reshaped her relationship with singing, as well as with her audiences. Jazz singer Mandy Harvey, who
became deaf during her first year of college, has recorded three albums and received
an award from the VSA, the disability organization at Kennedy Center for Performing Arts. But that recognition juxtaposes difficult ideas about singing as a marker
of extraordinary, embodied ability and about signing as a marker of extraordinary,
bodily disability, and places Harvey at the juncture of legal, medicalized, and cultural
definitions of deafness. At the heart of this labyrinth is the notion of voice—of the
assumed universality of the sounded and heard voice, and the equation of its absence
with silence in the world. Forsberg and Harvey live in what H. Dirksen Bauman has
called “hearing/Deaf borderlands”; moving across linguistic and cultural boundaries,
they map the landscape of a unique frontier. This presentation investigates the lived
experiences of d/Deaf singers, and frames their work as a form of “multivocality,” of
enacting identity through the strategic use of more than one voice.

“Hearing Deafly”: Reshaping the Geography of Sound in the Body
Jeannette Jones (Boston University)
The prospect of deaf hearing is a seeming oxymoron borne not only out of the
hearing world’s assumption that deafness wholly prevents sound perception, but also
the Deaf world’s insistence that sound itself is irrelevant. Former president of the
National Association of the Deaf George Veditz’s famous 1910 proclamation that deaf
people are “first, last and for all time, the people of the eye” remains an imperative
in contemporary Deaf culture, a view that often dismisses the value of deaf musical
expression.
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This paper negotiates these conflicting ideals by theorizing what I term “hearing
deafly,” a multi-sensory, embodied understanding of sound grounded in a deaf perspective. To illustrate, I draw on interviews with members of the Deaf rock band
Beethoven’s Nightmare. While a non-deaf person may conceive of the auditory process as dwelling in the ear and auditory nerve, for a deaf person it shifts to the environment of the body. The members of Beethoven’s Nightmare credit their hearing
loss with affording a greater sensibility to the vibrations of their musical experiences.
One member describes sensing sound through an integration of seeing and feeling,
creating what he calls “a sense of vibe to my body.” In the context of hearing deafly,
an awareness of embodied vibration allows these deaf musicians to be conscious of
the interconnections between people and sounds. I argue that sensing vibration as
an integrated, multi-sensory, and interactive process enriches our understanding of
how music and sound create shared presence between musicking participants, deaf
or hearing.
Decentering the ears from the hearing process draws attention to certain assumptions rooted in our culturally conditioned aural-normativity, that is, the idea that
sound experiences reside exclusively in the ear. Similarly, it highlights how the primacy of vision in Deaf culture potentially overshadows deaf multi-sensory engagements with sound. Reshaping the geography of sound in the bodily environment
thus expands the boundaries of musical perception, broadening our understanding of
musical experience to blur the binaries between deaf and hearing. Hearing deafly cuts
across cultural-linguistic and audiological divisions to articulate an aspect of musical
experience that is available to all bodies.

“Listening to the Din” in Early Twentieth-Century Europe
Steven Whiting (University of Michigan), Chair

Elektra and the Ambiguity of the Scream
Melanie Gudesblatt (University of California, Berkeley)
Early reviewers of Strauss’s Elektra had screams on the brain. Comments about
the prevalence of these vocal gestures abound in early reports from, among others,
Arthur Abell, who stated that “the singers express themselves chiefly by shouting and
screaming,” and August Spanuth, who claimed that “one hardly exaggerates when
one claims that [Strauss] uses the human voice only for its characteristic screams . . .
often, the singer only has to put mere shrieking in place of singing.” Scholars often
dismiss such gripes because they are common in opera criticism. In the case of Elektra, however, critics’ fixation on screams amounts to more than histrionic whining.
The attention by German commentators to this issue appears calculated: mentioning
screams allowed them entry into heated social, cultural and aesthetic debates.
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Two main discourses emerge in contemporary reviews. First, for a number of Berlin critics, screaming singers were evidence of a battle royal between the orchestra and
singers. This was a high-stakes struggle for sonic control that pitted human against
machine. Berliners were particularly sensitive to the impact on humans, especially
measured in sonic terms, of recent efforts at rapid and spectacular modernization
in their city. In 1908, the year before Elektra’s premiere, Berliners could join a newly
founded Anti-noise league or purchase what would become the first commercially
successful earplug, Maximilian Negwer’s Ohropax. Second, critics across Germany
treated screams as a talking point in the debate over musical progress, which was for
them an aesthetic concept conditioned by Darwinian thought. The debate hinged on
Strauss’s treatment of the voice in Elektra, of which screams were the most prominent
representative. Some, claiming melody as the apex of musical development, argued
that screams were animalistic utterances signaling a developmental state long-since
overcome, while others saw screams as progress, signs of vocal adaptation in the face
of a changing environment. Screams were not placeholders for value judgments. Instead, they provided the rhetorical means for critics to grapple with how the capabilities, limits, and utility of the human voice (and by extension the human body) were
to be understood in a shifting social environment.

Listening to the Din of the Great War
Kassandra Hartford (Stony Brook University)
In his 1929 novel All Quiet on the Western Front, Erich Maria Remarque makes
a grim case for the importance of listening to the din of the battlefield during the
First World War. “Modern trench warfare,” he explains, “demands knowledge and
experience. A man must have . . . an ear for the sound and character of the shells . . .
young recruits . . . are mown down because they are listening anxiously to the roar
of the big coal-boxes falling in the rear, and miss the light, piping whistle of the low
spreading daisy-cutters.” For Remarque, attending to the complex soundscapes of the
battlefield is a matter of survival. Remarque’s descriptions of listening to battle noise
of the Great War are not unusual. Novels, memoirs, poems, and articles published in
music journals all attest both to the importance of battle-listening and to the ways it
shaped the imagining of the music of both the past and the present in the world after
the Great War, as it was then understood.
In this paper, I use these sources to document a changed mode of listening, one
that took shape through soldiers’ attentiveness to battlefield noise. Drawing upon
these diverse resources, I show, allows important scholarly interventions in twentiethcentury music. First, it decouples the interest in noise, and particularly war noise,
from the jingoistic impulses in Futurism, and places an attentiveness to these sounds
firmly within the realm of daily experience for soldiers. Second, it offers new ways of
thinking about the impulses behind sonic representations of the battlefield in music.
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Finally, I examine how these insights might help us understand James Reese Europe’s
guide to survival on the Western Front, “On Patrol in No Man’s Land,” which punctuates its observations with evocations of the sounds of minenwerfer, gas alarm bells,
and machine-gun fire. Finally, I suggest that these insights have important implications for the ways we think about the music of the past and the role of “noise” in the
musics that emerged after the First World War.

Das ungleiche Paar modernster Kammersymphonien: Expressionism,
Impressionism, and Politics in Critical Reception of Schoenberg’s
and Schreker’s Chamber Symphonies, c. 1918–23
Clare Carrasco (University of North Texas)
This paper takes a new approach to a history of the terms “expressionism” and “impressionism.” Rather than investigating how composers may have been influenced
by or involved in the movements associated with expressionism and impressionism, I consider another, less-explored context in which these terms were remarkably
prominent: German-language music criticism published in the period immediately
following the First World War. In particular, I demonstrate how this pair of terms
functioned in postwar critical reception of Arnold Schoenberg’s Chamber Symphony
(1906) and Franz Schreker’s Chamber Symphony (1916)—works that historians today
do not typically associate with expressionism or impressionism.
In reviews of numerous postwar performances—including several that programmed
both chamber symphonies—critics consistently described a marked contrast between
Schoenberg’s “expressionist” and Schreker’s “impressionist” work. Remarkably, existing musicological literature has not yet considered this particular construal, which
is striking given that these works represent the same new and purely instrumental
genre, employ comparable formal schemes, were written by prominent Viennese
composers, and are both apparently “still tonal.” Based on a close reading of dozens
of contemporary reviews, I argue that critics writing about these chamber symphonies used the terms “expressionist” and “impressionist” not merely as vague stylistic
descriptors or empty polemical watchwords. Rather, they used them to indicate specific musical features and to engage these works in broader musical-political debates.
I first explore critics’ unexpected privileging of timbre, texture, and orchestration
in distinguishing expressionism and impressionism in the two chamber symphonies.
I then consider how the application of the terms “expressionist” and “impressionist”
implicated these works and their composers in politicized discussions concerning
the “healthiness” and purported “radicalism” of expressionist music. In this context,
conservative critics frequently used Schoenberg’s “expressionist” Chamber Symphony
as evidence of a link between radical music, radical politics, and psychosocial deviation, with Schreker’s “impressionist” Chamber Symphony serving as a benign foil.
The superficial similarities between the two chamber symphonies thus allowed critics
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to place their differences—conceived as a conflation of the musical-aesthetic and the
social-political—in sharper relief.

Schoenberg Reception and Fin-de-siècle Anti-Noise Movements
Joy H. Calico (Vanderbilt University)
This paper argues that the critical discourse surrounding Arnold Schoenberg’s music in the first two decades of the twentieth century was informed by contemporaneous noise abatement movements in Vienna and Berlin. Scholars in historical sound
studies and urban studies have recently focused on early twentieth-century anti-noise
campaigns (Morat 2014, Hui 2013, Goodyear 2012, Bijsterveld 2013 and 2009), and
their work suggests that the noisy metropolitan environments in which Schoenberg’s
music was heard and discussed, as well as the public discourse about curbing that
noise, are relevant to understanding Schoenberg reception.
Anti-noise movements focused on the deleterious effects of industrial and urban
noise on the bodies and minds of city dwellers. Payer has studied the development of
the urban soundscape in Vienna as well as attempts to control it, noting that by 1900
anthropologist and music-lover Michael Haberlandt was making the case that Vienna
was the noisiest city in Europe. Activists complained about “noise pollution” and
advocated for “auditory hygiene” as a matter of public health. Psychologist Theodor
Lessing founded his Antilärmverein (1908) to combat the “plague” of urban noise,
linking it to degenerative nervous conditions. Through chapters in Berlin and Vienna
he targeted a range of sonic offenses endemic to the modern metropolis, including
Klavierpest (plague of the piano), known to the Viennese since the days of Hanslick,
and Gesangseuche (pestilence of singing).
Critics lodged noise complaints against Schoenberg’s music, too; consider the
1907 reviewer who described the Chamber Symphony op. 9 as “a wild, unkempt,
democratic noise that no nobleman could mistake for music.” But more often they
used noisy language to describe an audience’s response rather than the music itself.
An account of the “Scandal Concert” in 1913 said little of the music but reported a
Lärmszene of hissing, whistling, laughing, shouting, and fisticuffs in the audience.
Schoenberg replied with the indignant assertion that such noise-making in a concert
hall was against the law. This paper situates such modernist musical discourse in
a larger context shaped by debates about noise in the cities in which Schoenberg’s
music was performed.
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Music, Gender, and Sacred Landscapes
Helena Kopchick Spencer (University of North
Carolina at Wilmington), Chair

Songscapes in the Paradiesgärtlein of the
Upper Rhenish Master (1410–20)
Lori Kruckenberg (University of Oregon)
One of the most celebrated German paintings from the late Middle Ages is the socalled Paradiesgärtlein. Dated to 1410–20 and localized to the Upper Rhine, this work
was likely a commission for a noblewoman living in, or possibly entering, a convent.
The Paradiesgärtlein depicts a lush garden, a hortus conclusus, surrounded by a protective wall. At its center is the Virgin Mother reading, with the Christ child playing a
psalter before her. On the viewer’s right side are two singing saints and an unidentified young man, while on the dominant side are three pious women absorbed in their
respective activities, with one assisting at the psalter. Twenty-five different plants are
clearly identifiable, and accordingly scholars have noted that the artist appeals not
only to the spectator’s sense of sight through his visually arresting studies of nature,
but also to the senses of taste, smell, and touch.
Curiously, art critics have largely ignored how sound, too, is evoked in the Paradiesgärtlein. Far from being a silent retreat, this soundscape offers two contrasting
musical activities. At the core Christ, Sts. Michael and George, and a choir-nun
sing sacred chant. At the garden’s walled edge—and thus beyond the sanctity of the
hortus conclusus and into the realm of the profane—twelve distinct songbirds offer
up their individual imitations of music, producing a riotous cacophony. This paper
considers the sonic dimensions portrayed in this painting and investigates them in
the context of select fourteenth- and fifteenth-century writings connected to German women religious including critiques of women chanting publically, the papal
decretal Periculoso, statutes governing the musical conduct of nuns and canonesses,
and several Schwesternbücher. Building on Elizabeth Leach’s 2007 monograph Sung
Birds, I use a set of little known texts to explore discourse unfavorably comparing
the irrationality of songbirds to women musicians. I propose that the Paradiesgärtlein, as a private devotional object and personal memento, instructs and encourages a
noblewoman entering a convent to pursue sacred song as fitting music, and to leave
behind the songs of the world.
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Gender, Nature, and Religiosity in Liszt’s Musical Landscapes
Jonathan Kregor (University of Cincinnati)
As Franz Liszt delved into the composition of programmatic orchestral music in
the 1850s, he gradually moved from nature-oriented pieces toward works in which
a strongly defined protagonist takes center stage, motivates the musical drama, and
leads the work to a heroic conclusion. The creation of such “musical monuments”
(Rehding 2002) ostensibly reflects the prescriptions laid out by Liszt in his seminal
essay “Berlioz und seine Haroldsymphonie” of 1855, in which he advocates focusing
on “exceptional figures.”
This paper develops recent scholarship (Cormac 2013) that challenges the ubiquity
of this enduring paradigm by suggesting new readings for two of Liszt’s symphonic
poems: Hunnenschlacht (1857; pub. 1861), which features a slightly altered rendition of
the plainchant “Crux fidelis” as Christian soldiers battle the Huns; and Der nächtliche
Zug (1857–61; pub. 1866), in which the “Pange lingua” accompanies a band of pilgrims through the dark woods. Not only do these liturgical melodies serve as main
musical subject, but in doing so they also substitute for male protagonists that are
either weak (Faust in Der nächtliche Zug) or entirely absent (Hunnenschlact). Thus in
effacing male chauvinism through godly spiritualism, they upset the representation
of gender that Kramer (1990) and Gooley (1998) have traced in Liszt’s “monumental”
symphonic works.
After leaving Weimar in 1861, Liszt continued to experiment with ways in which
program music could express his Christian values, which strengthened considerably
during his ensuing Roman period. In this context, his St François d’Assise: la prédication aux oiseaux stands out. Composed around 1863, it draws on a famous scene in
the fourteenth-century Fioretti di San Francesco in which St. Francis communes with
the birds. A masterpiece of birdsong imitation and musical landscape painting, it also
serves as a remarkable example of how programmatic dialectics of representing gender and painting nature might be reconciled, with the salvation hero Francis submitting to his natural environment—coded as feminine by its tessitura, motivic fragility,
amorphous key, formal position, and general unruliness—by means of a sermon that
extolls God’s natural gifts and preaches thanksgiving and humility.

Amy Beach, Agnes Woodward, and the Performance
of Birdsong as an Act of Modern Listening
Maribeth Clark (New College of Florida)
In “Bird Songs on the Piano,” a brief article distributed broadly in U.S. newspapers
in 1922, the anonymous author described Amy Cheney Beach’s hermit thrush compositions (op. 92, nos. 1 and 2) as reflecting an experimental practice in their integration of birdsong into contemporary musical language. It asserted that birdsong could
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form basic themes in musical compositions much like folk music did, attributing
to the practice a “delicate artistry” at odds with “the predominance of jazz.” Agnes
Woodward, bird whistling pedagogue, referred to this same article in the preface
to her method, Whistling as an Art (1925); however, she omits the reference to jazz,
emphasizing instead Beach’s prophecy that birdsong will someday overtake folk music in its popularity, a position that supports her practice of whistled melodies with
bird-call ornaments. While Beach’s hermit thrush pieces have made a lasting impression, birdsong in general has not achieved the predicted popularity, and Woodward’s
method is mostly forgotten. Yet the engagement of Beach and Woodward with birdsong allowed them to articulate a complex if ephemeral modern voice.
This paper examines these women’s use of birdsong as an expression of listening as a modern process according to Roland Barthes (“Écoute,” 1976). It builds on
the work of Adrienne Fried Block, who recognized the symbolic import of hermit
thrushes for Beach as a resident of the MacDowell Colony, and Denise Von Glahn,
who has interpreted Beach’s hermit thrush song settings as expressions of the spiritual.
I argue that Beach’s and Woodward’s bird-inspired compositions and performances
represent birdsong as in dialogue with their own thoughts as well as with a public
eager to embrace their work, and suggests the emergence of listening as a process that
allowed for the articulation of dialogical, bird-inflected voices. For Barthes, modern
listening results in the construction of an intersubjective space, a movement between
power and desire, subject and object. Through this psychoanalytic form of listening,
Beach’s and Woodward’s engagement with birdsong articulates a feminine, racially
unmarked (white) musical voice of artistic transcendence and commercial viability.

Libby Larsen and the Ungendered/All-Gendered Spiritual Environment
Denise Von Glahn (Florida State University)
Reforms of the Second Vatican Council (1962–65) rocked Christendom at a time
of widespread civil and social unrest. Despite the absence of new doctrine, practical
changes in the celebration of the Mass that included replacing Latin texts with the
vernacular and substituting “contemporary” music for chant touched large numbers
of believers in highly personal ways. Among those affected was the American composer Libby Larsen: as she has described it, she found her world changed overnight
by an assembly of bishops and cardinals, all males, a half world away.
Those for whom Gregorian chant had been a portal to the mysterious and transcendent were cut adrift from their most powerful source of religious experience.
Amplified guitars whose reverberations muddied and rattled the spacious interiors of
churches and cathedrals mocked the absent ancient musics that had been designed to
come to life in the same places. Additionally, supplanting month-long May (Mary)
festivals with celebrations devoted more generally to peace, and encouraging believers
to develop a personal, direct relationship with God appeared to be strategic efforts
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to remove or at the very least demote the only female in the Church who, through
her unique intercessory abilities, inhabited a position of power within an otherwise
all-male hierarchy. For a twelve-year-old on the cusp of understanding herself and her
place within the world, Vatican II signaled an unbreachable rupture in her spiritual
being; Larsen left the church and turned to nature for spiritual sustenance.
Free of arbitrary, hierarchical religious policies and practices, Larsen found the
natural world to be an all-embracing, ungendered space to experience the sacred.
The mutually dependent relationships she observed reinforced her own collaborative
inclinations. Drawing upon work completed for the first full-length scholarly biography of Libby Larsen, and over five years of unprecedented access to the composer, this
paper situates three works within the specific religious, environmental, social, and
cultural contexts of Larsen’s life. In a Winter Garden, Up Where the Air Gets Thin, and
Slow Structures demonstrate how Larsen creates ungendered/all-gendered spiritual
environments that simultaneously invite contemplation, questioning, and action.

New Readings of Renaissance Mass and Motet
David Rothenberg (Case Western Reserve University), Chair

Absalom in Augsburg: The Reformation Context of the “Absalon” Motets
Aaron James (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester)
Scholarship on the famous motet “Absalon fili mi” has focused largely on its stylistic features and on questions of authorship, since the piece has been variously attributed to Josquin and Pierre de la Rue. Comparatively little attention has been paid to
the motet’s biblical text, which has typically been interpreted solely as a lament for a
dead son: under this interpretation, the motet would have been suitable for presentation to patrons who were themselves bereaved parents.
This paper demonstrates that the motet’s text holds a second meaning, previously
overlooked and of great significance in the sixteenth century: a narrative of religious
dissent and schism. A theological tradition of more than a thousand years, stemming
from Augustine and Aquinas, understood Absalom’s tragic uprising against his father
as symbolizing the rebellion of heretics against church authority. This symbolism
took on a new life during the religious disputes of the Reformation, adopted for polemical purposes by writers both Catholic (e.g. Johannes Eck and Thomas More) and
Protestant (e.g. William Tyndale and Luther himself ).
This theological tradition assumes even greater significance in the case of Sigmund
Salminger, the Augsburg-based editor who first attributed “Absalon fili mi” to Josquin in his 1540 print. Deeply implicated in Reformation-era conflicts and himself a
former Anabaptist leader, Salminger structured his printed anthology with themes of
religious conflict in the foreground, featuring numerous texts that lament the dead
or call for peace. The adaptability of the Absalom story, which could be interpreted
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to support either a Catholic or Protestant position in the religiously divided cities of southern Germany, inspired a continuing tradition of “Absalon” motets that
flourished in the middle decades of the sixteenth century. This repertoire was varied
in musical style, encompassing contrafacta of secular chansons and adaptations of
other lament texts as well as original motets based on the Absalom narrative, and its
prevalence in midcentury sources illustrates the continuous vitality of this theological
tradition in the music of post-Reformation Germany.

The Curious Case of Compère’s “Sola caret monstris”:
the Pope, the King, and the “fera pessima”
Naomi Gregory (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester)
Compère’s five-voice motet “Sola caret monstris/Fera pessima” presents various
musicological puzzles. Its text has typically been read as strongly anti-papal (Jeffrey
Dean 1986). The king of France asks Pope Julius (r. 1503–13) why a “fera pessima”
is terrorizing the French kingdom, and prays for deliverance from this danger. The
French king appears to be Louis XII (who reigned throughout Julius’ papacy); the
“fera pessima” symbolizes the pope himself. Yet the sole source for this motet is Cappella Sistina 42, a papal manuscript copied in the first decade of the sixteenth century.
Moreover, the heightened tone of the motet’s text is unusual, even for French antipapal propaganda of this period.
My paper suggests an alternative reading of the relationship between king, pope
and the “fera pessima,” focusing on the contemporary implications of the opening
phrase of the motet’s text: “Sola caret monstris si Gallia.” Previously understood as
a passing reference to monsters or omens, I argue that this phrase carried a more
specific resonance for an educated French audience of this time, intimately linked to
notions of kingship and French nationhood. Key to my argument is the similarity
between this phrase and St. Jerome’s formulation, “Sola Gallia monstra non habuit.”
Jerome’s words were cited repeatedly by jurists in the French parlement in support of
a sweeping program of ecclesiastical reform, which delivered significant new juridical
powers to Louis XII. In the face of rampant church abuses, the jurists argued, only
the French king (and his parlement) could protect the “true” apostolic faith, preserved
throughout history by France and her most Christian king alone.
I argue that the “fera pessima” of the motet text symbolizes the threat posed to the
Gallican church by clerical abuses, particularly simony. Concerns about this topic
proliferate in French writings at this period and reach a new height in Louis XII’s
reign. Rather than a highly individualized instance of anti-papal propaganda, Compère’s motet instead expresses a recurrent trope in French political discourse of the
late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.
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The Political Context of Schütz’s Saul, was verfolgst du mich
Derek Stauff (Hillsdale College)
Heinrich Schütz’s Saul, was verfolgst du mich from Symphoniae sacrae III (1650)
has gripped modern commentators for aesthetic, expressive, and structural reasons
for so long that attempts to historicize it have been limited. Yet during key points
in the Thirty Years’ War, the piece would have evoked his listeners’ fears of religious
persecution at the hands of their Catholic opponents. Schütz’s text, from the narrative of Paul’s conversion in Acts 9, appears in contemporary devotional writings and
confessional polemics related to persecution. Furthermore, recently uncovered archival evidence shows that Schütz performed Saul in 1632 at a state-sponsored worship
service in Dresden marking the first anniversary of the battle of Breitenfeld. Protestants touted the battle, a decisive victory for the Swedish-Saxon alliance, as a blow
against persecution from Catholics. These celebrations, which can be reconstructed
in considerable detail, reinforce the connections between Schütz’s Saul and Protestant
fears of persecution.
Schütz’s text fits squarely within the politics of the Breitenfeld celebrations. He
set only select words of Christ from the narrative of Paul’s conversion. Modern critics have acknowledged this curiously truncated text, often claiming that it gives the
concerto psychological depth. The Breitenfeld celebrations, however, might better
explain the words Schütz set, for they focus not on Saul’s conversion and repentance
but rather on the moment in Acts 9 when God intervened to stop an evil-doer from
further persecuting believers. Without the surrounding narrative and dialogue, the
words can be heard more easily in relation to the Breitenfeld victory.
In 1632, Schütz’s vivid music would have evoked the persecution that Saxony had
suffered leading up to the battle, and sympathetic listeners would have noticed a parallel to the victory itself: just as Christ miraculously stopped Saul from persecuting
believers, so he intervened again in 1631 to thwart the Catholic Imperialists at Breitenfeld. The performance of Saul in 1632, the only one known from Schütz’s lifetime,
thus shows how his music partook in a broader campaign of Protestant propaganda
designed to strengthen solidarity between Sweden and Saxony, reinforcing the confessional and political divisions that fueled this phase of the war.

Obrecht, Boethius, and the Fortuna Desperata Masses
Anne Walters Robertson (University of Chicago)
No song in the fifteenth century was more popular than Fortuna desperata. Its
many incarnations include settings of the tune, ensemble derivations, keyboard compositions, and six masses, representing the work of more than fifteen composers from
Flanders, Germany, and Italy. For all its renown, however, we still do not understand
what the song means in these pieces. Beginning with Obrecht’s Missa Fortuna, this
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paper shows that the incipit “Fortuna desperata” points to the most cherished and
influential philosophical treatise of the middle ages and beyond, Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy, as read through its late medieval commentaries.
Uncovering Obrecht’s source of inspiration allows us to grasp the symbols in his
Mass. Boethius’ glossators name virtue as the antidote to Fortune, demonstrating
that “virtue stands in the middle” (“virtus consistit in medio”) between “fortune”
that is too favorable or too unfavorable in order to avoid “despair” (“fortuna . . . in
desperationem”). Obrecht, too, expounds on Boethius, albeit in music as well as text.
He uses these same words in his cantus firmus (Fortuna desperata) and in the canon
of his Gloria and Credo (“in medio consistit virtus”), and he employs backwardthen-forward musical motion to illustrate “virtue in the middle,” imitating images of
Fortune with two faces and analogous depictions of the virtues and vices.
Connecting Obrecht’s Mass to Boethius’s Consolation may suggest further insights
into the Missa Fortuna desperata tradition. Liturgical commentator Guillelmus Durandus describes a season of desperation (desperatio), namely, the seventy days of
contrition extending from Septuagesima Sunday until Easter. The Genesis readings
on the Fall and the Flood for these days supplied Josquin des Prez with the canon “be
fruitful and multiply,” found in the Agnus dei of his Missa Fortuna. Were Obrecht’s
and Josquin’s works intended to be sung during this penitential period, a time of
theological and social reversal that may be reflected in Josquin’s inverted musical motion and Obrecht’s retrograde? Finally, the poem that accompanies Boethius’ and his
commentators’ teachings on virtue recalls the heroic virtue of the mythical Hercules.
Does this poem hint intertextually at the demi-god’s namesake—and Obrecht’s patron—Duke Hercules d’Este I of Ferrara?

Religious Contexts
Daniel R. Melamed (Indiana University), Chair

From Exegesis to Epic to Liturgical Drama: The
German Visitatio sepulchri Reconsidered
Melanie Batoff (Luther College)
In the early twelfth century at Salzburg cathedral, Archbishop Konrad (1075–1147)
faced the same theological quandary that had troubled generations of Christian exegetes and reformers. How could the domicelli (future canons) be persuaded that the
Gospels were authoritative and true when the Resurrection accounts differed? His solution was to introduce a new version of the Visitatio sepulchri (Visit of the Sepulcher)
into the Easter Sunday liturgy throughout the Salzburg archdiocese.
The musical and textual characteristics of the Salzburg and similar Visitationes
(identified in secondary literature as type two) sharply differentiated them from prior
German examples, which mostly incorporated preexisting Easter Office antiphons
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with Gospel texts. Type-two Visitationes were almost entirely newly composed in
post-Gregorian style and conflated events and wordings from the four Gospels into a
single, unified narrative, in contrast with the earlier type, which drew solely on Matthew and Mark. These musical and textual differences call into question the accepted
view that type-two Visitationes were expanded versions of those from the tenth and
eleventh centuries.
This paper argues that type-two Visitationes were modeled on Gospel Harmonies,
theological texts that reconciled conflicts among the Gospels by presenting a single
unified account. From the second century onward, exegetes wrote Gospel Harmonies
to address well-documented concerns among medieval Christians that the Gospels
differed. Although the earliest Gospel Harmonies were read aloud or studied privately, a practice of singing them in the style of epics developed in ninth-century
Germany. Type-two Visitationes built on the foundation of earlier Gospel Harmonies
and on the tradition of singing such texts, but rendered the harmonization more potent by reenacting the events of the conflated narrative, serving as powerful testimony
that the Gospels were authoritative and in no way discordant.

Nivers’s petits motets: Styles and Adaptations
Deborah Kauffman (University of Northern Colorado)
All of the 115 petits motets composed by Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers (1632–1715) were
intended for use in convents by female singers, with some sixty written specifically for
the community of the Maison royale de Saint-Louis at Saint-Cyr. Another seventyone motets were published in 1689 in a collection of Motets à voix seule, which may
have been intended for use at the convent of the Adoration perpétuelle du SaintSacrement, where Nivers’s wife—a professional singer—was regularly engaged to
sing.
Sixteen of the motets from the repertory for Saint-Cyr first appeared in Motets à
voix seule, but in different versions, some of which diverge widely in their style and
musical content. Like the other works in that collection, they have ornately decorated
melodies requiring considerable singing ability, but their later Saint-Cyr versions are
generally simplified, making them more accessible to the less-accomplished singers
of the community at Saint-Cyr. Clearly, when Nivers repurposed his music for a
particular set of performers—professional singers like his wife on one hand, and the
girls and ladies of Saint-Cyr on the other—he adjusted it according to their level of
singing ability. At the same time, Nivers also conformed to the expectations of SaintCyr’s founder, Madame de Maintenon, who stressed the principles of simplicity and
devotion in the community’s religious and daily life. Some motets were maintained in
the Saint-Cyr repertory long after Nivers’s death, although with further revisions by
Nicolas Clérambault, as performing conditions at the Maison continued to change.
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“Works of Darkness, Condemned by the Church Fathers”:
Graupner, Darmstadt, and the Operatic Church Cantata
Evan Cortens (Calgary, Alberta)
At the turn of the eighteenth century, a battle raged between those who sought
to ban opera as lewd and lascivious and those who sought to bring it inside the very
church itself, in the form of the church cantata. Though much attention has been
devoted to Hamburg and Leipzig, little heed has been paid to the role of HessenDarmstadt and its Capellmeister, Christoph Graupner (1683–1760). Ernst Ludwig
(1667–1739), the Landgrave of this principality just south of Frankfurt, had a sophisticated appreciation of the arts, and, when he assumed the throne, he began a
decades-long campaign of artistic modernization that would ultimately see church
cantatas take the place of opera as the principal musical event at court. In 1709,
during Ernst Ludwig’s final visit to Hamburg, the site of the famous Oper am Gänsemarkt, he was in the market for a new Capellmeister, and he wanted someone who
could compose in the most fashionable genre of the time: opera. Graupner fit the bill.
Graupner had only worked at the opera, with no experience in the church, yet he
would go on to write an astounding 1,400 church cantatas, roughly five times his
work in all other genres. In this paper, I show that in Darmstadt, particularly after
1712, the church cantata assumed a social role typically held by opera. Put simply,
opera was too expensive for Darmstadt, but in the church, Ernst Ludwig could enjoy
the same musical style at a fraction of the cost. Nowhere else in early eighteenthcentury Germany could one see the same famous singers hired for the opera, including one Telemann praised as the greatest in Germany, perform in church. The nearcomplete survival of the original cantata performance parts, including over 6,000
vocal parts, allows for extensive analysis of precisely how Graupner carefully balanced
the operatic and liturgical worlds, and how he deployed his singers. Thus we see that
Darmstadt, under Ernst Ludwig, was no artistic backwater; rather it was a major
player in the development of the opera-derived German liturgical cantata. This realization changes our very conception of the genre itself.

The Kantor and the Kapellmeister: Church and Concert
Life in Early Nineteenth-Century Leipzig
Jeffrey Sposato (University of Houston)
In the absence of a court and standing opera and theater companies, Leipzig’s public subscription concerts emerged from that city’s unusually powerful and centralized
sacred music establishment. Indeed, ties between public concerts and the church are
readily apparent even in the earliest subscription series, the Grosse Concert (established in 1743), whose first recorded director was Johann Friedrich Doles, a student
of Thomaskantor Johann Sebastian Bach.
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While Doles’s tenure was brief, his successors at the Grosse Concert, Musikübende
Gesellschaft, and, finally, the Gewandhaus had similarly strong ties to the city’s massive sacred music enterprise, the result of which was a clear path of influence from the
sacred to the secular music worlds.
In the first decades of the nineteenth century, however, the flow of influence from
church to concert hall gradually diminished and then—quite surprisingly—fully reversed itself as the Gewandhaus grew in prominence and eclipsed the churches as the
city’s musical focal point. A primary factor in that reversal was a decline in church
attendance, a crisis that had been building since the last decade of the eighteenth century. In an effort to stem the decline, Thomaskantor Johann Gottfried Schicht bolstered the relationship between the church and concert hall. This he achieved in part
by developing a style of sacred music programming designed to drive middle-class
public concert audiences into the church. In 1842, Kapellmeister Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy strengthened these ties by handpicking the new Thomaskantor, Moritz
Hauptmann, a man who shared his canonical musical tastes.

Underestimated Instrumentalists
Victoria Von Arx (University at Albany, SUNY), Chair

“This Mistaken Idea Threatens to Gain General Currency”: The
Debate over the “Bach Trumpet” in the English Musical Press
during the Late-Nineteenth Century Baroque Revivals
David Kendall (La Sierra University)
Approaching the extremely high and taxing trumpet parts in the works of Bach
and Handel has a long and complex history. From the earliest revival performances
led by Felix Mendelssohn in the early nineteenth century, through the great 1885
celebratory bicentennials of Bach and Handel’s birth, until the earliest instances of
the modern historical performance movement in the mid-twentieth century, composers, performers, and orchestrators had struggled with the issue. The initial solutions were eminently practical: dropping octaves in extreme registers, substituting
other instruments, and reorchestrating the works for different instrumental forces.
The orchestration approach is demonstrated in the performance histories of various
major editions of Handel’s Messiah, from the original Handel-Chrysander edition,
to the Mozart-Hiller and Robert Franz editions, which emasculated the trumpets,
to Ebenezer Prout’s still-popular 1902 edition that partially restored the tessitura.
Instrumental substitutions were also common. Clarinets substituted for trumpets in
performances of Bach conducted by Mendelssohn in the 1830s and 1840s, and that
practice continued throughout the century and is occasionally done today (though
for reasons of balance rather than ability). Richard Strauss even used a piccolo F
heckelphone for the second Brandenburg concerto.
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The debate began, however, when trumpeters began looking for uniquely trumpet solutions to the difficulties encountered in Baroque works. The unlikely catalyst
was an 1871 demonstration on florid clarino trumpet technique for the Musical Artists’ Association of Berlin by the well-regarded German cornetist Julius Kosleck on
a medieval buisine he had found in a private instrument collection. This instrument
appeared again in the 1880s, now with two attached valves, for the bicentennial performances of Bach and Handel’s music. The English public was enchanted with this
instrument, described in the musical literature as “a rediscovery of the trumpet used
by Bach and Handel.” Music historians and professional trumpeters alike quickly
attempted to correct this error, but to no avail. The concert going public and much
of the musical literati were sold on the notion, and for sixty years the debate raged in
the musical literature as to the true nature of “Bach’s trumpet.”

Lady Keyboardists and the Bach-Boogie Divide
Jessica Wood (Durham, N.C.)
During the 1930s and ’40s, African American pianists Hazel Scott, Sarah McLawler, Dottie Donegan, and Katie Miller played their own arrangements of classical
piano repertoire in New York City nightclubs; they also occasionally played “straight”
versions of those pieces in not only clubs but also high art venues such as Carnegie
Hall. At the same moment, two white female harpsichordists (Sylvia Marlowe and
Yella Pessl) crossed over into the New York City jazz world by playing swung versions
of Bach, Rameau, and Couperin in venues like Harlem’s Café Society and the Rockefeller Center’s Rainbow Room.
These women exemplified the ultimate in mid-century glamour, and possessed the
kind of keyboard technique associated with white, Victorian standards of womanhood. Journalists often began their reviews with descriptions of hair and wardrobe;
they then launched into accounts of the women’s mildly transgressive performance
practices that could include foot stomping, groaning, or perspiration. These descriptions bore similarities to reviews of the keyboardists’ recordings; upon hearing one of
Sylvia Marlowe’s boogie records, “Jelly Roll” Morton reputedly stated: “That couldn’t
be a white man playing, and it certainly couldn’t be a woman.” At the foreground of
this discourse was the idea that lady keyboardists and boogie performance practice
occupied opposing ends of a social spectrum that conflated genre, gender, race, and
class.
Archives of “Bach to Boogie” coverage from New York City newspapers demonstrate the influential role of women virtuosi during this intense phase of genremixing. Ultimately, I show that this cohort of lady keyboardists provided the context
from which male stars of early jazz-classical crossover (such as Benny Goodman,
Teddy Wilson, Mitch Miller, and Alec Wilder) emerged. Incorporating scholarship
on the gendering of classical keyboard technique and repertoire as feminine with that
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on the racialized critiques of jazz during the 1920s to ’40s, I show how classicallytrained female jazz keyboardists offered “acceptable” ways of blending the two genres.

“A Bastard Instrument”: The Electric Bass, Jazz,
and the Stigmatization of Musical Practice
Brian F. Wright (Case Western Reserve University)
The electric bass has remained a stigmatized instrument in jazz for over six decades.
The instrument today is primarily dismissed as a marker of 1970s jazz “fusion,” a
subgenre that has been broadly disparaged and disowned by contemporary jazz musicians and critics (and not just by neo-classicists like Wynton Marsalis). But jazz electric bassists predate fusion by nearly twenty years and the instrument was stigmatized
from the beginning.
This paper traces the rarely-examined early history of the electric bass in jazz, from
its debut in 1951 to just after its adoption by rock ’n’ roll musicians in 1957. Focusing
specifically on the plight of pioneering electric bassist William “Monk” Montgomery
(older brother of famed guitarist Wes Montgomery), I examine how and why the
electric bass was originally stigmatized in jazz. Montgomery, despite being the person
most associated with the instrument, was a reluctant trailblazer who openly struggled
with the idea of playing an electric bass in a jazz setting. While he was quickly won
over by the instrument, many of his contemporaries remained vehemently opposed
to it, claiming that its timbre, appearance, and requisite amplification violated some
of jazz’s sacrosanct aesthetic criteria. These critics thus repudiated Montgomery as an
outsider, yet he was able to use this marginality as a lucrative marketing opportunity,
reaping financial reward, gigs, and attention from his novelty status. Building on
sociologist Erving Goffman’s theories of social stigma, this paper explores the early
discourse surrounding the electric bass. In so doing, I analyze the sight and sound of
early electric basses, critics’ commentary in liner notes and publications such as Melody Maker and Down Beat, and Montgomery’s own recollections of the era. Montgomery’s story not only is a challenge to contemporary jazz criticism and historiography
but also provides a useful case study of how musical practices become stigmatized.
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AMS President’s Endowed Plenary Lecture
Ellen T. Harris (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), chair

Putting Scholarship into (Art) Practice: Four Cases
George E. Lewis (Columbia University)
This talk troubles the bright line separating creative work from academic research,
through an examination of four cases from my own work as a composer and interactive artist. The works themselves are diverse in content and affect, and range from
computer music performance and interactive installations to opera. Each of these
works, however, was developed through a combination of ethnographic method, historical and archival work, analysis of musical practice, and critical examination. The
results are serving in turn as the impetus for my musicological writing—on the works
themselves, on histories of larger networks of musical practice that these works draw
upon, and on still larger socio-technological networks and practices that all of us
encounter every day. Thus, the talk affirms the fact that the world continues to draw
critically important lessons from music—often cryptically, and despite an ongoing
and deleterious trope that portrays music as peripheral to American intellectual life.
In staunch opposition to this trope, musicologist Jann Pasler has proposed that “music can serve as a critical tool, activating and developing multiple layers of awareness .
. . I invite the reader to listen for music’s resonance in the world and, through music,
to help us imagine our future.” My talk makes common cause with Professor Pasler’s
view, echoing philosopher Pierre Hadot’s understanding that “in philosophy, we are
not dealing with the mere creation of a work of art: the goal is rather to transform
ourselves.”

Thursday evening
Ecomusicology and the History of Science
Sabine Feisst (Arizona State University), Chair
Sponsored by the Ecocriticism Study Group
This panel uses the critical framework of ecomusicology to explore answers to the
following question: How have histories of science and technology shaped contemporaneous developments in musical aesthetics, ideologies, and compositional practices? Assembled scholars examine various scientific discourses—including geology,
climatology, biology, and sound technology—to specifically consider how natural
environments emerge from their traditional peripheralization as “background” or
atmospheric surroundings to become an integral part of diverse musical objects, from
early Romantic melodrama to the Wagnerian Gestamtkunstwerk to twenty-first century multimedia and electro-acoustic works. To foster further disciplinary growth
and professional development, the session pairs short papers by four emerging scholars with responses by established scholars whose current musicological research encompasses ecocriticism, posthumanism, and sound studies. Each of these scholarly
exchanges is followed by a period of audience Q&A and open discussion.

Fingal’s Basaltic Cavern: Early Gothic Melodrama
and Late Georgian Geology
Jonathan Hicks (King’s College London)
Stephen Meyer (Syracuse University), Respondent
It has long been observed that early nineteenth-century melodrama drew heavily
on the forces of nature: earthquakes, floods, volcanoes, and precipices were all prominent features of this famously sensational form of theatre. In this paper I make a more
specific case for a correspondence between the concerns of early geology and what I
call “Ossianic melodrama.” I take my cue from a stage direction in Charles Nodier’s
1820 mélodrame, Le Vampire: after an overture “expressing a storm,” the curtain rises
on a dimly lit stage, which brightens to reveal “a basaltic cavern whose long prisms
end in unequal angles facing heaven . . . the cavern is strewn with tombs and diverse
shapes, columns, pyramids, cubes of rough and clumsy workmanship.” For those
who might not recognize this setting on sight, the first speech makes the mysterious
location explicit: “Of all the lugubrious scenes of the night . . . none fills me with
such horror as the approach to the cave of Staffa.” Differing from the Grand Tourist
of Poldiori’s 1819 The Vampyre—or the first French spin-off, Cyprien Bérard’s 1820
novel Lord Ruthwen—Nodier’s melodramatic villain is drawn to Fingal’s Cave, one of
the northernmost shores of Christian civilization. This latest iteration of the age-old
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bridal-rape fantasy was thus played out amidst the supernatural landscape of Ossianic
lore. For the best part of a decade this combination of place and genre proved remarkably successful. James Robinson Planché’s 1820 London adaptation, The Vampire; or,
the Bride of the Isles, maintained the same Staffa setting while incorporating Scotch
songs into the orchestral score. Heinrich Marschner’s 1828 Leipzig opera, Der Vampyr,
was also set in Scotland, complete with cave and kilts. Later in the century, the geography of vampirism migrated to other marginal regions: southern France, bohemian
Spain, rural Cornwall and, most famously, the Carpathian Mountains and North
Yorkshire Coast. Yet the distinctive “Scottish moment” in the 1820s bears further
scrutiny. By taking seriously Nodier’s interest in the fabric of Fingal’s Cave, I propose
that rocks formed an active part in the production of melodramatic meaning. It is
well known that contemporary arguments over the age of the earth had brought the
fledgling discipline of geology into an uneasy dialogue with biblical theories of human origin and temporality. But it is less well understood what role melodramatic
performances played in providing a stage for such debates, through spectacle, shock,
and Scottish song.

Richard Wagner as Ecocritic: Wagnerian Climate
Theory and the Anthropocene
Kirsten Paige (University of California, Berkeley)
Holly Watkins (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester), Respondent
In 1850, Adolph Kolatschek implored his fellow revolutionary, Richard Wagner,
to write an essay on “climate” for Kolatschek’s socialist newsletter operating out of
Stuttgart. The resultant article, Art and Climate, expressed a “climate theory” that, in
the spirit of Herder, advocated a new vision of humanity that derived its ethics and
culture directly from nature. Like his fellow Romantics, Wagner’s climate theory denounced industrialization and urbanization, suggesting that they were causing rapid
change to the constitution of our planet and “altering the Earth system.” For Wagner,
capitalist civilization was in the process of creating an “anthropogenic” landscape or
“ecology without nature,” as Timothy Morton has called it.
This paper argues that, in addition to enacting a historical gesture towards our
notion of “ecomusicology,” Wagner’s ecological writings reveal an anticipatory understanding of “the Anthropocene,” a contentious concept in contemporary biological
and geological sciences. While Wagner shared this acute environmental awareness
with other nineteenth-century intellectuals, his response to it was unique: many Romantics advocated limiting our “footprint” and living in nature, but Wagner promoted the notion that we might live as nature, envisioning a “new humanity” borne
out of the harsh German landscape. Ultimately, in addition to redrafting the bounds
of humanity and the terms of its coexistence with nature, Wagner’s anti-capitalist
climate theory proffered “the artwork” as part of his ecocritical solution to the nascent
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Anthropocene, suggesting that, for Wagner, music might provide a redemptive response to an environmental crisis.

The Acousmatic Whale: Immersion, Transduction and
Transmission of Underwater Sounds in “Pacificanto”
Juan Velásquez (University of Pittsburgh)
Aaron S. Allen (University of North Carolina at Greensboro), Respondent
In 2003, Huáscar Barradas’ cantata “Pacificanto” premiered in Colombia. Promoted in the media as an “experimental cantata,” the concert integrated human voices,
piano, and wind instruments with the songs and electrocardiograms of humpback
whales, transmitted via satellite in real time. The staging of this cantata—in the underground Zipaquirá Salt Cathedral with onstage human performers, video projections of marine life, and transmitted whale sounds—further contributed to the audience’s perception of musical collaboration, and even intercommunication, between
humans and whales. Furthermore, with its simultaneous satellite transmissions,
“Pacificanto” harnessed listening modes from scientific traditions by auscultating the
heartbeat of living organisms. In so doing, this work exemplified how the transduction and manipulation of sound as signal and metadata promote the experience of
acousmatic listening.
Citing stories of Pythagoras’ disciples listening to the philosopher’s voice as he
hid behind a curtain, Pierre Schaeffer introduced the idea of acousmatic listening to
describe a sound that one hears without seeing it source (Schaeffer 1998). As explored
by Michel Chion, acousmatic listening differs from direct listening because sound
sources are simultaneously present and invisible (Chion 1994). The acousmatic experience—what Chion calls the “isolation of sound from the ‘audiovisual complex’”—
focuses listening on the sound as an object in its own sake. I argue that “Pacificanto”
illustrates how the use of technology in processes of transduction and auscultation
fosters acousmatic listening, reconfiguring the ocean as a sonorous space where the
whales are musical sound sources.

The Soundscapes and Technologies of Energy Industries
Kate Galloway (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
Justin D. Burton (Rider University), Respondent
Derek Charke (b. 1974) listens inclusively with his field recorder to the auditory
world. Integrating the natural and the technological, his compositions represent the
rich sonic coloration and social tensions that result from energy production and use.
Works such as Falling from Cloudless Skies (2009), Symphony No. 1 Transient Energies
(2010), Tangled in Plastic Currents (2014), and Dear Creator, help us return to the centre
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of our hearts (2014), musicalize invisible, emerging harmful phenomena, like “slow”
disasters, toxic leakage from plastics, and the sonic and physical pollution of energy
production. These compositions use motivic and textural representations, field recordings, and electroacoustic soundscapes to evoke, respectively, the material impact
of climate change, forms of energy production for human use, the environmental
damage of plastics and chemical pollutants, and the northern Alberta oil sands energy
extraction industry. Applying Rob Nixon’s concept of “slow violence” (2011) and Max
Liboiron’s aesthetic and material politics of artful waste (2013; 2012), this presentation illustrates how Charke finds sonically valuable content produced by, as well as
discarded by, degradative industries and practices.
Many of the field recordings Charke uses could be considered unpleasant “noise
pollution” or “dirty” sounds, that is, those emitted by energy production and industrial residue. Yet by repurposing sounds attributed to undesirable industrial activity
and waste, Charke reveals the sonic variance of this unheard acoustic community,
thus drawing listeners’ ears to the high volume of environmental damage and waste
produced by society for human use. Attuned to the cultural and sonic dimensions of
industrial waste and energies that he argues exist with increasing “ubiquity,” Clarke
explains: “plastic pollution [along with other forms of toxicants] is contested, amorphous, and often invisible.” Turning the sonic worlds and sonic waste of these industries into the materials of his own artistic creation, Clarke renders this covert
pollution audible. Compositions like Charke’s provide another mode to raise awareness about waste and energy use for a diverse and far-reaching audience, because, as
Charke notes: “pollution currently exceeds the ability of traditional scientific techniques to explain their fate and transport, as well as their persistence and effects.”

The Hills Are Alive with the Sound of Music:
Musical Theater at Girls’ Jewish Summer Camps in Maine
Amy Lynn Wlodarski (Dickinson College), Chair and Respondent
Sponsored by the Jewish Studies and Music Study Group, Joshua Walden (Peabody
Conservatory, Johns Hopkins University), Organizer

Stacy Wolf (Princeton University)
This presentation, based on extensive ethnographic, historical, and performanceoriented research, addresses questions relating to Jewish identities and gender in
amateur musical theater in America. At a number of girls’ Jewish summer camps in
Maine, weekly musicals performed by campers of all ages have been a staple of camp
life since 1915. Girls rehearse and present mini versions of Broadway musicals alongside their regular activities of swimming, soccer, and arts & crafts. In this talk, Wolf
discusses the history and examines current casting, rehearsal, and performance practices of musical theatre at several camps. Using archival and ethnographic methods,
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she considers, How do musicals contribute to girls’ sense of identity? How do musicals foster Jewishness in a wilderness setting? How do these amateur productions
affect Broadway?

“Making History”: An AMS Oral History Panel
Kay Kaufman Shelemay (Harvard University), Chair
Sponsored by the Committee on the History of the Society
Michael Beckerman (New York University)
J. Peter Burkholder (Indiana University)
Annegret Fauser (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Bonnie Gordon (University of Virginia)
Richard Taruskin (University of California, Berkeley)
This session is sponsored by the Committee on the History of the Society as part
of its oral history initiative in an effort to engage a cross-section of AMS members
in a group discussion of aspects of AMS history. Session attendees will be asked to
respond to and supplement short oral histories presented by a panel of five longtime AMS members on a topic of general interest. To ensure spontaneity, the topic
will be publicly announced (online) only at the beginning of the Annual Meeting.
(Invited panelists will be notified of the topic one week in advance of the meeting.)
This session will be videotaped and recorded for the AMS archives. The Committee
requests that all present, by virtue of their attendance, agree to the use of recording
technology.

The Making of an American Symphonic Repertoire
Brian Hart (Northern Illinois University), Chair
Katherine Baber (University of Redlands)
E. Douglas Bomberger (Elizabethtown College)
Matthew Mugmon (University of Arizona)
Drew Massey (Schubertiade Music LLC)
Douglas Shadle (Vanderbilt University)
In the preface to the series The Symphonic Repertoire, the late A. Peter Brown envisioned that the fifth and final volume, on the twentieth-century symphony, would
consider “the ‘after-life’ of the genre as seen in works by European composers who
have continued in or reformulated the tradition; by American composers who in
Leonard Bernstein’s words have pursued the ‘great American symphony’; and by Latin-American composers who have attempted to incorporate their own regional idioms into the symphony tradition.” In keeping with Brown’s plan for the fifth volume
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as a “symposium,” the forthcoming sub-volume (5B) focuses on the symphony in the
Americas and includes chapters by several scholars of American music.
Although Brown referred primarily to the storied search for the “great American
symphony” as the American installment of the symphony’s “after-life,” his blueprint
for the volume leaves open several pressing historiographical questions about canonicity, genre, style, geography, cultural hierarchies, patronage, and the very definition
of “American” music. In this session, five of the sub-volume’s contributors will present brief position papers on these subjects, all drawing on case studies from their individual chapters. A roundtable discussion with questions from the floor will follow.
Douglas Shadle will address the transatlantic character of orchestral music culture
during the antebellum era. As U.S. demand for symphonic works increased, performers were able to meet it primarily through the importation of European music that
consolidated rapidly into a canon, thus leaving aspiring local symphonists without a
firm foothold in the marketplace. Tension between English-speaking composers and
German-speaking performers eventually erupted in a highly public feud whose scars
are visible still today. Meanwhile, musicians living in Europe grappled with how to
enfold the prospect of American symphonic music into emerging narratives of progress and national identity.
E. Douglas Bomberger will consider the symphonic works of the Second New
England School, written during the late nineteenth century. This era saw the founding of permanent orchestras in Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, creating an avid
audience not only for the European canon, but for new works by European and
American composers. In defiance of expectations, Paine and Chadwick wrote cosmopolitan works during this nationalist era. Amy Beach likewise defied European
expectations by basing her symphony on Gaelic themes rather than on the African
American themes favored by Dvorák.
Drew Massey’s comments will focus on how the quest for an authentically “American” symphonic style between 1920 and 1950 manifested itself in symphonic practices
across the country. These practices took in a variety of styles in the search for a national idiom, ranging from the incorporation of vernacular materials to Roy Harris’s
theories of “autogenesis.” Taking a particular look at the dynamics of New York,
Chicago, and the West Coast, Massey will consider how the very notions of canonicity that these symphonic projects presupposed have themselves become destabilized
in recent musical historiography, requiring us to reconsider how the meaning of the
American symphony as a genre continues to change in the twenty-first century.
Katherine Baber will take up Bernstein’s search for the “great American symphony”
as a way to explore the problems inherent in studying the genre between 1950 and
1970, two decades widely understood as a period of decline in American concert life.
Bernstein, William Schuman, and others of their circle publicly questioned the value
of the symphony for American composers and audiences while at the same time
continuing to promote the genre, and modern American music in general, through
the institutions they led and their own compositions. Émigré conductors like Eugene
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Ormandy and Antal Doráti also worked as advocates. The success of these efforts
varied widely, highlighting institutional issues and questions of patronage.
Matthew Mugmon will consider the position of American symphonies since 1970
in broader narratives of music history. For many composers in this period, the symphony was an ideal vehicle through which to enact a renewed desire to reach audiences and connect with the past. But while neo-romanticism and links to popular music
provide crucial contexts for this genre, symphonic works by American composers in
this period provide lenses into the musical techniques usually privileged in discussions of later twentieth-century music, including musical quotation and pastiche,
minimalism, timbral and textural experimentation, aleatory, and the use of electronic
media.
After these papers, Brian Hart, editor of the sub-volume, will respond briefly and
then facilitate a roundtable discussion among panelists and attendees. Topics for discussion include shifting expectations among audiences and critics, the development
of institutional infrastructures across eras, and elements that surprised the individual
authors in their research.
By exploring the historiographical issues involved in writing about the American
symphony, this panel will complicate conventional perceptions of a genre that is often
portrayed as the exclusive musical property of Europe despite its vitality in the United
States for nearly two centuries. Conventional musicological narratives of the symphony, as well as those of Western music more generally, have tended to downplay or
misunderstand the American symphonic enterprise (when it is addressed at all). We
reorient these narratives to include the American symphony, especially its varied roles
in the construction of national identity. Finally, challenging the longstanding belief
that American composers “failed” to create a single “great American symphony,” we
argue that undue emphasis on this quest has concealed the complex network of issues
faced by American composers, performers, patrons, and audiences in cultivating the
genre throughout its history—and the variety of solutions they proffered.
In sum, this panel generates pressing questions about the shifting historical positions of one of music history’s most exalted genres and its role in shaping the trajectories of American music. Beyond historiographical concerns, our broad approach
speaks to issues facing American orchestras today. And by traversing the boundaries
of region, nation, genre, and period, this panel informs the work of conference attendees who focus on subjects in music history ranging from the early nineteenth
century to the present.

Music and Philosophies of Race and Ethnicity
George E. Lewis ( Columbia University), Chair
Sponsored by the Music and Philosophy Study Group
Guthrie Ramsey (University of Pennsylvania), “Hiphopnitized: Music, Genre and
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Philosophical Turns”
Alisha Lola Jones (Indiana University), “Church Realness: The Performance of
Discretionary Devices and Deliverance”
Paul Taylor (Pennsylvania State University), “Racialism Without Provincialism:
Toward a DuBoisian Theory of Cultural Appropriation”
Jann Pasler (University of California, San Diego), “Epistomologies of Control and
the Limits of Knowledge”
Joanna Love (University of Richmond), “Selling Difference: Sonic Hipness and
Racial Tension in Contemporary Advertising”
What role does music play in a twenty-first century world still riven by racial and
ethnic discord? How does music mark racial and ethnic commonalities and differences? How has music been implicated in larger processes of racial and ethnic formation? How has the interpretation, representation and explanation of racial dynamics
shaped our understanding of music’s historical past? How have music and race been
co-implicated in processes of capitalist production? This evening session proposes to
renew these and other challenging philosophical questions that were once posed over
a century ago by philosopher W. E. B. Du Bois in his canonical book, The Souls of
Black Folk (1903). The presenters will query music’s relationship to the moral status
of the concept of race, the problem of racism, and the dynamics of racial formation.
They will look at the relationship between race and musical genre, as well as the affective import of musical performance in African-American religious communities,
and they will re-examine the fraught terrain of cultural appropriation. They will also
question the linkage between race and hipness in music’s use in advertising, and propose a historical examination of the epistemological issues wrapped up in transcription. Across this wide array of topics, the Music and Philosophy Study Group hopes
to open a challenging discussion of questions concerning music, race and ethnicity,
as they pertain both to the historical past and the complex world of the present day.

Popular Music and Social Mobility
Theo Cateforis (Syracuse University), Chair
Sponsored by the Popular Music Study Group

Playing through Space: Analyzing Urban Space, Soundscape,
and Performance in Japanese Street Demonstrations
Noriko Manabe (Princeton University)
When activists plan demonstrations, they consider both how the city has been
designed to encourage (or discourage) flows of people (cf. Lefebvre’s conceived space)
and how they might disrupt hegemonic limitations on the use of space. As a sensation
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that reaches beyond visual boundaries, music and sound are powerful tools with
which protesters can take over space. Tokyo presents challenges for activists, as it was
designed without large public spaces that would be ideal for protests, particularly in
front of government buildings (Parkinson). How do Japanese activists plan demonstrations, given this limiting geography?
Kevin Lynch’s five elements of urban orientation—paths, edges, districts, nodes
(e.g., intersections), and landmarks—resemble Quentin Stevens’ five settings where
interaction among strangers tends to occur. I have observed protesters becoming
more animated at such points, e.g., launching into speeches or playing to the onlookers at intersections. Organizers choose protest paths in consideration of these
elements to maximize engagement between protesters and onlookers or to confront
key institutions.
Furthermore, the soundscape impacts how protests are performed. Activists recount how the reverberation of narrow roads, glass buildings, and underpasses excites
protesters, making them seem more numerous and powerful. When confronted with
a long stretch of road, musicians alleviate boredom by increasing tempo or changing
the music.
Based on ethnography and interviews with activists, this paper analyzes how the
urban landscape and soundscape impacts demonstrations in Tokyo. First, it discusses
how elements of the city affect the planning and performance of protests, and the
variables that determine the urban soundscape, as inferred by Kang’s acoustic experiments. Second, it analyzes two demonstrations in Shibuya—TwitNoNukes, with
drums only, and No Nukes More Hearts, which featured sound systems. It formulates a method of analyzing soundscapes as they relate to an ambulatory performance
in an urban environment.

Social Mobility and the Wonderful Women of the
Stage Musical The Wizard of Oz (1902–04)
Virginia Christy Lamothe (Belmont University)
Long before he ever dreamed of Oz, L. Frank Baum (1856–1919) was writing for
the stage. Many years spent as an unsuccessful playwright preceded the success of his
children’s book The Wonderful Wizard of Oz in 1900, which, unusually for its time,
featured the movements of a young, female protagonist. Baum’s earlier attempts at
writing a musical play with composer Paul Tietjens (1877–1943) ended with more
working titles than financial backers. But the mere mention of turning his new book
phenomenon into a musical turned the heads of the most celebrated stage directors,
performers, and Tin Pan Alley song writers of the turn of the twentieth century.
The musical The Wizard of Oz tells us much about the social roles of young women
at the turn of the twentieth century, especially in terms of their great migration from
rural areas to urban centers like Chicago and New York. The show was immensely
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popular and was performed in Chicago (1902) and New York (1903–04), and toured
the country with sold-out shows. Little work has been done to uncover the significance the musical holds in the history of musical theater and Tin Pan Alley. The musical’s patchwork of vaudeville scenarios and interpolated Tin Pan Alley songs show
us that the 1903 Broadway stage and Tin Pan Alley market was no longer a world
of make-believe, but rather, a mirror of young women’s mobility. Here, Munchkin
women did not sing and dance so much as work long hours in department stores,
join unions, and search for decent wages. The same was true, however, for the female
actresses who played them. This paper will focus in particular on the roles played
and the musical numbers sung by women, and how American female identity was
changed, even by Baum himself.

The “Social Mobility” of Johnny Rotten’s T-Shirt:
Countering Class Narratives of Punk
Benjamin Court (University of California, Los Angeles)
One narrative that emerged from Dick Hebdige’s seminal Subculture: The Meaning
of Style was that working class identity comprised a constitutive element of punk aesthetics. These aesthetics were “expressly designed to undercut the intellectual posturing of the previous generation of rock musicians,” enacting subcultural resistance by
“reproduc[ing] the entire sartorial history of post-war working class youth cultures in
‘cut up’ form.” Following Hebdige, the historiography of punk has not embraced social mobility as an operative concept, instead favoring Marxist models of how culture
reflects class consciousness. Though other scholars (most notably Greil Marcus) have
interpreted avant-garde influences in punk, a number of diverse social strata have
been written out of the genre’s history.
In this talk I offer a revision of this class-based narrative of punk, based upon historical evidence of the Sex Pistols in early 1976, by considering how the Sex Pistols
and their manager Malcolm McLaren developed their aesthetic by drawing upon two
non-working-class social circles—the established London rock scene of the Marquee
club and the bohemian art/fashion circle around the artist Andrew Logan. Specifically, I draw evidence from the clothes that Sex Pistols wore at two important early
concerts—12 and 14 February 1976—the first at the Marquee, and the second at Logan’s loft. These clothes, provided by McLaren and his partner Vivienne Westwood
from their Kings Road boutique SEX, offer evidence of how punk, as both a musical
and sartorial style, developed as a constructed illusion of working-class social mobility. Opposing Hebdige’s account of punk as an authentic working class youth culture,
I argue that the initial class connotations of the style emerged at least partly from the
elite position of high art and fashion.
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Prima Donnas and Leading Men on the French Stage, 1830–1900
Sarah Hibberd (University of Nottingham), Moderator and Respondent
Hilary Poriss (Northeastern University) and Kimberly White (University of Southampton), Co-organizers
Sean Parr (Saint Anselm College)
Clair Rowden (Cardiff University)
Sarah Fuchs Sampson (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester)
Claudio Vellutini (Indiana University)
Where do singers belong within a history of music? Once largely overlooked in
favor of operatic works and their composers, performers have moved gradually from
the periphery of scholarly inquiry toward the center with the publication of several
important books and articles on artists’ authority, agency, and presence. With a few
notable exceptions, these studies have tended to isolate individual celebrities and
highlight their unique artistic legacies. While such research brings much-needed attention toward the contributions of singers and the cultural landscapes in which they
appeared, there have been few opportunities to merge these studies into productive
dialogue. Our purpose in this session is to provide a forum for discussing issues that
concern all prima donnas and leading men by compiling case studies that focus on a
restrained geographical and temporal field. The participants engage in a wide-ranging
discussion of singers on the French stage from 1830 to 1900 and broach central questions, such as: How did these singers shape the creation, reception, and dissemination
of operatic works? What do their individual and collective legacies reveal about the
roles they played both on and off the stage as teachers, directors, or composers? How
did they define their place within the community of artists and, more broadly, within
French society?
The panelists include acknowledged experts in the field as well as some of the
most promising doctoral students of their generation. The session features six paired
presentations, one response, and moderated discussion periods. The first pair of papers focuses on high-profile rivalries that illuminate issues of image and repertoire.
Drawing on Fanny Tacchinardi-Persiani’s correspondence, Claudio Vellutini examines the prima donna’s agency in the dissemination and establishment of an international canon of Italian operas and the construction of her image vis-à-vis her rival at
the Théâtre-Italien, Giulia Grisi. Analyzing the rivalry that arose between Caroline
Miolan-Carvalho and Christine Nilsson over the Paris Opéra’s première of Gounod’s
Faust in 1869, Clair Rowden interrogates questions of stardom, international mobility, role identification, and national stereotypes. Hilary Poriss and Kimberly White
focus on the emergent genre of singers’ memoirs in the late-nineteenth century and
explore how such writings represented artistic legacies and negotiated personal and
professional boundaries—Poriss on Pauline Viardot’s unpublished, incomplete, and
hitherto unknown manuscript, White on the first published memoirs by two famous
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tenors, Gilbert Duprez and Gustave Roger. The final pair turns to issues of gender,
vocal technique, and technology. Sean Parr explores marked moments in late nineteenth-century French operas when tenors sing in “léger mode” and what they reveal
about the construction of masculine romantic expression and vulnerability on the
stage. Sarah Fuchs Sampson focuses on mechanical reproduction and singers’ agency
at the turn of the century, investigating how Jeanne Hatto used her Phono-CinémaThéâtre performance in 1900 as a means to reclaim the physical and vocal power of
the prima donna in the age of the machine.

Strategies and Opportunities for Greater Inclusion
of Ibero-American Music in the Curriculum
Susan Thomas (University of Georgia), Moderator
Sponsored by the Ibero-American Music Study Group
Ana Alonso Minutti (University of New Mexico)
Jacqueline Avila (University of Tennessee)
Walter Clark (University of California, Riverside)
Drew Edward Davies (Northwestern University)
Alejandro L. Madrid (Cornell University)
At the 2014 AMS/SMT meeting in Milwaukee, both the Pedagogy Study Group
and the Committee on Career-Related Issues considered the issue of the core curriculum for the undergraduate music major and the musicology graduate student.
The Ibero-American Music Study Group continues this discussion by examining
strategies for greater inclusion of Latin American and Iberian musics across the undergraduate music history and graduate musicology curriculum. This repertoire is
most frequently taught within specialized courses, and faculty teaching such courses
have benefitted in recent years from the growth in both quality and quantity of available resources. However, music from Latin America and the Iberian peninsula is
less often fully incorporated into the undergraduate music history curriculum, or in
upper-division and graduate courses that comprehensively examine issues of style or
the relationship between music and broad aesthetic, social, or political movements.
This roundtable panel advocates for the greater inclusion of Latin American and
Iberian music in the general music curriculum and presents strategies for its implementation. We aim to address both specialists and musicologists from other subdisciplines who may have felt at a loss in how to approach this repertoire and its scholarship in their teaching. Members of the round table will each present on a specific
issue before opening a larger discussion. Issues to be raised include:
• Opportunities for a digital humanities approach in teaching Colonial and Early
Hispanic music
• Introducing Latin American composition through film
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• Incorporating Latin American music into our understanding of musical
modernism
• Re-envisioning the Music history sequence
• Studying the music of the Americas through popular music

What Is Accessible Musicology?
Samantha Bassler (Westminster Choir College of Rider University)
and Blake Howe (Louisiana State University), Co-chairs
Sponsored by the Music and Disability Study Group
Jeannette Jones (Boston University), Organizer

A Matter of Class? Musicology and Us
James Deaville (Carleton University)
This is an autoethnography of my path of access to musicology, in light of my
lower-middle-class upbringing. In conversation with myself, I discover that my very
background qualifies me to speak about musics that have flown under the radar of
historical musicology, musics once “trivial” or “peripheral” that are now of interest to
certain communities of scholars.

Sounding Good: Musicology, Rhetoric, Repair
William Cheng (Dartmouth College)
My paper lends a critical ear to the political and personal ramifications of rhetorical proficiency in music research and in everyday life. In a quest for love and repair, I
dislodge the tacit enviability of writing/speaking ability by shifting focus to adjunct
rubrics of accessibility and accommodation.

Tasting the Forbidden Fruit: Verbal Learners and the Construction of
New Music Pedagogy at the Crossroads of Music History and Theory
Meghan Schrader (University of New Hampshire)
This paper explores the use of historical contextualization, associative learning, auditory repetition, and sequential explanation to supplant the highly visual-spatial
aspects of traditional theory instruction. It also engages with the author’s personal
experiences of implementing these pedagogical strategies.
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Excluding Audiences: The Pedagogy of Inclusive Listening
Daniel Barolsky (Beloit College)
This paper questions the “inevitability” of our disciplinary focus on music’s producers. By focusing our historical lens on the diversity of musical reactions and forms
of participation, I propose a pedagogical model that seeks to validate students whose
musical experiences as listeners are traditionally excluded from the “norms” of scholarly discourse.

Public Musicology as Accessible Musicology:
Reflections on The Avid Listener’s First Year
Andrew Dell’Antonio (University of Texas at Austin)
The principal mission of the editorial team of the blog The Avid Listener has been to
establish parameters for “accessible language” that might achieve nuanced and engaging musical commentary at the intersection of cutting-edge research and broad public relevance. This presentation will reflect on theoretical and practical considerations
that have informed the evolution of accessibility parameters over the founding year of
TAL, with emphasis on linguistic accessibility, also exploring how the editorial team
has consciously negotiated tensions between linguistic diversity and consistency,
aware of the perils of over-normalizing in the dynamic medium of web-based writing.
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Albin Zak (University at Albany, SUNY), Chair

Ned Lagin’s Seastones and the Crossover of High Art and
Popular Music within the San Francisco Rock Music Scene
Melvin Backstrom (McGill University)
One of the defining characteristics of the San Francisco rock music scene (1965–75)
was the use of high art musical elements and practices within popular music contexts.
And there is perhaps no better example of such merging than performances of Ned
Lagin’s Seastones during concerts by the rock band the Grateful Dead in 1974, and its
LP release in April of 1975. Featuring performances by such rock music luminaries as
Phil Lesh, David Crosby, Jerry Garcia, and Grace Slick, Seastones is a pioneering work
of sound synthesis and signal processing. Its live performances in 1974 were, in fact,
the first to use an on-stage digital computer and to feature the processing of acoustic
and electric sounds in real time.
Lagin was influenced by an unusually wide range of sources in the composition of
Seastones. These include his studies of composition with John Harbison and Seymour
Shifrin and of jazz piano and composition at the Berklee School of Music. Noam
Chomsky’s concept of “generative grammar,” which he studied at MIT, led him to the
concept of “generative music” in which a few rules could produce a large amount of
musical material. In addition, his study of the pre-compositional, “secret” structures
in Renaissance polyphony connected to his interest in the motivic and cell expansion
of Schoenberg and Webern, and the application of various metaphors derived from
nature as structural principles. Specifically, the concept of geological strata, and the
sound manipulation possibilities allowed by then-brand new 16-track recording, led
him to the conception of Seastones as an open mobile form in which sections performed live would, through their recording, be added on to earlier ones to create new
compositional layers.
Based on extensive conversations with Lagin, as well as newly available archival
sources, this paper presents the first in-depth scholarly discussion of Seastones, as well
as its connections to the stylistically ecumenical and highly improvised music of the
Grateful Dead. It thus offers significant insights into the history of crossovers between high art and popular music while also shedding light on an important, though
largely unknown, composer and his work.
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Composing Billy Joel’s The Nylon Curtain
Joshua Duchan (Wayne State University)
At the time of its release in 1982, The Nylon Curtain was Billy Joel’s most ambitious work, a culturally aware and musically adventurous album on which the singersongwriter was clearly trying to make a statement. On the album, Joel addresses
national and global politics as well as currents of change in the American social landscape. At the same time, his use of compositional methods rooted in the practice of
his classical idols lends the work a more serious tone. It now sits near the middle of
Joel’s recording career, during which he achieved both popular and commercial success with over eighty million records sold, six Grammy awards, and a host of other
honors. Yet musicological scholarship on Joel’s music is scant (Everett’s 2000 article
and Jones’s 2011 dissertation are the standout exceptions), and when he is mentioned
in music history texts, it is often in passing. Given the commercial and cultural impact of his music, a reconsideration of Joel’s work seems due.
This paper argues that The Nylon Curtain represents a peak of Joel’s songwriting
efforts, a work on which techniques appearing only occasionally on earlier albums
coalesce in order to effectively coordinate lyrical and musical meanings. In particular,
this paper focuses on issues of instrumentation and the use of sound- and studioeffects, especially double-tracking, offering analyses of “Allentown,” “Laura,” and the
closing number, “Where’s the Orchestra?” Joel’s careful and deliberate implementation of these compositional and recording techniques align with his larger-scale construction of the album as a song cycle and a clear line of influence stretching back to
the Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967).
Ultimately, The Nylon Curtain was not as commercially successful as its predecessors. Yet it earned Joel a measure of previously elusive critical acclaim and demonstrated his expanding horizons as a popular composer whose music purposefully
reflected and offered commentary on the historical circumstances of its composition.
This paper thus contributes to the reevaluation of Joel and his oeuvre within the context of late-twentieth century American popular music.

Bill Frisell’s Disfarmer : Music and Photography
Kenneth Gloag (Cardiff University)
Jazz guitarist and composer Bill Frisell has often used visual image as a source of
creative stimulus. For example, Richter 858 (2005) is a recording of improvised music that responds to the paintings of Gerhard Richter; more recently Big Sur (2013)
is an attempted musical representation of that particular landscape. Frisell has also
used work by great photographers as cover art for specific CDs. For example, Have a
Little Faith (1992), This Land (1994), and History, Mystery (2008) all use photographs
by Walker Evans (1903–75). Although the music may not be a direct response to the
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photography, there are, as Nicholas Cook describes in a somewhat different context,
ways in which “the images on record sleeves can come to stand for the attributes of
the music with which they are coupled.”
Frisell’s interest in photography is most clearly defined on Disfarmer (2009), which
relates to the photography of Mike Disfarmer (1884–1959). In contrast to the canonical status of Evans, Disfarmer was unknown in his own time and concerned only
with local portrait photography, and yet, according to Steven Kasher, “dissociation,
dislocation, dissonance” are “keys to understanding Disfarmer’s art.” These terms can
also be used to describe the music that Frisell produces in response to Disfarmer’s
photographs.
In this paper I will argue that Frisell’s Disfarmer begins to provide a productive
pathway towards a process of comparison between the two different art forms that
looks towards questions of temporality and subjectivity. The theoretical context for
this comparison will be Barthes’ seminal book on photography, Camera Lucida. In
this text Barthes writes of specific details in photographs that are “punctuated” and
defined as punctum. Such points disturb the whole by making a “cut” in it, but this
gesture can be accidental and subject to the individual interpretation of the viewer
(“that accident which pricks me”). This interpretative framework will be presented as
a way of understanding Frisell’s individual musical response to Disfarmer’s photography, but it will also suggest ways in which the listener/viewer can engage with the
combined effect of both art forms.

Improvising Musicopoetics in Vijay Iyer and
Mike Ladd’s In What Language
Vilde Aaslid (Columbia University)
For the past decade, jazz pianist Vijay Iyer and hip hop poet Mike Ladd have been
collaborating on a trilogy of large-scale works that combine Iyer’s intricate, highconcept music with Ladd’s rich spoken word. The two artists have developed a deeply
intertwined creative process, building flexible structures for nuanced relationships
between music and word through improvisatory and compositional work.
The analysis of musicopoetics has historically focused on notated traditions, lacking detailed study of how music and poetry interact in improvisatory contexts. Much
of the commentary on jazz poetry performance assumes that improvisation necessarily leads to a shallower engagement between music and word. In some instances,
the dismissal is warranted; poets more interested in jazz as culture than jazz as music
recorded some disastrous early examples. But these failures have shaped the discourse
for too long. Today’s jazz musicians deploy hip hop and experimentalist approaches
to spoken word seamlessly in their musical vocabulary, and it is time to revisit the
combination of poetry and jazz-based improvisation.
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In this paper I model an approach to musicopoetic analysis that accounts for improvisation, focusing in detail on the opening track of Iyer and Ladd’s 2003 release,
In What Language. The track features complex meter, rhythmic ostinato, and slowlyshifting arpeggios, underscoring Ladd’s spoken delivery of his free verse poetry, introducing the work’s themes of race, globalization, and travel. Interplay between musical
and poetic forms demonstrate the sensitive response of the two artists to each other,
both in composition and performance. I argue that in a collaborative and improvisatory environment, the interaction between music and word is fundamentally conversational. I draw on foundational scholarship on interactivity in jazz improvisation
and my extensive interviews with both Iyer and Ladd. As an eavesdropper on their
exchange, the analyst’s task becomes listening for the traces of human interactions,
the confluence and conflict through which the artists shape their commentary. Iyer
and Ladd’s work richly rewards this close attention, revealing a collectively created
statement on race and identity in global mass transit.

Contemporary “Classical” Music
Daniel M. Callahan (Boston College), Chair

Contemporary Classical Music as Capitalist Mythology
Marianna Ritchey (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
We are all connected . . . one universe . . . one planet . . . one ecosystem . . . thriving as
one network . . . working with one purpose . . . we are . . . amazing together

These sentiments, accompanied by images of dolphins, ships, assembly lines, and
outer space, were projected onto screens encircling the Las Vegas Youth Orchestra as
it performed “The Rise of Exotic Computing,” a 2013 composition by the symphonist
and DJ Mason Bates (b. 1977). Bates has attained some of the most visible markers
of prestige in contemporary classical music, including a Guggenheim, a Rome Prize,
and a Chicago Symphony residency, and is regularly hailed as a “maverick” whose
eclectic career and hybrid approach to orchestral composition are changing the face
of classical music in America. Both he and his supporters (including Riccardo Muti
and Michael Tilson Thomas) routinely apotheosize “classical music” and “technology” as similarly totalizing forces for global unity. This perspective resonates with
Bates’s description of his music as combining a nineteenth-century dramatic sensibility with a DJ’s love of electronics. I examine Bates’s “Mothership,” “The Rise of Exotic
Computing,” and “Garages of the Valley,” arguing that the way this music and its
critical reception appropriate long-standing cultural values attached to classical music
effectively propagandizes the values of contemporary capitalism.
This appropriation was evident in the many videos accompanying the 2011 premiere of “Mothership” by the YouTube Symphony Orchestra, in which Tilson
Thomas, Bates, and individual YTSO musicians constantly conflated classical music’s
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potential to universally express “human” experience with identical statements about
YouTube itself. Similarly, “Garages of the Valley” orchestrally commemorates the “visionaries” at Google, and “The Rise of Exotic Computing” musically depicts data
transference, through which we become “amazing together.”
David Harvey writes that “the difficulty under capitalism, given its penchant for
fragmentation and ephemerality . . . is to find a stable mythology expressive of its
inherent values and meanings.” I argue that these compositions and the rhetoric
supporting them represent the establishment of just such a stable mythology, one
that seeks to transmit classical music’s “timeless” cultural value to contemporary
capitalism’s requirements for technological progress and the obliteration of cultural
boundaries.

How to Forge a Missing Link:
Winfried Michel’s “Haydn” and the Style-Historical Imagination
Frederick Reece (Harvard University)
Musical forgeries are surprisingly common. Since Guido Adler’s assertion that authorship and historical periodization are legible in the styles of works themselves,
attempts at authentication have been impeded by endeavors to court misattribution through compositional mimicry. This paper explores one such case from 1994,
when, at the height of the new-musicological moment, news broke that six recently
rediscovered Haydn Sonatas (dubbed “The Haydn Scoop of the Century” by H. C.
Robbins Landon) were not by Haydn at all.
The forgeries, now believed to have been produced in the early 1990s by the German music teacher Winfried Michel, were compelling not only because they were
based on four-measure phrases recorded in Haydn’s Entwurfkatalog that correspond
to lost works, but also because these incipits date from the crucial yet ill-documented
1767–70 period in the composer’s chronology. In light of the radical innovations
posed by the Sonata L. 33 of 1771, which have little precedent in the corpus dated
prior to 1767, the discovery of lost keyboard works from this “missing-link” period
became a style-historical holy grail.
As my analyses suggest, the forged sonatas show sophistication in playing on musicological expectations of how this missing link should sound, not least in their
deployment of Haydnesque gambits associated with the period around 1770, including false recapitulation. Strikingly, Michel further obscured his deception by presenting the B-flat Major Sonata as incomplete, withholding the page corresponding to
the first-movement recapitulation and proposing a “completion” of his own forgery,
which he used as an opportunity to dissimulate his abilities by invoking techniques
uncharacteristic of Haydn’s style.
In exploring how the forgeries rang true against a background of established authentication methodologies and theoretical accounts of Haydn’s shifting stylistic
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voice, my analyses of the sonatas are complemented not only by consideration of period press coverage of the scandal, but also by original interviews with the manuscript
specialists whose testimony publicly repudiated the works. Following the art-historical writings of Max Friedländer, I read Michel’s sonatas as artifacts of aesthetic prejudice, adopting forgery as a lens through which to contemplate the style-historical
imagination as a construct that continues to shape musicological discourse.

Classical Music in the Chinese Global City:
Constructing New Performing Arts Centers and Cosmopolitan Publics
Tiffany Ng (University of Michigan)
A futuristic architectural typology is rising on Chinese skylines: the “grand theatre”
(大剧院), housing a concert hall, opera house, and playhouse or cinema. China has
outpaced every Western nation in building performing arts centers, and some forty
million piano students are among those training to become tomorrow’s audiences
and performers. The construction of cosmopolitan cities has turned to the “classic
arts,” a Chinese category encompassing the BBC Proms and Peking opera alike, for
an infrastructural and metaphorical foundation. The production of these spaces and
performances is driven by state political and economic policy, but on a local scale, is
producing new cultures of listening as well as contradictory architectural and social
structures of access and exclusion.
In Beijing and Shanghai, I have examined three areas in which these social formations are developing in relation to the exceptional status of Western classical music
and to the use of technology and its metaphors. First, theatres are policed spaces
where ushers wield laser pointers to publicly shame the many eager audience members who record performances with their mobile phones. These institutional tools
serve as extensions of ushers’ bodies and of Western behavioral norms, colliding with
audience desires to share their experiences on social media. Second, only-children
with their mothers constitute a major audience demographic. Listening their way
towards global citizenship, they complicate the Chinese perception of musical training as a purely pragmatic career path by developing connoisseurship, and distance
themselves as individualized listening subjects from the automaton stereotype to
which Asians are frequently subjected. Third, most theaters are run by Poly Group, a
state-owned corporation formerly owned by the People’s Liberation Army, with divisions from cinemas to explosives. Do audiences understand classical music as part of a
military-industrial-cultural complex? If so, how do they interpret theatres’ contradictory architectural and programming efforts to bring affordable arts to the public and
mount musical displays of state power and elitism?
The West’s musical past has become the East’s future. The resulting concertgoing
cultures challenge the very notion of East and West, of the classic and the new, in
twenty-first century transnational flows.
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Sinfonie in Bildern or Photochoreography:
New Art or Hanslickian Heresy
Michael Broyles (Florida State University)
As the hegemonic position of the classical canon has eroded and Western culture orients more toward the visual, once seemingly rigid artistic boundaries have
melted, forcing classical concert organizations to respond with new strategies. One
of the most popular has been multi-media presentations, something symphony orchestras especially have embraced. Two artists, James Westwater in the United States
and Tobias Melle in Germany, have pioneered one particular type: presentation of
slides projected onto large screens that are synchronized with a performance of standard repertoire. Westwater calls his work “photochoreography”; Melle “Sinfonie in
Bildern.”
The work of Westwater and Melle raises aesthetic and historical questions not only
about the place of classical music in the twenty-first century but the nature of the
musical art itself. What is the relation between the aural and visual, particularly in
a concert? Are Westwater and Melle creating a new art, as both claim, or does adding slides somehow demean the performance, as a number of critics have asserted?
Aesthetic issues become historical ones, as the Hanslickian strain of Romanticism, of
abstract absolute or pure music still colors both critical and audience response when
they are confronted with a music-visual combination.
While much has been written on music and film, little has been done with music
and photography, partly because of inadequate analytical tools to address how music
and the still image interact. I propose a set of theories that fall under the rubric of the
sensory turn. They have been used extensively in anthropology and history but are
almost completely ignored in musicology. The sensory turn focuses on the sensorium,
specifically how the human brain perceives and integrates—or not—signals from the
different senses. Based on current understandings of perception, the sensory turn
provides an analytical model for addressing multi-modal musical compositions. Just
as we witnessed a linguistic turn in the ’60s and ’70s and a cultural turn in the ’80s
and ’90s, the sensory turn may provide an approach more in tune with twenty-first
century musical practice. I will explore this concept and consider its applicability in
an interrogation of Melle’s work in particular.
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Early Modern Italy
Roger Freitas (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester), Chair

Visual Stars and Aural Steps: Illuminating Sistine MS 93
(Mass for Pope Clement VIII by Curzio Mancini)
Lester Brothers (University of North Texas)
The central event for Pope Clement VIII in 1598 was the restoration of Ferrara as a
papal state, prompting his unprecedented six month residency there. The triumphal
festivities included lasting commemoratives in works of art and literature. Heretofore
not considered in this context is Sistine Chapel Manuscript 93, Missa Papa Clemens
VIII, because the composer is obscure and his work has long remained shrouded in
mystery.
Its title page poses three puzzles whose solutions are not readily apparent. The first
is the indication “Cum Sex Vocibus” but only four voice parts are notated. The second is a canon (rubric) reading “Missa super Sex Stellas,” the meaning of which can
only be gleaned from the third puzzle, a sumptuous illumination depicting Clement
praying to Mary.
This paper will demonstrate that Missa Papa Clemens VIII is a hexachord Mass
steeped in symbolism that may be understood both from the prominent illumination on the first page of the manuscript and preceding Masses and motets utilizing a
hexachord cantus firmus. It solves the disposition of the two missing voices by taking
a cue from Palestrina’s great hexachord Mass, whose plan Mancini challenges with
greater complexity: two hexachordal voices in canon throughout, culminating in a
seven-voiced Agnus with three in canon. This movement will be heard outside the
Sistine Chapel for the first time in four hundred years. Symbol and emblem are so
explicit that this work constitutes a “smoking gun” that confirms the symbolic import
and even suggests the purpose of preceding hexachord Masses incontrovertibly.
The career of Curzio Mancini can be clarified with recent research, shedding light
on the context of his Mass, including the Pope’s commissioning, further revealing
the rich possibilities for freelance musicians in Rome, heretofore ignored in musicology. Finally, Sistine MS 93 and its music will be compared with Giovanni Alberti’s
contemporaneous Vatican Palace decorations of the Sala Clementina. Alberti and
Mancini both created in their respective tributes to Pope Clement VIII works of
unprecedented homage, one in painting, the other in sound.
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Ferrara’s Musical Legacy to Mantua Reconsidered
Laurie Stras (University of Southampton)
In virtually every music history of the Italian Renaissance there is a reflection on
the musical environments of Ferrara and Mantua, describing a genealogy of composers that connects the musical practices at the two cities’ courts: Cipriano de Rore
stands at its root, with his two immediate heirs Luzzasco Luzzaschi and Giaches de
Wert the means by which his legacy was transferred to Claudio Monteverdi. While
evidence of the contact between the courts prior to the devolution of Ferrara in early
1598 is rich and indisputable, once the Este were removed from power and their
court transferred to Modena, the situation becomes more complex. Nonetheless, it
is clear that the memory of Ferrarese practices continued to exert influence on Mantuan musical life. This paper considers two important aspects of Ferrarese music that
manifested in Mantua in the decades after devolution, via music for convents and for
virtuoso courtly ensemble. Its argument is based on evidence from newly discovered
documents and performance practice research.
The dowager Duchess of Ferrara, Margherita Gonzaga d’Este, retired to Mantua in
1597. Although she had been an active patron of Ferrara’s convents, the move allowed
her to create a new community, the convent of Sant’Orsola. In 1614, she received the
dedication of Alessandro Grandi’s Motetti a cinque voci. This volume combines imitative polyphony with the distinct Ferrarese vocal style, developed in the last decades of
Este rule by Luzzaschi and the ladies of the Ferrarese court, the concerto delle dame.
The paper will demonstrate through recorded examples how these works can accommodate women-only performance.
The Mantuan court also received new repertoire from Ferrara: although it has long
been established that in 1598 Luzzaschi supplied Duke Vincenzo Gonzaga with a
small number of madrigals written for the Ferrarese concerto, this paper presents
new evidence of the transferal to Mantua of his most intimate working documents,
his complete personal library of three hundred works in performing scores, in January 1606. This discovery has implications for our understanding of Mantuan music
and vocal practice in the years immediately prior to the productions of Monteverdi’s
music dramas L’Orfeo and L’Arianna.

Baronial Patronage and Secular Music in Early Baroque Rome:
The Case of Paolo Giordano II Orsini
Valerio Morucci (Davis, Calif.)
Aside from a few isolated studies, the attention of music historians toward patronage in Rome, the birth city of Baroque art, during the first half of the seventeenth
century has been centered on curial families connected to the pontifical court, to local churches, and to confraternities, all of which remained under the influence of the
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pope. But Rome represents a unique case for patronage studies since, unlike in other
Italian cities where political control was monocentric and exercised by single rulers,
there existed other sources of patronage outside of the papal orbit, and musicologists have not investigated the local development of secular music within the broader
civic network of aristocratic families. In particular, the musical patronage of Roman
baronial families, apart from sparse references, remains virtually unknown. Based
on a conspicuous amount of new documentation, this study aims to fill this lacuna.
I will focus on the musical activity at the court of one Rome’s most ancient families, the Orsini, during the period of Paolo Giordano II (1591–1656). His patronage
has attracted the attention of art historians for his association with famous contemporary painters and sculptors, including Gian Lorenzo Bernini. Musicologists, on the
other hand, have overlooked his position as patron. This gap relates to the extensive
amount of archival material that has for long remained unexamined. A systematic
scrutiny of his private correspondence and financial records has brought to light a
plethora of new information. This has allowed me to reconstruct in detail Paolo
Giordano’s patronage in relation to the artistic and social context of the papal city in
the first half of the seventeenth century. Apart from revealing his connections to and
providing new information on well-known composers like Luigi Rossi and Stefano
Landi, among others, this study illuminates his role in the emergence of vocal chamber music as a form of private courtly entertainment. Furthermore, it deepens our
understanding of aristocratic patronage and secular musical culture in early Baroque
Rome.

Scholars, Friends, Plagiarists:
Angelo Berardi and the Composer as Writer in the Seventeenth Century
Eric Bianchi (Fordham University)
If plagiarism is an art, Angelo Berardi was a virtuoso. Active around Rome as a
composer and performer, Berardi is remembered for the music treatises he published
between 1670 and 1693. But a series of archival discoveries reveals that few of Berardi’s
words were actually his own. His first treatise, Discorsi musicali [1670], which has
recently resurfaced, shows a writer already skilled at literary pastiche. Passages from
revered authorities (such as Zarlino) are woven with those from Berardi’s fashionable contemporaries (such as Giovan Francesco Loredano). Berardi’s most important
source by far was his mentor, composer and polemicist Marco Scacchi. All of Berardi’s subsequent treatises incorporate substantial passages from Scacchi’s unpublished
manuscripts.
The fine details of Berardi’s thefts are of slight interest. Taken together, however,
they show Berardi projecting a carefully crafted persona, and they illuminate the
musical culture into which he hoped to project it. Berardi’s prose style, literary
technique, and topical concerns—abstract musical science, musica mundana, the
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harmony of friendship—look to the polite world of the Italian academies. Many Italian composers (such as Agostino Steffani, Giovanni Andrea Angelini Bontempi, and
Antonio Abbatini) produced such prose. Musicians, I argue, manipulated academic
discourse in an attempt to rise above their professional station. They faced epistemological and social disadvantages: the theory of music outranked its practice and
theorists outranked practitioners. Their musical writings often appear irrelevant to
musical practice because they were meant to be. In choosing to present themselves as
gentleman writers rather than musicians, and in choosing to treat speculative rather
than practical questions, they testify to the musician’s condition at the twilight of the
quadrivium.

“Gems of Exquisite Beauty”:
Topics in Nineteenth-Century America
Katherine Preston (College of William and Mary), Chair

“Gems of Exquisite Beauty”: Baker and Southard’s 1850 Haydn Collection
and American Hymnody’s Path toward a Classical Music Aesthetic
Peter Mercer-Taylor (University of Minnesota)
Antebellum U.S. editors and compilers of hymn tunes gave a substantial fraction
of Americans their first glimpse of the tradition of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven,
offering tunes culled from great swaths of European art music. Yet from their time to
ours, critics have routinely charged such adaptations with trivializing their source material, affording melodic snippets, but nothing of the textural and harmonic subtlety
or sustained musical arguments that gave European art music its significance.
Though Lowell Mason’s 1822 Boston Handel and Haydn Society Collection formed
an influential cornerstone, the tradition reached its peak—in terms of both the sheer
number of such adaptations and the creative ingenuity editors brought to the task
at hand—in the decade straddling the middle of the century. Baker and Southard’s
1850 Haydn Collection represents a particularly impressive exemplar. Where Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven aggregately would typically be credited with no more than a
dozen hymn tunes in most earlier volumes, they contribute thirty-three to The Haydn
Collection. And there is extraordinary ingenuity at work in Baker and Southard’s approach to the obscure art of adaptation.
Drawing on The Haydn Collection’s most seemingly eccentric adaptations, this
study challenges the notion that higher-order compositional concerns were beyond
this genre’s reach. A remarkably free interpretation of the Allegretto of Beethoven’s
Seventh Symphony, for instance, offers a multi-faceted encounter with the harmonic
implications of an inner voice’s six-note chromatic descent. The “Gratias agimus” of
Haydn’s Theresienmesse yields a hymn tune whose internal cadences seem bent on
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encapsulating Haydn’s large-scale tonal trajectory. Another tune combines elements
of both of Sarastro’s arias in its terse encapsulation of the dramatic sound world Mozart’s Zauberflöte weaves around the bass voice. Another, based on the central Trio of
the Menuetto of Beethoven’s Piano Trio op. 1, no. 3, permits its alto to dwell at length
on a motivic gesture clearly drawn from the opening of that movement. Such moments evince a vibrant, little-understood dimension of the U.S.’s nascent art-music
culture.

“Safe in the Hands of Mozart and Beethoven”: The Rhetoric of Musical
Uplift and the Realities of Cultural Stratification in Antebellum America
Molly Barnes (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
In the United States Democratic Review of January 1856, an unnamed writer claimed
“our young men and maidens are safe in the hands of Mozart and Beethoven, musically, morally, and politically.” In the tradition of early-nineteenth-century Kunst
religion and of New England Transcendentalist critics such as John Sullivan Dwight
(1813–93), American commentators at mid-century posited that German art music
could serve as a quasi-religion by which listeners might better themselves morally and
spiritually. These musically inspired observers harbored profound admiration both
for the works of the major German composers and for the inherently democratic
and communal musical practices they perceived among the German immigrants who
streamed into the country.
Scholars such as Ora Frishberg Saloman and Nancy Newman have explored important dimensions of this era in American music history, including the powerful influence of Dwight’s music criticism and the sociopolitical significance of the
Germania Musical Society (1848–54). This paper seeks to build on these scholars’
achievements by analyzing the rhetoric mid-century critics employed to portray German instrumental music, especially the music of Beethoven, as a singularly effective
means of improving the spiritual and moral condition of Americans. Drawing on
a wide array of published materials including newspapers, music periodicals, and
general interest magazines of the period, my work suggests that a paradox lay at the
heart of this discourse. While in reality most Americans possessed neither the means
nor the leisure to engage with such music—which after all originated among oldworld elites—a wide array of writers used increasingly idealistic terms to argue that
its propagation could help realize universal social uplift, and the highest aspirations
of a great national experiment.
We can view the ever more pronounced social, cultural, and even political idealism
of these public paeans to art music as an effort to respond to the vaguely perceived
realities of American society and culture at mid-century. Even as widening political
divisions and class hierarchies threatened to undermine the egalitarian and democratic project associated with the nation’s founders, the idealistic rhetoric of American
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music critics reflected their hope that musical high culture might salvage and sustain
that project.

The Lady Managers’ Mixed Modernism: Examining
Women’s Performances of Modernity at the
Chicago World’s Columbian Exposition
Bethany McLemore (University of Texas at Austin)
The Chicago World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 created a model of modernity and allotted women unprecedented control in the programming of exhibits and
activities. The exposition grounds provided a separate space for the Woman’s Building, in which the “Board of Lady Managers” constructed and articulated their vision
of modern womanhood. They organized semi-monthly concerts showcasing women
composers and performers, dominated by parlor songs on sentimental texts. In addition, at the Congress of Women, three speeches were devoted entirely to the “vocal
art.” Building on the work of Rita Felski, Ann Feldman, and Judith Tick, this presentation examines the concert programming and speeches on musical topics that were
organized by the women’s board. I argue that the women’s musical choices reveal an
alternate understanding of musical modernity: one defined by women performing
feminized, mass-produced music within a modern space.
In light of Andreas Huyssen and Felski’s understanding of mass culture’s contemporary feminization and separation from modernity, the concert programming seems
antithetical to the goal of women’s modern musical self-construction. Indeed, parlor song functions in ways that exclude women from modernity: linking them to
an idealized past, to rurality, and to sentimentality. Further, parlor song instigates
a tangible, embodied link between women and mass-produced art: through their
performance of songs, women play and sing mass culture. Yet women harnessed this
mass-produced domain for the construction of modern identity. This is clear in the
women’s speeches on the “vocal art” which all compare the voice and/or the body to
an instrument, and approach vocal pedagogy from a decidedly scientific standpoint.
Perhaps mixture—tempering the transgressive with the conservative, the sentimental with the scientific—is the defining feature of the women’s board’s modernism.
Though the popular music featured does not fit a traditional “modernist” definition,
it was composed by women, performed by women, in a public building designed
by a woman, at events programmed by a group of women. That’s certainly modern:
modern in women’s adoption of traditionally masculine roles, a reverse-dandyism.
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Samuel Golden Rule Jones: Music and Reform in the Progressive Era
Mary Natvig (Bowling Green State University)
Samuel “Golden Rule” Jones (1846–1904), a social activist, Progressive, captain of
industry, mayor of Toledo, musician, and poet, was influenced by his Welsh heritage
and Christian socialist principles to provide more humane working conditions for
the employees of his Acme Sucker Rod Company, as well as wholesome entertainment for them, their families and the citizens of Toledo. He established a chorus and
band for his workers, a park system with weekly summer concerts, the Golden Rule
House (modeled on Hull House), and wrote reformist lyrics (The Eight Hour Day) as
contrafacta and with melodies written by his wife, a church organist.
Jones moved to Toledo in the same year that the city’s mayor and other municipal
workers brought rifles to work to guard against the “Catholic invasion,” a euphemism for the influx of Italian/Eastern European immigrants flooding into the urban
Midwest (Howe 1925). Jones’s forthcoming mayoral bids were known as “musical
campaigns,” because he used music as a means of promoting and illustrating his social reform platform. His writings also reveal an emphasis on musical language that
served as a metaphor for brotherhood and a new social order. He uses the hierarchy
of consonance and dissonance, harmony and discord to allude to society’s ills. His
library contains a book on harmony and sketches that reveal his own struggles with
learning how to notate music (Toledo Public Library, Local Archives). Music as social
harmony was also the motivation behind establishing his factory’s musical ensembles.
While Jones wrote passionately about healing the working man’s sense of inferiority
and about the restorative power of music, it is clear that he had only certain types of
music in mind—patriotic tunes, church hymns, and popularized Western art music.
Jones’s use of music as a reform vehicle reflects a regulatory, controlling approach to
both social activism (common among Progressives) and music, which armed Jones
not with guns, but with sweet harmonies and predictable phrasing.

Interpreting Twentieth-Century Avant-garde Music
Jeremy Grimshaw (Brigham Young University), Chair

Meaningless Mechanized Situations of Disrelation:
Ligeti’s Poème Symphonique as a Comic Reflection of Modernity
Nicholas Emmanuel (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Since its premiere performance in 1962, scholars and audiences have struggled to
place Ligeti’s Poème Symphonique in a meaningful context, whether social, historical,
or aesthetic. Even within an admittedly wide-ranging oeuvre, this piece does not,
stylistically, seem to belong. As such, many have simply dismissed it as a brief and
inconsequential foray into the Fluxus movement. With the aid of recent scholarship,
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I hope to dispute this notion and redefine Poème Symphonique as a satirical work written by a composer for whom comedy was of profound import.
Eric Drott has argued that the score reads more like a parody of Fluxus and not
a genuine contribution, and Ligeti himself took pride in the piece for criticizing all
ideologies, radical and “petit-bourgeois” alike. Downplaying the Fluxus connection,
however, may also obscure some fruitful paths of inquiry. Susan Sontag, for example, defines happenings as both comic and surreal in their depiction of the modern
experience as “meaningless mechanized situations of disrelation,” a phrase uncannily appropriate to a piece for one hundred metronomes ticking at different tempos.
Scholars writing specifically on this piece have pointed to surrealistic aesthetics and
political commentary as potential underpinnings. In his book Other Planets, Robin
Maconie draws a sonic analogy between Poème Symphonique and the clicking of Geiger counters, thereby connecting the piece to the political unrest and nuclear anxiety
of the Cold War. Amy Bauer considers the work in relation to the Hungarian surrealist writer Gyula Krúdy, whose work Ligeti read as a child.
Taking into account the aforementioned range of political and aesthetic perspectives, my paper will demonstrate the surrealistic nature of Poème Symphonique, and
consequently, its disinterested representation of modernity. In doing so, I intend to
situate the piece more firmly in Ligeti’s oeuvre, not just as a tangential excursion into
a foreign movement, but as integral to the development of his conception of music in
aesthetic and political terms. Particularly, I hope to show that, by dealing in abstract
and nonpartisan terms, Ligeti’s music draws out the comically absurd underpinnings
of otherwise tragic situations.

Beyond the Score: Charlotte Moorman and
John Cage’s 26' 1.1499'' for a String Player
Jason Rosenholtz-Witt (Northwestern University)
Although the cellist Charlotte Moorman was most famed for her topless performances of Nam June Paik’s Opera Sextronique and subsequent arrest for indecent exposure, she spent her entire career grappling with John Cage’s 26' 1.1499'' for a String
Player. Yet, as Benjamin Piekut has demonstrated in Experimentalism Otherwise, Cage
was unhappy with her interpretation of the piece. This particular score allows significant freedom in terms of sound production, though the temporality in which it
occurs is strictly defined. Especially in collaboration with Nam June Paik, Moorman
increasingly exceeded the confines of the notation and shifted her focus to the section
of the score calling for “sounds other than those produced on the strings.” She maintained a serious and earnest dedication to Cage’s original score, though Moorman’s
personal markings eventually supplanted the composer’s as her performances with
Paik became more extravagant and spectacular.
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Building on Piekut’s study, this paper draws from archival material in the Charlotte
Moorman Collection and the John Cage Correspondence at Northwestern University to interpret her personal, annotated score for 26' 1.1499''. Cage’s unconventional
notation requires collaboration from the performer, who must complete his compositional process in order to make the work performable. The piece became a catalyst for
Moorman to explore and embrace her agency as an artist. A close reading of Moorman’s annotations illuminates her artistic and interpretive approach and serves as an
archive of its performance history. 26' 1.1499'' became a vehicle for Moorman to find
her artistic voice and to embark on a remarkable career in avant-garde performance.
She injected a visually and acoustically embodied version of herself into this artifact
that Cage produced. A lifelong devotee of Cage’s music and philosophy, Moorman
took full advantage of the intrinsic freedom of the score, even when it surpassed the
boundaries envisioned by the composer.

Embodied Listening through Tactility in La Monte Young’s Dream House
Ivan Raykoff (The New School)
The Dream House sound-and-light environment by La Monte Young and Marian
Zazeela, conceived over fifty years ago and now established in New York’s Tribeca
neighborhood since 1993, offers an immersive synaesthetic experience involving, as
Jeremy Grimshaw puts it, “specific psychoacoustical properties and psychophysiological effects of sound.” As Young has described this durational composition, “a
set of well-chosen frequencies” can enable “consciousness-expanding” listening that
leads to “a drone state of mind.” In this sonic space one listens with the skin of the
body as well as with one’s ears; posture and gestures also shape the experience of “actually, physically, getting inside a sound.” The Dream House invites us to expand our
conventional notion of listening beyond the sense of hearing to consider the sense of
touch and proprioception (the feeling of bodily position and movement) as two other
complementary modes in our encounter with sound and with music. This expanded
concept of listening is already apparent in many descriptions of the space, as when
Brandon LaBelle notes that it “bathes the listener” with vibration. Drawing upon interviews and written reports from over fifty Dream House visitors, this paper explores
how tactility is a crucial part of the embodied listening experience in this immersive
installation. It also ties together insights on the relationships between hearing and
haptics (Evelyne Glennie writes about how “hearing is basically a specialized form
of touch”) with Deniz Peters’ work of the significance of touch for bodily expression
in electronic music. The Dream House encourages us to explore “hearing (from) the
body” and to further theorize the sound/body relationship as more than an evocative
metaphor for the experience of listening to any live or electronic music.
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Transcription, Recording, and Authority in “Classic” Minimalism
Patrick Nickleson (University of Toronto)
The concept of trans-scribing—making marks on paper to render sounds into
documents—highlights several important features of minimalist music: the displacement of the score by the recording, the collaborative nature of authorship, and the
ontological confusion surrounding the work and the author that result from both. As
music students in the 1950s, several minimalists were influenced by ethnomusicology
and early “world music” recordings: Steve Reich cites the transcriptions of A.M. Jones
and his own trip to Ghana, Philip Glass developed his additive rhythmic processes
while transcribing music by Ravi Shankar, and Ali Akbar Khan’s 1956 album Music
of India had a powerful shared impact on Tony Conrad and La Monte Young (Shank
2014). While Gopinath (2004) and Scherzinger (2005) have productively criticized
the colonial logic of Western minimalists “looking east” for compositional resources,
these early influences provide valuable context for the later prominence of transcribed
documents.
Drawing on my 2014 interviews with composer-transcribers Marc Mellits, Nico
Muhly, and Evan Ziporyn, I use transcription to interrogate minimalist scores and
documents in relation to the recordings that necessarily precede them. Because many
minimalists developed their music collaboratively in recorded rehearsals and performed from memory, there was initially no concern for scores or parts as documents
that “authorize” the accuracy of future performance. However, in 1986, Boosey &
Hawkes hired Mellits to transcribe Reich’s 1976 recording of Music for 18 Musicians
for publication; likewise, Muhly was hired by Glass to create scores for early pieces
like Music in Twelve Parts, and Ziporyn developed a score for Terry Riley’s saxophone
and delay improvisation Poppy Nogood. Similarly, Young’s score for the day of the antler
(reproduced in Potter 2000) is a transcription from an archival tape from which another performer on that tape, Tony Conrad, produced a different sort of document:
a prose manifesto in first-person plural about the ensemble’s collectivist practice. By
highlighting transcription, minimalism is revealed to have necessarily developed in
sounding rehearsal before composers—whether the composer of the work, or a hired,
transcribing composer—translated those sounds into documents for historical study.
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“It Goes Like This”: Performance Practice
Neal Zaslaw (Cornell University), Chair

“The Demoniac Tune of the Sarabande”:
Erotic Dance-Songs in Early Modern Spain
Álvaro Torrente (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
This paper takes as point of departure that the instrumental sarabande is a domesticated version of the highly erotic dance that flourished in Spain beginning in the
late sixteenth century. The primitive zarabanda, a sung dance (baile cantado), was
severely criticized by moralists and authorities due to its obscenity, resulting in an
author’s prosecution by the Inquisition in Mexico (1559) and prohibition in Spain
(1583 and 1615). Cervantes wrote in 1613 about “el endemoniado son de la zarabanda,”
a perception echoed as late as 1623, when Giambattista Marino described the “oscena
danza” in L’Adone.
Despite its wicked reputation, scholars have yet to convincingly explain the early
sarabande’s subversive character. The few studies that exist focus on isolated aspects
related to either instrumental music (Hudson) or poetic form (Devoto), but a comprehensive understanding is still wanting.
This paper analyzes the early sarabande in relation to poetic meter, topics and language, rhythmic patterns, and performance style. No musical score of the early sarabande survives, most likely because they were on-site elaborations of an orally transmitted pattern. Existing evidence consists of fewer than twenty poems—some with
chords for guitar—a trifle compared to the hundreds of surviving seguidillas. Here, I
apply the metric rules of Spanish sung poetry to known harmonic and rhythmic patterns to produce a possible reconstruction of a score; analyze the poems to illustrate
the prevalence of explicit sexual references; and examine contemporary accounts to
suggest that the dancers’ gestures were the offending element in the mixture, for they
mimicked the explicit actions to which the poems alluded. The demoniac element
of the sarabande resided in its role as vehicle of sexually-charged poetry and performances and its ability to evoke the sexual content even when the poetic element was
further transformed into satire or sacred villancico. The mid-seventeenth century
rise of the gentle and dignified French sarabande, in which explicit words had been
eliminated and gestures mollified, is thus one more event in the process of repression
of sexuality that runs through the century, during which “a triple edict of taboo, nonexistence and silence” was imposed, according to Foucault (1979).
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The Art of Singing Well: Bertrand de Bacilly and
Amateur Performance Practice in Seventeenth-Century France
Michael Bane (Case Western Reserve University)
Scholars and performers have long turned to Bertrand de Bacilly’s treatise Remarques curieuses sur l’art de bien chanter (1668) for details of seventeenth-century
French singing. While Bacilly committed most of the treatise to what he thought
singers should do, he also wrote at length of what his own students stubbornly did
anyway. These musical practices, disapproved of by Bacilly yet prevalent among the
noble amateurs he instructed, informed his own engagement with music, and his
treatise is a compendium of the hidden and often scorned conventions dear to the
amateur musician. In this paper, I reconstruct from this and related pedagogical texts
the performance practices endemic to amateur singers and discuss their repercussions
for the performance of song in seventeenth-century France.
The priorities of amateurs differed from those of their professional instructors. For
the gens de qualité who performed at court or salon gatherings, social considerations
often trumped musical ones as the rules of civility strictly delimited their public displays. In particular, the performer’s face was to exude a graceful calm devoid of ugly
contortions. The pedagogue Pierre Borjon de Scellery went so far as to recommend
that amateurs prone to grimacing wear bridles to tame their errant muscles. The
physical restraint demanded of amateurs had measurable effects on their performance
of music. Bacilly complained that some of his students were so wary of grimacing or
otherwise spoiling their appearance that they refused to correctly pronounce certain
syllables and vowels. Such issues necessarily influenced the production of musical
sound, and I demonstrate the ways amateurs negotiated the competing demands of
musicianship and social etiquette in performance.
I conclude the paper with two brief performances of an air sérieux by Sébastien
Le Camus. The first carefully adheres to Bacilly’s instructions and illustrates how a
professional musician would have performed the piece. The second attempts to recreate the sound of an amateur singer. As nonprofessionals constituted the vast majority
of musicians in the early-modern period, this conjectural performance may reveal
a previously unknown sound typical of most seventeenth-century performances of
French song.

Werktreue and the Rhetoric of Agency in Classical Music Performance
Mary Hunter (Bowdoin College)
Werktreue is a fundamental value in classical performance, both consciously articulated and subconsciously present in performers’ everyday decisions. The notion
of interpretation is basic to Werktreue. However, despite considerable scholarship on
both the idea of interpretation (Krausz et al.) and the ontology of the musical work,
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there is little work on how actual performers negotiate the fraught relation between
obligation and agency at the heart of Werktreue discourse.
I take a sociolinguistic approach to the working-talk of musicians in masterclasses
and chamber music rehearsals, using recordings and transcripts as my sources and acknowledging the differences between the two situations. Previous studies of working
performer behaviors (Goodman-King, Ginsborg, Davidson, et al.) explore the social,
cognitive, and musical processes of successful learning and performing; in contrast,
my paper asks how performance-talk reveals and constructs the performers’ sense of
agency in relation to their sense of obligation. I ask how performers’ language indicates whether agency and obligation attach to discrete domains of the music, whether
they are in tension, and what other kinds of relation they are perceived to have.
I focus on two pervasive sentence-types: the declarative statement with “it” as the
subject, and the deontic statement of obligation or permission (signified by verbs
such as should, must, can, etc.). Declarative “it” statements sometimes have clear
referents, but in interpretative talk, the most imaginatively metaphorical conceptions
are very often framed such that the “it” refers to an indefinable amalgam of the score,
the oral tradition attached to the work, and the performer’s independent imaginings.
(E.g., “It is gossamer.”) Such “it-statements” occur cheek-by-jowl with agential first
person language about “practical” choices of tempo or dynamics, but indicate quite
distinct levels or kinds of interpretation. They also often invite first-person deontic
follow-ups: “It is gossamer . . . we need to play lightly.” Verbal sequences like this
enact the conflation of interpretative agency with obligation to an abstract ideal, and
thus both construct and reflect the complex position of the classical performer. Attention to this rich mental and emotional mixture adds cognitive and psychological
dimensions to current understandings of “interpretation” in classical music.

In Defense of a Performers’ Art:
Nineteenth-Century Singers’ Discourse on Ornamentation
Cindy L. Kim (Burlington, Mass.)
During the first half of the nineteenth century, critics of Italian opera displayed a
heightened anxiety about singers’ ornamentation deforming a composition or subverting composers’ intentions. Yet performance practice studies based on early recordings and notated examples have shown that singers varied the written melody well
into the twentieth century. Because of this discord between criticism and practice,
nineteenth-century opera historians such as David Kimbell have framed ornamentation as a fading tradition, regressive in view of new aesthetic developments (such
as the growth of the composer’s authority or the formation of the work concept)
evidenced in the criticism. But I argue that this account neglects a crucial part of the
conversation on nineteenth-century ornamentation: the discourse of singers.
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This paper explores the discussions of ornamentation in treatises by nineteenthcentury singers such as Domenico Corri, Laure Cinti-Damoreau, Alexis de Garaude,
Manuel Garcia Jr., Luigi Lablache, Richard Mackenzie Bacon, and Isaac Nathan.
Their rhetoric reflects an acute awareness of the hostile critical climate in three ways.
First, frequent warnings to respect the composer’s intentions indicate that singers
sought to define ornamentation as an extension of the compositional act, investing
the practice with the authority of the composer. Second, the authors elevated ornamentation by broadening its function to the display of not only technical skill and
physical ability but also virtue, creativity, and emotion. Finally, singers imbued ornamentation with expressive power beyond that of composition by declaring ornament
integral to dramatic expression and claiming that such expression occurs not in the
selection of notes but in how they are performed.
Snuch a recuperation project enabled the survival of ornamentation as a vibrant
performance tradition. Whereas contemporary critics may have valued dramatic expression over virtuosic spectacle, and compositional authority over performers’ creativity, singers challenged such oppositions in their conception of ornamentation.
Singers’ discourse therefore invites a retelling of nineteenth-century opera history, in
which the ideals of performer as interpreter and opera as static musical composition
coexisted with the seemingly antithetical notions of performer as cocreator and opera
as fluid performance event.

“Nationalism is Back”
David Schneider (Amherst College), Chair

The National Bard of Ireland:
Thomas Davis and His Songs Fit for a Nation
Timothy Love (Louisiana State University)
Thomas Davis was a powerful force behind the wave of cultural nationalism that
swept Ireland in the mid-nineteenth century. A cofounder of the influential Irish
weekly The Nation, Davis used the journal as a platform to promote a brand of Irish
nationalism distinctive for its nonsectarian appeal. Fiery editorial prose carried his
message to the public, but so too did poetry and song, modes of cultural expression
increasingly linked to nationalist agendas throughout Europe at the time. “Young
Ireland,” as Davis and his followers became known, focused their attention especially
upon the traditional Irish song, celebrating the genre as an exemplar of their cultural
heritage while harnessing its emotional power to strengthen their political cause.
Despite the widespread influence of Davis’s songs, the method by which he paired
his texts with traditional Irish tunes has been largely ignored. This paper seeks to
address that issue through an analysis of Davis’s songs in the framework of nationalist politics and Irish folklore. By delving into Davis’s musical interests as well as
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his productive partnerships with musical colleagues, I will explore several theories
regarding Davis’s working method.
By wedding his plainspoken lyrics to recognizable tunes, Davis popularized ideas
of self-sacrifice, cultural pride, and national unity. In doing so, he also sought to remasculinize the Irish nationalist movement and to undermine the legacy of Thomas
Moore, the reigning “Bard of Ireland.” In his Irish Melodies (1808–34), Moore paired
his lyrical poetry with traditional Irish tunes in order to put forth an overly romanticized image of Ireland as a proud but defeated nation, forever weeping; to many
observers, it was an image coded with feminine gender traits. Davis sought to reclaim
the narrative of Irish nationalism and to supplant Moore’s lyrical effusions.
In examining how Davis generated his songs, as well as identifying the role music
played in his nationalist program, my paper will allow for a more complete understanding of Thomas Davis’s engagement with Irish music. Furthermore, it provides
insight into the complex relationship between music, gender, and nationalism in
nineteenth-century Ireland.

“Nationalism is Back”: Valentin Silvestrov on the Maidan
Peter Schmelz (Arizona State University)
In late December 2014, leading Ukrainian composer Valentin Silvestrov (b. 1937)
pondered the tumultuous past year in his country. Finding music alone inadequate,
he had “wanted to speak out.” As resurgent nationalist impulses fragmented Ukraine,
fueled by what some have identified as a return to nineteenth-century “great power” nationalism, Silvestrov himself patriotically responded to the unfolding crisis
through music, direct activism, and frequently heated public statements. In this, he
had company; Silvestrov’s expressions of Ukrainian national identity mirrored the
mood of western Ukraine. As one pop singer declared, “We found out who we are.
And who we aren’t.”
Yet Silvestrov’s newfound nationalism also perplexes. It departs ideologically
from his previous creative stages: young avant-garde firebrand, purveyor of unironic “kitsch,” and composer of music’s end. Previously, Silvestrov expressed reticence
about nationalistic or political elements in his music. He told me in 2010 that he
never tried to foster national sentiments, despite occasionally setting Ukrainian texts,
particularly by well-known poet Taras Shevchenko (1814–61), in several compositions, including his Quiet Songs (1973–77), Cantata (1977), and Requiem (1997–99).
His newer compositions addressing the Maidan protests in Kiev also significantly depart in manner from earlier Ukrainian—and Russian and Soviet—musical examples
of exuberant nationalism. Drawing again on Shevchenko, Silvestrov continues the resigned interiority of his earlier “kitsch” and “post” styles. Nonetheless, as homemade
recordings disseminated via the internet, these new compositions were intended for
the public arena, where they were rapturously received.
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This paper therefore considers what Silvestrov’s late-life nationalism tells us about
the contemporary Ukrainian crisis, about fluctuating national identities at both the
“center” and “periphery” in the late-Soviet and post-Soviet periods, and about studies
of nationalism, transnationalism, and post-colonialism in musicology today. Briefly
addressing his compositions from the 1970s to ’90s, it focuses on Silvestrov’s 2014
works, which mark pivotal moments in the Maidan protests, especially the violence
in late January and late February against anti-government protestors. It draws upon
interviews with Silvestrov and his colleagues as well as his materials at the Paul Sacher
Stiftung, alongside other central primary sources.

Imagining a Nationalist Future through Polish Music:
Franz Liszt’s F. Chopin
Virginia Whealton (Indiana University)
When Franz Liszt published his book F. Chopin (Paris, 1852), the recent failed
uprisings in Poland had brought fresh urgency to the “Polish question” that had permeated French sociopolitical discourse since Voltaire and Rousseau. Were the Poles
a regressive, disorganized nation, justly deserving foreign imperial rulers; or did the
Poles symbolize the struggle for nationalism facing all Europeans? I argue that these
questions lay at the heart of Liszt’s book F. Chopin, and I demonstrate how Liszt used
the Polish nation’s symbolic and contested identity to promote his own nationalist
aesthetics following the failed Revolutions of 1848.
Armed with observations from his own travels, recent compositions, Polish music
history, and Chopin’s biography, Liszt argues that Polish music reflects and substantiates the Poles’ admirable national character. Liszt rebuffs specific arguments French
political writers commonly used to denigrate Poland, such as that the nation was
weak because of its regressive feudal system and overly powerful women. A supporter
of aristocratic nationalists, Liszt also diverges from populist music critics in presenting Polish music’s power as coming from the nobility, rather than the commoners.
Despite Liszt’s sympathetic portrayal of Poland, he does suggest that the aesthetic and
political nationalism of the future must go beyond Polish nationalism in reconciling
national interest and universal concerns.
I interpret Liszt’s Chopin as a mixture of travelogue, biography, and memoir, arguing that all three genres contribute to Liszt’s discussions of Poland, Polish music, and
Polish culture. I diverge from previous scholars, who have dismissed these Polish passages as authorial clumsiness or as the intrusive commentary of Liszt’s partner and unacknowledged co-author, the Polish-born Princesse Carolyne von Sayn-Wittgenstein.
I thus expand upon previous studies about musical biography as a literary genre and
tool of cultural memory (Pekacz) by considering biography’s overlap with travelogue
and memoir. More broadly, I argue that Liszt and other Romantic musicians, the first
generation of musicians to regularly publish memoirs and travelogues, drew upon
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and challenged the sociopolitical debates associated with these established literary
genres by interpreting nation, history, and place through music.

Une Fête sous les tropiques:
Tourist Nationalism in Gottschalk’s Symphonie Romantique
Laura Moore Pruett (Merrimack College)
While the piano works of Louis Moreau Gottschalk are included in anthologies,
published in collections, and frequently performed, when it comes to his orchestral works, a troubling disconnect exists between the worlds of academia and performance. Neither of Gottschalk’s two symphonies has yet been subject to a critical scholarly edition, although there has been sustained interest over the past fifty
years in performing the works. His first, the Symphonie Romantique, was composed
during Gottschalk’s 1859 stay in Guadaloupe. The symphony’s subtitle, “La nuit des
tropiques,” is more accurately a descriptor for the first movement, an Andante that
has often been performed independently. The first known performance of the work, a
grand festival at the Teatro Tacón in Havana, Cuba, may have only included this first
movement. The second movement, Une Fête sous les tropiques: Fiesta criolla, contrasts
sharply with the first in depicting a boisterous celebration complete with dancing and
drumming. Each melody is based on the African-derived cinquillo rhythm or some
variation thereof. The African bamboula is notated in the work’s primary extant manuscript; however, the second known performance of the work conducted by Gottschalk utilized further percussion instruments, specifically an Afro-Cuban ensemble
from Santiago de Cuba featured at his grand concert on 17 April 1861 in Havana.
Gottschalk’s symphony is a study in exoticism: it evokes the “romantic” and “tropical” for which it is named by means of stylistic elements commonly identified with
the “Other”: syncopated rhythms, colorful harmonic progressions, and melodies derived from foreign sources. The particular case of Gottschalk is complicated, however,
by his role as a mediator, traveling between the locales that inspired their composition and the United States. The boundary between exoticism and nationalism is an
uncertain and shifting one; Richard Taruskin has referred to this gray area as “tourist
nationalism.” Although his symphony was not performed in the United States during his lifetime, Gottschalk’s propensity toward Caribbean-inspired melodies and
rhythms informed his overall compositional style to such a degree that the related
concepts of exoticism and nationalism must play at least a partial role in our understanding of his orchestral compositions.
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Nineteenth-Century Piano Culture
Jonathan Bellman (University of Northern Colorado), Chair

Monochromatic and “Polychromatic” Performance:
Piano Improvisation in Early Nineteenth-Century France
Shaena Weitz (Graduate Center, CUNY)
In the mid-1830s, the writers of the first French music journal devoted to the piano,
Le Pianiste, were confronted with a piano performance trend that they struggled to
understand. When playing a written piece, some pianists were no longer improvising,
or embellishing, or changing their performances from one time to the next. Instead,
some were playing a given score exactly as written and playing a piece the same way
repeatedly. The way that these new pianists performed was so different from what Le
Pianiste’s authors were accustomed to, that they alleged that the new pianists were
not piano players at all, but merely piano “pressers.” Further, their extreme fidelity
to the score was causing them to overlook the music and lose their “natural heat.” Le
Pianiste dubbed these players the “monochromatic school.”
Studies of pianistic improvisation have tended to view improvisation as a separate
work (like a free fantasia) or a discrete section of a written piece (like a cadenza
or a prelude). This paper, however, discusses the ways in which improvisation may
have been a central practice in performing the entirety of a written score in early
nineteenth-century France. Drawing on Le Pianiste’s descriptions of monochromatic
playing and its opposite, what we might call “polychromatic” playing , as well as the
writing of Le Pianiste’s contemporaries, like Frédéric Kalkbrenner and Henri Herz,
this paper reanalyzes the nature and meaning of a performance and a work in the
Paris that fostered so many pianists, like Chopin and Liszt. While my focus is on this
microhistorical moment, this paper provides new information which helps define a
point of transition in three large-scale trends over the century: the development of
the urtext, the rise of performer as interpreter, and the decline of improvisation.

[E-flat Minor]
Sarah Clemmens Waltz (University of the Pacific)
In 1988 Hugh Macdonald published an article in 19th-Century Music whose title
consisted only of the key signature G-flat major and the time signature 9/8. His contention was that these signatures, in their distance from C major common time, represented the increasing complexity of romanticism. Although Macdonald subsumes
E-flat minor into his thesis, it is worth considering the relative minor in its own right.
The rare consistency of key affect ascribed to E-flat minor, and the circumscribed
but still numerous examples of the key (counting temporary excursions) before 1850,
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provide an excellent opportunity to observe the use of key as a style marker: E-flat
minor as an instrument of topical analysis.
Theories of key affect—the idea that keys are appropriate to or represent identifiable emotions—have been admirably catalogued in Rita Steblin’s History of Key Characteristics in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries. The consistency of affect
attributed to E-flat minor is due in part to its immediately apparent position as the
polar opposite of C major (making it the melancholy inverse of C major’s cheerful
simplicity), in part to its rarity, and in part to the strong influence of two Swabians:
C. F. D. Schubart and J. R. Zumsteeg. Schubart’s famous edict that “If ghosts could
speak, they would speak in E-flat Minor” is influential for the use of the key in ombra
style, especially in the ballads of Zumsteeg, who deliberately employed Schubart’s
key system. Zumsteeg’s successors Schubert, Zelter, and Loewe also exhibit the key
to depict melancholy, but with a twist. The Sturm und Drang associated ombra and
melancholy with Ossianism, leading to a secondary use of E-flat minor to depict the
north and the sea-storm. Spiritual melancholy in Beethoven’s Christus am Ölberge
and other contemporary religious works creates another reference point for the key;
examples after 1850 (e.g. Schumann, Brahms) transform the association from spiritual to suicidal melancholy. Nevertheless, the underlying consistency of E-flat Minor
in texted music shows not just a key-affect convention but evolving associations with
melancholia, which may affect readings of non-texted music.

Casualties of Scholarship in Brahms’s Piano Trio, op. 8
Paul Berry (Yale University)
The Piano Trio in B major stands uniquely double cast among Johannes Brahms’s
instrumental works: initially published in 1854, it was altered and parts of it thoroughly reconceived for a new edition in 1891. Aligned, first with Brahms’s initial
foray into German musical consciousness, and later with the height of his influence
in fin-de-siècle Vienna, opus 8 quickly found a pivotal position in studies that set the
composer’s working methods in the context of his biography. Approaches to the task
vary widely, but one characteristic distinguishes recent Anglo-American examples
from their Continental counterparts. In English-language literature alone, Brahms’s
life and work have intertwined in the forging and retelling of single story that links
the Trio’s composition and subsequent revision to the composer’s evolving feelings for
Clara Schumann. Along with a putative cipher for Clara’s name, borrowed song incipits deleted from the 1891 version are understood as indices of the youthful Brahms’s
fraught attraction and his subsequent efforts at concealment.
Over the past three decades this story has become a fixture in English-language
articles, monographs, and program notes—even the New Grove Dictionary. Its attractions have included stimulating interpretations of a complex opus and, for Brahms
specialists, myriad opportunities to affirm our continued relevance amid a changing
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discipline. Whatever our reasons, however, they have cost us dearly, for each iteration
of the story has opened deeper and more troubling fissures in the relationship between scholarly prose and the sources it adopts as evidence. My paper maps these fissures and explores their implications, drawing together correspondence, diary entries,
and the surviving 1854 manuscript of the Trio, and examining scholarly versions of
the story by Sams, Hull, Macdonald, Parmer, Brodbeck, and Moseley. By tracing the
effects of each successive argument upon the sources it employs and those it ignores,
I identify habits of reading, writing, and editing that have inadvertently obscured the
historical situations they purport to illuminate. Finally, taking a cue from Brahms’s
own shifting engagement with opus 8, I revisit his music and the documents that surround it in search of alternative approaches to a work both dark and fiercely original.

Homosocial Exchange and the Trio of Chopin’s March
Jeffrey Kallberg (University of Pennsylvania)
Nine months before Chopin issued his Sonata in B-flat minor, op. 35, the Spanish
composer Santiago de Masarnau published in Paris a “Preludio” that first alludes to
and then cites the lyrical melody from the Trio of Chopin’s so-called Funeral March.
Masarnau’s treatment of the tune provides the only known bit of primary evidence
of an acquaintance between the two composers. From it, we can infer that Masarnau
knew Chopin well enough to attend one of Chopin’s private performances of the
Sonata in advance of its publication.
Masarnau spent much of the 1830s in London and Paris. In Paris, he became close
to Charles Valentin Alkan, who was also Chopin’s friend. The Alkan connection is
key. The third of Alkan’s 1837 “Trois Improvisations, op. 12” contains a melody that
sounds very similar to the phrase in Masarnau’s and Chopin’s works. The Alkan passage implies some kind of private exchange of the tune (or some version of it) among
the three composers, and this in turn raises questions about the nature of their association. Letters from Alkan to Masarnau uncovered by Gemma Salas and from
Henry Field to Masarnau found by me contain frequent and frank expressions of
“love” among the three men. In this way, they are identical in tone to letters Chopin
exchanged with a male friend of his youth. All this suggests that the exchange of
the tune took place in a milieu defined by intensely personal and close relationships
among creative men. Chopin scholars have previously argued that the emotional
nourishment Chopin received from homosocial networks did not extend beyond his
early twenties, but the links with Masarnau and Alkan suggest that the phenomenon
was biographically constitutive for him.
The Field correspondence also hints at why Chopin mysteriously and impetuously
undertook a “secret” visit to London in July 1837, for Masarnau also made a sudden
decision to travel to London at exactly the same time.
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Masarnau’s publication opens a window onto a hitherto unrecognized homosocial
network, with repercussions for deepening our understanding of Chopin’s relationships with creative men, and the roles of music in these relationships.

Twentieth-Century Music Colonialism and Exoticism
George E. Lewis (Columbia University), Chair

Portal to the Orient: Lobby Spectacles and The Thief of Bagdad
Peter Graff (Case Western Reserve University)
When Douglas Fairbanks’ The Thief of Bagdad premiered at New York’s Liberty
Theater on 18 March 1924, reviewers consistently made special mention of the decorative lobby that reflected a Middle Eastern street scene taken directly from the film.
This lobby greeted patrons with a multisensory spectacle that included exotic dancers, oriental rugs, scenic paintings, burning incense, and the offering of Turkish coffee and candy. The most effective element on display, according to reports, was the
music provided by “Hindoo singers” and “natives of Bagdad” who beat tom-toms
and played exotic instruments. Through this immersive aural experience, the lobby
transported theatergoers from busy New York streets to the faraway land of Baghdad.
While scholars have noted the importance of the lobby in the overall theatergoing
experience, its role in that experience and its potential effect on patrons has received
less critical attention.
In this paper, I analyze the lobby’s musical landscape as a crucial component of the
theatergoing experience for Bagdad. Drawing on firsthand accounts from reviews and
trade publications, I explore the Liberty’s production and situate it in a larger history
of lobby exhibition practices. The success of this production, I argue, is due to the
narrative unity between the lobby spectacle, stage prologue, and film, which created
a cohesive “unitary text”—Ross Melnick’s term for the theater’s collective program.
Visually, the lobby’s paintings and set pieces evoked Bagdad ’s filmic landscape, while
the lobby musicians forecasted Mortimer Wilson’s score, which features the imitation of reed instruments and exotic rhythmic elements. In Bagdad ’s unitary text, the
lobby served as an exposition, situating the audience in the world of the film before
they even entered the auditorium. Building on Anahid Kassabian’s concept of “distributed tourism,” I ultimately argue that the lobby’s exoticist signifiers and multisensory environment provided a port of entry into the scenic and sonic streets of Bagdad.
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The Sounds of the Jungle: Exoticism, Representation, and Identity in
Agustín Barrios’s Performances as Mangoré, 1930–34
Lindsay Jones (University of Toronto)
Prolific guitarist-composer Agustín Barrios (1885–1944) is now considered a Paraguayan national hero despite his struggle to gain recognition in his home country.
It was not until he assumed the alter ego of “Chief Nitsuga Mangoré from the Jungles of Paraguay, the indigenous Paganini” that Barrios earned the acclaim of South
American concert-goers. During his 1930–34 tour of South America, Barrios performed exclusively as Mangoré, dressed in costume as a bare-chested Guaraní chief
with a bow. During these performances, Barrios gave programs of Western art music,
original pieces, and poetry recitations. Barrios’s transformation into Mangoré is often
dismissed as a marketing ploy to aid the guitarist’s career, but this paper investigates
the way that the controversial politics of Paraguay’s Liberal Party, coupled with Latin
American indigenist movements, may have inspired Barrios to create an indigenous
alter ego. Paraguay’s defeat during the Triple Alliance War (1864–70) fueled the notion among other Latin American countries that Paraguay was a weak country with
wild, jungle-dwelling inhabitants. By carefully calculating his representation of Guaraní culture and inventing a mythology for his persona, Barrios used Mangoré to
simultaneously perpetuate and challenge stereotypes of Paraguayans while coming
to grips with his own dual identity and uneasy relationship with his home country.
Using Barrios’s photographs, poetry, concert programs, and audio recordings, I
analyze how audiences experienced his performances on visual and aural levels, while
taking note of the dialogue between European and indigenous elements. This analysis is interpreted in light of the Paraguayan government’s civilizing agenda for the
country’s Indians in the early twentieth century. Despite the government’s efforts to
extinguish Indian culture, Guaraní customs and language managed to endure, serving as a source of inspiration for Barrios. On the surface, Mangoré is an exoticized
caricature of a Guaraní Indian that Barrios, as a Paraguayan elite, civilizes with art
music and poetry. However, on another level, Barrios uses Mangoré to project the
image for his audiences of a powerful, post-war Paraguay that draws on the tenacity
and longevity of Guaraní culture.

“Congolese” Musical Idioms and Expressions of Belgian Identity
Catherine Hughes (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Francis de Bourguignon’s orchestral piece Congo premiered as part of a concert of
Belgian radio works in April 1936. Styled as a piece of musical journalism, de Bourguignon depicted a familiar story of the conquest and “civilization” of the Congo
region by Europeans from the late nineteenth through the early twentieth centuries.
The work was one of a handful of Belgian symphonic poems, suites, and song cycles
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that purported to borrow melodies, rhythmic patterns, and even harmonic structures
from Congolese music. These concert works corresponded to a broader cultural trend
to put imperial Belgium on display, which included film, literature, and even comic
strips—most famously in Herge’s Tintin au Congo. Discussions about imperial identity, however, are largely absent from contemporary critical discourse surrounding
Belgian music of the interwar period.
This paper argues that the small but significant body of Belgian music using “Congolese” musical idioms was tied up with the ongoing struggle to define a distinctly
Belgian compositional style in the face of cosmopolitan tastes more than with the
depictions of Belgium as an imperial power. Building upon the work of Annegret
Fauser, Ralph Locke, and Jann Pasler, I show how representations of the exotic colony
became part of Belgian musical discourse. Societies, informal syndicates, and calls
in the press for increased support for native Belgian composers in opposition to enthusiasm for new music by foreign musicians cropped up repeatedly in the 1920s
and 1930s. Music by native composers with a distinctive “Belgian” identity—usually
expressed through adaptations of traditional Walloon or Flemish folk song—fared
best, as it could be performed for special celebrations of the nation, such as the 1936
concert that featured Congo. The “Congolese” works, including de Bourguignon’s
composition, appeared almost exclusively on such programs. Considered together,
these “Congolese” and “Belgian” concert works highlight the contrast between Belgian colonial ambitions, characterized by the ruthless exploitation of African populations and of natural resources, and the persistent World War I myth of the “gallant
little Belgium” that stood up against the impossible odds of German oppression.

Colonial Governance as “Heard”:
Forming New Identities through Music on French Colonial Radio
Jann Pasler (University of California, San Diego)
Scholars have recently begun to theorize radio and recordings, especially in the
context of emerging sound studies and interest in the “war of the waves” before World
War II. However, they have largely overlooked music programmed on radio, especially how and why, early on, programming evolved. If musical juxtapositions of old/
new and serious/popular have long characterized western radio, of signal importance
for colonial producers was the inclusion of indigenous music on radio from Morocco
to Indochina, right next to western music, including jazz, and in the late 1930s, urban
alongside rural traditions. Radio thus raises intriguing questions about the nature of
colonial coexistence and the contribution music could make to new identities.
In this paper, I examine musical repertoire on the radio from Rabat to Saigon from
1928 to 1939, who owned radios, who made programming decisions, who funded
radio, and how the taste for music on radio spread, albeit taking various forms in
different settings. Most stations had their own studios with western orchestras, some
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also local ensembles for indigenous music. French writers pointed to radio’s potential
to distract locals from political unrest, and indigenous music’s potential to encourage
openness to the medium, attracting listeners to a “powerful instrument of propaganda and diffusion.” Drawing on archival work in France, North Africa, and Vietnam,
I have concluded that French administrators, with the help of local elites, sought to
shape westerners’ perception of indigenous peoples through exposure to their music,
and local peoples’ attitudes toward French settlers through official support for it.
Budgets thus grew substantial.
From colonial radio we learn much about the nature of colonial governance: how,
within a framework of hierarchical structures, collaboration and cooperation functioned among settlers and indigenous elites, both represented on radio administrative and advisory committees; how subtle, often invisible surveillance characterized
the political sphere; how coexistence and hybridity gave rise to a new public sphere;
and how knowledge promoting colonialism was produced. Through radio, music
promoted interconnectedness across North Africa, whether jazz for the settlers, or
Andalousian noubas for indigenous elites. With Berber and popular music included
in 1938 came increased diversity.

Friday noontime
Louisville’s “Unconscious Composers”:
Mildred Hill, the Courier’s Women’s Edition, and How
“Happy Birthday” was made From African American Street Cries
Anne Shreffler (Harvard University), Chair
Michael Beckerman (New York University)
On 2 March 1895 Mildred Hill of Louisville, Kentucky wrote the following to
Antonín Dvořák in New York:
Honored Sir.
May I address you upon a subject in which you seem to be much interested viz—street
cries. After reading your article in the Feb Harper I looked up a collection of street cries
I have been gathering for several years, and am writing an article for the Woman’s edition of the Courier Journal to be illustrated with these cries I send you.

Mildred Hill published the street cries several weeks later in an extensive article
with numerous musical examples and detailed commentary in the so-called “Satin
Edition” of the Louisville Courier Journal on 27 March 1895, an edition of the newspaper produced entirely by women. While this edition is a fascinating document,
worthy of study on its own, the core of this presentation focuses rather on another
passage from Hill’s letter:
I collected them [the street cries] just for the interest I took in them never expecting to
make any use of them but since I began the study of composition I have found them
very useful.

It is the argument of this presentation that Mildred Hill’s most famous composition, known today as “Happy Birthday,” was compiled with reference to these street
cries, specifically the African American cries which Hill praised so highly; and indeed,
that the song’s power is related to the aesthetic and dynamic of the street cry. The
presentation will feature performances of the cries and other works, readings, analysis, and will also bring to light the cultural and intellectual ferment in women’s circles
in Louisville in the 1890s.
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Public Musicology:
Career Paths Alongside and Outside of the Academy
Felicia M. Miyakawa (freelance editor and academic consultant), Chair
Jason Hanley (Director of Education, Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum)
Kendra Leonard (Director, Silent Film Sound and Music Archive)
Allison Portnow (Public Programs Manager, Ackland Art Museum)
Amanda Sewell (In the Write)
Karen Shadle (Assistant Director of Catholic Worship and Campus Ministry, Bellarmine University)
In this session, musicologists who work alongside (meaning not in traditional
teaching roles) and outside of the academy will share: (1) what they do; (2) how they
began these career paths; and (3) what training was necessary, and how they pursued
that training. Panelists will also lead a discussion about how professional societies can
better support their members who choose a variety of career paths, and how nonacademic and independent voices can enrich the discipline.

Tampering with Nature: Music in Pure and Tempered Tunings
John Schneider, guitar
Program
Round (1978)

Lou Harrison
(1917–2003)

Sonata in Ishartum (1977)

Lou Harrison

Pavane
Lachrimae Pavan
Allemande (BWV 996)
Scenes from Nek Chand (2002)
The Leaning Lady, The Rock Garden
Quando Cosas Malas Caen del Cielo (2003)
Serenado por Gitaro (1952)

Luis Milan
(1500–1561)
John Dowland
(1563–1626)
J. S. Bach
(1685–1750)
Lou Harrison
Terry Riley
(1935–)
Lou Harrison
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What does it mean to play “in tune”? Synthesizers produce notes that are exactly
one equal-tempered semitone apart, more “in tune” than any piano with real strings
could ever be. And yet, if one plays a major triad, the intervals it produces sound
rough and unpleasant, possessing an inner pulsing or “beating” that tells the ear that
they are not acoustically in tune. Retune those notes to be beatless and “pure,” and
the roughness goes away, but play another chord and it sounds sour. Which triad is
in tune?
The short answer is—both. If the music demands equal temperament, then the
less euphonious, beating triad is correct, while performing in Just Intonation requires
beatless intervals. In Baroque music, however, neither of the above examples is “in
tune,” since that era’s music demands that some intervals are pure, and some impure.
Musicians have long struggled with the question of which intervals to tune, and
which to mistune, for whatever reason. This brief program will examine literature
from several eras, demonstrating how different generations have interacted with the
immutable facts of nature found in the overtone structure of all pitched tones.

“They Offer Their Hands to One Another as Sisters”:
Fortepiano-Harpsichord Duos in the
Circle of Sara Levy (1761–1854)
Rebecca Cypess, Harpsichord
Yi-heng Yang, Fortepiano

Program
Concerto in F major, Fk. 10
Allegro ma moderato
Andante
Presto

Wilhelm Friedemann Bach
(1710–1784)

Sonata in C major, Wq. 87,
arranged for two keyboards
Allegretto
Andantino
Allegro

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach
(1714–1788)

Sonata in C major, B:XV:53,
arranged for two keyboards
Adagio
Allegro
Largo
Allegro

Carl Heinrich Graun
(1703/4–1759)
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Quintet in C major, op. 11, no. 1,
arranged for two keyboards
Allegretto
Andantino
Minuetto con variazioni

Johann Christian Bach
(1735–1782)

Sonata in E-flat major, BWV 1031,
arranged for two keyboards (excerpt)
Siciliano

Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685–1750)

Organ trio in C minor, BWV 526,
arranged for two keyboards
[without tempo marking]
Largo
Allegro

Johann Sebastian Bach

C. P. E. Bach’s concerto for harpsichord and fortepiano (1788) has long been regarded as a curiosity—a manifestation of the composer’s uneasy synthesis of old and
new. Yet its implications for the performance practices and cultural meanings of
music in the German Enlightenment have never been adequately understood. This
lecture-recital presents evidence that fortepianos and harpsichords were often used
together for the performance of keyboard duos within families or by students and
teachers, and that this hybrid instrumentation was essentially linked with the aesthetics and ideals of the Enlightenment.
The small repertoire of composed keyboard duos was supplemented, especially in
the latter half of the eighteenth century, by the arrangement of trios and other chamber works for two keyboardists, each at her own instrument. While dozens of manuscripts survive that attest to this performance practice, players also created their own
arrangements simply by reading from a score in the original instrumentation; thus
the practice was more widespread than the notated evidence appears to suggest. The
most common type of arrangement was from a trio for two treble instruments and
bass to a duo for two keyboards. The locus classicus for this practice was the arrangement of the organ trios of Johann Sebastian Bach, BWV 525–530, for two keyboard
instruments.
Performed on two harpsichords, such arrangements could hardly hope to capture
the wide array of timbres available on an organ or in a mixed chamber ensemble.
However, like organs, stringed keyboard instruments in the latter half of the eighteenth century often possessed numerous “stops” (Veränderungen) that could imitate the diverse timbres an ensemble of mixed instruments, and application of these
stops was left to the discretion of the performer. The mechanisms of harpsichords,
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fortepianos, Tangentenflügeln, and pantalons—as well as special bowing and dampening effects—offered the possibility of a wide array of sounds within a single instrument. Some hybrid keyboard instruments were designed for two players, which, as
one writer explained, “created a beautiful effect in duos,” but the same effect was also
achieved through the ad libitum art of registration on two single-player keyboard
instruments. The harpsichord-fortepiano combination offered one means to achieve
the aesthetic principle of “unity in diversity” so central to Enlightenment thought.
Thus while C. P. E. Bach’s double concerto is one of the few works in the twokeyboard literature that calls explicitly for harpsichord and fortepiano together, it
presents one possible instrumentation that may be applied throughout the repertoire
of keyboard duos in circulation during the late eighteenth century.
Why, then, did Philipp Emanuel specify this hybrid instrumentation in his concerto? Why not leave the choice of registration to the performers? A possible answer,
I suggest, lies in the aesthetic ideals of his patron. The concerto was commissioned by
the Jewish salonnière Sara Levy, an accomplished keyboardist who studied with Wilhelm Friedemann Bach and acted as a patron to Friedemann and Philipp Emanuel.
Levy and her sisters collected and performed numerous keyboard duos (including
the Bach organ trios in the two-keyboard arrangement), and it is likely that they performed these works together in concerts at Levy’s home. Levy, indeed, had a special
interest in the codification of hybridity—of “unity in diversity”—in the fortepianoharpsichord combination. She knew the work of Moses Mendelssohn, who celebrated music’s ability to unify disparate sounds and senses, which, he wrote, “offer their
hands to one another as sisters.” Mendelssohn and other enlightened writers—both
Jewish and Christian—used the same metaphor of family harmony, as well as the
vocabulary of “unity in diversity,” to describe their ideas of religious co-existence
within a tolerant society. In her salon, Levy and her sisters presented a model for
variety within a unified group, both in music and in their inter-religious socialization
and Bildung. The “unity in diversity” that eighteenth-century writers identified in the
composition, performance, and instrumentation of keyboard duos presented a model
for the articulation of the self within the context of a unified group—a model laden
with religious and political meaning. The harpsichord-fortepiano duos, far from being quaint and backwards-looking, were integrally linked with the ideals of the German Enlightenment.

Friday afternoon
African American Music Criticism
Mark Burford (Reed College), Chair

How Virginia’s Most Prominent White Supremacist Became
Famous for His Symphonic Jazz: John Powell’s Rhapsodie nègre (1917)
Stephanie Doktor (University of Virginia)
In 1918 at Carnegie Hall, Virginia-born composer and concert pianist John Powell
premiered his Rhapsodie nègre (1917)—a composition for orchestra and piano, which,
according to Powell, combined both the “primitive and childlike qualities of the Negro.” By blending modernist devices and black vernacular melodies, Powell was a
pioneer of concert jazz. Like John Alden Carpenter and Henry F. Gilbert, Powell used
Southern folk tunes to forge a distinctly American sound at the turn of the century
and experimented with early jazz by the late 1910s. His Rhapsodie anticipated ultramodernist trends of the 1920s, which used jazz to signify the avant-garde ethos of
Primitivism, a unique Americanism, and playful references to popular culture. Arguably as popular as George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue (1924), Powell’s Rhapsodie was
performed fifty times in the Jazz Age alone.
By 1922, Powell abandoned the use of black music in his new compositions, because he became a politically active white supremacist. He established the AngloSaxon Clubs of America—an outgrowth of the Ku Klux Klan—and helped pass the
Racial Integrity Act of 1924, banning interracial marriage. In his campaign to preserve
white culture, Powell denied the existence of “real American Negro music,” and he
created the White Top Folk Festival featuring performances of the music of white
Appalachia. At the same time, Powell never turned down an opportunity to perform
the Rhapsodie, and he sometimes used concerts to advertise his solution to “the Negro
problem”: to permanently remove black people from the United States.
Far more than a prophesy of Powell’s ensuing racist agenda, the Rhapsodie demonstrates Powell’s modernist predilections—his desire to experiment with the provocative sounds of blues and ragtime. The work’s themes feature a variety of representations of black culture, but Powell’s arrangement of them supports his belief in the
inevitability of black primitivity. His original program notes support this interpretation. This research expounds on the work of Carol Oja and John Howland, who
privileged concert jazz in accounts of early twentieth-century music. Powell’s Rhapsodie demonstrates how important race was to the sounds of U.S. modernism.
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DuBoisian Black Separatism as Populist Jazz Criticism:
Porter Roberts’s Columns for The Pittsburgh Courier, 1936–39
Christopher J. Wells (Arizona State University)
For three years in the late 1930s, a controversial entertainment column—“Praise
and Criticism by Porter Roberts”—ran weekly in the African American newspaper
The Pittsburgh Courier. Through his column, Roberts argued against racial integration
in the music industry and aggressively chastised black jazz musicians and arrangers
who chose to work with white artists. While most black columnists, for example,
praised Fletcher Henderson’s appointment as Benny Goodman’s chief arranger, the
move prompted Roberts to write that “Fletcher Henderson continues to show how
little he cares about the future of colored musicians.” Roberts maintained that black
musicians were intrinsically superior jazz artists. He objected to black musicians providing white bands with musical arrangements as doing so would lend them just
enough of black music’s special qualities to supplant black orchestras, and further
erode the already limited professional opportunities available to black musicians.
The specific timeframe of Roberts’s column, 1936–39, is significant for three reasons. First, the column’s run was coterminous with a massive spike in the Courier’s
readership as it eclipsed the Chicago Defender as America’s most widely circulated
black newspaper. Second, Roberts’s positions mirrored the separatist rhetoric of W.
E. B. DuBois’s weekly column in the Courier, which also premiered in 1936 following Dubois’ departure from his editorial position at The Crisis over a dispute with
NAACP leadership over the issue of separatism. Third, at this time the Courier also
ran the serialized novel Black Empire, a futuristic “race war fantasy” penned by the
Courier’s chief editorial columnist George Schuyler that envisioned the eradication of
white Europeans by the Earth’s colonized brown-skinned peoples.
This paper uses the case study of Roberts’s criticism to invite further scholarly
exploration of entertainment columns within African American newspapers as important sources of jazz critical discourse. By further contextualizing Roberts’s vitriolic
disputes with jazz musicians and with other critics, this study repositions “the black
press” not as a monolithic voice, but rather a heterogeneous media ecosystem with
competing perspectives on black musicianship and on strategic responses to systemic
white supremacy.
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American Composers
Howard Pollack (University of Houston), Chair

Copland’s Studies with Rubin Goldmark
Daniel E. Mathers (University of Cincinnati)
Copland’s studies abroad with the legendary Nadia Boulanger had the unfortunate
consequence of eclipsing those completed with his prior teacher, Rubin Goldmark,
in Manhattan from 1917 to 1921. Many at the time regarded Goldmark as perhaps the
leading teacher of composition working in the U.S., despite his obscurity today. Surprisingly, virtually nothing has come down about his pedagogical methods, including
about how he taught Copland, the most reputable of his many well-known students.
In view of Goldmark’s much criticized conservative outlook and aesthetics, the few
commentators broaching the subject historically have tended to remark on what presumably did not occur: namely, that Goldmark taught nothing about borrowing
contemporary source material and/or cultivating a modernist idiom. However true,
such generalizations nevertheless reflect little of the expert training Copland received
prior to going abroad.
Fortunately, Copland’s surviving manuscripts at the Library of Congress include
this schoolwork. Dating from fall 1917 through spring 1921, they reveal in detail the
extraordinary rigor and logic with which Goldmark methodically led him through
harmony, counterpoint, and form. Painstaking exploration of these archival materials results in a new overview of Goldmark’s curriculum and a fresh summary of his
pedagogical approach. A critiquing of selected assignments further fleshes out a novel
perspective of this highly professional training, demonstrating it to have impacted
Copland in ways far transcending the various limitations and proscriptions this “conservative” training entailed.
Copland’s exercises in harmony consisted mostly of numerous harmonic progressions, modulations, and chorale or chorale-like harmonizations, drawn mainly from
E. F. Richter’s Manual of Harmony (1853), and all in the inherited idiom of common practice. Copland came to spoof some of this same material in a “musical joke”
written in tribute to Goldmark; it textualizes the stylistic dichotomy separating his
own personal, modern harmonic leanings from those of his teacher. The training in
counterpoint contributed immeasurably to Copland’s arsenal of compositional techniques, many of which remained hallmarks of his greatly distinguished contrapuntal
style. Concerning musical form, the constructivist manner taught by Goldmark—
that is, of working with germinal materials to form progressively larger units—endured within Copland’s compositional process always.
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Americanist Nationalism in the Cold: The Case of Roy Harris
Emily T. Abrams Ansari (University of Western Ontario)
It is now a well-worn trope of American music history that the Cold War precipitated the death of musical Americanism—the accessible national style created
by Copland, Harris, Hanson, and others during the 1920s and ’30s. As Ned Rorem
has put it, “serial killings” that “parallel[ed] . . . the McCarthy Hearings” created “a
defection from tonality [that] was massive.” Although scholars have questioned the
extent to which serialism did indeed take over, we continue to neglect the American
composers who saw no reason to abandon tonal nationalism. As a result, we have
failed to contemplate what it meant to employ nationalist styles from the Depression
and War in a Cold War context.
In this presentation I examine Cold War musical Americanism through the life
and work of Roy Harris. During the forties, fifties, and sixties, many have argued,
Harris unsuccessfully attempted to recreate the popularity he had enjoyed immediately following the Third Symphony (1939). I argue that Harris’s difficulties after the
war were rooted in a longstanding contradiction between his patriotic music and
his progressive politics. While productively cultivating his image as a Western-born
American exceptionalist who wrote overtly, enthusiastically nationalist music, Harris
had also penned articles that questioned fundamental American values and praised
instinctive musical nationalism. As progressive attitudes and American nationalism
grew increasingly antithetical during the Cold War, these contradictions only became
more problematic.
Harris’s life-art conflict was further exacerbated by two significant experiences
brought about by the Cold War. The first was an attack on Harris by anti-Communists. The second was more positive—an invitation to tour the USSR with funding
from the U.S. government. Harris was quite inspired by Soviet musical life, leading
to further questioning of American exceptionalism and materialism.
These experiences and the ever-growing rift between Harris’s convictions, image,
and music all helped bring about the Eleventh Symphony (1967)—the musical articulation of a personal and artistic crisis precipitated by the Cold War. Here Harris’s
Americanist tropes are still audible, but now warped and twisted, expressing the complex emotions of a committed musical nationalist uncertain of his role in a nation he
no longer believed in.
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Composers of Chant
Susan Boynton (Columbia University), Chair

De rebus incertis: Stephen of Liège and the Divine Office
James Grier (University of Western Ontario)
Most standard musicological references attribute to Bishop Stephen of Liège (d.
920) the composition of three Offices on the basis of Antoine Auda’s research: for the
Holy Trinity, the feast of Saint Lambert (bishop of Liège in the early eighth century
to whom the city’s cathedral is dedicated), and the Invention of Saint Stephen the
protomartyr. Most recently, Christopher Page supports the attribution of the Trinity
Office to Stephen. Anselm of Liège, writing mid-eleventh century, speaks of “uncertain things,” “de incertis,” regarding Stephen’s compositions, about which he will
remain silent. By reexamining the tenth-century evidence on which Anselm depends,
we may define some of these “uncertain” things, and clarify Stephen’s role in the
composition of these Offices.
Brussels, Bibliothèque royale, MS 14650–59, a tenth-century manuscript from
Liège written during Stephen’s episcopate, contains a biography and Office for Saint
Lambert prefaced by a dedication authored by Stephen, which corroborate the statement of Folcuin of Lobbes, from the second half of the tenth century, that Stephen
refined the existing biography of Lambert and composed (“composuit”) the responsories for his Office, a statement echoed by Anselm. Folcuin is silent about the Trinity Office and Anselm remains uncertain of its attribution. Anselm quotes another
tenth-century source, the testament of Richarius, Stephen’s successor at Liège, who
avers that Stephen “took care to establish” (“stabilire curavit”) the chants of the Trinity Office. From this curious language, I deduce that Stephen revised an existing
Office of the Trinity. No tenth-century witness attributes to him the Office for the
Invention of Saint Stephen.
From Richarius and Folcuin, and Anselm’s treatment of them, with the Brussels
manuscript, I conclude that Stephen of Liège did have a hand in the Offices for Saint
Lambert and the Holy Trinity. Although he may have composed chants for Saint
Lambert, he more likely revised existing ones for the Trinity. I believe that the Office for the Invention of Saint Stephen belongs securely to those “res incertae,” “the
uncertain things” to which Anselm refers.
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Rehabilitating Ainard of Dives as an Early Creator of Chant:
The Ste-Catherine-du-Mont office for St. Katherine of Alexandria
James Blasina (Swarthmore College)
According to Orderic Vitalis, a monk of Ste-Catherine-du-Mont in Rouen, Ainard
by name, composed an office for Saint Katherine of Alexandria. His office may well
survive, but it has historically been understood to be lost, or never to have existed.
This paper presents a survey of surviving offices for St. Katherine, revealing a rich
and widespread variety of liturgical practices dating to as early as the mid-eleventh
century. These liturgies can be categorized according to three liturgical families that
generally correspond to regions of cultic diffusion. At the foundation of each family
lies a systematically composed office related to a vita of St. Katherine. These offices
are recorded in three manuscripts: Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodl. 126, Paris, BnF
nal. 1083, and Naples Bn. XIII.G.24. This study demonstrates that the three offices in question are roughly contemporaneous, and contrary to what the geographic
distribution of these and later sources indicate, they were likely composed within
the sphere of the medieval Norman church, complicating a possible attribution to
Ainard.
The St. Katherine office found in BnF nal. 1083 demonstrates a particular preoccupation with pilgrimage. Through paleographical and codicological analysis, as well
a close reading of its St. Katherine office, I argue that this manuscript, dated to the
late eleventh century, is not, as previously believed, from Duclair, but is the earliest
extant source from Ste-Catherine-du-Mont, Rouen, the Norman repository of St.
Katherine’s relics. The office for St. Katherine that BnF nal. 1083 contains—which
would remain localized at the monastery, and then later be transmitted eastward—is
the office composed by Ainard, now found.
This new attribution brings to the fore the compositional activities of a hitherto
little-known figure in the history of Western plainchant, positioning Ainard among
the earliest known composers of liturgical monophony. It sheds light, furthermore,
on the musical and liturgical activities of a nascent monastery, and how it sought to
aggrandize its standing through the liturgical promotion of its precious relics.

Dethroning King Theodore:
A Reassessment of America’s Conductor
Patrick Warfield (University of Maryland), Chair
German-born conductor Theodore Thomas (1835–1905), more than any other
nineteenth-century musician, cultivated the appreciation of European classical “masterworks” throughout the United States. In addition to leading hundreds of concerts
nationwide as conductor of his own touring orchestra, Thomas held lengthy tenures
as director of the New York and Brooklyn philharmonics (the country’s two oldest
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standing orchestras) and was later the Chicago Symphony Orchestra’s founding musical director. He was a household name throughout the country, and his power as a
tastemaker was unrivaled.
Although he enjoyed immense artistic success, Thomas also experienced setbacks
amid growing opposition from prominent members of the American musical community. These stumbling blocks included a failed term as director of the Cincinnati College of Music (1878–80), a growing reputation for indifference about local
musical development (fostered by his habit of importing out-of-town musicians for
regional events), and his disastrous involvement with the American Opera Company
(1886–87), an English-language enterprise financed by the New York philanthropist
Jeannette Thurber. These incidents reveal problematic aspects of Thomas’s leadership
and raise questions about his true commitment to American—as opposed to European, and especially German—music.
Thomas’s reputation nevertheless remains sterling. Historians have generally lauded his efforts as laying the artistic cornerstone of America’s classical music culture,
which flourished for much of the twentieth century. Such an assessment, however,
is predicated on the assumption that a viable American musical culture needed as its
base a fixed canon of European masterworks—the very repertory that Thomas promoted. The papers on this panel, which challenge scholarship published as recently
as 2012, demonstrate that Thomas systematically suppressed or ignored works by
American composers that, under other circumstances, might have become part of
this canon of orchestral or operatic standards. Harboring what many of his contemporaries perceived as an inexplicable aversion to some American composers, Thomas
refused to publicize or perform their works. Using documentary evidence that has
not appeared elsewhere, this panel shows that Thomas’s decisions did in fact shape
the future of classical music in the United States, but that this future (our present)
might have been very different.

“A German for the Germans”: Theodore Thomas as
Musical Director of the American Opera Company
Katherine Preston (College of William and Mary)
The American Opera Company, a huge, well-funded, and highly publicized English-language troupe financed by the New York philanthropist Jeannette Thurber, had
a brief and disastrous career. Its spectacular failure in 1887 has long been cited as evidence that Americans did not support English-language opera in the late nineteenth
century, a conclusion that has been called into question by recent research into this
style of opera production in the United States. Contemporary critics, in fact, blamed
the fiasco not on American operagoers but rather on the troupe’s management. Some
accused the company’s business manager of incompetence. Most, however, placed
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responsibility for the catastrophe squarely on the shoulders of its Artistic Director,
Theodore Thomas.
The complaints were numerous and varied, and included Thomas’s inexperience as
an opera conductor, the overpowering size of his orchestra, and his lack of sympathy
for the company’s soloists. But some asserted that despite these shortcomings, American operagoers would have supported the endeavor if it had really been an American company—one that performed at least one or two operas by native composers.
Among the most outspoken critics were I. D. Foulon of Kunkel’s Musical Review and
William Thoms of the American Art Journal, who helpfully compiled and published
a list of some forty operas by American composers from which the company might
choose. When the troupe announced an expanded but entirely European repertory
for its second season, many former supporters decided that the nationalist hyperbole
was a sham and accused Thomas of taking a specifically American operatic endeavor
and transforming it into a vehicle to achieve his own objective, which had always
been to teach Americans about good music. In Thomas’s view, however, good music
meant European music; uplifting opera meant works by Wagner and his followers.
The end result, these critics asserted, was to solidify the position of the United States
as a cultural colony of Germany.
This contemporary assessment of Thomas (dubbed “a German for the Germans”
by one critic) challenges the belief that “America’s conductor” was a supporter of
American composers. This paper is an examination the critics’ charge.

“I Played All There Were”:
Theodore Thomas and American Orchestral Music
Douglas Shadle (Vanderbilt University)
Theodore Thomas led over two thousand orchestral concerts throughout his exhausting forty-year conducting career. His programs included hundreds of U.S. premieres as he introduced Americans to new works by high-profile living composers
such as Wagner, Brahms, Bruckner, Rubinstein, Raff, and many others. His strong
advocacy of new music stemmed from an entrepreneurial artistic rivalry with conductors Carl Bergmann and Leopold Damrosch, who raced Thomas to procure the
latest manuscript scores. Public interest in this competition was so great that orchestras would indicate which pieces were new by printing the designation “ms” prominently alongside their titles on programs and advertisements. Artistic liberalism paid.
A catalog published in 2012 shows that music written by over 150 U.S.-born or
resident American composers also dotted Thomas’s programs. He premiered many of
these pieces and even retained a small handful in his permanent repertory. These facts
have led several scholars to parrot Thomas’s claim that he “played all” the American
music at his disposal. By the numbers, the conclusion that Thomas was an avid supporter of new American music seems sound. But the numbers, derived from Thomas’s
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own accounts, by nature cannot show what he did not play. This paper demonstrates
that Thomas in fact willfully neglected major orchestral works by beloved U.S. composers and in so doing helped erase the collective memory of an important era in
American orchestral music composition.
The key witnesses are composers themselves: George Frederick Bristow, Ellsworth
Phelps, and Charles Jerome Hopkins, three prominent fixtures in Gilded Age New
York whose names are practically forgotten today. Over the course of nearly two decades, they provided independent, plausible, and corroborated accounts of significant
struggles with Thomas over performances of their works. With the aid of primary
documents triangulated from numerous periodical sources, including a damning
printed interview with Thomas himself, I argue that Thomas suppressed American
music despite the statistics presented above, some of which appear manipulated to
secure his legacy as a broad-minded patriot. This legacy directly opposes the perceptions of his contemporaries but has remained a longstanding myth in American music history. Thomas’s liberalism stopped at American shores.

Hip Hop
Mark Burford (Reed College), Chair

“Got a Freaky, Freaky, Freaky, Freaky Flow”:
Theorizing “Illness” in Hip Hop
J. Griffith Rollefson (University College Cork,
National University of Ireland)
The field of hip hop studies is bursting with groundbreaking studies on the art
of the MC, and top-notch examinations of the DJ are now emerging, slowly but
surely. Notably, the former studies tend to focus on hip hop’s ingenious wordplay and
rhetorical contours, while the latter tend to take up the slack in discussing musical
sound. This schism in scholarly examination has exposed a lacuna: the MC is also a
musician, playing with the beat, managing articulations, word shape, rhythm, pitch
space, and timbres, crafting an individual style that—in hip hop parlance—is an
MC’s signature “flow.”
Among the greatest compliments one can pay a skilled MC is to describe his or
her flow as “ill.” In this paper I theorize “illness” in hip hop, focusing on a handful
of MCs whose “ill flows” embody disjuncture, incomprehensibility, and brokenness.
Using Jeru’s freaky arrhythmia on the hit track “Come Clean” as a starting point to
examine non-normative flows from Missy Elliot and Craig Mack, I argue that illness is a critical theory at the core of hip hop’s performed aesthetic. By articulating
the work of Joe Strauss and broader disability studies frameworks to Afro-diasporic
and postcolonial theorizations, I show how this embodied theory might elaborate
our understandings of the blues code, décalage, articulation, the break, detour,
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disarticulation and difference, and signifyin(g). Indeed, I argue that hip hop’s marked
illness emerges from a long line of performances of disability in black music, dating
back to the iconic pimp limps of 1970s funk, the “raggedness” of black music in the
early 1900s, and the seminal disjointedness of “Jim Crow” performances in antebellum America.
Through close musical analyses of a selection of performative gestures that disrupt
the flow of normative time via metric devices, I illustrate one musical instance of hip
hop illness that I describe and theorize as “ratio-nality.” In brief, through seemingly
erratic interjections of triple time into duple grooves, these artists simultaneously jar
us out of our embodied experience and provide immanent critiques of rationality.

What You Hear Is Not a Test:
Shininess, the Genre Demo, and Early Hip Hop
S. Alexander Reed (Ithaca College)
Much current work (e.g. Lena) understands popular genres as emerging from
communities congregating around stylistic practices in music, emphasizing that such
practices “are only there to the extent that, as competent listening subjects, we have
learnt to put them there” (Moore). This sociological approach avoids the absolutist pitfalls that hound early writings on musical aesthetics, but recent scholarship
(e.g. Ngai, London) reminds us that texts themselves can intersubjectively or psychologically highlight specific features. This paper places sociological and aesthetic
approaches to genre and style in new dialogue, specifically arguing that songs exhibiting identifiably new gestures can teach their audience to recognize such gestures as
stylistic innovations around which to imagine potential genres.
The central contribution of this paper is the “genre demo”: a work that foregrounds
a new musical gesture (e.g. rapping, dubstep rhythms) not chiefly to convey a song’s
particular content, but to invite listeners proleptically to imagine the gesture’s future
uses, including the rise of genre communities around it. This paper introduces to
popular music studies media theorist Sandifer’s notion of “shininess”—that is, the
degree to which new media (or in this case, new stylistic gestures) invite audiences to
envision themselves as future users.
Centering on a radical reading of the Sugar Hill Gang’s 1979 “Rapper’s Delight”
and the parodies its shininess instigated, this paper situates early rap records as case
studies of the genre demo. While previous work on first-wave hip hop focuses on
its negotiations of community (Chang) and/or music technology (Kajikawa), here
it illustrates the meeting of what Peterson calls the “production of culture” (which
“allow[s] opportunities for innovators to emerge”) with a directed aesthetics of
“shiny” newness in musical practice.
Finally, the perpendicular axes of a style’s aesthetic clarity and of its would-be
genre community’s sociological readiness suggest a new way to plot genres in their
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shininess. This paper concludes with a lively mapping of popular genres onto such a
grid, affording a new and productive typology that advances the style/genre dialogue
within (and perhaps beyond) musicology.

Jewish Topics in American Music/Culture
Klára Móricz (Amherst College), Chair

The Kishineff Massacre and Domestic Musical Practice in America
Randall Goldberg (Youngstown State University)
The Kishineff Pogrom of Easter 1903 is one of many events memorialized in Judaism’s tragic past. Although the number of casualties does not compare with the
Holocaust or even many other pogroms, the massacre had a great influence on Jewish activism, even for those who had already immigrated to America. Much research
has been dedicated to the descriptive accounts of the event and Zionist essays that
appeared in American print media, but there has been little discussion of the musical works composed in the aftermath of the pogrom. In fact, Jewish composers in
America were quick to provide music consumers with popular songs and instrumental works that reacted to the event, transmitted Zionist messages, and sought to raise
money for the victims.
Of particular note is Herman Shapiro’s Kishineff Massacre for solo piano, published
in 1904. Inspired by Shimon Frug’s wrenching poetic response to the violence, this
set of short descriptive pieces was designed to bring the horrors of the pogrom into
the living rooms of Jewish families. Shapiro’s work borrows heavily from solo piano
“battle pieces,” which were especially popular in America during and immediately
after the Civil War. Instead of relying on journalistic accounts of the pogrom, Shapiro
incorporates stock material from the battle piece tradition and adapts motives from
Frantisek Kotzwara’s Battle of Prague. Contrasting with the attack music and bugle
calls common to the “battle” tradition, Shapiro’s foregrounding of stereotypically
Jewish musical gestures and his emphasis on the plight of the victims highlight the
work’s dual function as a tool for raising Jewish consciousness and funds, on the one
hand, and as an exercise in entertaining, domestic music, on the other. Shapiro’s Massacre also may have served as a model for later musical descriptions of the pogrom,
including an enigmatic orchestral work recorded by the Victor label’s International
Concert Orchestra in 1924.
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Jewish Identity in Max Steiner’s Symphony of Six Million
Aaron Fruchtman (University of California, Riverside)
Often referred to as “the Dean of Film Music,” Max Steiner is recognized for his
film scores to Casablanca (1942), Gone with the Wind (1939), King Kong (1933), and
more than two hundred other films. Steiner was one of a significant group of Jewish
composers who flourished during Hollywood’s Golden Age. Steiner’s Jewish heritage
is rarely discussed in connection with his film music. However, his original underscore for Symphony of Six Million (1932) is revealing, as this film bears a striking narrative resemblance to a cinematic exploration of “intergenerational conflict,” The Jazz
Singer (1927). Both films arrive at their respective climaxes accompanied by the music
of Kol Nidre. Steiner’s setting is inspired by Max Bruch’s op. 47, of the same name, as
opposed to traditional synagogue arrangements by Aron Beer or Louis Lewandowski.
Hollywood struggled with the topic of Jewish identity. In this paper, I consider
how Steiner and David O. Selznick, executive producer of Symphony, dealt with this
issue when presenting an “insider’s view” of the Lower East Side to a mainstream
American audience. Steiner may have employed Jewish musical materials for “local
color” in a manner typical of evocations of musical exoticism in Hollywood. While
aspects of this score border on melodramatic pastiche, a searching analysis reveals that
Steiner drew from Jewish sacred and secular musical materials to create a trenchant
intertextual context.
Steiner’s relationship to his Jewish identity is enigmatic. The Steiner family envisioned themselves as completely assimilated and thoroughly Viennese. Even so, one
could not help but have a Jewish identity in fin-de-siècle Vienna. Steiner’s words,
music, and philanthropy reveal a man perplexed and at times encompassed by his
Jewish identity. In this paper I will address scholarly commentary on Symphony of Six
Million, as well as present conclusions predicated on original archival research and
cultural analysis.

“If It’s Good Enough for Mama . . .”: Representing the
Jewish Mother in American Yiddish Theater Songs, 1900–50
Devora Geller (Graduate Center, CUNY)
In the early twentieth century, the Jewish mother was a ubiquitous subject of
American Yiddish theater songs. Her talents as a baleboste (homemaker) were unparalleled, her unwavering commitment to her family was beyond reproach, and her
nakhes (pride) for her children was without limit—or so the song texts say. Though
family was a common subject in early twentieth century American popular songs,
the vast number of Yiddish theater songs specifically about mothers suggests that the
Jewish mother, and all that she symbolized, occupied a special place both on and off
the Yiddish stage.
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While scholars such as Joyce Antler and Riv-Ellen Prell have considered the historical evolution of the American Jewish mother from the perspectives of gender and cultural studies, they have largely ignored Yiddish theater songs, which tend to position
the Jewish mother against the adaptive process of assimilation. American Yiddish
theater frequently conjured the familiarity of tradition to attract audiences, but it also
provided a space where Jewish audiences would renegotiate their social and religious
identities in the New World. To some degree, these conflicting practices trouble the
portrayal of the Jewish mother as an unwavering bastion of tradition and virtue: was
she destined to remain a permanent symbol of Old World values, or did she begin
to absorb American influences as her children assimilated and immigration ceased?
This paper will analyze the text and music from a handful of American Yiddish
theater songs published during the first half of the twentieth century in order to
explore how the Jewish mother was represented to Jewish immigrant audiences. This
rich body of songs attests to the complexities surrounding the Jewish mother and her
evolution. Though they lagged behind the Jewish mother’s real-life economic and
social empowerment, the songs themselves increasingly bore the imprints of assimilation. Ultimately, using Americanized sentiments to immortalize the Jewish mother
allowed American Jews to embrace a cultural identity from which they were simultaneously trying to distance themselves.

Between Bach and Wagner: Kurt Weill’s “Answer to Hitler”
Naomi Graber (University of Georgia)
In 1934, Zionist producer Meyer Weisgal contacted three prominent GermanJewish exiles (Kurt Weill, Franz Werfel, and Max Reinhardt) to create an artistic
“answer to Hitler.” Although originally conceived for European audiences, the work
finally opened on Broadway in 1937 as The Eternal Road. The pageant features a Jewish community huddled in a synagogue, telling Biblical stories while a pogrom rages
outside. Although a critical success, the production closed after 153 performances due
to exorbitant running costs.
This paper examines Kurt Weill’s score for The Eternal Road in the context of Weisgal’s idea that the piece should be an “answer to Hitler.” Although scholars have
noted similarities to Bach’s Saint Matthew Passion, the implications of this remained
unexplored. Research by Celia Applegate and Pamela Potter reveals that in Germany,
Bach’s music was considered racially pure, and contrasted with that of “inferior” Jewish composers. By writing in a style reminiscent of Bach, Weill showed that a Jew
could write “German” music. The choice of the Saint Matthew Passion is also significant; its connection to Jewish composer Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy’s revival of
that of the work in 1829 was suppressed during the Nazi era. Thus Weill’s score was
an oblique reminder of the piece’s Jewish connection.
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Furthermore, the score includes parallels with several of Wagner’s operas. The recurrence of a pilgrim’s march The Eternal Road is reminiscent of Tannhäuser, an opera
that was significant to Theodor Herzl, the founder of modern Zionism, who, as Leah
Garrett has observed, saw in it a model for mass redemption. There is also extensive
use of leitmotifs in The Eternal Road, a practice Weill explicitly condemned. Furthermore, in both Siegfried and The Eternal Road ’s retelling of the David story, a weak
king relies on a young hero to slay a giant/dragon. The king then visits a female mystic who foretells his death at the hero’s hands, then the hero is undone by adultery.
Weill’s deliberate reminder that German music and Jewish culture have always been
intertwined is his “answer to Hitler.”

Medieval Genres
Susan Boynton (Columbia University), Chair

Fragmentation, Recombination, and Hockets in the Early Motet
Sean Curran (University of Cambridge)
The hocket may not have attracted theoretical attention until the 1270s, at which
time substantial pieces were circulating that showcased the rapid alternation of pitches between voices, their coordination undergirded by the close planning of silence as
much as sound. Since the later thirteenth century, pieces like the In seculum longum
and breve (or others in their hocket-saturated style) have enjoyed the lion’s share of
scholarly attention. Hardly accounted for yet are earlier motets in which a hocket
appears fleetingly, as one among several musicopoetic devices with which composers
explored how poetry and melody could be given meaningful shape in time.
Following recent studies of Ars antiqua hockets by Thomas Schmidt, David Cataluñya, and Mary Wolinksi, I ponder first what may be considered a hocket in this
earlier period when the device did not yet have the status of a genre. My growing list
of relevant compositions (some identified by others, some by me) currently comprises
fourteen families of motets and thirty-five texts from the repertory up to and including the Old Corpus of Montpellier H 196. In dialogue with studies by Eleanor Johnson, Maura Nolan, and Anna Zayaruznaya on musical and/or literary form in later
repertories, I will suggest these pieces constitute a body of pragmatic musico-literary
theory as eloquent about the semantic range of the early hocket as are the Latin texts
we more commonly consider theoretical.
In particular, we will consider how the pragmatic and theoretical registers handle
notions of fragmentation and recombination—notions that bear on the etymology of
the term hoquetus—and how they are offered up for sonic contemplation in motets
composed over chants for martyr saints. The late-century treatises formalize what
motets can tell us earlier: that the hocket does not only showcase “cutting-up” (abscisio), but also “accord” (convenientia) and “equipollence” (aequipollentia), the forces by
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which disparate parts may be reconciled to one another. In our case studies, hockets
acknowledge the devotional heritage of their chants in form as much as theme, for
they alert us audibly to the wondrous recombination of divided musical parts.

Benedicamus Domino, Conductus, and the Notre Dame Manuscripts
Gregorio Bevilacqua (University of Southampton)
More than fifty years ago, Frank Harrison argued that the conductus originated
in the troped Benedicamus and that it functioned as a substitute for that versicle in
the Office. The vestige of this possible early interconnection between the two genres
may be detected in a number of Notre Dame polyphonic conducti that incorporate
the Benedicamus versicle in their musico-poetical constructions. Yet, the principal
Notre Dame manuscripts are inconsistent in positioning polyphonic Benedicamus
settings: W1 pairs Benedicamus organa with conducti, F places them after organa for
the Office, and in W2 they are found at the end of the manuscript’s section dedicated to organa for the Mass. This may be attributed to both the erratic liturgical
nature of the versicle Benedicamus Domino and the possible lack of available space in
the relevant sections of some sources. While scribes had to sometimes compromise
between genre, liturgical destination, and manuscript arrangement, this explanation
contrasts with the thorough and rational arrangement of material that typically identifies the Notre Dame sources. A shift in ordering criteria may have occurred, reflecting changes of function of the polyphonic Benedicamus Domino during the first half
of the thirteenth century.
The relationship of the two genres may, however, be shown to determine the juxtaposition of Benedicamus settings and conductus in W1 and that this ordering represents an older structural arrangement for Notre Dame sources. The case may be supported by evidence contained in a recently discovered fragmentary manuscript source
(Troyes 1471), which was copied in Paris no later than the 1220s and shares W1’s
pairing of conductus and Benedicamus organa. The paper also addresses the inclusion of Benedicamus settings within organa for the Office and the Mass in F and W2
respectively; this may indicate both a loosening connection between conductus and
Benedicamus organa and a change in their functions. This furthermore helps explain
the migration of Benedicamus settings from the Office (F) to the Mass (W2) in view
of a comparable shift of monophonic settings of the versicle in the thirteenth century.
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Music and Philosophy
Holly Watkins (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester), Chair

From Hesiod’s Muses to Plato’s Music
James Parakilas (Bates College)
Psychologists, biologists, and neuroscientists studying music today invite us to
think of music as an existential process in humans, engaging our inner rhythms,
memories, hormones, and emotions unconsciously as well as consciously (Clayton
2005; Panksepp 2009; Salimpoor 2011). How can musicologists accommodate this
picture of our ongoing musical lives to their own traditional focus on music as a
cultivated art? The early history of the word “music” can be viewed as a debate on
much the same question, with opposing positions located in the rich account of the
Muses in Hesiod’s Theogony (about 700 B.C.E.) and Plato’s elaboration on the abstract word for music (he mousike) throughout his dialogues (fourth century B.C.E.).
This is a story not told in the standard musicological accounts of Greek musical life
and theory (Anderson 1994; Mathiesen 1999), but it is prepared by recent work of
classicists who have examined the social and religious contexts of music in Hesiod
(Clay 2003) and Plato (Murray and Wilson 2004).
For Hesiod, songs came not from human art, but from the Muses—goddesses
worshipped for their divine wisdom, which they delivered through receptive human
performers, as in the religious practices of mystery cults. The value of song lay in its
capacity to make us forget our sorrows. For Plato, mousike was an art (tekhne) that
professionals could use for profitable entertainment, but was ideally cultivated by
privileged amateurs who led the dancing chorus at civic religious festivals. It was
a public good because its mimetic power could enable the young to emulate the
character of virtuous men, but also a divine art because according to Pythagorean
thinking its intervallic and rhythmic proportions derived from the harmony of the
universal soul.
Study of Hesiod and Plato, then, offers us a choice that we can adapt to help us
with our own questions about the nature of music: a choice between a therapeutic
theory of the power music has to take us outside ourselves and an ethical theory of
music as a human art that harnesses cosmic properties of sound to embody human
character.
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“They Decorate their Heads with Many Beautiful Things”:
Herzogin Anna Amalia’s Aesthetics and the Ideal Musical Kennerin
Kimary Fick (University of North Texas)
The taste of the “ideal” eighteenth-century enlightened woman was often judged
by her sensitive expression of songs at the clavichord; however, the status of Kenner, or male connoisseur, was usually reserved for the all-knowing and rational man.
Duchess Anna Amalia of Weimar (1739–1807), like many enlightened women of her
generation, demonstrated herself to be a highly talented keyboardist and singer. Her
great interest in the arts lead her to write essays in which she reflected on the aesthetic
power of music and the general need for the arts in humanity. These manuscripts,
now housed at the Thüringisches Haupstaatsarchiv, not only reveal that the philosophical concepts of rational aesthetics were disseminated among a broad public, but
also how a female public understood and engaged with the philosophy. Anna Amalia
proves herself to be much more than a mere amateur, or Liebhaberin, confined to
the singing of Lieder with ladies-in-waiting in her private quarters. Her writings will
provide us with a view of the Enlightenment that is very rarely made apparent: that
of the ideal female musical connoisseur, or Kennerin.
Anna Amalia’s essays on musical aesthetics and culture reveal her very high level of
understanding of the complexities of North German philosophy. Her essay “Gedanken über die Musick,” along with another unfinished and yet-to-be examined essay in
her hand, highlight the importance of music, both socially and privately, in the forming of morality and culture. Furthermore, the Duchess’s music-theoretical sources
show her practical application of aesthetics through the experience of music, a topic
typically lacking in writings of contemporaneous philosophers. These manuscripts,
considered in relation to North German aesthetics, demonstrate her intentions for
fostering a culture of the arts in Weimar for her personal moral development, and
more importantly for the betterment of humanity as a whole. Anna Amalia thus
represents for us today, as she did in her own time, the ideal level of knowledge and
experience of music needed to achieve the status of Kennerin in the North German
Enlightenment.

Victor Cousin and the Reception of Meyerbeer
Noel Verzosa (Hood College)
Meyerbeer’s ascendency in France in the 1830s prompted a rich body of reception and criticism that lasted until the end of the nineteenth century. This discourse
revolved around issues that have been well documented in musicological literature:
questions of modernity and grotesquerie were stimulated by Meyerbeer’s novelties of
orchestration; issues of race and nationality were raised by xenophobic critics; etc.
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In this paper I propose an additional context for Meyerbeer reception: the philosophy of Victor Cousin, whose ascendancy in French intellectual culture coincided
exactly with Meyerbeer’s in opera. Intellectual historians have never underestimated
Cousin’s preeminence in French philosophy, but musicologists have not yet taken the
full measure of his influence on music criticism and aesthetics. This paper attempts
to correct this by studying how the premises—and in some cases the actual vocabulary—of Cousin’s philosophy resurfaced time and again in Meyerbeer reception. I focus in particular on Cousin’s two principal doctrines: “eclecticism” and “spiritualism.”
I argue that both concepts were foundational to the writings of François-Joseph
Fétis’s writings on Meyerbeer in the 1830s, and that these writings in turn transmitted the Cousinian framework to Meyerbeer’s later critics, supporters and detractors
alike. In 1865, for example, Charles Beulé described eclecticism as “the dominant
trait of nineteenth century France” and Meyerbeer as its ultimate embodiment. In
1893, Étienne Destranges described eclecticism less admiringly as a “false ideology”
and a “virus” that Meyerbeer’s operas had helped spread and that would fail to grant
the operas staying power in history. Meanwhile, critics often contrasted Meyerbeer’s
works to the “spiritualist” purity of Wagner’s music dramas. No matter their stance
on Meyerbeer, French critics tended to frame the composer’s legacy in Cousinian
terms. Given Cousin’s centrality to French intellectual culture, a study of his influence on Meyerbeer reception not only sheds more light on the philosopher’s role in
music criticism and aesthetics but also, and conversely, shows how Meyerbeer reception served as a forum in which the ramifications of France’s greatest philosopher of
the nineteenth century were discussed.

“Vertige!”: Debussy, Mallarmé, and the Margins of Language
Julian Johnson (Royal Holloway, University of London)
This paper begins with an analysis of the relation of words and music in Debussy’s
Trois Poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé (1913). Drawing on earlier studies by Wenk (1976),
Rolf (1997), and Wheeldon (2000; 2009), and the wider study of the aesthetics of
French vocal music in Abbate (2001), Caballero (2001), and Bergeron (2010), it aims
to show how these songs foreground not the unity of poetry and music but their
limits. All three texts are concerned with poetry as a movement of the air—the rising and falling of breath in “Soupir,” the pointless speech of “Placet futile,” and the
rhythmic movement of a fan in “Eventail.” Both poet and composer foreground not
only evanescent acts of “saying nothing,” but also stage a rush of “vertige,” the moment of dizziness at the precipitous edge of language.
The limits of language and music are explored here within the context of Mallarmé’s wider aesthetic concerns, with particular reference to his essay La musique et
les lettres (1893). While this topic has often been explored within literary studies—
Bernard (1959), Pearson (1996; 2004), Dayan (2005), and Lees (2007)—it has been
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relatively neglected within musicology, with some obvious exceptions in Code (2001)
and McCombie (2003). In exploring more closely the “physiognomy” of Debussy’s
musical poetics, my own approach draws on Vladimir Jankélévitch’s Debussy et le
mystère de l’instant (Paris, 1976), one of the most important but most neglected studies of Debussy’s music.
While the significance of Mallarmé’s work to the development of modern philosophy and poetics is widely acknowledged, Debussy’s parallel approach to the limits of
language has drawn very little comment. The final part of my paper therefore considers how, a century after their composition, the Trois Poèmes rethink the gap between
words and music. In this they not only anticipate some of the most pressing questions
of contemporary musicology (witness, for example, Chapin and Clarke (eds.), Speaking of Music (2013)), but also challenge the foundational assumptions of the practice
of musicology established during Debussy’s own lifetime.

Music Theory
Thomas Christensen (University of Chicago), Chair

From Luxuskunst to Volkskunst :
August Halm and the German Youth Movement
Nicholas Attfield (Brunel University London)
August Halm (1869–1929) is today prized as one of the early twentieth century’s
foremost music theorists and analysts. His writings are known for their formalist
focus on the dynamic process and autonomous logic of the German masterworks,
and are often held up as a paradigm of uncompromisingly modern musical analysis—alongside those of his correspondents and friends Heinrich Schenker and Ernst
Kurth. His notion of a synthesis between two musical “cultures” (represented by Bach
and Beethoven respectively) has become similarly commonplace.
Drawing on evidence from Halm’s correspondence, published essays, and unpublished manuscripts, this paper argues that these strands of thought were actually the
technical corollary of a much greater project, born in the early years of the century,
developed over the course of Halm’s life, and today marginalized as distant context only. This was the reversal of the decadent contemporary culture that Halm,
in the pages of the visionary journal Die Tat (“The Deed”), had often lamented; it
necessitated a close collaboration with Gustav Wyneken (1875–1964), one of Germany’s most radical evangelists of pedagogical reform and a luminary of the nascent
youth movement. Together, Halm and Wyneken posited the tangible existence of
an authoritarian “objective Spirit” articulated by the music of Bach, Beethoven, and
Bruckner; the nation’s youth, appropriately attuned, would serve in the reorientation
of German culture from “luxury art” towards a true “people’s art.” The late nineteenth
century’s Luxuskunst, in short, would become the twentieth century’s Volkskunst.
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Halm’s dream of a post-war “new music-cultural order,” however, was hardly to
outlast his death. As archival documents from the late 1930s show, his posthumous
reputation was carefully managed by the opportunistic Wyneken, who aligned his
former colleague’s work with the strictures of the National Socialist regime. Halm,
like his idol Bruckner, was transformed into a provincial mouthpiece of German cultural and racial “purity”—a figure standing apart from the taint of a reviled “modern”
and thus poised to guide a German youth movement far more tightly circumscribed
than the one to which he had devoted his life.

Fétisian Affinities: Legal, Chemical, Tonal
Patrick Fitzgibbon (University of Chicago)
Dahlhaus famously characterized harmonic tonality in terms of “associations
among chords,” a turn of phrase he gleaned from Fétis’s 1844 Traité. Yet something
vital was lost in this translation. To illustrate, my paper re-reads the Traité in light
of its largely overlooked watchword of “affinity.” This term, I argue, is centrally positioned in Fétis’s larger theory of tonality, indeed strategically so: plucked straight
from chemistry jargon of the period, it summons an air of scientific prestige readily
detected by readers likewise educated in the French university system.
By way of example, I first show how Fétis leans on this key term in his Introduction
to the Traité, as he mediates between the prime stuff of intervals and the higher-order
abstractions of chord, scale, and tonality. The notion of affinity is actually a fixture
of Fétis’s thought throughout his career, resurfacing not only in later portions of the
Traité but also in earlier touchstones such as the 1840 Esquisse. Building on work by
Thomas Christensen and David Lewin, I demonstrate how this notion further links
Fétis’s intellectual pedigree to Diderot and Rousseau.
But my ultimate and more original claim is that Fétis owes a long-unrecognized debt
to chemists at the French Academy. As historians of science have noted, eighteenthcentury Academicians legitimized the study of chemistry by importing its terminology from better-established fields. A case in point was the French affinité, a chemical
term for molecular attraction borrowed from the Latin affinitas, a legal term for kinship by marriage. This borrowing was later taken up by Goethe, whose romance novel
Die Wahlverwandtschaften (translated as Les Affinités électives) dramatizes such forces
of attraction, thus setting the stage for Fétis’s adaptation. By examining tonal rhetoric
in this light, we come to see how scientific discourse of the Enlightenment remains
embedded to this day in the critical vocabulary of Anglophone musicology—and in
turn how our own discipline holds, like Dahlhaus’s studies on harmonic tonality, a
crucible of associations.
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Musical Adaptations
Rebecca Harris-Warrick (Cornell University), Chair

Bellérophon in Vaudevilles:
Appropriation of Street Culture by the Comédie-Italienne
John Romey (Case Western Reserve University)
The théâtres de la foire and the Opéra Comique popularized the use of vaudevilles,
popular melodies used as vehicles for new texts, as building blocks to construct spectacle in the eighteenth century, but little attention has been paid to the seventeenthcentury origins of this practice. Further, although it is commonly alleged that the
cultural practice of singing vaudevilles emerged from the streets and on the Pont
Neuf in Paris, today we possess a murky understanding of this rich musical tradition.
In this paper I will bridge the knowledge gap between what we know of the musical
practices from the streets and the performances in the Parisian theaters that first began to appropriate vaudevilles to create spectacles. Although Évariste Gherardi’s published volumes of plays performed by the Comédie-Italienne reveal an increasingly
frequent use of vaudevilles beginning in the early 1690s, it is not until Dufresny’s Le
Départ des comédiens in 1694 that multiple vaudevilles were stitched together to create a patchwork spectacle. In the final scene of this one-act play Arlequin, Mezzetin,
and Pasquariel parody Jean-Baptiste Lully and Bernard de Fontenelle’s Bellérophon
by singing sections of text from the livret adapted to airs “from the Pont-Neuf.” This
paper will offer better insight into the nexus connecting the streets and the stage by
revealing that the Comédie-Italienne adapted the repertoire and cultural practices
that constituted the quotidian soundscape of seventeenth-century Paris in such public spaces as the Pont Neuf and in the streets.

The Veiled Art of Musical Adaptation:
Jean-Philippe Rameau and Le Triomphe des arts (1700)
Devin Burke (University of Louisville)
In 1748, Jean-Philippe Rameau composed the one-act ballet Pigmalion for the Académie Royale de Musique. According to the Mercure de France, Rameau composed
the score in less than eight days, but this story’s plausibility has remained in doubt.
In 1930, Paul-Marie Masson contended that Rameau could not have composed an
original score so quickly, and suggested that Rameau must have based the score on
highly-developed sketches. Such sketches have never materialized, because Masson
was more insightful than he knew. As this study reveals for the first time, Rameau
adapted much of Pigmalion from another composer’s score: the opera-ballet Le Triomphe des arts, composed by Michel de La Barre in 1700.
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In this paper, I will first delineate Rameau’s musical debts to La Barre, then will
discuss their importance. The sophistication and extent of Rameau’s borrowings suggest the composer took the work seriously as a reformative adaptation. Throughout
the score, Rameau expands on La Barre’s themes, bass lines, and motives; joins La
Barre’s material with self-borrowings; reinvents La Barre’s tonal plan; and assimilates
the source material in a way that reflects both respect for La Barre’s music as well as
the intention to improve upon it. Rameau was artful in hiding his musical debts as
well, and had they been discovered, his critics would have had a feeding frenzy.
Rameau’s musical adaptation is multiply significant: it represents the first adaptation of its kind in France; it constitutes the most extensive act of musical borrowing
in Rameau’s oeuvre; it anticipates the revisionary productions of Lullian operas and
Gluck’s resettings of Quinault in the following decades; and finally, it demonstrates
that Rameau owes La Barre some credit for Pigmalion’s phenomenal success. The
work achieved a level of praise and popularity that Rameau had never known, and
it became one of the most frequently staged French works of the eighteenth century
(with more than two hundred performances). Ironically, the work’s most critically
lauded passages are those most indebted to La Barre. In sum, this study redefines our
understanding of one of the most admired and singular works of its time.

Through Babel’s Arcades: Wagner’s Paris Translations, 1839–42
Jeremy Coleman (King’s College London)
The phenomenon of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century French Wagnerism has perennially attracted diverse interpretations in musicology and cultural history. Less well known is Wagner’s own relationship with Paris, especially his povertystricken years there from 1839 to 1842 when he sought in vain to make his name as a
composer of opera in “the capital city of the nineteenth century,” the better to launch
his career on an international platform. The prevailing view, not altogether misleading, is of a provincial German composer cynically dismissed by the Parisian cultural
establishment, prompting him to resent everything it stood for and to reaffirm his
German national identity; but this was only part of a specious autobiographical narrative that stressed his negative stance on Paris from the start. In the present paper, I
want to consider Wagner’s ambitions for a Parisian success à la Meyerbeer in the late
1830s and, through a critical investigation of hitherto neglected sources, the means
whereby he adapted pre-existing or -conceived works for Parisian theatres (Das Liebesverbot and Rienzi) and began new ones (Le vaisseau fantôme, the original title for
Der fliegende Holländer).
I invoke the notion of “translation” as a lens to focus Wagner’s rapprochement with
Paris. Not only did he execute French translations of works and drafts; he also became
entangled in discourse networks of “translation,” e.g., commodity production, involving spectral transformations of diabolic images. Building on what previous work
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exists (Everist 2005), I examine changes incurred in the process of translation, ranging
from the interpolation of wholly new scenes to detailed musical revisions for French
audition numbers. These activities will be placed in the context of articles he wrote
for the Revue et gazette musicale de Paris (beginning in July 1840)—articles that were
themselves subject to translation and to a number of telling alterations en route. In
the final analysis, I hope to demonstrate Wagner’s covert identification with a cultural
milieu he publicly renounced, and its radical implications for his later works and
social character as well as for his still contested place in modernity.

Intimate Confession, Public Exhortation: Andreas Romberg’s
Setting of Friedrich Schiller’s “Die Sehnsucht” and the
Orchestral Lied at the Start of the Nineteenth Century
Jennifer Ronyak (University of Texas at Arlington)
The Lied has been described as “intimate” since the early nineteenth century. Orchestral Lieder, however, reconfigure a poetically and musically intimate chamber
genre for the concert hall. While intimate and public concepts of the Lied are in
tension in Mahler’s familiar orchestral Lieder, by his time solo Lieder with piano had
also come to be performed regularly in public. In contrast, before 1830 Lieder with
piano were rarely performed in concert at all. To program an orchestral Lied in this
environment was thus experimental, strategic, and problematic. One of the first such
Lieder, Andreas Romberg’s 1815 orchestral setting of Friedrich Schiller’s poem “Die
Sehnsucht,” emblematizes these issues.
Using previously overlooked sources in the Stadtarchiv Leipzig, I argue that concert performances of Romberg’s Lied throughout the 1820s in Germany staged the
tension between the intimate and the public through the song’s poetry, its position
within poetic and musical concert programming practices, and its compositional
design. The Lied’s poem, by Schiller, mediated between intimate confessions and
public exhortations by transforming an apparently personal journey into a collective
one, and its similarity to other lyric poems that were declaimed in concert connects
it to both individual and collective aspects of self-cultivation (Bildung). Romberg’s
choice of an orchestral Lied is related to the previously unacknowledged yet common practice of orchestrating Lieder that were originally composed for piano so that
they could be performed in concert. Compositionally, Romberg also thematizes the
tension between the intimate and public faces of the Lied. He features a section that
mimics a chamber Lied for voice, piano, and obbligato violin, before continuing
to a full orchestral conclusion consonant with the interdependency of the intimate
and the public in Schiller’s poem and ideas about Bildung. Ultimately, Romberg’s
experiment points toward the entangled relationship between intimacy and public
expression at the heart of Romantic lyric poetry and the Lied genre, gestures towards
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a similar tension in German notions of Bildung, and sheds light on the history of the
Lied in the infancy of its life in concert.

Politics and Resistance during World War II
Joy H. Calico (Vanderbilt University), Chair

Richard Strauss and Japanese Fascism
Timothy Jackson (University of North Texas)
In 1938, the Korean-born conductor Eak-tai Ahn, identified by the Japanese version of his name as Etikai Ahn (1906–65), moved to Berlin from the United States.
It was probably through the Nazified Japanese-German Society that Ahn met Koichi
Ehara, an important official at the Manchurian Embassy (Manchuria was the Japanese puppet state under Pu Yi of “Last Emperor” fame), and also mixed with Nazi
officials, including Goebbels. Ahn resided with Ehara, possibly for as long as six years
(1938–44), in a house owned by the Manchurian Embassy in a posh Berlin suburb.
According to a contemporary concert program, “Ekitai Ahn studied . . . the theory
of composition and conducting with Richard Strauss.” Both Ehara and Ahn may
well have played a part in Goebbel’s decision to commission the Japanische Festmusik
from Strauss (for RM 10,000) completed on 22 April, 1940 (dedicated to Japanese
Emperor Hirohito), and which Ahn conducted in Vienna and Berlin under Strauss’s
tutelage. Last year a (Japanese) memoir by Ehara was discovered by this writer in
which Ehara testifies that Strauss wrote the Festmusik out of conviction because he
waived the fee and hoped instead for a decoration from Hirohito: “This decoration
request was not accepted, and the situation was put on hold, but I haven’t heard a
single complaint from him.” When, in 1942, Ehara wanted another musical paean
from Strauss to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the “Manchurian Empire,” Strauss
helpfully proposed that their mutual friend Ahn compose something and that he, as
Ahn’s teacher and mentor, would supervise and promote the work. Thus was born
Ahn’s Symphonische Fantasie “Manchukuo” setting a poem by Ehara. Strauss helped
Ahn and Ehara achieve prestigious performances of their Manchurian piece in both
Berlin and Vienna in 1942–43. Through Goebbels, Strauss ensured that the Berlin
premiere on 18 September 1942 was filmed for propaganda purposes and the last
segment included in a Wochenschau newsreel. The paper explores the biographies
of Ahn and Ehara and details their close and extensive collaboration with Strauss to
propagandize on behalf of Imperial Japan.
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Unsung Requiems: Music and Mourning in Germany at War (1939–45)
Karen Painter (University of Minnesota)
Nazi authorities tried to change not only who could compose and who could perform, but the occasions when music could be heard. Commemoration of war dead
raised particular problems. Given the 1914–15 outpouring of songs for fallen soldiers,
the silence after 1939 is striking. 1934 legislation recast the holiday for public mourning into a commemoration of heroes; pertinent compositions, mostly from 1933–35,
limited the tragic character to an inner movement undercut by a victorious finale.
In 1936 “professional composers” were encouraged to write “cheerful” music to “entertain.” From 1939 on, the traditional venue for listing new scores and rental fees
omitted the rubric for tragic music; such works could be located by composer or
scoring type, not subject matter. After 1943, to strengthen state control and minimize
individual grieving, some officials postponed bombing commemorations to the November 9 holiday honoring the seventeen “victims” in the 1923 failed putsch.
In standard music histories, “Nazi collaborators” facilitated the removal of Jews
from public life, offered positions/commissions to party members, set political texts,
etc. Did composers avoiding tragic genres willingly conform to the culture of optimism regarding the “new” Germany, and later the war? Whatever factors animating
an individual’s decision what to compose, the precipitous drop in tragic publications,
especially after 1939, reveals a pattern suggesting acquiescence. As the war turned
and cities collapsed under aerial attack, composers also made a personal, or moral,
decision for their creative output not to address those grieving around them. Literary scholars now challenge the earlier construct of “inner emigration” that took
non-writing as a form of resistance; musicologists need similarly to rethink modes of
silences and take note of those who worked against the dominant culture.
Tragic wartime scores mostly came from non-professionals, some lost to history. A
few set Nazi texts; some buried a tragic song within an opus unrelated to mourning or
a cycle of songs for each state holiday. Others were bolder. Following the publications
and activities of choral conductors, teachers, and clergy, I argue for precision in assessing the acts of collaboration and resistance of musicians who profoundly affected
local communities in crisis.

A Space for Death: Narrative Techniques in
Viktor Ullmann’s “Säerspruch”
Kristofer Matthias Eckelhoff (Graduate Center, CUNY)
Much scholarly attention has been devoted to Viktor Ullmann’s overtly political music, such as his satirical Der Kaiser von Atlantis, but the more subtle resistant
pieces have yet to be examined. More recent scholarship has focused on the mature style of his instrumental works, particularly those composed while detained in
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Theresienstadt, yet these analyses have neither been applied to his Lieder nor have
they shown how the musical settings affected the narrative or poetic “I” of the music’s text. In “Säerspruch” (op. 37, no. 2), a work produced shortly after he arrived in
Theresienstadt, Ullmann transforms Romantic poet Conrad Ferdinand Meyer’s symbolist treatment of a biblical parable into a dark, pessimistic narrative. Poetic analysis
shows that the objects in Meyer’s verse metaphorically represent life and death and
that the speaker relates more closely to life. By manipulating Meyer’s text, however,
Ullmann alters the spatial environment, thus placing the proximity of the poem’s “I”
closer to death rather than life.
Ullmann emphasizes his new narrative with a variety of musical techniques that
highlight death. The monotonous repetitions and death-oriented sounds, such as
mimicking a bell tolling, evoke the feeling of a funeral dirge while the advanced harmonic structure, manipulation of temporal space, and carefully placed dissonances
generate tension. Musical analysis shows how the narrative can be interpreted as a
rejection of the poem’s original message—the idea of accepting God’s will—as well
as resistance to the composer’s life circumstances at the time. This in-depth study of
“Säerspruch” reveals how Ullmann’s compositional techniques change the perspective
of the poem’s “I” and how he creates a narrative that reflects his experience in the
camp-ghetto. Furthermore, the work challenged the Nazi propagandistic ploy to persuade the public that Theresienstadt was a culturally thriving, positive environment
rather than the harsh reality that actually existed.

“It Was as if I Were Playing for My Life”: Misrepresentation of Brundibár
Anna Catherine Greer (University of Tennessee)
Brundibár, a children’s opera written by Czech composer Hans Krása (1899–1944),
routinely appears in Holocaust musical scholarship as a depiction of “thriving” Jewish
cultural activity during the Holocaust. First performed clandestinely in a Prague orphanage in 1942, the work was ultimately co-opted by Nazi authorities in Theresienstadt. Krása and the children were reunited in Theresienstadt along with the original
creative team, and presented fifty-five performances of Brundibár. Under the jurisdiction of the Freizeitgestaltung (Leisure Time Activities), the opera came under control
of the camp administration and became part of several propaganda schemes. Following a Stadtverschönerung (city beautification) campaign in Theresienstadt, Brundibár
performances moved into a performance hall, stage-managed by the SS.
The conscious resistance underlying the work’s Prague performance evaporated in
the Nazi-orchestrated Theresienstadt performances. The first production of Brundibár
remains largely ignored, in favor of scholarship that focuses overwhelmingly on the
concentration camp performances and inscribes them within redemptive narratives.
Furthermore, Brundibár survives today in multiple cultural forms increasingly subject to retrospective recastings of “spiritual resistance.” Through a contextualized
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examination of Brundibár, I argue that the inherent social stratification in Theresienstadt offered cultural activity to a select few and Brundibár’s function within the
Freizeitgestaltung merely furthered Nazi agenda. No member of Brundibár’s cast or
creative team suggests or implies any notion of resistance in their memoirs or testimonies. However, this fact remains largely ignored as scholars clearly overlook or fail
to consult survivor testimony in favor of perpetuating redemptive narratives.

Spain and New Spain
Walter Clark (University of California, Riverside), Chair

Rhythm as Representation of Society in an Ensaladilla
from Colonial Puebla, Mexico (1652)
Andrew Cashner (University of Southern California)
The rhythm of seventeenth-century villancicos is one of the most pronounced but
least studied aspects of the genre, especially the frequent use of “CZ” meter and of
coloratio and sesquialtera. This paper argues that rhythmic movement, as a patterned
way of disciplining the body, shaped social relationships in colonial Spain. This paper
analyzes the rhythmic techniques that the composer Juan Gutiérrez de Padilla employed to represent distinct types of people in an ensaladilla from 1652. Only three
years earlier the bishop Juan de Palafox y Mendoza had consecrated the new cathedral
of Puebla de los Ángeles, and Padilla’s cycles of Christmas villancicos for this new civic and religious center embody a theological ideal of uniting colonial society around
the church. Each of Padilla’s cycles functions like a microcosm of colonial society,
with varied styles that would appeal to different kinds of hearers. These pieces embody a Neoplatonic theology in which musical performance could put these groups
of people in harmony with each other and with God.
In Al establo más dichoso Padilla gathers five distinct groups to “the most blessed
stable,” from the lowest level of society, such as Angolan slaves and Indian farm laborers, up to the angels in the heights. Padilla uses rhythmic techniques to give each
group a characteristic accent and way of moving their bodies, and thus situates each
one in its proper place in the colonial hierarchy. For example, in the negrilla section,
he makes the black characters speak and move in an intentionally corrupt way. But in
a striking moment of Neoplatonic paradox, Padilla brings these lowliest of characters
together with the highest created beings, when he has the angels join the slaves to
sing a Gloria—but with the two groups singing in different meters at the same time.
This paper interprets the complex and perhaps contradictory meanings of this music
by seeking the intersection of musical technique with theological beliefs and social
structures.
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Goya, Boccherini, and Majismo in Enlightenment Madrid
Michael Vincent (University of Florida)
Francisco Goya painted a seguidilla scene in 1777 and described it thus: “A dance
at the river Manzanares, two majos and two majas dancing seguidillas, and two others who make music.” Luigi Boccherini likewise composed several Spanish dances
with folkloric elements. Boccherini and Goya depicted folk traditions mostly associated with dance, particularly urban youngsters called majos and majas. The two artists returned to this phenomenon, called majismo, throughout their careers. When
Goya painted himself opposite Boccherini in the portrait of the Don Luis family,
he portrayed an artistic parallelism by way of physiognomy and formal allusions.
Although Goya’s famous La maja desnuda sees no dearth of critical attention from art
historians, Boccherini’s equally persistent treatment of the majismo topic has never
been explored. Hence, scholars have missed the artistic parallels that Goya so vividly
depicted in his portrait.
Given their personal and artistic kinship, the painter and the musician form an
apposite pair commenting upon their milieu: Madrid in the 1780s and ’90s. The
aristocrats sponsored depictions of peasant culture, a pan-European vogue, but increasingly preferred depictions of authentic Spaniards. When Boccherini composed
his own seguidilla for string quintet in 1795, he had lived in Madrid for ten years, and
in Spain for over twenty-five. By that time, he had also composed a fandango, a folia,
and a tirana: musical markers of Spain associated with the countryside. Boccherini’s use of folkloric elements—Phrygian cadences, harmonic ostinatos, vernacular
rhythms and instrumentations—and his mix of transnational formal features typifies
the Spanish Enlightenment.
Since absolute music sublimated cultural assumptions into abstract forms, it escaped the scorn of conservative institutions. The same cannot be said of Goya, whose
La maja desnuda the Inquisition confiscated before his tribunal. Historians sometimes
consider Madrid a cultural backwater because of the embargo on liberal Enlightenment works such as the Encyclopédie. During the eighteenth century especially, Italian
and French music freely mingled with that of Spain. Therefore, Boccherini’s chamber
works are uniquely situated within the cultural and historical climate, revealing the
enlightened and cosmopolitan tendencies of late eighteenth-century Madrid.
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Tape: An Archaeology of the Twentieth Century
Peter McMurray (Harvard University), Chair
Andrea Bohlman (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Amy Cimini (University of California, San Diego)
Michael Heller (University of Pittsburgh)
Martha Sprigge (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Joseph Auner (Tufts University) and Brian Kane (Yale University), Respondents
Few media formats follow the contours of the twentieth century and its musical
and sonic life like tape. First developed in the tumultuous Weimar Period and Nazi
years in Germany, magnetic tape sound recording would spread around the globe
rapidly after World War II, playing an integral part in the early creation of electronic
art music and of popular audiovisual media in the postwar period. Tape offered fidelity, portability, and frugality for amateur and professional recordists alike, as well
as a physical medium to be (literally) cut up, reversed, recombined, and otherwise
manipulated by its users. The later advent of 4- and 8-track cartridges made tape a
viable commercial format for the music industry. This commercialization of tape
peaked with the compact cassette, a musical commodity and tangible object that
could circulate and sell, record, remix, and even unspool in ways both fragile and
artistic. With the end of the Cold War, cassette tapes gave way to CDs in the West,
but they continued to function as the dominant materiality of sonic communication
in much of the world until the arrival of MP3s and diverse mobile music devices.
From Pierre Schaeffer to the hip hop mixtape, tape and tapes have repeatedly determined our musical situation, to borrow Friedrich Kittler’s aphorism. Yet when
scholars of music and sound have engaged with the question of tape-based musical
practices, they have more often than not disregarded the process and materiality of
tape, even while fixing musical genres like “Tape Music” or demarcating particular
practices of “cassette culture.” This panel seeks to connect discrete histories of the tape
as emanant from its materialities. As an immanently physical site of cultural storage,
processing, and transmission with tremendous capacity for erasure, recombination,
memory and loss, tape offers an occluded window on music history.
This panel asks: what music histories might emerge when tape is understood as a
thread through music in the twentieth century? Each presentation responds to medium-specificities and processes of tape to frame a music historical case study. A brief
break follows the five ten-minute position papers, after which responses open the
conversation to the floor. This alternative format panel loops back to the presenters
with the playback of a collective mixtape to punctuate discussion. This fifteen-minute
creative portfolio builds on the spoken texts to foreground the media specificity of
tape.
Peter McMurray examines the transatlantic multiplicities of early magnetic
tape from its roots as a Nazi propaganda technology. Tape came to America as a
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media-spoil of war, where singer Bing Crosby championed it for the possibility of
generating a pre-recorded sense of liveness. Tape further expanded on both sides of
the Atlantic through opera re-broadcasts from postwar Germany, ethnomusicological
recording, and electroacoustic music. Tape was soon adapted to record computer data
and video, offering an early example of the uncanny fungibility of sight, sound, and
data that characterizes digital media technologies.
Amy Cimini considers the convergence of reel-to-reel recordings and 15-kilocycle
telelinks in Maryanne Amacher’s telematic installation series City-Links (1967–81),
where tape’s entanglement with telephony recapitulates, in Amacher, the complex figure of the telephone operator, a kind of plastic creature at once electrical and organic,
as well as a locus of gendered and racialized discipline, especially during the late ’60s
and early ’70s. Opening theorizations of tape to the analytic of power associated with
telephony pursues links that press beyond well-known histories of psychoacoustics.
Michael Heller draws on his work on communal archives from the New York jazz
lofts to confront sticky-shed syndrome, a deteriorative condition affecting many
reel-to-reel tape stocks of the ’70s. The disorder causes a tape’s magnetic oxide (the
medium where information is stored) to physically separate from its plastic backing. Although its content remains stable, the shedding tape loses the potential for
playback. For the musicians who preserve tape collections, sticky-shed highlights the
epistemological contingencies that surround tape as a medium, recording as a practice, and the archival enterprise more broadly.
Andrea Bohlman unspools the mixtapes of the Polish opposition to state socialism to study a network of dubbing and transatlantic circulation that takes advantage
of tapes’ promise of erasure-by-magnet. She shares the “biography” of a tape, from
journalists’ and musicians’ own mini-cassette recorders at the scene of labor protest
to a record disseminated by Smithsonian Folkways. This alternative social history
intervenes in the nostalgic lens usually applied to mixtapes of the 1980s to underscore
tape’s democratic and collaborative potential, but also the censoring power of creators
and copyists over the medium even in its cheapest manifestations.
Martha Sprigge explores the resonant power of splicing as a means of repurposing
sounds and setting history on another track with her study of Nazi tapes in postwar
German contexts. Tape becomes the uncomfortable prosthesis of music and text in
compositional projects that confront and repurpose the archive of Joseph Goebbels’s
speeches. Tape itself functions as a tool to write and reclaim a voice in Germany
across a concrète treatment of 1989 by GDR composer Georg Katzer, Bernd Alois
Zimmermann’s Requiem (1967–69), and a post-reunification novel exploring mourning and commemoration.
By convening a conversation centered on tape but insistently (re)mixed, we hope
to inaugurate a media archaeology of tape that also considers the historiography of
the medium, often left out of histories of recording, which tend to focus on the record, its grooves, and fidelity. The panelists’ approaches cut across a variety of geographies and chronologies thematically (cassettes, reels, composition, archives, Nazism,
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mixtapes, non-aural media), which situates the conversation at the nexus of historical
musicology, the anthropology of sound, and media studies.

The Tasso in Music Project: A Digital Edition of
the Madrigals on Torquato Tasso’s Poetry
Emiliano Ricciardi (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Torquato Tasso was arguably the most prominent poet of late sixteenth-century
Italy. His works achieved tremendous fame not only in literary circles but also among
madrigal composers, who proved extremely fond of his poetry. Indeed, in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, virtually all madrigalists set Tasso’s poems,
producing about 650 settings. The vast majority of these settings, however, are not
available in modern editions. As a result, this significant corpus has remained largely
unexplored in both scholarship and performance, hindering a serious assessment of
Tasso’s influence on madrigal culture.
Carried out by a team of scholars and technicians from the U.S. and Europe, the
Tasso in Music Project will fill this lacuna by providing the first complete modern
edition of the madrigals on Tasso’s poetry, available through an open-access digital
and interactive platform (www.tassomusic.org). In this poster presentation, I will
outline the main features of the repertoire and of the digital platform, showing how
the project will benefit the scholarly and performance community.
Constituting one of the largest digital repositories of Italian madrigals, the editions
will be available for download on the project’s website in a variety of electronic formats, such as PDF, MIDI, MP3, MEI, and MusicXML. Thanks to newly developed
software powering the platform, users will be able to run musical searches (by single
note, vertical sonority, rhythmic and melodic pattern) and combined musical/textual
searches, which will facilitate and stimulate analysis of this repertoire.
The platform will also feature a substantial textual component, with transcriptions
of the poetic texts as they appear in the settings and in contemporaneous literary
sources. Through this feature, the project will be an indispensable resource for literary scholars studying the dissemination of Tasso’s poetry and for music historians
interested in tracking the sources from which composers drew poems.
Through its content and its digital features, the Tasso in Music Project will address
a wide audience encompassing music historians and theorists, performers of early
music, and literary scholars, rekindling interest in a repertoire that was central to
early modern culture.

Friday early evening
Capitalizing on Adjunct Employment as a Career Opportunity
Aaron Ziegel (Towson University), Chair
Sponsored by the Committee on Career-Related Issues
Patrick Warfield (University of Maryland)
Eileen Hayes (Towson University)
Thomas Kernan (Roosevelt University)
As the use of adjunct instructors continues to proliferate throughout the discipline,
this session will explore constructive ways through which job seekers can use the more
readily available adjunct positions as a springboard for further career development.
Our panelists will share “success stories” of how an adjunct or a visiting position can
benefit one’s life; consider what administrators can do to better support (rather than
hinder) their adjuncts’ careers; and offer practical points of view on how job seekers
can make the most of out of their possibilities in a less than optimal market. Come
and get advice on how to make the most of the opportunity to teach as an adjunct!

Master-Teacher Roundtable: Teaching Without Technology
Elizabeth Wells (Mount Allison University), Chair
Sponsored by the Committee on Career-Related Issues
Marjorie Roth (Nazareth College)
Mary Natvig (Bowling Green State University)
This session explores the double-edged sword of technology in teaching music history, reexamining the role of the lecture, the importance of face-to-face contact with
students, and other issues of teaching without the intervention of technologies. The
participants will address issues and strategies from their own classrooms as well as
judicious use of some technologies and how they can best be used to enhance the
learning experience for students. Although technology is a great aid to learning, there
are also more traditional teaching methods that still rival it for effectiveness in student
learning.

Friday evening
Cold War Nostalgias
Elaine Kelly (University of Edinburgh), Chair
Sponsored by the Cold War and Music Study Group
Ewelina Boczkowska (Youngstown State University)
Martha Sprigge (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Peter Kupfer (Southern Methodist University)
Ulrike Präger (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Discussions of nostalgia in the context of the Cold War tend to recall the term’s
origins as a debilitating medical diagnosis. Be it in the hankering for lost worlds that
followed the Second World War or the Ostalgie that supposedly swept the former
Soviet Bloc in the 1990s, Cold War nostalgia is associated with a fear of progress
and a reluctance to overcome the past. Yet nostalgic constructs of the past are rarely
straightforward. Nostalgia can serve variously to mediate disjunctions between past
and present, to negotiate identity, and as a vehicle of ambivalence and irony.
This panel seeks to reconsider how nostalgia has functioned in Cold War and postCold War musical cultures. Taking as its starting point Svetlana Boym’s The Future
of Nostalgia (2001), the panel will comprise four ten-minute position papers, following which the discussion will be opened to the audience. Ewelina Boczkowska
will explore the role that restorative nostalgia played in legitimizing communism
in post-war Poland. Focusing on portrayals of Chopin in films produced between
1944 and 1949, she will demonstrate how the composer was harnessed to compensate
for collective loss and how the “public” narratives at play tapped into the nostalgic
yearnings of an oppressed nation trying to rebuild itself. Martha Sprigge will explore
the affinities between expressions of nostalgia in post-war and post-socialist East Germany. Looking at the annual commemoration of Rosa Luxemburg, Karl Liebknecht,
and Vladimir Lenin, a festival that was revived in the GDR from Weimar Germany
and continues today, she will discuss how its musical rituals have evolved as a vehicle
for reflective nostalgia. Peter Kupfer will explore how the conflicts inherent in postsocialist nostalgia are manifest in Russian director Nikita Mikhalkov’s films Burnt by
the Sun (1994) and The Barber of Siberia (1998). Boym has described the films as prime
examples of restorative nostalgia; they serve to revitalize a sense of national pride,
offering idealized visions of the Russian past. Yet, the films were also conceived for
Western consumption and are situated firmly in contemporary film culture. Kupfer
will examine how the tensions of this juxtaposition of past and present emerge in
the use of music in both films. Finally, Ulrike Präger will look at the phenomenon
of nostalgia travel among German civilians who were expelled from the Bohemian
lands in the wake of World War II. For migrants returning as tourists to the East,
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the disjunctions between nostalgic constructs and the geographical realities of their
homelands are profound. Präger argues that the musical practices and repertoires of
these homelands have provided a way of mediating this divide, functioning both to
allow travelers to connect the (staged) present with their memories of the past, and
providing a “sounded home” that exists independently of their places of origin.
While the session is open to all, the position papers will be distributed in advance
to Study Group members. For details of how to join the Group, see www.ams-net.
org/cwmsg/. The session will conclude with an informal networking event.

Feminist Musicology and Contingent Labor
Bonnie Gordon (University of Virginia), Chair
Sponsored by the Committee on Women and Gender

Adjunct Teaching in Musicology
Clara Latham (Harvard University)
According to the American Association of University Professors, part time faculty
made up approximately 24% of all instructional staff at American universities in 1975.
By 2011 that number had risen to 42%. In the same period, full time tenured faculty
dropped from 29% to 16%. Given the contingency of adjunct labor, it is difficult
to collect data on this growing workforce, including demographic information that
might reveal a majority of women and racial minorities in this population.
A lack of formal hiring procedures renders the labor involved in adjunct teaching
invisible. It also prevents the possibility of checks and balances with which formal job
searches must comply. The erosion of permanent teaching positions in higher education has the potential to erase the statistics of who fills these positions.
This short position paper will survey current studies of adjunct labor, comparing the available statistics on gender breakdown. It will then present anecdotal evidence of three case studies of recent musicology PhDs working in contingent labor
as adjunct instructors at Harvard University, Dartmouth University, and New York
University. These profiles will document the steps involved in the adjunct instructor’s
appointment of his or her position, salary, and benefits.

Genealogies of Contingency: Academy, Intimacy, Resistance
Elias Krell (Vassar College)
Rinaldo Walcott urges us to think of a genealogy not as straightforward trajectory
of an idea or phenomenon from one generation to the next, but rather as characterized by the complex and fraught intimacies of (both chosen and biological) families.
In this sense, genealogies contain obvious descendants but also myriad offshoots and
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outliers whose lack of visible connection vis-à-vis the “tree” only underscores their
relation to it (e.g., think of the awkward silences around the presence/absence of (a)
queer family member(s) at family reunions). Tracing the ways in which the academy
has produced a genealogy of contingency, I suggest that contingent faculty are connected via the precariousness of their positions, with outliers becoming those with
tenure-track jobs or upper echelon contingent positions with the greatest likelihood
of converting to the tenure-track. I deploy Black queer theory to trace the production
of contingency via the neoliberalization of the academy, as well as a genealogy of individual and collective resistance to these processes that has existed alongside it. I consider how resistance might be enacted in the future, highlighting specific examples
from the past in which faculty have mobilized in/under intimacies of contingency.

(Dis)ability and the Crisis of Contingent Faculty
Samantha Bassler (Westminster Choir College)
At AMS 2014, a panel organized by the AMS Committee on Career-Related Issues
discussed the crisis of contingent faculty, and took a radical position: adjuncting
can be a positive career move. For some, working as an adjunct is a chosen career
path, due to myriad factors, such as socioeconomic status, chosen family or gender
roles, and (dis)ability. It is this final area of (dis)ability that I would like to discuss in
my lightning paper. I argue that the binary opposition of part-time versus full-time
faculty is akin to the binary opposition of ability versus (dis)ability. It is not that all
adjuncts are disabled, or that disability is a negative reality. Rather, the current university system as it is disables adjuncts, and forces them to work without the support
needed. An analysis of the university workforce that exposes adjunct work as a binary
opposition brings to the foreground the need for accommodation, and forces members of the normalized body of academia to recognize that life as a contingent faculty
member is not the opposite of normal, but an alternate form of living and working
in academia. When provided with accommodations, such as a livable wage, funding,
and even benefits, the life of a part-time college instructor can be a realistic and useful
choice for the individual who is disabled. Adjuncting is not the sad consolation prize
after receiving the PhD in a poor job market, but is an alternative lifestyle with its
own rewards and benefits that are unique to part-time work.

Contingent Labor and Exclusion
Margarita Restrepo (Walnut Hill School for the Arts)
The crisis of contingent labor in the U.S. academy is certainly acute. It has forced
many of us, with doctorates from reputable institutions, into careers where a tenured
job is not an option. For many, unfulfilled expectations have shattered their sense of
self worth. They wonder if their career is over before it even gets started. Interaction
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with other musicologists often exacerbates negative feelings, as this division of labor
is creating a class system within the AMS. Tenured professors occupy the top tier,
adjunct instructors are in the middle and members looking for employment are at
the bottom. Work is being done to have the AMS be an inclusive society, where issues
of age, race, sex or sexuality should not be divisive. Employment issues, however, are
not only troublesome but also create a culture of exclusion. In subtle and complex
ways, some members are telling non-tenured instructors they are valued less due to
their lack of career options. Sadly, we all lose from devaluing those of us in different
career paths. Musicologists in non-tenure track positions, adjuncts, and those of us
teaching in the K–12 system are also making valuable contributions and moving the
field forward.

Questioning Authority in the Labor of Graduate Student Recruitment
Nina Treadwell (University of California, Santa Cruz)
As the University of California, Santa Cruz celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of its
founding with the pervasive motto “The original authority on questioning authority,”
I am struck by the re-signification provided by the graffiti added to an official banner,
with the celebratory “50” now framed with $ signs. As a tenured professor and a feminist, I continue to question the terms of my emplacement in a system pushing for
expansion of graduate (and undergraduate) programs, and the problematic reality of
graduate student labor in a system fraught by cuts in state funding. I wish to engage
with the issue of contingent labor by expanding questions regarding our responsibility to graduate students, not only those who are already in a system that offers marginal financial support, but also those future students we are encouraged to recruit,
themselves at risk of entering a profession with limited financial prospects. How can
we, as faculty members, ensure that our graduate students do not become part of the
current crisis? I suggest resistance to the pressure to concede to the “more is better”
model, an effort that can only be successful if we build departmental alliances with
shared acknowledgment of the difficulties current and future graduate students face.
While positing local level advocacy as crucial, I will outline an ecological model of
collective practice, one in which we endeavor to create sustainable networks across a
range of differentials at the same time as actively seeking out like-minded colleagues
with an investment in the future of a socially responsible musicology.

Motherhood, Fear, and Fairness in the World
of Contingent Work in Musicology
Matilda Ann Butkas Ertz (University of Louisville)
While all women in academia have their battles, the stakes are higher for the
contingent female, especially if she has children. In my short paper I will share my
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experiences, not because I think they are extraordinary, but because I want to break
the silence about what is truly at stake when one mixes gender, the perceived “disability” of pregnancy and babies, and the fragility of contingency. I will address the
conflict between fear of becoming a “problem” and the desire to pave the way by
demanding equal and fair treatment. I am fortunate to have achieved a measure of
success at a forward-thinking institution. Yet, some of the dedication I have shown in
my career to date is not suitable for any resumé or negotiating table (where pregnancy
and babies can be seen as a liability). Mine is a common story about women—women who have babies and breastfeed, who pursue careers outside of the tenure track,
who demand equal pay and access to health care, who work harder just to appear
able, equal, and beyond reproach, and who fear saying “no” because that one more
class means that daycare is affordable, and maybe there will be time for research. I
will conclude by offering the logical arguments that I believe all contingent workers,
and those in musicology in particular, should make when advocating for themselves.

Parenting a Special-Needs Child in Academe:
Should I Stay or Should I Go?
Cari E. McDonnell (University of Texas at Austin)
At the moment of my writing, I have three research projects in progress: my dissertation, the academic and alt-ac job market, and my daughter’s autism and related
issues. In trying to reconcile the three, I’ve studied the state of women and mothering in higher education. The statistics are discouraging, to say the least. I have not
been able to find similar numbers for academic parents of special needs children, but
anecdotes in blogs and editorials convey that academia and special needs parenting
are often incompatible. In recent weeks I have graded essays in therapy clinic waiting
rooms, completed developmental assessment forms in the back of university lecture
halls, and set my dissertation aside for weeks at a time to read about sensory processing disorder. My dissertation committee has been supportive and patient. Can I
expect the same from a tenure committee? Is it a fair expectation? Is it worth abandoning my daughter’s established support team to chase one-year jobs around the
country in hopes of eventually landing a tenure-track job? Do I join the fight for
viable part-time teaching jobs in higher education?
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“I Concentrate on You”:
Contemplating the Music and Lyrics of Cole Porter
James Hepokoski (Yale University), Chair and Participant
Michael Buchler (Florida State University)
Tim Carter (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), Respondent
Eric Davis (University of Southern California)
Simon Morrison (Princeton University)
James O’Leary (Oberlin College)
Don M. Randel (New York, N.Y.)
Matthew Shaftel (Westminster Choir College of Rider University)
Wilfried Van den Brande (Antwerp)
Joshua Walden (Peabody Conservatory, Johns Hopkins University)
Susan Forscher Weiss (Peabody Conservatory, Johns Hopkins University)
This session focuses on a forthcoming publication, I Concentrate on You: A Companion to the Music and Lyrics of Cole Porter, ed. by Don M. Randel, Matthew Shaftel,
and Susan Forscher Weiss for University of Illinois Press. The editors and a number
of contributors will discuss both the process and challenges of putting the volume
together as well as its contents, most of which focus for the first time on Cole Porter as musician, lyricist, and performer and on his works themselves. As the book
shows, there are numerous textual and interpretive questions surrounding Porter’s
music, not to mention those always implicated in the ever-growing scholarly interest in American Musical Theater and popular music even more generally. Following
the tripartite outline of the book, the authors will answer some of these questions.
In Part 1, Weiss, van den Brande, and Morrison will discuss his early training, the
influences of his Parisian experience, and his one attempt at writing a ballet. In Part
2, Davis, Hepokoski, O’Leary, and Walden will explore issues of Porter as poet and
performer, and in Part 3, Buchler, Randel, and Shaftel will present their approaches
to the analysis and criticism of Porter’s works. Tim Carter, whose work on American
musical theater has informed our work, will serve as a respondent.
There is no denying the critical role that Cole Porter has played in American music.
That he occupies such an unusually prominent place in our musical history must
be due, in part, to the breadth of the audience to which his work has appealed and
continues to appeal fifty years after his death. Porter’s unique ability to balance catchy
melodies, biting cynicism, clever rhymes, macaronic verse, and passionate feelings is
evident in his many enduring songs, music for twenty-seven Broadway musicals and
five films, and a jazz ballet, “Within the Quota” (1923), re-orchestrated in 1970 by
William Bolcom.
Until now, the overwhelming interest has been in his biography, especially in his
personal life as a figure in the upper crust, and as a homosexual. While his homosexuality was largely suppressed in early writings on Porter (a tradition that started with
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the 1946 biopic, Night and Day), much of the recent biographical work focuses on the
more personal aspects of his life and career.
Although the majority of Porter’s oeuvre would have to be characterized as popular
music, the sophistication of his music and his poetry, as well as his unique ability to
link the two, distinguishes his work from that of most of his contemporaries. Porter
regularly performed his own songs at the piano, and worked at the instrument when
composing. His few extant drafts typically consist of full treble and a good deal of
the bass, sometimes with basic chord symbols. Finally, an original rehearsal score for
the 1934 show Anything Goes survives in piano-vocal format, and closely resembles
the sheet music that was published after the show’s premiere. Nonetheless, there are
still many questions about the authorship of the sheet music, much of which was
prepared for publication by his friend Albert Sirmay, who was the publisher’s arranger. We will tackle the issue of Porter as performer, adding yet another layer to the
intricate fabric of authorship in this repertoire, comparing transcriptions from Cole
Porter’s own performances with the published sheet music. Porter’s involvement in
the sheet music creation (particularly in relation to contemporaries like Irving Berlin)
may stem from his impressive music education, which included studies at the Schola
Cantorum in Paris.
The multiplicity of authorial “hands” at work in these songs complicates many
of the philological instincts of traditional musicology. The nature of the surviving
documents in the repertoire of songs like those of Porter often does not help in establishing an “authentic” text for a song; nor does it establish the precise role of the
composer in any given text. Considerations bearing on the nature of any given text
would include the intended audience for that text, whether it be the amateur pianist
(as would be the case for the sheet music), or the pit orchestra for a Broadway show.
Performers, too, have affected our impressions of Porter’s music, for it is in the
nature and tradition of this kind of popular music that a song can be recast in a wide
variety of styles and still retain its identity. Frank Sinatra’s famous interpretations
differ radically from those of Porter himself (who was present at some of Sinatra’s
performances), or of Ella Fitzgerald, whose beautifully ornamented renditions evoke
a very different vocal tradition from the great Ethel Merman for whom Porter wrote
many of his songs. Recent versions of Porter’s songs by such popular artists as the
Irish band U2 and Annie Lennox have again shown the stylistic flexibility and impressive longevity of his music, while providing new opportunities for interpretation
and analysis.
Porter does not fit the mold of such Broadway teams as Rodgers and Hammerstein,
whose work began a trend towards the organically and comprehensively structured
musical. Instead, Porter was the last well-known composer of the musical review,
where large-scale musical and dramatic connections are often quite tenuous. That
said, the individual songs often invite a better comparison with the tradition of the
Romantic Lied, wherein lyric, melody, and even harmony form a symbiotic bond
worthy of intense analysis and scrutiny. As studies of popular song and musical
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theater studies begin to thrive here as they already are in England, we believe that
our level of attention to Porter will offer a model for future studies of this composer’s
contribution to American music.

New Musicological Scholarship on Dance
Maribeth Clark (New College of Florida), Chair
Sponsored by the Music and Dance Study Group

Integrating Black Culture into Modern Dance: Alvin Ailey’s Revelations
Dana Terres (Florida State University)
As an African American dancer on Broadway during the 1950s, Alvin Ailey was
frustrated with the lack of roles available to him. The parts he was offered were either
based in minstrelsy tropes or exoticized stereotypes. With the intention of providing
other African American dancers with steady employment, Ailey founded the Alvin
Ailey American Dance Theater in 1958. His choreography additionally carved out a
space for representations of black culture in the mostly white American modern dance
scene. Music played a key role in Ailey’s work, as demonstrated in his best-known
piece, Revelations (1960). Divided into three acts, Revelations ostensibly chronicles
the dancers’ spiritual journey from sin to salvation, or allegorically, from slavery to
freedom. The use of spirituals and gospel music underpins both the narrative and the
choreographic arc of the dance. Mirroring the quality of movement, the piece begins
with spirituals in the European-influenced style of the Fisk Jubilee Singers in “Pilgrim
of Sorrow,” then takes on an Afro-Caribbean aesthetic in “Take Me to the River,” and
finally culminates in contemporary gospel arrangements in “Move Members, Move.”
Ailey’s Revelations contextualizes both the music and movement into an artistic expression of the choreographer’s personal experiences of African American culture.

“So Shout and Feel It”: Count Basie’s Savoy Broadcasts
and the Last Great Swing Revolution, 1937–38
Alexandre Abdoulaev (Boston University)
In the closing days of June 1937, William “Count” Basie’s orchestra took up residence at the Savoy Ballroom in New York City. While Chick Webb still held the
prestigious position of the Savoy’s house band leader, his failing health motivated the
Ballroom’s managers, Moe Gale and Charles Buchanan, to broker a deal which would
allow Basie to perform on city-wide broadcasts via New York’s WCMA and the Savoy’s own afternoon broadcasts. In the weeks that followed, Basie’s ensemble, at the
time replete with such notable musicians as Lester Young, Freddie Greene, Jo Jones,
and Buck Clayton, was propelled to unprecedented heights of popularity among
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casual listeners and swing dancers at the Savoy Ballroom. This paper will discuss the
contribution made by Basie’s ensemble to the evolution of musical tastes and dance
styles at the Savoy during this period. This paper will also examine Basie’s much
debated victory during the 16 January 1938 Battle of the Bands held at the Savoy
Ballroom, and the eventual shift towards a smoother, more relaxed dancing aesthetic
among Savoy’s Lindy Hoppers, which this victory precipitated.

“Ballet is Flowers”: Balanchine and the
New York City Ballet in the Soviet Union, 1962
Anne Searcy (Harvard University)
In October 1962, as the Cuban Missile Crisis loomed, New York City Ballet
(NYCB) toured the Soviet Union, performing seventeen ballets by George Balanchine. The tour has rightfully been hailed as a triumph; Soviet audiences from
St. Petersburg to Tbilisi roared their approval. However, American historians have
thus far misunderstood this enthusiastic reception as a sign of political protest, what
Homans (2010) calls “another crack in the Soviet Union’s confident cultural façade.”
Strikingly, this argument hinges on the outright dismissal of the substantial Soviet
critical response to NYCB as the product of political censorship.
In this paper, I reexamine Soviet television and newspaper responses to NYCB as
products of the rapidly changing artistic landscape of the Thaw (1956–68). During
this period, Soviet choreographers were re-theorizing the relationship between music,
narrative, and dance, creating a new school of ballet based on the strong ties between
score and choreography. Soviet critics were thus able to express their appreciation for
Balanchine’s works through these new aesthetics. While their readings of Balanchine
and the NYCB may seem unorthodox, they can provide a provocative new lens to
examine the relationship between music and dance in Balanchine’s works.

Diaghilev’s Time Traveling Italian Scores
Elia Andrea Corazza (John W. Kluge Center, Library of Congress)
During the First World War, Serge Diaghilev scoured numerous European music libraries in search of materials with which to renew the repertoire of the Ballets
Russes. He envisioned a new form of ballet in which there were both dancers and
singers. Diaghilev fell in love with the classical beauty of Italian eighteenth-century
operas, and noticed that both Cimarosa and Paisiello had spent several years in St.
Petersburg as maestri di cappella at the court of the tsarina Catherine the Great. In
addition to scores by Pergolesi, Gallo, and others, Diaghilev selected many compositions by Cimarosa and Paisiello, annotating them with cuts, interpolations, etc.,
and marking some themes he recognized as Russian. Finally he gave the materials to
composers he trusted to arrange the music. The outcome of Diaghilev’s efforts led to
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the production of Pergolesi (et al.)-Stravinsky, Pulcinella (1920), Cimarosa-Respighi,
Le Astuzie femminili (1920), and Paisiello-Respighi, La Serva padrona (unperformed).
Based on the recent discovery of the lost orchestration that Ottorino Respighi
made of Paisiello’s La Serva padrona (March 1920), my paper analyzes the creative
process shared by the composer and the impresario which led to the creation of this
opera-ballet. I then contextualize this work in relation to the others produced by
Ballets Russes in 1920, an emblematic season which inaugurated a new repertoire of
modernist music for ballet based on pre-romantic models, now regarded as the turning point in musical modernism’s rediscovery of the past.

A Serious Effort Not to Think Straight:
Suzanne G. Cusick in Conversation with Emily Wilbourne
Stephan Pennington (Tufts University), Emily Wilbourne (Queens
College and the Graduate Center, CUNY), Co-chairs
Sponsored by the LGBTQ Study Group
Suzanne G. Cusick is Professor of Music on the Faculty of Arts and Science at New
York University. This event will feature Professor Cusick in conversation with Emily
Wilbourne, co-chair of the LGBTQ Study Group of the AMS and Assistant Professor
of Musicology at Queens College and the Graduate Center of the City University of
New York.
Cusick has been at the forefront of musicological discourse for many years. She
has produced foundational work in feminist musicology, queer musicology, and
the study of music and violence, publishing extensively on gender and sexuality in
relation to the musical cultures of early modern Italy and of contemporary North
America. Her book, Francesca Caccini at the Medici Court: Music and the Circulation
of Power (Chicago, 2009), received the 2010 book prize of the Society for the Study
of Early Modern Women. Her papers “Music as Torture, Music as a Weapon” and
“Queer Performativity and the Gender Order in the Global War on Terror” received
the 2007 Philip Brett Award for exceptional musicological work in the field of gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and trans* scholarship. Professor Cusick was the General Editor of
Women & Music: A Journal of Gender and Culture from 2003 to 2013. In 2014 she was
made an Honorary Member of the AMS; she has been the recipient of several ACLS
Fellowships and was the 2001–2 Frederick A. Burkhardt Fellow at Villa I Tatti.
In all of her work, Cusick theorises music in a richly material sense: as a practice
with consequences for listeners and performers, as a force that creates effects. Cusick
and Wilbourne will discuss the shifting relevance of queer and feminist theories within an increasingly homonormative and neoliberal political (and musicological) landscape. What forms of radical resistance can be articulated through music and music
scholarship? And how can queer musicologies adequately address the multifaceted
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nature of exclusion within and without academe, including whiteness and race, contingent labor, and persistent disparities of gender inequality.

Teaching Writing in the Music History Classroom
James Briscoe (Butler University), Chair
Sponsored by the Pedagogy Study Group
Colin Roust (University of Kansas)
Everette Smith (Southeastern Louisiana University)
John Spilker (Nebraska Wesleyan University)
Jeffrey Wright (Indiana University, South Bend)
Students often enter the music history classroom with limited research and writing
experience. This session provides an interactive collaborative forum to share ideas,
challenges, and solutions related to teaching writing across a spectrum of music history classes, including topic-based undergraduate music history courses with writingintensive distinction for the liberal education program; undergraduate music history survey courses; required graduate studies and music history seminars for M.M.
performance students; and graduate courses for a wide array of master’s and doctoral (Ph.D. and D.M.A.) students. The panelists/facilitators regularly incorporate
research-based writing in their courses. Given the current shared and disparate challenges and opportunities facing different types of institutions of higher education,
the panelists/facilitators represent a variety of music programs, including a large, doctorate-granting music program at a flagship state university; a medium-sized music
department at a public university consisting of undergraduate and master’s students;
a small undergraduate music department at a private, regional, primarily residential
liberal arts school; and a regional, public, primarily commuter campus in which registration can vary widely based on recruitment.
In order to encourage a seminar-like conversation among the attendees, our panelists/facilitators will begin the session with short presentations about the following
anticipated topics:
• Using a mixture of high-stakes and low-stakes assignments.
• Using blogs as low-stakes assignments to generate material for class discussions.
• High-stakes research and writing assignments structured in multiple stages across
the semester.
• Student-centered in-class collaborative writing workshops.
• Using optional “reflect and apply assignments” completed after the students receives a graded rubric and feedback to reinforce process.
• Building skills with writing projects over the span of multiple survey courses.
• Discussing content through the lens of writing skills.
• Case-study course design using scholarly articles and select musical works to reinforce research and argument-driven writing skills.
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After the presentations, attendees are encouraged to share their own experiences
with teaching writing in the music history classroom.

“The Vibrating Tone Travels Onward”:
Ernst Bloch’s Musical Thought
John Deathridge (King’s College London), Chair
Michael Gallope (University of Minnesota)
Benjamin Korstvedt (Clark University)
Sherry Lee (University of Toronto)
Beth Snyder (New York University)
Stephen Decatur Smith (Stony Brook University)
This evening session will offer an interdisciplinary discussion of Ernst Bloch’s musical thought. Bloch’s philosophy addresses music through a wide variety of literary and
theoretical connections, and pursues musically allusive modes of discourse as well as
non-linear modes of logic (which Theodor Adorno waggishly once called große Blochmusik). From his earliest publications to his magnum opus, Das Prinzip Hoffnung,
Bloch broaches a wide spectrum of musical issues in his writings and freely participates in a diverse range of discourses: German romanticism, gnostic hermeneutics,
modernism, and humanist theology, as well as writings by Aristotle, Kant, Schelling,
Hegel, Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, and not least, Marx. Bloch’s musical frames of
reference were also wide-ranging. He was deeply impressed by Beethoven, Wagner
and Bruckner, as well as by Weill and Pythagorean aesthetics. He engaged with writings by Paul Bekker, August Halm, and Ernst Kurth and adapted Lukaçs’s concept
of the Teppich as a tool for thinking about music as a humanly produced aesthetic
object. His writings on the concept of the tone powerfully synthesize a wide array
of texts in the history of Western musical aesthetics, and his revival of the concept
of utopia was a foundational intellectual gesture for Adorno’s musical thought, both
positively and negatively.
Given musicology’s growing interest in the nexus between music and philosophy,
the field’s longstanding research into the German intellectual history of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, and ongoing debates about the complex linkages between
music and politics, it is our hope that a robust discussion of Bloch’s musical thought
will prove to be a promising resource for twenty-first-century music studies. A recent
wave of scholarship (Korstvedt 2010, Gallope 2012, Daub 2014, Kelley 2014) has
begun to open new doors, yet his work remains undervalued in music studies, still
rarely discussed, even in fields where his interventions could have much to offer. This
panel brings together five scholars who are engaged with Bloch’s work particularly as
it relates to music. Each of the panelists will present a short position paper that will
serve as the starting point for collective discussion. Michael Gallope will begin the
session with a discussion of Bloch’s reading of Hegel’s concepts of Ton and Klang;
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Benjamin Korstvedt considers the musical significance of ideas about materiality that
Bloch developed later in his career; Sherry Lee will discuss the importance of Bloch’s
conception of narrative as an influence on Adorno’s study of Mahler; Stephen Smith
will discuss the importance of German Naturphilosophie to Bloch’s and Adorno’s musical concept of Durchbruch [breakthrough]; and Beth Snyder will discuss Bloch’s key
concept of the not-yet-conscious as a unique and distinctive epistemology for the
interpretation of music. John Deathridge will introduce each speaker and moderate
the discussion throughout.

What Must a Musicologist Know? Form and
Content of the Musicology PhD Curriculum
Dianne Goldman (University of Maryland),
Catherine Saucier (Arizona State University), Co-chairs
Sponsored by the Graduate Education Committee
Joseph Auner (Tufts University)
Travis Jackson (University of Chicago)
Richard Will (University of Virginia)
Ysabel Sarte (University of Kentucky)
Elisabeth Le Guin (University of California, Los Angeles)
Graduate musicology programs across the country are increasingly rethinking the
PhD curriculum in response to the growing emphasis on interdisciplinarity in academia and the perceived diversification of skills necessary to compete successfully on
the job market. Yet these curricular changes raise fundamental questions about the
scope of the PhD degree and requirements for graduation.
This panel will address two questions: What is the core body of knowledge that a
twenty-first century musicologist must know? How should this knowledge be implemented in graduate-level training? Panelists will be encouraged to reflect on how
these questions relate to interdisciplinarity, musical skills and analysis, engagement
with ethnomusicology and world music, training in pedagogy and technology, language requirements, comprehensive exams, time to degree and student funding, and
preparation for the job market. Speaking from different perspectives, panelists will
facilitate discussion of issues that will affect future directions in graduate education.

Saturday morning
1940s/50s America
Mark Clague (University of Michigan), Chair

Buck Washington’s Blues: A Private Recording in Homage to
Gershwin and Its Implications for the Score of Porgy and Bess
Eric Davis (University of Southern California)
On 11 July 1942, Ford L. “Buck” Washington went to a small storefront recording
studio in Hollywood called the Sound Workshop and cut a two-sided acetate disc
of a solo piano medley of the “Jasbo Brown Blues” and “Summertime” from Porgy
and Bess. The two-fold significance of the gesture is unmistakable: Buck wanted to
capture for posterity his rendition of the music he was hired to introduce seven years
earlier on Broadway; and he also wanted to pay homage to George Gershwin by
recording it on the five-year anniversary of his death. The reduction of Buck’s role in
the opera to a minor singing part (Mingo) had been the result of director Rouben
Mamoulian cutting the opening scene considerably during the opera’s tryout in Boston. The recording was, therefore, additionally intended to document for posterity
the fact that Buck was the composer’s choice to play the role of Jasbo Brown.
Buck Washington’s efforts to preserve evidence of his broader contribution to the
original production of Porgy and Bess were largely thwarted by the obscurity of the
record, which has never been published. Theatre Guild papers verify that he played
Jasbo Brown during rehearsals, and yet Washington is not associated with the character in any published accounts of the opera. Knowing that Gershwin had signed
one of the great pianists of the swing era to play the Jasbo Brown music on stage, we
may re-evaluate the consequences and implications of his decision to remove the part
entirely. By reducing Buck’s role as a pianist to twenty measures of mimed playing,
Gershwin agreed to cut the star turn of a great entertainer in favor of improving the
opera’s dramatic characterization and pacing. This emphasis on the dramatic impact
of the play over the entertainment value of the performance would become a guiding
principle for Broadway productions in the 1940s, with the shift away from star-driven
musical comedy toward the Rodgers-and-Hammerstein style of musical play. Gershwin and Mamoulian’s comments during and after the first production substantiate
these goals.
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From Broadway to Hollywood: The Role of the Arranger in
Film Adaptations by Weill and Loewe
Marida Rizzuti (IULM University of Milan)
In the passage from stage to screen, composers of Broadway musicals had to come
to terms with a very different production system that required not only a willingness
to transform the dramaturgical structures of their works but also new approaches to
their creative processes. Drawing on sketches, notebooks, and correspondence, I will
explore the crucial role of the arranger, who together with the composer made the
transition from a stage production to a movie film. It was the arranger—who as I
will show could be the composer operating in a changed context—who engaged with
the very different narrative and dramaturgical potential of the film medium, with its
greater narrative flexibility and its own set of conventions.
I focus on two case studies that illustrate multiple modes of transition from stage
to screen: One Touch of Venus, by Kurt Weill, and My Fair Lady, by Frederick Loewe.
While both started as successful Broadway musicals that subsequently were developed as films with the close involvement of their composers, the two works reflect
very different strategies. One Touch of Venus is a film musical, My Fair Lady is the
film version of the Broadway musical. Weill has defended his position as composer
of the original music, while creating the soundtrack collaborating with arranger Ann
Ronell. Thus, One Touch of Venus can be seen as an early example of collaborative creativity between composer and arranger typical of the Hollywood production system.
In contrast, Loewe arranged the music of My Fair Lady himself, thus illustrating his
awareness of the differences in the new medium of the cinema.
This study of how the changes of medium affected both creative process and musical and dramaturgical structures thus opens up new perspectives on the musical,
which has tended to be approached from historical points of view on one side and
from cultural studies on the other. I intend to address a crucial step in the history of
the musical, combining different perspectives: alongside the historical perspective,
the study of production processes that have affected the musical in the transition
from Broadway to Hollywood.

The Popular Theater and the
New York City Opera’s American Seasons (1958–60)
Christopher Lynch (Franklin & Marshall College)
Promoting Street Scene in 1947, composer Kurt Weill opined in The Composer’s
News-Record, “It has been my opinion for a long time that the Broadway stage can
become an important outlet for the American composer and might even become
the birthplace of a genuine . . . American opera.” As Kim Kowalke and Larry Stempel have noted, Street Scene stands at the midpoint of a movement referred to as
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“Broadway Opera,” which extends from Porgy and Bess and includes works by Marc
Blitzstein, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Gian Carlo Menotti, Leonard Bernstein, and
Frank Loesser. This movement, however, is typically characterized as having exerted
little influence on the development of American opera in general. As Stempel claims,
“Historically, West Side Story [1957] was the end of the line: the last critically-acclaimed successful example of an extraordinary but marginal development in the
tradition of Porgy and Bess.”
To be sure, there was little exploration of this kind of opera on Broadway after West
Side Story, but this paper argues that such works continued to influence the development of opera, particularly the New York City Opera’s three “American seasons”
(1958–60). Several of the operas that general director Julius Rudel selected for these
seasons had first appeared on Broadway, and the works that were originally produced
at traditional opera houses contained similarities to the seasons’ Broadway shows.
These similarities allowed Rudel to publicize the seasons with rhetoric derived from
Broadway discourse. After comparing Rudel’s marketing to Broadway rhetoric, I analyze some of the musical procedures that he promoted, demonstrating that consistencies between Carlisle Floyd’s Susannah, Douglas Moore’s The Ballad of Baby Doe,
and Street Scene are also shared with European operas. This suggests that Broadway
has been “the birthplace” of practices of American opera, but not the “genuine . . .
American opera” Weill envisioned. Rather, Broadway gave rise to American marketing practices that have little to do with actual musical or theatrical devices. Nevertheless, these rhetorical consistencies speak to the need for future scholarly comparisons
of American opera and the popular musical theater.

Science Fiction, Lounge Music, and Mid-century Domestic Utopia
Elizabeth Hopkins (University of Chicago)
During the 1950s, Americans were pre-occupied with two connected ideals: domestic utopia and the promise of scientific progress. As middle-class aspirations for the
perfect home merged with popular notions of science and technology—reflected in
the designs of futuristic appliances, an eruption of science fiction, and family visits to
Disney’s Tomorrowland—the future also took on a distinct sonic dimension: a new
brand of lounge jazz turned contemporary dwellings into a microcosm of the space
age.
This paper focuses on the cultural implications of 1950s space-lounge music, exemplified in two best-selling recordings by Russ Garcia—Sounds in the Night (1957) and
Fantastica: Music from Outer Space (1959). In both albums, Hollywood dubbing artist Marni Nixon envoices an imbrication of science fiction and domesticity. Having
sung the musical numbers for Deborah Kerr in The King and I (1956) and An Affair
to Remember (1957) and a few years later lending her voice to Natalie Wood in West
Side Story (1961) and Audrey Hepburn in My Fair Lady (1964), Nixon’s vocals were a
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household timbre exemplifying the warm and loving woman. At the same time, the
wordless glissandos of her soprano elicited a quality of otherworldly chic, directed
towards the sky in Sounds in the Night or projected from imaginary planets and space
creatures in Fantastica. While only the latter album incorporates electronic instruments, both utilize Nixon’s voice to illustrate a space that is feminine, futuristic, and
fit for a cocktail party.
I argue that this sonic aesthetic contributed to a period sound that underscored
pleasurable fantasies of utopian worlds near and far, thereby acting as an affective
counterweight to the emotional fallout caused by American anxieties over the atomic
age and the Cold War. Leaning on Darko Suvin’s notion of utopia as “the sociopolitical subgenre of science fiction,” I suggest that the burgeoning consumer culture of
the 1950s was driven in part by a futuristic aesthetic that could collapse the distance
between explorations of outer space, both real and imaginary, and the modern family
home.

(During and After) World War II
Lily Hirsch (Bakersfield, Calif.), Chair

The Norden Broadcasts: Wagner’s Flying Dutchman Overture and the
Demoralization of the German U-boat Fleet
Danielle Stein (University of California, Los Angeles)
In December of 1942, Washington D.C., a yeoman of the United States Navy was
sent on a peculiar errand—to purchase a recording of Wagner’s Flying Dutchman
overture. The requested overture was part of a strategic military operation developed
to wage a frontal psychological assault on the German Navy (Kriegsmarine). Chosen
for the symbolic importance and evocations, several bars from the stormy opening
were used as an announcing theme to the “Commander Norden” broadcasts—an
effective psychological weapon.
Germany’s U-boat offensive had devastated the Allied Navy by dumping millions
of tons of supplies and amassing high numbers of casualties. In response, the Office
of Naval Information (ONI) developed a secret branch of intelligence (OP-16-Z) to
create white propaganda shortwave radio broadcasts designed to demoralize the German U-boat fleet. The ONI crafted a fictitious U.S. Navy Commander, Robert Lee
Norden, who unveiled information from highly classified intelligence data. This information provided the Commander with the appearance of omniscience, even over
the Third Reich Command. Requiring a distinctly German theme, a few tempestuous bars from Wagner’s Flying Dutchman overture were selected to herald all of the
Commander’s 309 transmissions. The ONI had successfully implemented a strategic
sonic branding. Captured documents at German naval headquarters at Cherbourg
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revealed that the Norden broadcasts “had a crushing effect on the morale of German
Naval personnel.”
Autobiographical accounts of the key operatives of OP-16-W, as well as archival
documents and recordings, paint a vivid picture of this risky propaganda campaign.
A performance history of the opera in the years before the Norden transmissions
provides a glimpse into the World War II German psyche’s relationship with Wagner,
and specifically with the Flying Dutchman. Psychological studies on the familiarity
principle illuminate why the design of the Norden Broadcasts yielded such notable
results. The ONI’s usage of the Wagner overture proved to be an effective manipulation to access the Kriegsmarine. Albeit poorly funded and under-supported, the
Norden broadcasts were astoundingly successful and informed the use of music in
psychological weapon development and advertising for decades after.

Clichés Revisited:
Poland’s 1949 Łagów Composers’ Conference as a Symbol of Hope
Cindy Bylander (San Antonio, Tex.)
One of the pivotal events of the first post-World War II decade in Polish musical
life was the 1949 Łagów conference, a four-day meeting of composers, musicologists,
and cultural officials. Frequently portrayed as the occasion when authorities imposed
the tenets of socialist realism on music and denounced so-called formalist compositions, scholars have recently begun to refine this admittedly inadequate assessment.
Adrian Thomas and David Tompkins have acknowledged the absence of unanimity
among the conference’s speakers, considered the impact of earlier pronouncements
about socialist realism on these proceedings, and reviewed the reasons articulated for
labeling two works as formalist. After examining the conference transcript and scores
to the compositions performed there, I would further argue that the colloquium
failed to meet the organizers’ goal of clarifying the path towards realism in Polish
music, despite their own positive assessments, and that composers, taking advantage
of imprecise conclusions, succeeding in retaining a sense of autonomy in their quest
to preserve compositional freedom.
The Ministry of Culture and Arts committed a strategic error by inviting participants to debate the characteristics of formalism and realism. Due to the multiplicity
of opinions expressed, even among the organizers, clear guidelines for producing
music suitable for contemporary society were never established. This lack of consensus was reflected most clearly in the conference’s “auditions,” at which critiques of
each of ten instrumental works ranged from condemnation to enthusiasm, regardless
of the piece’s musical language. Few composers chose to compare these pieces to
the exhortations expressed by musicologists and officials. They disagreed with ViceMinister Sokorski’s branding of compositions by four composers as formalist, yet
encountered no rebuttals or repercussions. Most declined to comment on the vocal
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music presented, reflecting their lack of interest in the government’s call for socially
useful songs.
Following this conference, composers understood that they could blunt, if not
fully withstand, authorities’ demands for a new musical language. Through their reluctance to compose mass songs and their refusal at subsequent auditions to condemn their colleagues’ works, many composers proved adept at maintaining some
autonomy during this difficult era.

Rank and File:
The Everyday Autobiographies of German Opera after World War II
Emily Richmond Pollock (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
In 1948, a twenty-seven-year-old aspiring dramaturg named Hans-Peter Höpfner
wrote to the Bavarian State Opera to ask for work: “I feel bound to opera body and
soul, and am keen to get the best training possible . . . I was drafted into the Luftwaffe
and was a pilot until the surrender. I lost my relatives and my home to the war. After
I got out of prison, I ended up in Bremen, where [we] began reconstructing the opera
there. As you can imagine, I would be happy to find a good position quite soon.”
Höpfner’s was a common story. Following the collapse of the Third Reich, members of the opera community—displaced singers, orphaned rehearsal pianists, resettled fans—recorded their personal histories in letters, creating an informal autobiographical discourse that was richly expressive and diverse in its purposes. The primary
witnesses to these accounts were the staff of theatrical institutions, who were seen to
be gatekeepers with the power to bestow desired positions, aid, and advice. This paper
draws on a wealth of unpublished correspondence from the archives of the Bavarian
State Opera (Munich) and the Württemberg State Theater (Stuttgart) to integrate the
stories of ordinary artists and opera lovers into a historical narrative that has routinely
considered the cases of famous figures (Furtwängler, Schwarzkopf, Strauss) to be representative in such matters as the denazification of musical life, the practical facts of
career continuity, or the problematics of personal guilt.
Through analyzing the discursive dynamics of these operatic micro-biographies,
the paper argues that “everyday” autobiographies, otherwise overlooked by scholarship, not only offer fascinating glimpses into the lives of individual Germans involved
in opera after the “Zero Hour,” but more importantly provide a greatly diversified
counter-narrative to our current picture of post-war musical culture. For an era in
which opera’s architecture and its artistic identity alike were under construction,
questions regarding the state of German opera after 1945 are best contextualized by
close attention to the people who populated and created it, individuals whose experiences were characterized both by an enduring commitment to opera and by violence
and material contingency.
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Verdammt und Verbannt : The 1959 Festwoche and the Rehabilitation of
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy in the German Democratic Republic
Beth Snyder (New York University)
In February 1959 East Germany fêted composer Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy on
the occasion of the 150th anniversary of his birth with a week-long celebration involving concerts, speeches, and exhibitions of the composer’s letters and manuscripts.
Like earlier celebrations honoring composers such as Bach and Beethoven, these festivities provided a site for working out in practical terms abstract theories of the
aesthetic and ethico-political value of the Germanic cultural heritage to a socialist
German state.
Yet, discourse surrounding the Mendelssohn Festwoche indicates a unique approach to such negotiations. This can be partially attributed to the timing of the
celebration, situated as it was in the shadow of the Handel Gedenkjahr and almost
a decade after the Bach and Beethoven celebrations, as hope of a reunified German
state began to fade. More significant was the figure of Mendelssohn, whose inclusion into the canon was deemed essential in the GDR due to the treatment of his
legacy under the Nazis, but who nonetheless exhibited few of the hallmarks of the
paradigmatic proto-socialist composer, and whose work was often deemed slight in
comparison to that of the more titanic figures of the German canon.
Due to Mendelssohn’s complicated relationship to the aesthetic and political values espoused by the GDR’s cultural establishment, the negotiations surrounding his
inclusion in the canon were more varied than we might expect. I argue that the Mendelssohn festivities both offer a window into an East Germany still very much grappling with the value of particular musics and musicians to its socialist and national
identity, and present a discourse not fully ossified by a single, dominant approach to
dealing with figures of the Germanic cultural heritage. I support these claims with
an analysis of the discourse surrounding the Festwoche, including publications in
journals and newspapers, speeches, and program notes, paying particular attention
to negotiations of Mendelssohn’s musical Romanticism and political conservatism.
In so doing I intend to expand upon and complicate a vibrant conversation, begun
by scholars such as Toby Thacker and Pamela Potter and continued more recently
by Elaine Kelly, about the value of the Germanic heritage to East German identity.
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Historiography
Barbara Russano Hanning (The Juilliard School), Chair

Visualizing Antiquity:
Iconographical Methods in Charles Burney’s General History of Music
Zdravko Blažeković (Graduate Center, CUNY /
Répertoire International de Littérature Musicale)
In April 1773 Charles Burney advertised his forthcoming General History of Music
from the Earliest Ages to the Present Period, emphasizing that the book would be illustrated “with original drawings of ancient and modern instruments, engraved by
the best artists.” When the edition was completed, between 1776 and 1789, the first
volume—discussing the music of antiquity—featured three engraved plates showing
instruments, while the later volumes were illustrated with only a few mythological
fantasies by the Italian artist Francesco Bartolozzi (1727–1815).
Unlike his contemporaries (Padre Martini, Hawkins, and Forkel), who, in their
writings on ancient music history, borrowed images from earlier publications, Burney
was using visual material most of which he personally examined during his trip to
Naples and Rome in 1770. After the 1763 edition of Doni’s Lyra Barberina, he was
the second to reproduce images of musical instruments from the recently discovered
archaeological sites at Herculaneum. Further, he analyzed a fresh repertoire of images
never before explored, coming from an Egyptian obelisk in Rome, wall paintings in
Etruscan and Egyptian tombs, on Attic red-figure vases, and on a range of ancient
monuments he had encountered in Rome. Although he made a number of factual
errors in his interpretations, his research methods in ancient organology place him far
ahead of his contemporaries.
The presentation examines Burney’s groundbreaking method in working with
iconographic sources and the rationale for his selection of particular images. The
edition’s illustrations are used to demonstrate his balancing between the influences of recent archaeological discoveries in Herculaneum, which brought to the fore
an aspiration to historical accuracy in the presentation of ancient sources, with the
centuries-old tradition of relating the invention of instruments within mythological
stories. Ultimately I examine Burney’s ambiguities concerning the dating of the visual
sources and relating their geographical origins to the cultural context of the instruments represented. Burney’s research of visual sources has so far not been adequately
addressed, although it represents a significant turning point in eighteenth-century
music historiography and iconography.
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“It Sounds like Mendelssohn, It Must Be Sterndale Bennett”:
Acknowledging German Influence in English Historiography
Linda Shaver-Gleason (University of California, Santa Barbara)
This paper surveys William Sterndale Bennett’s reception in history books up to
1910, using the persistent comparisons to Felix Mendelssohn as a lens through which
to examine English anxieties over German influence in the reception of native composers. My title’s quotation, attributed to Mendelssohn’s friend Ignaz Moscheles,
typifies Bennett’s contemporary reception, within England as well as abroad. Bennett
was one of the most successful English composers of the mid-nineteenth century,
earning international recognition when England was considered “the land without
music.” Nevertheless, many listeners found that his compositions sounded similar to
those of Mendelssohn, an association that provoked conflicting opinions. Although
the resemblance endeared Bennett to some writers, others dismissed Bennett as a
mere imitator. After Bennett’s death in 1875, a group of historians strenuously defended his legacy by asserting his originality as proof of the improving state of English
music. But as the idea of an English Musical Renaissance (EMR) coalesced at the end
of the century, the consensus of historians relegated Bennett to the Dark Age of English music, weaving Bennett’s resemblance to Mendelssohn into a tale of prolonged
German domination of English tastes.
This paper reveals how the nationalistic imperative of the EMR affected the reception of historical English composers, beginning with the variety of opinions expressed in pre-EMR histories including those by Joseph Schlüter and William Smyth
Rockstro, noting adjustments to Bennett’s biography between the first two editions
of George Grove’s Dictionary, and concluding with early twentieth-century histories
by EMR advocates John A. Fuller Maitland and Ernest Walker. Although writers
advancing the EMR promoted older English composers such as William Byrd, composers of the mid-nineteenth century did not benefit from the same treatment, being
presented instead as failures leading up to the successes of Hubert Parry, Charles
Villiers Stanford, and Edward Elgar. The shifting position of Bennett within the pantheon of English composers reveals challenges English historians faced when forming
a new national canon.

Picking Up the Pieces: Musicology after World War I
Annegret Fauser (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
When Romain Rolland wrote to Guido Adler in 1927 that he hoped they would
be “able to maintain this European cooperation in and through music” (maintenir,
dans et par la musique, cette coopération Européenne), he echoed the postwar trope
that posited music as an exceptional medium of transnational reconciliation in the
face of bitter conflict. Already in 1919, the young Willibald Gurlitt had reached out to
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colleagues in France—where he had been held a prisoner of war—to reestablish the
scholarly link between the two nations “for the blessing of our research” (zum Segen
unserer Wissenschaft). Yet for all this rhetoric of reconciliation through musicology,
the war had exacerbated old fault lines and established new ones in what was the
decidedly competitive field of musicological research. Not even so high-minded an
enterprise as the Union Musicologique, established in the Netherlands as a neutral
zone in 1921, could paper over these chasms. Indeed, the postwar story of musicology
is marked by competing agendas, characterized simultaneously by nationalist rivalry
and utopian internationalism.
Drawing on unpublished correspondence and archival materials as well as scholarly
journals and other publications from the decade between the end of World War I
and the founding of the International Musicological Society in 1927, my purpose in
this paper is two-fold. First, I offer a contribution to the history of musical research
in a transnational perspective that traces discourse networks as they were woven by
way of correspondence, conferences, and journals through Europe and, increasingly,
across the Atlantic to North and South America. I center the discussion around three
key figures: Guido Adler, Edward J. Dent, and Henry Prunières. Second, I address
the multivalent roles of history in the scholarly construction of music in the decade
after the war, whether as a foundation of national historiographies or as guaranteeing
transnational universalism. As both concurrent agendas, however, privileged history
as the foundation for their vision of musical research, the reconstruction of postwar
musicology cemented the field’s increased focus on Western art music.

“Explaining Hell to the Savages”: The Origins and Middleground of
Donald Jay Grout’s A History of Western Music from 1950 to 1960
Kristy Swift (University of Cincinnati)
On a notecard now found in his Nachlass at Cornell University, Donald Jay Grout
scrawled: “Explain Hell to the Savages.” He borrowed the phrase from Mark Twain
who had penned it in Life on the Mississippi (1883) to describe the practices of itinerant
Jesuit priests traveling throughout the South in 1673. Despite their lack of such necessities as food and clothing, the priests were always equipped with the charge to bring
Christianity to the unconverted, or to “explain Hell to the savages.” Like Twain’s
priests, Grout remained determined to narrate the first edition of his A History of
Western Music (HWM) and “explain Hell to the savages” despite many challenges
that impeded his progress for nearly a decade between 1950 and 1960.
In this paper, I will explore Grout’s middleground, a term employed by historians Hayden White and Hans Kellner to explain that space between the background
(primary sources) and the foreground (the polished narrative). I will explore how W.
W. Norton initially wooed Grout to write HWM and demonstrate how he navigated between publishers, professional colleagues, students, and his own developing
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historiography to narrate the first undergraduate music history textbook in the
United States, one that would establish the foundation for American music history
pedagogy. Grout’s correspondence with Addison Burnham, David Hamilton, Otto
Kinkeldey, Paul Henry Lang, and Walter Piston, his lectures, and his handwritten
drafts of the first edition of HWM reveal his methods for framing his text, criteria for choosing repertoire, and practices for narrating HWM. An examination of
Grout’s middleground demonstrates how he significantly expanded the narrative, and
changed its scope in terms of geography, genres, composers, and music to reflect his
observation that “fashions in music history change.”

Johannes Ciconia and Philipoctus de Caserta: Together at Last
Anne Stone (Graduate Center, CUNY), Chair

Philipoctus de Caserta: Deconstruction of an Identity
Giuliano Di Bacco (Indiana University)
There are good reasons why Philipoctus de Caserta is regarded as one of the most
intriguing figures of late fourteenth-century music. He is reckoned as one of the
initiators of the ars subtilior repertoire, but no biographical data are available. His
name suggests a south-Italian origin, but his songs are all French-texted, transmitted
in sources whose origins are still a matter of debate. Scholars such as Pirrotta, Günther, Strohm, and Plumley have variously associated his activity within Neapolitan,
Avignon, Visconti, and Angevin circles, following—and at the same time influencing—the debate about where the ars subtilior may have developed. An in-depth look
at the sources of music theory brings in nothing but further complications, because
of the conflicting attributions found in treatises credited to him, the Tractatus figurarum among others. Best known of all is the case where his name is referred to as
“Philipoctus Andree,” whom certain scholars believe to be the same, others a different
person, leading even to doubt that the composer was also a theorist, after all.
This paper discusses previously unknown documents showing that in 1390 a layman named Philipoctus Andree receives a grace from Clement VII, the Schismatic
pope praised in Philipoctus’s ballade Par les bons Gedeons. As often happens with
this kind of document, the particular grant is of little significance, and no reference
is made to any musical activity. However, analysis of the procedures through which
the grace was granted reveals a connection between this man and a nobleman from
Caserta, an Angevin and Avignon ally in the struggle for the Kingdom of Naples and
the Papacy. To find paired again the same patronym and demonym that baffle us in
the musical sources demands consideration. An identification of this man with the
composer, although based on circumstantial evidence, would provide some support
to Plumley’s conjecture that Philipoctus could have been in the service of someone
of that camp, making a few pieces of the jigsaw find a place. This paper discusses the
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nature of the new evidence, the information unveiled, and the potential new questions that are brought into the historiographical debate.

“The Matter of France”:
Ciconia, the Carolingians, and the Legacy of Antiquity
Katherine Hutchings (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester)
Renaissance historians have long documented the efforts of early Quattrocento humanists to revive classical Roman literature and art. Musicologists have more recently
studied the crucial contributions of composers, performers, and music theorists to
this burgeoning humanist culture. Anne Hallmark and Margaret Bent in particular have published incisive studies that link the polyphony of renowned composer
Johannes Ciconia (c. 1370–1412) to the neoclassical rhetoric practiced by Francesco
Zabarella, Ciconia’s patron at the Padua Cathedral, and other contemporaneous humanists. Ciconia’s music-theoretical works seem to reinforce his dedication to the humanist movement. Most notably, the prologue to the first book of Nova musica proposes a large-scale revival and renovation of “antique” musical authority. And indeed,
the treatise names no authors or repertories more recent than the eleventh century.
Yet, a closer inspection reveals that most of Ciconia’s authorities hail not from ancient
Rome, but from the period following the Carolingian Renaissance. Is Nova musica
truly a product of humanistic reforms if its authorities are not primarily “classical”?
One may attribute Ciconia’s reliance on Carolingian models simply to the fact
that neither a substantial music-theoretical repertoire nor a practical system of musical notation existed before the reforms of Charlemagne. Nevertheless, certain epic
poems, as well the historical chronicles of Leonardo Bruni, Pierpaolo Vergerio, and
especially Giovanni Conversini da Ravenna suggest that the humanists in Ciconia’s
circles not only possessed some historical awareness of the Carolingian legacy, but
also claimed it as a part of their Italo-Roman heritage. Others, such as Poggio Bracciolini and Niccolò Niccoli, used neo-Carolingian scripts as a powerful visual tool
to disseminate their classicizing agenda. It is within these contexts, then, that I will
examine Nova musica’s preference for Carolingian authorities, references to Charlemagne, and renovation of Carolingian musical “scripts” (i.e. neumatic, paginula,
and proto-Guidonian staff notation).

Music, Race, and Music History
Charles Hiroshi Garrett (University of Michigan), Chair
Difference and identity are two of the most difficult and important topics that music scholars face today. Since the “new musicology” of the 1980s and ’90s, notions of
difference have been a touchstone in attempts to understand musical meaning within
a broader cultural context. Race, gender, and nation have been powerful categories of
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analysis drawn from traditions of North American identity politics. But these categories can also obscure a complex and much older heritage in which biological notions
of difference have been intertwined with categories of musical style dating from the
first half of the twentieth century.
In this session, we present two provocative histories of the close relationship between our modern categories of musical style and much older categories of naturalized musical identity. Traversing a century of music scholarship and a global geography that spans Africa and North America, the two papers contextualize familiar
questions about race and music within forgotten notions of musical style that we
have inherited from the past century of scientific and colonial expansion. By exploring this juncture of music, empire, and natural history, they address an urgent need to
ask questions about music and race without re-inscribing the problematic categories
of difference that we have inherited from the past century of music scholarship.

Vocal Frontier:
Song, Race, and Civilization in Early Twentieth-Century South Africa
Nicol Hammond (University of California, Santa Cruz)
In the years between the end of the South African war (1899–1902) and the formalization of apartheid (1948), discourses on race in South Africa shifted from negotiating the limits of whiteness to controlling blackness. South Africa’s white citizenry had
long been conceptualized as divided along race lines, with Boers imagined by British
imperialists to exist somewhere between European and African on an evolutionary
ladder that in this case led downward toward primitivism, rather than upward toward
civilization. This discourse of Boer degeneracy was strongly resisted by both Afrikaner
nationalists, who argued for South African independence by seeking to prove Afrikaners’ cultural proximity to Europe, and British anti-imperialists, who argued that
British colonial policy produced degeneracy through its brutality. Afrikaner musicmaking—specifically singing—played an important role in negotiating this civilized/
primitive/degenerate matrix, as voices were understood to access a bodily nature a
priori civilizing or colonizing technologies.
In this paper I examine discourses around Afrikaans women’s singing voices from
the first half of the twentieth century in order to demonstrate the changing racialization of Afrikaners during these decades. In particular I consider reviews and discussions of South African opera singers Annie Visser, Elizabeth De La Porte, and Sarie
Lamprecht, whose performances and recordings shaped discussions on both women’s
vocal culture and South African art music during an era in which both the Afrikaans
folk music canon and the Afrikaans music academy were being formalized. I draw on
both primary source material and recent South African historical and literary studies
that seek to re-examine the development of discourses of racial difference in colonial
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and pre-apartheid South Africa in light of recent revisions of South African racial
history.

Collecting the Sonic Specimen: Music, Difference, and Natural History
Rachel Mundy (Rutgers University-Newark)
On 27 February 1931, American music expert Laura Boulton stands in the heart
of Angola holding a dead bird in her hand. Boulton, like many American “song collectors,” began her career in the field of natural history, collecting animals to supplement museum research on species and speciation. Her discovery of a new species in
1931, phylloscopus laurae, occurred at an important moment when listening to birds,
hunting animals, and collecting songs were closely intertwined practices. Animals
were tied to music by a powerful evolutionary metaphor that allowed music scholars
ranging from Laura Boulton to Guido Adler to compare biological species, human
races, and music cultures.
Since the advent of the new musicology in the 1980s, notions of difference and
identity have been a critical part of ongoing discussions about musical meaning.
While categories of race, gender, and nation have often been understood through the
lens of American identity politics, in this talk I turn to much older connections between natural history and Musikwissenschaft to explore the ways that music has been
used to explore connections between biological species, race, and culture. Drawing
on Laura Boulton’s work in archives that include the American Museum of Natural
History, the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, and Indiana University’s Archives
of Traditional Music, I use Boulton’s notion of collecting as the starting point to
explore a much broader practice of collecting songs as “sonic specimens.” In tracing
this empirical tradition that ties animal bodies in the museum to the inscription of
songs in scores and recordings, I suggest that the way we categorize musical genres
and styles today is grounded in a tradition in which life itself is the price of musical
knowledge.

Music and Humanism
Anne Stone (Graduate Center, CUNY), Chair

Feasting on Music Theory
Patrick Kaufman (University of Chicago)
During the fifteenth century, the banquet (convivium or symposium) served as a
private venue for Renaissance self-fashioning, where diners with humanistic appetites
could publicly demonstrate their well-honed civility and classical erudition. Given
his own humanistic ambitions, it is not surprising to find convivial references in
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the theoretical writings of Franchino Gaffurio. For example, in the Theorica musice
(1492), nearly a third of the introductory laudes musice, a patchwork synopsis of ancient musical practice, concerns the banquet. Other indirect references suggest that
Gaffurio himself actually attended contemporary restagings: as in the Extractus parvus
musice (c. 1474), where Gaffurio thanks his patron, Philip Tressenus, for the hospitality shown to him and his sodales (dinner companions). To date, modern scholarship
has largely overlooked the potential significance of such examples.
This paper places Gaffurio’s theoretical works in dialogue with fifteenth-century
banquet culture, arguing that the banquet served as the raison d’etre for many of his
writings. As physical objects, the treatises could be passed around the dinner table
and read aloud. As method books, they collectively teach young courtiers how to set
classical poetry to measured polyphony for mealtime performances. Drawing from
the first-hand accounts of Marsilio Ficino, Giovanni Pontano, Galeotto Marzio, Jacopo Gherardi, and Raphaele Brandolini, I lay out the meal’s proceedings, including
the role of music. As Michel Jeanneret has observed (1987), the classically inspired
banquet with music “provides its own sort of concordia discors,” in which disparate
pairings of social rank, cuisine, entertainment, and conversation are made harmonious. Furthermore, the banquet helps to facilitate a Neoplatonic apotheosis: once
the earthly body has been satiated, the soul is free to entertain more lofty issues of
philosophy. Whereas wine helps to promote fluid conversation, Pythagorean-inspired
music helps to moderate the overall level of intoxication. Indeed, throughout his
treatises Gaffurio consistently juxtaposes two distinct images: the banquet musician
(with cithara or lyre) and celestial harmony. Thus, the classically inspired banquet—
an important yet overlooked venue for musical-theoretical discourse—provides an
ideal physical space for blending speculative theory with musical practice.

“You Will Take This Sacred Book”:
The Musical Strambotto as a Humanistic Gift
Giovanni Zanovello (Indiana University)
Manuscript Modena, Biblioteca Estense, Alpha F.9.9 is by far the most lavish collection produced in the short-lived history of musical frottola. In this paper I investigate the gift value of the source by examining its musical repertory and style in
conjunction with its other features.
If splendor is never amiss in gifts, one must wonder what the relationship was
among the components of the manuscript now in Modena. The volume features a
singular disconnect between contents and decoration—in its pages, artistically unassuming four-voice settings of mostly forgettable strambotto poetry are preceded by
citations from Pliny and Isidore and surrounded by dazzling illuminations of birds,
fruits, and flowers. Scholars from Knud Jeppesen to Giuseppina La Face Bianconi
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and Thomas Schmidt have pointed out the exceptional nature of this artifact but
never fully investigated the relationship among its constituent elements.
As I propose, the social function of musical strambotti was more important than
their musical reality. This music enabled fifteenth-century educated Italians to perform humanistic gestures associated with ancient music, and thus portray themselves
as heirs to an illustrious rhapsodic tradition. In this sense, the repertory was perfectly
congruous with the poetic and decorative choices made for the manuscript. The examination of this peculiar source helps shed more light on the musical strambotto,
its uses, and its implied cultural associations.

Music and Sound in Disney Animation
Daniel Goldmark (Case Western Reserve University), Chair
For nearly a century, the Walt Disney Studio and its constituents have produced
dozens of animated features that have become deeply ingrained in both American
and global cultural consciences. Over the last several decades, scholars have examined
this canon from a great number of perspectives; as a result, Disney has garnered a
multifaceted and often troubled reputation, situated at the crossroads of artistry and
industry. Yet although this canon has long been a lightning rod of social, political,
and aesthetic criticism, the related topics of Disney’s ubiquitous music and sound
design have largely been overlooked. Only in recent years have scholars begun to
take notice: Disney has started to be included in critical studies of film sound and
musical theater, and a dedicated publication on Disney’s stage and screen musicals is
forthcoming from Methuen Bloomsbury. This session thus represents a substantial
addition to an emerging field.
The four papers of this session examine music and sound in Disney animation
from a wide variety of critical positions. The repertory they consider is equally diverse, ranging from the studio’s first experiments with sound to its most recent blockbusters. This historical and methodological variety ensures that a great number of the
critical issues unique to this expansive topic will be brought to attention. Organizer
Daniel Batchelder begins by discussing how Disney’s initial methods for synchronizing animation and sound became aesthetic strategies that fundamentally informed
the studio’s approach to feature-length musicals. Raymond Knapp presents a close
reading of one of these musicals, demonstrating that music helps to unify Sleeping Beauty (1959)’s disjunctive artistic imperatives into a cohesive spectacle. Colleen
Montgomery broadens the session’s scope by examining the commercial significance
of vocal performance in the films and related merchandise of Pixar, one of Disney’s
most successful subsidiary divisions. Finally, Robynn Stilwell interrogates how narratives of gender identity and female agency are negotiated musically in Disney’s most
recent animated features. In all, this session presents a wide-ranging portrait of one of
the most complex and significant forces in the history of entertainment.
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With a Smile and a Song:
Audiovisual Synchronization in Disney’s Early Animation
Daniel Batchelder (Case Western Reserve University)
The world’s first feature-length animated musical, Disney’s Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs (1937), is an immersive experience. The film offers a lavishly rendered
onscreen world that is inextricably bound to music, each physical gesture linked to
a musical one. What’s more, musical numbers blend seamlessly with underscoring,
yielding an operetta-like continuum between dialogue and song. This thorough integration of image, sound, and music fundamentally represents the films of Disney’s
“Golden Era” (1937–43), and its traces can be felt to the present day. This paper
examines the development of the Disney animation studio’s approach to audiovisual synchronization from its first sound cartoons through its foray into featurelength musicals. A key component to this development is the aptly named strategy
of mickey-mousing. Easily recognized and often maligned, mickey-mousing is frequently perceived as a violation of diegetic integrity. Yet in an animated film, wherein
the entire onscreen world is fabricated from pen and ink, the limits of what constitute
a diegesis become blurred. To that end, an analytical approach to animation music
that is specific to the medium is needed.
Beginning with 1928’s Steamboat Willie, the Disney studio developed a precise and
mechanical approach to audiovisual synchronization, graphically preplanning moments of alignment. Although this was fundamentally a practical solution to challenges presented by the still-novel medium of animation, Disney increasingly pursued
mickey-mousing’s aesthetic and dramatic potentials. I draw on the work of Michel
Chion, Paul Wells, Richard Dyer, and others to examine three of these possibilities
from a phenomenological perspective, beginning with mickey-mousing’s utility as a
tool for comedic sound gags. Next I discuss the quasi-utopic quality of sounds and
images interacting in balletic symbiosis, a feature the studio explored in its fascinating
Silly Symphony series. Finally, I explore the ways in which sequences of hyper-explicit
audiovisual synchronicity were used to delineate onscreen performance spaces. As I
will demonstrate, all of these elements became fundamental components of Disney’s
approach to constructing feature-length musical comedies. All told, this project offers
a mode of analysis that is specific to music in animation and helps to account for how
Disney’s early musicals operate.

Medieval “Beauty” and Romantic “Song” in Animated Technirama:
Pageantry, Action, and Musical Comedy in Disney’s Sleeping Beauty
Raymond Knapp (University of California, Los Angeles)
Disney’s third animated feature based on a vintage fairy tale, Sleeping Beauty
(1959), presents what should be an uneasy blend of imitation medieval painting,
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musical-comedy songs and background scoring deriving from Tchaikovsky’s ballet
Sleeping Beauty, and the kind of comic byplay among an assortment of secondary
characters already well known to Disney’s audiences from, among others, the two
predecessors in the series, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) and Cinderella
(1950)—all presented in 70mm widescreen Technirama. Partly because some of these
elements do not blend easily, however, what should seem the least mutually congenial elements—medievalist visuals, Tchaikovsky’s ballet music, and the widescreen
format—form a striking alliance. This alliance, in turn, makes the extended scenes of
comic interplay seem out of place, with characters not quite knowing how to fill the
wide screen, self-consciously uneasy in their medievalist accoutrement, and somewhat at odds with the scoring—elements of discomfiture mostly absent from the
film’s more memorable sequences of pageantry, tableau, and action. In considering
this disparate assortment of elements, I will limn the medievalist-balletic-widescreen
alliance and probe the film’s many moments of awkward disjuncture, before considering how song, in tying the balletic dimension to styles then prevalent in musical
theater, helps hold the film together by making us believe, at least some of the time,
in the consistency and oneness of the world the film presents to us.

Vocal Performance and Industrial Strategy in Pixar Franchises
Colleen Montgomery (University of Texas at Austin)
Since creating the first computer-animated feature film in 1995, Pixar has not only
become one of the Walt Disney Company’s most commercially and critically successful entertainment divisions, but has also helped reshaped the way animated images
and soundtracks are produced and marketed. While scholars such as Wells (2009),
Goldmark (2013), and Whittington (2013) have provided incisive analyses of Pixar’s scoring/sound design practices, very little scholarship addresses one of the most
aesthetically/narratively significant elements of Pixar’s animated texts: vocal performance. This paper attempts to bridge this critical lacuna in both animation studies
and sound studies, building on Smith (2008), Denison (2008), and Fleeger’s (2014)
work on vocal performance in cinema/animation. This study thus examines the crucial role that the voice plays in the production, marketing, branding, and reception of
Pixar’s animated features and the multimedia ancillary products they spawn.
This paper adopts a media industries approach, analyzing the ways in which Pixar’s
industrial strategies are brought to bear upon the production of specific texts. Specifically, I examine the nexus of industrial conditions that have shaped the commercial
and cultural functions of vocal performance in Pixar animation. Taking the Toy Story
and Monsters, Inc. franchises as case studies, this paper centers on three core axes
of inquiry vis-à-vis vocal performance in Pixar animation. First, I analyze the studio’s use of star vocal performers, looking at how these voices/bodies are deployed in
Pixar’s promotional discourses and branding strategies to cultivate a broad audience
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demographic beyond animation’s traditionally child/family-based viewership. Second, at the level of the filmic text itself, I interrogate the corporate and formal logic
of vocal allusion within Pixar’s works, which opens the texts to multiple modes of
reception and discursive interpretations. Finally, I discuss how vocal performance
operates as a key intertextual nodal point in Pixar’s highly synergized network of
media offerings, from feature and short films to soundtracks and video games, toys,
amusement park attractions, and other media products. Such an industrial analysis
of vocal performance in Pixar animation allows us to better understand the broader
historical and industrial conditions that have shaped vocal performance in contemporary animated cinema.

Giving Voice to Girls’ Stories in Brave and Frozen
Robynn Stilwell (Georgetown University)
Since its first feature, Snow White (1937), Disney musical films have often centered
on the coming-of-age experiences of young girls; however, the reliance on fairy tale
models has often meant a highly conservative structure in which the girl “is won”
rather than “wins.” The modern rebirth of the Disney musical with The Little Mermaid (1989) prefigures the 1990s rise of stories of girls’ finding their voices (both literal and metaphorical), often based on literary sources or true stories. In these films,
music has a significant narrative role, since the “journey” is so often inward, and
therefore difficult to portray in image and action.
Brave (2012) and Frozen (2013) build on traditional inward/spiraling “girl” storytelling tropes by doubling them with more external, linear “boy” trajectories. In both,
two female characters orbit each other along their journeys. Brave is a sense-andsensibility tale in which Merida already has a strong sense of self, and she and her
mother learn from each other and bond (established with a parallel songs at beginning and end). In Frozen (loosely based on Hans Christian Andersen’s The Snow
Queen), the elder of the two royal sisters was originally written as a villain; after the
songwriters delivered “Let It Go,” they report that the producers’ response was that
“Elsa could no longer be a villain.” The emotive power of the song had deformed
the narrative and dominates the film’s reception. The younger Anna rescues Elsa to
rescue their kingdom; however, the price is the symbolic palace of selfhood that Elsa
constructs during the extended prolongation of the song’s bridge.
“Let It Go” is also in a line of showtunes from “Nobody’s Side” from Chess to
“Defying Gravity” from Wicked, all associated with singer Idina Menzel, and sharing musical traits that suspend the tonic between the dominant and subdominant
poles, blurring harmonic drive, and giving the voice particular agency. “Let It Go”
is the simplest of these, sitting well in even untrained voices, making it particularly
gratifying for the many young girls who sing along to the movie and, in astonishing
numbers, on YouTube.
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Nineteenth-Century Romantic Opera
Stephen Meyer (Syracuse University), Chair

“Who is the Knight?” Rights and Responsibilities in
Three Crusader Operas from the Early Romantic Era
Marie Sumner Lott (Georgia State University)
Like their counterparts in painting, architecture, and literature, Romantic musicians indulged in Medieval fantasy during the long nineteenth century. Operas
composed and staged throughout this period brought the fairy-tale world of gallant
knights, virtuous ladies, and lovable brigands to life onstage, and these works reflect
simultaneously an idealized view of the past and an idealistic vision of the future in
light of rapidly changing political and social realities. Three operas featuring Crusaders demonstrate how composers used the iconic imagery of the Middle Ages to explore the relationships between the ruler and the ruled in a bygone feudal society, and
the rights and responsibilities that go hand in hand with power in any age. In each
of these works, a lost or imprisoned nobleman is aided by a character of low social
status—a servant, an “infidel,” a disinherited vassal—and learns an important lesson
about the nature of nobility. All three operas were staged in revivals and translated
productions throughout Europe into the 1890s, demonstrating the powerful hold this
topic had on nineteenth-century audiences.
In Grètry’s Richard the Lion-Hearted (1784), the troubador Blondel communicates
with the imprisoned English king through a song that reminds him of his betrothed
and his people who await his return; in Meyerbeer’s The Crusader in Egypt (1826),
the two female leads find common ground in a duet that also leads an eavesdropping knight to recognize and accept the responsibilities of his birthright; and in
Marschner’s 1829 “grand heroic opera” The Templer and the Jewess based on Walter
Scott’s Ivanhoe, King Richard returns to his throne after an encounter with a younger
knight, who later leads the assembled court in the song, “Who is the knight” that extolls the warrior king’s virtues. Through these diegetic songs, composers, performers,
and audiences celebrated the values and ideals that European audiences associated
with a “Golden Age” of chivalry, but they also pointed to the features of humility
and empathy that made these figures appropriate role models for leaders in their own
time.
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“Genius, Power, and Originality” or “Stolen Wholesale”:
The Concepts of Originality and Plagiarism in the
Criticism of Two English Romantic Operas
Alison Mero (Bloomington, Ind.)
John Barnett’s Mountain Sylph, which premiered at the English Opera House in
August of 1834, ushered in a new genre of English Romantic opera. The work immediately drew the attention of the critical press who went to great lengths to praise
its originality. Critics wanted Mountain Sylph to be a model for an English national
musical identity and emphasized its originality as one of its most distinctive features.
Michael Balfe’s Siege of Rochelle premiered just over a year later at Drury Lane in October of 1835 and received a very different critical response. In spite of its popularity
with audiences, critics were largely dissatisfied with Siege of Rochelle. Many writers
attacked the opera for excessive international influence, especially Italian influence,
and the opera became mired in an extended (though baseless) plagiarism scandal.
Yet both Mountain Sylph and Siege of Rochelle were equally “original.” Both contained recognizable borrowings and stylistic allusions, but certainly no plagiarism on
a large scale. Why was the critical response so very different? It was predominantly because Barnett’s musical models were German (especially Weber), while Balfe’s models
were Italian (especially Rossini). Thus, in the criticism surrounding these two operas,
the subtext of the words originality and plagiarism aligned musical Englishness with
German musical style rather than with Italian.
During the 1830s, English opera critics used their reviews of English romantic opera to push for an ideal national musical identity, often relying on the concepts of
originality and plagiarism to make their cases. Originality was essential to Englishness
in music, even if critics were unable to define what Englishness should sound like.
Plagiarism, in its most extreme connotation, suggested not only an un-English musical sound, since the work resembled a pre-existing (almost certainly foreign) piece,
but also laziness—a quality that was widely considered to be un-English. Therefore,
the concepts of originality and plagiarism were part of a coded terminology that advocated a more Germanic sound for English music.

Singing in America
Ryan Raul Bañagale (Colorado College), Chair

Mexican Immigrant Musical Theater in Los Angeles, 1910–40
John Koegel (California State University, Fullerton)
Los Angeles’s live Mexican musical theater scene grew significantly from 1910 to
1920, because of the waves of political and economic immigrants/emigrés who left
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Mexico due to the tumultuous Revolution. It particularly flourished between about
1910 and 1940, and was replaced by the presentation of Spanish-language films. In its
heyday, Los Angeles was the site of the largest live Spanish-language theatrical tradition in the United States, and was at least as active as that in most Mexican cities.
A broad range of musical-theatrical genres served as a product for commercial consumption, artistic edification and entertainment, and political commentary: opera,
plays, zarzuela, musical revue, musical comedy, vaudeville, silent films, the circus and
carpa (tent show), and for boxing matches.
Spanish-speaking residents and newly arrived immigrants saw their concerns addressed on stage, in such works on local and national themes as “Los Ángeles al día”
(Los Angeles Up-to-Date, 1922), “Los emigrados” (The Emigrants, 1928), and “El precio
de Hollywood” (The Price of Hollywood, 1933). Los Angeles-based Mexican composers
and playwrights such as Ernesto González Jiménez, Adalberto Elías González, and
Gabriel Navarro used the sharp tools of parody, sentimentality, and political satire—along with dance and catchy, orchestrally accompanied songs and choruses—to
explore the human condition, highlight the local Mexican community’s engagement
with and distinction from mainstream American life, and address themes of Mexican
and U.S. politics, social class, racial identity, gender, and Mexican nationalism.
Musical comedy and musical revue especially reflected gender identity in the conflict between the traditionalist-nationalist view and up-to-date U.S. popular culture:
e.g., the Anglicized singing and dancing Mexican “flapper” versus the dutiful Mexican daughter or wife. This paper shows how these topics of immigration/emigration,
modernity versus tradition, and gender conflict played out on stage through music
and dance to provide entertainment and reinforce ethnic self-identification and empowerment during a time of increasing racial discrimination and forced—and often
illegal—repatriation to Mexico of individuals of Mexican heritage, including U.S.
citizens and legal residents.

May Garrettson Evans and Community Singing in Baltimore, 1915–16
Esther Morgan-Ellis (University of North Georgia)
During the Great War, community singing became a popular activity for American
troops and civilians alike. The practice quickly spread throughout the country and
found a home in factories, department stores, movie theaters, and community centers. Even before the war, however, an extraordinary woman was experimenting with
community singing in the city of Baltimore. Her repertoire choices, presentation
style, educational goals, and—most importantly—her enormous success influenced
the practice of community singing over the next decade.
This paper explores the career and accomplishments of May Garrettson Evans,
founder of the Preparatory Division at the Peabody Institute. In March 1915, Evans
incorporated community singing into an orchestral program put on by the young
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musicians of the Preparatory Division. She advertised the novelty and hoped that it
would attract a larger crowd than usual, but on the night of the concert Evans was
astonished to find that the hall was packed, despite a torrential downpour. Evans
continued to offer community singing at the Conservatory in the coming months,
inviting attendees to sing uplifting and patriotic songs from books that were distributed at the door. In April, the president of the Baltimore Park Board invited Evans to
stage her singing events in Patterson Park. By the end of the summer attendance had
reached 2,500 at each weekly gathering, with participants singing from lyric sheets
that had been printed the previous week in the Baltimore Sun.
Evans was a fascinating woman. In addition to overseeing the Preparatory Division
at the Peabody, she was also the first female journalist for the Baltimore Sun, music
supervisor for the Baltimore public schools, president of the national organization
for music educators, and the author of five books. Her work as a community singing organizer paved the way for other women to take on this role; even during the
war, when song leaders were usually men, women often served as organizers and
promoters.
This paper is based primarily on materials held in the archives and records of the
Peabody Institute, including concert programs, photographs, and family scrapbooks.
These sources are supplemented by articles from the Baltimore Sun.

“Music in the Camps” and the Song Leaders of the AEF, 1917–18
Christina Gier (University of Alberta)
After the declaration of war on Germany in April 1917, the U.S. military needed to
drastically increase its size, and the organizers in charge of new soldier training hired
“song leaders” to train the men in singing. This paper investigates the song leaders’
newsletter “Music in the Camps,” which ran weekly from November 1917 to May
1919 and contained reports from all the camp song leaders. During the American
Expeditionary Forces (AEF) campaign in Europe, the letters to this newsletter show
the type and amount of training in singing the soldiers received. For many, the role of
music in their endeavor was serious; singing, whether it be sung or heard, was more
than just a relaxing tonic for soldiers. It would form the fighting man. According to
Edward T. Allen, who wrote the book Keeping our Fighters Fit (1918), singing would
make the recruits fit for the fight and improve their physical strength, morale and
military discipline. The leaders detail the impact of the singing practice, list the songs
they sang, detail how many soldiers they led, and describe special performances in
Liberty Loan drives and “community sings.” The newsletter allows us to study approximately seventy song leaders, who were in charge of millions of men enlisted in
camps across the nation. Due to these numbers, they report holding classes for musically-inclined soldiers on training as “sub-song leaders.” Military commanders were
mostly supportive of the song leaders, though not all, as some leaders report. Issues
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with race and difference also come into play when the leaders discuss training black
and immigrant soldier units. Song leaders write about work with prisoners, who
were automatically enlisted by authorities. To the dismay of many song leaders who
enthusiastically argued for the continued importance of singing to military training,
the military ended the practice in May of 1919. The song leaders were a product of a
unique moment when the rhetoric about song’s power to produce the fighting man
compelled leaders and commanders to ask the song leaders to help form the mind
and body of the fighting American man.

Music and Cultural Transfer in the Utopian Community of
La Réunion, Texas (1855–58), with a Little-Known Songbook
John Michael Cooper (Southwestern University)
One of the most influential inspirations for the hundreds of so-called “utopian
communities” that sprang up in the United States in the nineteenth century was the
French social theorist Charles Fourier (1772–1837), author of eleven treatises and over
two hundred journal articles that collectively drafted a new blueprint for society.
Distinctive in Fourier’s thought was the integral role of music and abstract musical
concepts. Not only were the entire range of vocational and personal aptitudes and all
the collective properties of society a phenomena that were analogues of the musical
scale, but song and especially the opera industry were to be essential elements for
achieving a divinely inspired social order.
This paper examines a little-known manuscript songbook held in the University
of Texas at Arlington in order to gain a view of the music and musical life in the
Fourierist community of La Réunion (near Dallas, Texas) during the years 1855–58.
La Réunion ultimately foundered in the wake of financial difficulties and the harsh
Texas climate—but its conceptual premises and day-to-day life reveal much about
the issues and tensions that characterized life in U.S. intentional communities in the
mid-nineteenth century. These considerations in turn offer a glimpse of the ways in
which Fourier’s ideas were—and were not—able to sow the seeds of what he termed
a “new industrial and societary world.”
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Topics in Dance
Samuel Dorf (University of Dayton), Chair

What Salvatore Viganò’s Pastiche Ballet Scores Can Tell Us about DanceMime Drama and Musical Dramatic Associations from Rossini to Haydn
Matilda Ann Butkas Ertz (University of Louisville)
The music for Salvatore Viganò’s Milanese ballets between 1813 and 1821 was handselected from numerous sources and arranged together with original numbers to
form a pastiche score. This music not only spoke for the pantomimed action, but also
drew upon well-known operas and other contemporary music to create associations
for the audience. Viganò’s coreodrammas have long been of interest to scholars of
music and dance history (such as Rossana Dalmonte). However, the attention that
specific ballets have received from musicologists is remarkable, since scholars have
largely ignored nineteenth-century Italian ballet music outside of Viganò (Kathleen
Kuzmick Hansell is one notable exception).
Using piano reductions and the manuscript score I discovered for La Vestale (premiered at La Scala in 1818), I discuss the music from several ballets with particular
attention to musical borrowing from Rossini’s operas, which the audience knew well.
The use of music, regardless of its sources and authorship, is exemplary of Italian ballets in its employment. While Viganò’s musical scores are certainly original because
they are unique arrangements, just as the coreodramma is his “invention,” they are
also typical of Italian ballet music style for the first half of the nineteenth century.
As such, his ballets and their music should be considered as part of a continuum.
Pastiche scores should not be dismissed because they “lack originality,” but embraced
as a window into the world of musical-dramatic associations for the audiences of the
time, much as film music has operated in modern times.

“A Ballet of Children for Children”:
The Unbearable Lightness of the Nutcracker
Damien Mahiet (Boston, Mass.)
Critical response to Tchaikovsky’s Casse-Noisette (Nutcracker), the ballet-féerie premiered in December 1892 in St. Petersburg, has historically been mixed. As for The
Sleeping Beauty, the idea of combining the aesthetic demands of romantic ballet with
the popular appeal of the féerie challenged the first audience (Wiley 1991 and 1997,
Scholl 1994, Fisher 2003, and Garafola 2007). Even today, writers (including Wiley
1984 and Brown 1992) object to the original libretto’s uneven distribution of pantomime and dance and its lack of a coherent story, continuous development, and
satisfying conclusion—“defects” that increase its childish quality.
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These critiques overlook that these dramatic disjunctions and turnabouts, in all
their apparent haphazardness, were in fact central to the production’s aesthetics and
politics. In the first act, music, action, and choreography repeatedly (and one might
infer, purposefully) created moments of disorientation that placed the audience in a
position of marvel and awe similar to that of the young heroine Clara. The restoration
of order and sense came about through enchanting wonders. As might be expected,
this construction furthered the idealization of courtly life as a fountain of harmony
in a world otherwise riddled by conflict and violence.
The use of French Republican and revolutionary costumes, however, complicated
this absolutist agenda. One hypothesis is that the ballet, first imagined by the Director of the Imperial Theaters and former diplomat Ivan Vsevolozhsky, promoted the
acceptance of the alliance slowly developing between Tsarist Russia and Republican
France. Taking stock of debates on the political meaning of The Sleeping Beauty (particularly Kennedy 1998 and Scholl 2004), I propose that this discourse was deployed
as a form of advocacy folded within the traditional celebration of the Tsarist regime.
This reassessment of the first production of Casse-Noisette and its unbearable lightness builds on the joint study of Tchaikovsky’s orchestral score and its piano reduction, the libretto’s drafts and variants, eyewitness accounts of Petipa’s and Ivanov’s
choreography, and Vsevolozhsky’s original costume drawings (the latter housed at the
St. Petersburg State Theater Library).

The Politics of Dancing to Beethoven:
Isadora Duncan in Wilhelmine Germany
Chantal Frankenbach (California State University, Sacramento)
When The American modern dancer Isadora Duncan appeared at the Künstlerhaus
in Munich in 1902, its circle of artists and intellectuals greeted her dancing with
cautious curiosity that quickly grew to enthusiastic admiration. As news of Duncan’s novel Tanz-philosophie spread, she built a large and loyal following throughout
Germany. Audiences clamored to see her and, according to many reviews, applauded
wildly. Yet, as one critic notes, her supporters’ applause “was as great as the doubts of
her skeptics.” Indeed, for professional musicians, Duncan brought an array of challenges to prevailing ideas about how dance should function as an art with deep ties
to music. When Duncan announced a program of dances to the music of Beethoven
early in 1904, a tremendous outcry ensued among critics and composers over the
American dancer’s trespass into their cultural territory.
Building on previous studies that situate the ideals of musical autonomy within
the development of German intellectual culture, this paper investigates the perceived
danger that Duncan posed to audience sensibilities shaped by the officially sanctioned
Bildungsidee in Prussian educational policy, a strain of moral uplift felt to be uniquely
available to Germans through their serious concert music. In addition to criticism in
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the daily press, I explore reactions from two composers, Max Reger and Oscar Straus,
which offer contrasting insights into Duncan’s subversive hold on German audiences.
Denouncing Duncan on the basis of a historical tradition going back to Bach, Reger
laments a broad national failure to protest her desecration of Beethoven. The operetta
composer Oscar Straus, on the other hand, lampoons the situation with a musical
parody titled “Isadora Duncan.” Here Straus ridicules not only Duncan’s dancing to
great music, but the serious masters themselves and their stature in German Kultur.
Taken as a whole, the uproar over Duncan offers a fresh perspective on the implicit
compact between composers, audiences, and critics that served to uphold the status
of serious music in Wilhelmine Germany.

Choreographing Mahler Songs at the Centenary
Wayne Heisler, Jr. (College of New Jersey)
Beginning around 1960, diverse choreographers turned increasingly to nineteenth- and early twentieth-century lieder and orchestral songs. The precedent for
“song-ballets,” as I term them, was Antony Tudor. Tudor was pioneering choreographing late-Romantic and early-modern, non-dance scores generally, and Mahler
songs specifically: the Kindertotenlieder for Dark Elegies (1937) and Das Lied von der
Erde for Shadow of the Wind (1948) (Bennahum 1994; Heisler 2013; Sawyer 2008).
The subsequent uptick in song-ballet creation included Schumann, Wagner, Strauss,
and Mahler, whose songs became the most widely set by choreographers. Indeed,
Mahler’s anniversaries around 1960—his birth centenary and 1961 death semicentennial—were a catalyst for the genre’s proliferation. Nineteenth-century theorizing
about music, gesture, and the body has long impacted Mahler reception, including
aesthetic-philosophical debates surrounding the body in nationalist-racialized discourses (Knittel 1995, 2010; Painter 1995, 2007). I consider the ways in which choreographers and dancers participated in Mahler’s centenary-era renaissance through
song-ballets that arguably revalued his music’s debased bodily affinities along cultural
and political lines. In general, song-ballets have been marginalized given an antipathy
to language and representation in dance modernism, which overlapped with modernist music aesthetics. And although much notice has been paid to the deluge of Mahler
performances and recordings as well as scholarly attention in the 1960s and ’70s (especially Adorno 1960), dance remains a wallflower in Mahler studies (and vice versa).
Relying primarily on film footage and dance critics, I survey song-ballets that register
Mahler centenary fever: Song of the Earth (Kenneth MacMillan, 1965), At Midnight
(Eliot Feld, 1967), Le Chant du compagnon errant (Maurice Béjart, 1971), and Adagio—Five Songs by Gustav Mahler (Pina Bausch, 1975). I explore the kinship that this
eclectic group of choreographers and dancers felt with Mahler, and the dialogue they
entered into with the contemporary Mahler paragon, both literally and symbolically.
Focusing on choreo-musical relationships, particularly the re-embodied pan-vocality
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of Mahler’s music—vocal as well instrumental (Johnson 2009)—I highlight the ways
in which bodily engagement enriched the centenary Mahler experience.

Twentieth-Century Voices
Benjamin Piekut (Cornell University), Chair

Listening and Voice in Early Musique Concrète
Katherine Kaiser (Stony Brook University)
Scholars have frequently focused on Pierre Schaeffer’s notion of “acousmatic” or
“reduced listening” when discussing his musique concrète. This type of listening, done
in absence of the sound’s source, asks the listener to ignore the source of the sound
and attend to sonic detail. As Brian Kane has noted, this type of listening is most
commonly associated with Western Classical music in the Romantic era in which
orchestras were concealed in a pit or otherwise veiled. Scholars have focused primarily on Schaeffer’s non-vocal works like Étude bruit (1948) and Étude aux chemins de fer
(Railway Study), understanding these works through reduced listening; these selections have led them to suggest that Schaefer’s works and ideas conceal the work of the
performer and glorify the sound of noises. Schaeffer, however, used his vocal study
Étude pathétique (1948), which included recognizable text spoken by famous actor Sacha Guitry, to introduce general audiences to musique concrète. For Schaeffer, voices
communicated in a significant way. In this talk, I argue that Schaeffer’s writings on
voice develop alternative listening strategies later deemphasized in scholarship. I draw
on little-known publications from Schaeffer’s work in radio, a presentation he gave at
meeting for phonologists and phoniatrists, and his earliest writings on musique concrète to guide an alternative reading of Étude pathétique. In these texts, Schaeffer offers
a framework for the technological contributions to vocal aesthetics in recordings and
broadcasts and presents his concept of the grain of the voice that predates Barthes’s
writings by twenty years. This work draws the listener closer to the material conditions of the recording session, including the recording studio, the position of the microphone, and the singer/speaker’s body and technique in the moment of recording.
He also theorizes the somatic and aesthetic responses of the listener. By considering
the ways Schaeffer uses and theorizes voices, this paper revises the history of musique
concrète to note the centrality of voices in Schaeffer’s early work and contributes to a
growing literature on listening and voice in modern music.
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Taped Together: Anaïs Nin and the “Capture” Barrons
Joseph Pfender (New York University)
The tape-music pioneers Louis and Bebe Barron first met French-Cuban author
Anaïs Nin in the late 1940s, at a reading of her “poetic fiction” in San Francisco. After
audiences noted the compelling expressiveness of Nin’s live readings, the Barrons
suggested to her that they use their new magnetic tape recorder (a wedding present, not yet in widespread distribution) to capture her emotive performance. By the
time they relocated to New York in 1949, Louis and Bebe had begun producing their
Sound Portraits audiobook series with recordings of Nin, Henry Miller, and other
authors. While the Barrons’ move toward music in their tape experiments is typically
attributed to the influence of John Cage in the early 1950s, I argue that it was Nin’s
artistic influence, along with their deep friendship, that inaugurated the composers’
expressive musical philosophy.
The Barrons’ electronic tape music combined two discrete technologies: unpredictable, fed-back sound-producing circuits and magnetic tape recording and manipulation. In Louis Barron’s words, “a synthesizer is designed to do something precisely
and repetitively . . . It’s locked in, lobotomized—it doesn’t have a chance to express
itself. It simply expresses what you want it to express, nothing more. But to turn
that around, to ask what the circuit wants to express regardless of my intention, now
that has an authenticity.” I suggest that this concept of living, musically agentive circuits took shape in conditions of reciprocal influence between the Barrons and Nin.
Magnetic tape’s capacity to both generate and record expressive sound was likewise
a matter of discovery and collaboration, and the Barrons’ private tape studio inside
their apartment testifies to their need for freedom in experimentation, as Nin’s private
printing press testifies to hers. Evidence from Anaïs Nin’s archive detailing both her
relationship to Louis and Bebe and their experimental compositional and authorial processes thus illuminates each American experimentalist by means of the other.
Finally, the music-technological chemistry between the Barrons’ singing circuits
and the magnetic tape itself recapitulates the spontaneous, creative intermingling of
Anaïs’ inward-spiraling vocality with Louis’ and Bebe’s shivering microphones and
uncoiling tape.

I fatti di Milano, 1969: Recording a Milanese Riot
Delia Casadei (University of Pennsylvania)
On 19 November 1969, Gianni Bosio and Silvio Ruggeri, two ethnomusicologists
from Milan’s neo-folk music collective the Nuovo Canzoniere Italiano, armed themselves with portable recorders and wandered amongst crowds of demonstrators near
Milan’s Duomo. The resulting LP, entitled I fatti di Milano (the events of Milan)
sounds, on first listening, like a younger sibling to the lo-fi recordings of urban sound
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that had been part of recording technology’s market as early as the 1910s. And yet I
fatti is also a puzzling hybrid of artistic and political intent: it was released by a label
that had largely concerned itself with rural folk songs and workers’ songs, and never
with the sounds of contemporary Italian cities. Even more bemusing are the instructions that accompany the LP: as the sleeve note explains, the demonstration degenerated into a riot and resulted in the violent—and to this day legally unresolved—death
of a police officer. Bosio and Ruggeri presented the recording as evidence of the day’s
events, hoping to help the case of the demonstrators accused of murdering the policeman. The record thus constitutes not only a sudden swerve from music to “sound” in
the collective’s output, but a move from aesthetic artifact to sound document, indeed,
to forensic evidence. And yet—just as with Antonioni’s incriminating photograph in
Blow Up (1966)—the evidence grows murkier with every listening.
This paper hones in on the contradiction between I fatti ’s declared purpose, and
the sound recording it mobilizes towards that purpose. I begin with the hypothesis
that this contradiction, rather than signaling a failure or lack of understanding on
behalf of the record’s creators, might be a deliberately staged rupture, a way to produce a listening experience in which the distinction between politics and aesthetics is
radically suspended. Drawing on both sound studies and Italian political philosophy,
I will argue that the record embodies an idiosyncratic—but for us, highly contemporary—relationship between music and soundscape, between sound event and its
technological reproduction, and ultimately between political event and the act of
writing history.

“Machine Fantasies into Human Events”:
Steve Reich and Technology in the 1970s
Kerry O’Brien (Indiana University)
In May 1969 Steve Reich unveiled his Phase Shifting Pulse Gate—a machine devised to create waves of pulsed sound by cycling through granular divisions of a
beat. With technical help from an engineer, Reich spent most of 1968 and early 1969
consumed by this project. However, Reich abandoned the machine after only two
performances and renounced future use of any electronic technology in his music. Although Reich considered the Phase Shifting Pulse Gate unsuccessful, he maintained
that the musical process of phasing, which was “indigenous to machines,” was worth
continuing. Writing in his sketchbook in June 1969, Reich confessed: “The [Phase
Shifting Pulse Gate] is still the making [concrete] of my musical fantasies. The phase
pieces for instruments turn machine fantasies into human events.” Shifting his focus
to human processes and performances, Reich resolved to avoid most electronics for
over a decade. Despite this compositional move, various critics continued to describe
Reich’s music in technological terms, calling his music “mechanical,” “controlling,”
and like a “Fließband” [assembly line].
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Reich insistently maintained that the control he sought was a bodily control like
yoga, a practice that he had sustained for over ten years. Nearly every historian of
Reich’s music cursorily notes the composer’s yogic practice; however, Reich’s unpublished writings show that the composer considered yoga to be central to his musical
practice. Indeed, the composer’s unique understanding of yoga markedly influenced
his ideas about technology and the body in his music.
The composer’s concern for the body became explicit in works such as Clapping
Music (1973), written for the “human body,” and Music for 18 Musicians (1974–76),
inscribed with the durational measure of the “human breath.” Drawing from unpublished essays, such as “Personal Observations Towards a Yoga of Performing Music,”
and unreleased recordings available at the Paul Sacher Stiftung, this paper situates
Reich’s music within a history of technology that extends beyond mere machines.
Considering technologies of the body and mind more broadly, I argue that Reich’s
yoga practice informed his notions of musical time, compositional control, and performer freedoms in his music of the early 1970s.

Saturday noontime
Beyond the Printed Page:
Electronic Publishing and its Implications for Musicology
James V. Maiello (University of Manitoba), Chair
Michael Scott Cuthbert (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Margot Fassler (University of Notre Dame)
Mary C. Francis (University of California Press)
Chris Freitag (W. W. Norton, Inc.)
Walter Frisch (Columbia University)
Although it is not an altogether new phenomenon, electronic publishing has increased exponentially in recent years in quantity, quality, and variety. Digital-only
journals, e-books (both “enhanced” and text-focused), “companion” web sites to traditional monographs, blogs, and myriad textbook ancillaries are all reshaping how we
engage in the praxes of musicology, perhaps most dramatically in the dissemination of
research, but also in pedagogical practices. These developments continue to have an
impact on libraries, transforming the ways institutions acquire information and make
it accessible to patrons. They have also made the librarian’s position an increasingly
complex one, as it now often includes a greater role for preservation and technical
support. This panel will explore electronic publishing’s implications for musicology
and the various roles the AMS might play in supporting its members as they navigate
a rapidly changing publishing landscape. Bringing together representatives of several
stakeholder groups, it aims to facilitate an open dialogue about the opportunities and
challenges electronic publishing presents for the field. The discussion will address
issues of preservation, copyright and intellectual property (e.g., Creative Commons
licenses, fair use in the digital realm), peer review/editing, interactive projects, and
new business models like Gold Open Access.
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Kairos as Paradigm:
Timing as Structured Improvisation in François
Couperin’s L’Art de Toucher le Clavecin
Robert S. Hill (Freiburg University of Music), harpsichord
Program
Prélude non mesuré in C Major
Four Préludes from the L’Art de Toucher le Clavecin

Louis Couperin
(1626–1661)
François Couperin
(1668–1733)

Aria from the “Goldberg” Variations BWV 988 Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685–1750)
The seventeenth-century French prélude non mesuré generalizes all time values as
whole notes, thus placing responsibility for temporal organization on the harpsichordist’s sense of appropriate timing, or kairos. Preferring metered notation for the
eight preludes of his L’Art de Toucher le Clavecin (1716), François Couperin, acknowledging the improvisatory nature of the prelude genre, mandates a non-mesuré approach to the timing of the four preludes not expressly marked “mesuré.” Thus both
un-metered and metered notations depend on kairos : the player organizes the timing
as an improvisatory response to layers of musical events understood as competing, yet
complementary flows of information.
In his Premier Prélude, Couperin deconstructs motoric eighth-notes into a complex dialogue among four voices. The resulting web of syncopated rhythms challenge
the player to organize their suspension and release, a process which—according to
Couperin—ideally causes the harpsichord to emulate the dynamic “swell” behavior
typical of bowed instruments of his time. Tweaking the attack and release timings of
note-events within the matrix of rhythmic information, the harpsichordist thus optimizes dynamic effects on this seemingly “undynamic” instrument (a point Couperin
himself alludes to).
The method: rather than assuming complementary strong-weak metric units (e.g.
two half-notes within a whole-note) to be equal in length (modern convention), the
musician chooses to assume that they are usually somewhat unequal to each other.
How much longer or shorter, and in which order, is not pre-determined, but rather
is guided by the musical, generic and stylistic context. Inequality within pairs of
metric units pertains at all relevant levels within the metric hierarchy, causing all
levels to be inter-related. Voices are treated independently, with no assumption being
made that they must synchronize, even on structurally important beats. The resulting
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complexity of time-management means that while the Tonsatz of a composed work
may be largely pre-determined, timing relationships between note-events must nonetheless be regulated in the moment as a dynamic response to changing conditions:
i.e., an improvisation. Thus kairos, understood as improvised timing, presents an
alternative paradigm to the convention of pre-determined motoric rhythm: we need
only adjust our parameters to fit the respective genre.

Reconsidering the Role of Improvisation
in Beethoven’s Violin Sonatas
Katharina Uhde (Valparaiso University), violin
R. Larry Todd (Duke University), piano
Program
Violin Sonata op. 12 no. 1 (1798)
Allegro con brio
Thema con variazioni
Andante con moto
Rondo

Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770–1827)

Excerpts from Violin Sonatas, op. 30 no. 1, op. 30 no. 2,
and op. 47 (“Kreutzer”)

Beethoven

When Beethoven arrived in Vienna in 1792, he initially secured his reputation as a
pianist whose improvisations stirred compelling memories of Mozart. His prospects
as a composer, though, were by no means certain. Yes, he gained quick access to the
musical salons of the Viennese aristocracy, and yes, he was favored as the student of
Haydn, though from time to time Beethoven bridled at Haydn’s advice (e.g., when
Haydn counseled Beethoven not to publish the third piano trio of op. 1). As late as
1799, in a review of the Variations for cello and piano, op. 66, on Papageno’s “Ein
Mädchen oder Weibchen” from Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte, an anonymous critic in the
Leipzig Allegemeine musikalische Zeitung raised serious reservations about Beethoven’s
compositional abilities in a review that no doubt raised his ire. The “offending” passage comprised several measures of chromatically sliding harmonies insinuated by
Beethoven into the music in order to effect a (admittedly) contrived modulation.
Rather than displaying deliberate craft, the passage has more of the character of a
brief improvisatory flash, and perhaps offers a fleeting glimpse at how Beethoven may
have approached extemporization.
In the case of the ten violin sonatas, long staples of the repertoire, we do not have
many first-hand accounts of Beethoven’s early performances. These works entered the
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canon relatively quickly, and they have been performed by generations of musicians
using critical Urtext editions. But just how “fixed” were the scores in Beethoven’s
lifetime? Several sonatas, ranging from op. 12 to op. 30 and others, have passages
marked by fermatas, raising the question of whether Beethoven and/or his violinist
would have improvised brief Eingänge or even more elaborate cadenzas to fill the
occasional gaps between the notes. This lecture-recital considers this relatively little
examined topic by exploring several passages conducive to short cadenzas. In some
cases, as in the slow movement of op. 30 no. 1, Beethoven himself notated a cadenzalike flourish following a fermata, but elsewhere, as in the finales of op. 12 no. 1, op.
30 no. 2 and the Kreutzer, the players encounter just a fermata, leaving the tantalizing
possibility that they were in effect invited (perhaps expected?) to fill the void. To
explore this aspect of Beethoven performance practice, several of these passages are
presented with and without interpolated passages, and one complete sonata will be
performed as well.
In “Cadenzas and Styles of Improvisation in Mozart’s Piano Concertos” (Perspectives on Mozart Performance, ed. R. L. Todd and Peter Williams, Cambridge, 1991)
Christoph Wolff argues for a distinction between “spontaneous improvisation” and
“composed improvisation,” i.e., the idea that for Mozart, at least, a written-out cadenza did not preclude other, improvised elements that were never intended to be
notated. We believe that a fresh look at the Beethoven violin sonatas offers some tantalizing evidence that this distinction remained valid for Beethoven and perhaps for
others as well. If, in the slow movement of op. 30 no. 1, Beethoven took the trouble
to notate a brief cadential flourish for the pause in bar 26, for whatever reason he
did not follow suit in approaching a similar pause in bar 51 of the finale of op. 12
no. 1. But Beethoven’s “silence” here during this fermata does not in itself preclude
the possibility of spontaneous, un-notated improvisation in a performance. Indeed,
spontaneous improvisation in appropriate passages may have been a primary agent
that helped secure Beethoven’s initial reception as a pianist and then composer in the
salons of the Viennese aristocracy in the first place.
Our work brings into focus another issue that is sure to raise some controversy.
It is one thing to improvise, say, a brief Eingang on a dominant-seventh sonority
before the return of the refrain in one of Beethoven’s rondo finales. But how far can
or should performers pursue the idea of “improvisation” beyond notation? In the
case of the dramatic pause in bar 165 of the finale of op. 30 no. 2, it seems difficult to
imagine that Beethoven would have added nothing more than a handful of notes prolonging the dominant seventh or ninth. In this instance, we have experimented with
more substantial additions, bearing in mind that once one crosses that threshold,
one is no longer performing Urtext Beethoven as much as attempting to imagine a
performance-practice tradition that inevitably became lost in the late musical byways
of the nineteenth century.

Saturday afternoon
Ars nova in Flux
Karl Kuegle (University of Utrecht), Chair
The notion of an ars nova has been inextricably tied to understandings of notational developments in fourteenth-century compositions and theory treatises since
Wolf ’s 1904 Geschichte der Mensuralnotation. Since then, interdependent hypotheses
positing innovation in notation, theory, and compositional process created a feedback loop that bolstered the story of a radical break with tradition around 1320 spearheaded by Philippe de Vitry. Although Sarah Fuller (1985) put these hypotheses on
a less sure footing by questioning Vitry’s authorship of the treatise titled Ars nova,
the ars nova story has remained that of a watershed moment: Vitry simply leads by
example in the new version, but no less forcefully.
This session interrogates historical and historiographic instabilities within the ars
nova story. Desmond’s paper focuses on notational details criticised in Jacobus’s Speculum musicae, finding that the purposeful shift to new notational techniques in musical sources happened ten or so years later than is usually thought. Earp’s paper offers
the first detailed categorization of stylistic change arising from this shift, suggesting a
multi-stage transition from the old to the new art. The emerging picture of a transition to ars nova that is gradual (according to Earp) and later (according to Desmond)
gives nuance to Vitry’s status as an innovator. Zayaruznaya’s paper brings to light a
new source for Vitry’s two latest datable motets, providing an unprecedented glimpse
of the composer’s notational usage in the final decades of his life, now entirely free
from the formulaic notational patterns that characterized his early works.
The conclusion that Philippe de Vitry did not invent the ars nova in his twenties raises fundamental questions about the role of earlier historiographic approaches
to Vitry and the ars nova. In this session’s final paper, Stoessel argues that a model
focused upon Vitry the individual, and influenced by a near mythic post-mortem
reputation, obscures the contributions of musicians as scribes to the notational developments of the ars nova. Together, these papers bring into question many of the
long-held assumptions about oft-cited but little-understood developments in fourteenth century music and offer new historical perspectives on the practicalities of
innovation.

When Was the ars nova?
Karen Desmond (McGill University)
In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions Thomas Kuhn proposed that new science
replaced old science through a process that could be likened to religious conversion
or political revolution. During this process, Kuhn writes, there is a “proliferation of
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competing articulations, the willingness to try anything, the expression of explicit
discontent” and a “recourse to philosophy and to debate over fundamentals.” But it
is often difficult to locate in hindsight the sharp breaks that discontinuity historians
hypothesize. Musicologists, for example, have puzzled over the emergence of the ars
nova in fourteenth-century France: some have even directly posed the question of
whether the ars nova can be characterized as an evolution of musical style or as a
revolution, although talk of revolutions these days raises eyebrows along with notions
of teleological advancement towards something “better.”
There is no doubt that the music written in France c. 1340 sounds very different
from that written c. 1290. Textbook discussions of the ars nova begin with the later
Fauvel motets (composed before 1316–17), and with the theories outlined in Jehan
des Murs’s Notitia and in the Ars nova treatise attributed to Philippe de Vitry, both
traditionally dated c. 1320. These fourteenth-century theoretical articulations of the
ars nova are almost exclusively concerned with techniques (artes) for notating rhythmic duration. And although the moderni did stress the continuity of their theoretical
model with the ars mensurabilis of the antiqui, an analysis of the specific rhythmic
details examined in Jacobus’s Speculum musicae (imperfect longs, remote imperfection, solitary semibreves, minims with upward stems), how these innovations were
articulated by des Murs and the witnesses to the Vitrian tradition, and when this
notation begins to appear in the extant music sources, suggests that there was indeed
a purposeful shift from ars antiqua to ars nova, but that it took place later than the
Fauvel “ars nova” motets, and that the ars nova of fourteenth-century theory is that
which we find crystallized in motets like Vitry’s Douce/Garison.

Tradition and Innovation in ars nova Motet Notation
Lawrence M. Earp (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Over fifty years ago, Rudolf Bockholdt noted that short notes in early ars nova
motets tend to adhere to the rhythmic formulas prescribed by the theorists for unsigned semibreves, even after the invention of the minim stem made this restriction
technically unnecessary (“Semibrevis minima und Prolatio temporis: Zur Entstehung der Mensuraltheorie der Ars nova,” Die Musikforschung, 1963). In this paper,
I develop Bockholdt’s thesis, classifying the extant repertory of fourteenth-century
French-sphere motets solely according to rhythmic patterns at the prolation level.
(This repertory includes the modern works in the Roman de Fauvel, additional works
attributed to Vitry, Machaut, works in Ivrea and Chantilly, and a few unica in other
manuscripts, omitting the Turin codex and most fragmentary motets.) I propose that
these rhythmic patterns provide a dispassionate indicator of convention that was not
the focus of composer innovation in the early years of the ars nova, but which steadily
grew in importance over the years. At first, attention was focused on deep structural
levels: large-scale duple and triple relationships and coordinating periodicity of the
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upper voices with the tenor. Full control of the prolation level took some time, perhaps into the 1340s.
My investigation confirms that the original stimulus for the development of the
minim stem and rest was the notation of hocket at the prolation level, an issue of
motet articulation, and not a desire for novel rhythmic patterns. I also refine the
chronology of sources, individual works, and theorists’ descriptions, confirm Vitry
as an innovator, and show that Machaut deployed departures from standard practice
for clearly audible structural purposes. Finally, I demonstrate that Machaut reverted
to an earlier rhythmic style in his last three motets of c. 1358–59, bestowing a selfconsciously archaizing “classical” dignity on the motet and helping to establish the
form as a ceremonial and political genre.

New Voices for Vitry
Anna Zayaruznaya (Yale University)
Although Joachim Lüdtke first published photos and an inventory in 2001, the ars
nova fragment that is the subject of this paper failed to attract further scholarly attention for over a decade. A later fourteenth-century source now in Aachen, it contains
previously unknown voices for two motets securely attributed to Philippe de Vitry.
Most significantly, the fragment preserves 148 breves of a triplum for Phi millies/O
creator, a motet only the texts of which were known to have survived. The importance
of Phi millies/O creator is twofold. First, it can be attributed to Vitry without doubt
because his name is woven into the motetus voice. Second, it has not before been
noticed that its combined references to a recent English victory over the French and a
specific planetary conjunction permit a secure dating of the motet to 1356. This makes
Phi millies/O creator Vitry’s latest surviving work.
Our understanding of Vitry’s second-latest surviving motet, Petre/Lugentium
(1342–43), is also transformed by the Aachen fragment, since it preserves two hitherto
unknown lower voices: a tenor and a contratenor. These had not been suspected
missing, since the lowest voice for the motet provided in the Ivrea codex—the work’s
only other source—is labeled “tenor.” That voice now appears to be a solus tenor,
and the tenor-contra pair of which it is a conflation is structurally and rhythmically
revelatory.
This new evidence about two late Vitry motets, combined with re-datings of his
earliest works and a shift of ars nova practices later (discussed in the first paper of
this session) stands to radically alter our image of Vitry’s compositional development. It is now clear that his early works, even when they use cutting-edge noteshapes, mostly limit themselves to ars antiqua patterns, and that his rhythmic palette
gradually expanded in later decades. In other words, Vitry was initially an ars antiqua
composer, and eventually an ars nova one. Such a revised chronology renders Vitry
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less revolutionary but more dynamic, revealing continued engagement with contemporary compositional practices over the course of a long and eventful life.

Philippe de Vitry: Inventor of ars nova?
Jason Stoessel (University of New England, Armidale)
In the early fifteenth century, the author of the Règles de la seconde rhétorique stated
that Philippe de Vitry had invented “la manière des motès, et des ballades, et des lais
et des simples rondeaux,” and “les iiij prolacions, les notes rouges et la nouveleté des
proportions.” That Vitry created four of the most important musico-poetic genres of
the fourteenth century might initially arouse suspicions about this author’s veracity,
especially given that the named genres have strong poetic and musical precedents in
the thirteenth century or earlier. Similarly, one might also ask of the same author:
was Vitry responsible for some of the most important and influential innovations of
the French ars nova, including the invention of the four prolations, coloration, and
(as I will contend) mensuration signs? Other contemporaries believed that Vitry had
invented the minim, semiminim and dragma, although two authors were at pains to
correct these errors within, or shortly after, Vitry’s lifetime. Did Vitry’s reputation
exceed his actual deeds? A source situation in which Vitry’s authorship is obscured
by the fraught transmissions of his purported teachings, the impossibility of identifying his complete (and probably lacunate) oeuvre of works, and his overblown, postmortem literary reputation within Petrarchan humanist circles in Italy and Germanic
lands, make the task of answering these questions all the more difficult. In this paper,
I reexamine the transmission of ars nova music theory and compositions in selected
sources from the fourteenth century with a view to providing some observations on
how they either obscure or elucidate Vitry’s role in ars nova innovation. In doing so, I
hope to shine some light upon present day assumptions regarding musical authorship
by shifting agency from the “individual” towards the ongoing and collective participation of musicians and scribes in the musical traditions of the fourteenth century.

Austria and Germany, c. 1800
Keith Chapin (University of Cardiff), Chair

Resisting Boredom through Repetition: Repeated Notes as
Creative Capital in Later Eighteenth-Century Instrumental Music
W. Dean Sutcliffe (University of Auckland)
Charles Burney’s remark that he “would rather be pronounced trivial than tiresome” encapsulates an important discursive ideal in later eighteenth-century European culture. This seems to be embodied in the art music of the time, which typically
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conjoins syntactical clarity with topical variety in a pointed attempt to woo the player
and listener. And for writers on music, holding the attention of the listener had become a veritable watchword. Boredom, the looming shadow of attention, had in fact
moved towards something like its modern meaning from the middle of the century
(Spacks 1995, Goodstein 2005), as a category of feeling encouraged by the commercialization of leisure and the proliferation of cultural consumables, implying a demand to be “interested” at every turn. Producer-composers of the time could further
respond by thematizing the potential for boredom and distraction in the listening
experience, and I investigate one musical means by which they may do so—note
repetition.
As a common component of the simplified textures of a galant style, whose “natural” melodic lines demanded unobtrusive support, repeated notes would seem an
unlikely candidate for this sort of treatment. My case studies seem positively to court
the dangers of inattention by elevating such basic material into a position of prominence. I investigate a number of instrumental movements, from Haydn’s Quartet op.
33 no. 3, Dittersdorf ’s Quartets K. 193 and K. 195, and Beethoven’s Bagatelles op. 33,
that create striking textural or functional ambiguities in the role of repeated notes
and so can stimulate fresh appreciation of the musically routine. This may involve
blurring the line between thematic and supportive roles or placing repeated notes in
unexpected positions within the phrase. Such versatility of procedure could also help
reconcile the primacy of homophonic texture with an interactive social dynamic in
which all parts might contribute to the whole. This versatility implies a listener who
can be persuaded to attend to the seemingly smallest, most “trivial” details, who can
exercise critical judgment on them and who can thus function as an active consumer
of the musical discourse.

Beethoven’s Fourth Symphony as Haydn Commemoration
Mark Ferraguto (Pennsylvania State University)
Critics have long characterized Beethoven’s Symphony no. 4 in B-flat (1806) as
“Haydnesque,” pointing to such features as its succinct length and proportions,
minor-mode slow introduction, and witty finale. Yet neither the precise nature of
Haydn’s influence nor Beethoven’s possible motivations for emulating him has been
carefully explored. This paper positions the Fourth Symphony within the context
of early Viennese commemorations of Haydn, arguing that Beethoven had specific social and economic reasons to reconsider Haydn’s symphonic style prior to its
composition.
Beginning with false rumors of Haydn’s death in 1805, plans to commemorate his
legacy were already taking shape across Europe. In early 1806, publisher Breitkopf &
Härtel began issuing the “London” Symphonies in full score, allowing many connoisseurs to study the works for the first time. The Fourth Symphony, composed that
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summer, bears numerous compositional affinities to these works (especially nos. 99,
102, and 103). These include the concerto-like deployment of orchestral resources,
cyclic integration, and long-range tonal planning. By turning to these symphonies
for inspiration and instruction, Beethoven memorialized his former mentor while
capitalizing on the Haydn mania that was sweeping theaters, concert halls, and the
pages of journals like the Leipzig Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung.
Insofar as the symphony recollects and comments upon Haydn’s music, it performs
a commemorative function, articulating the composer’s living legacy in much the
same way as icons, portraits, poems, and dedications. However, this musical commemoration had a distinct economic motivation. After Breitkopf & Härtel declined
to publish the “Eroica” Symphony, Beethoven was compelled to rethink his approach
to the genre. By adopting stylistic features from Haydn, he aimed to create a symphony that could be more easily marketed to the Leipzig firm. While early reviewers
appreciated the symphony’s “cheerful, understandable, and engaging” character, critics ranging from A. B. Marx to Joseph Kerman have viewed its traditional qualities in
a less positive light. But Beethoven’s reimagining of Haydnesque elements does not
indicate retrogressive style; rather, it represents the furthering of a living symphonic
tradition, with implications for the historiography of both composers.

Beethoven’s “Hammerklavier” Sonata op. 106:
Legend, Difficulty, and the Gift of a Broadwood Piano
Tom Beghin (McGill University)
“Here you have a sonata that will keep pianists busy fifty years from now.” These
words by Beethoven (entering public consciousness only through the second half of
the nineteenth century) have set the tone for a narrative of op. 106 both as anomalous for its time (as far as pianists and their technique go) and as a turning point
toward Beethoven’s “transcendent” late style (linking it with other “monumental”
works such as the Ninth Symphony op. 125 and the Missa solemnis op. 123). Taking
my cue instead from early testimonies (in Beethoven’s conversation books) by a piano
builder, a pianist, and a music publisher, I will seek to replace a single, unified view
of op. 106 by a more rhetorically driven account of “pianist vs. piano.” My premise is
Beethoven’s taking into use his new Broadwood piano in late May 1818, exactly threefourths through the composition (Skowroneck 2012 and Gertsch 2001), resulting in
a remarkable drop of tessitura from a Viennese six-octave range (from FF to f4) in
movements one to three to an English one (from CC to c4) for movement four—a
fact inexplicably unexplored in the vast literature on op. 106.
I will tell three stories. The first addresses the first movement’s ambition to be a
“four-hand” piece, realized instead by two (gigantic) hands, with suggested links to
Ignaz Moscheles’ four-hand op. 47, a Grande sonate also published by Artaria backto-back with op. 106. The second, “battle of the back-check” (referring to a specific
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part of a single-escapement Viennese piano action) relates the results of a new scientific experiment on single-tone repetitions in the second-movement Scherzo—a
frustrating but delightful hit-or-miss experience. The third zooms in on Beethoven’s
receiving his Broadwood and the topos of “lopsidedness” (“middle f ” becoming
“middle c”) at the outset of the fourth movement.
Steering clear from anachronisms such as “perfection,” “the long line,” or “monumentality,” I will suggest meanings of performing and listening to “Hammerklavier”
that replace images of “Beethoven as philosopher” (Bonds 2006) with evocations of
“real” interactions of man vs. machine as these unfold in a multi-layered and complex
sonata.

Imagining Historical Prussia through Lebende Bilder
Laura Stokes (Brown University / Indiana University)
The ceremonies of homage that began the reign of Friedrich Wilhelm IV of Prussia
in 1840 comprised many rituals and performance events across several weeks, including an evening of Lebende Bilder (tableaux vivants) titled “The Historical PictureGallery from Brandenburg’s Past,” which was mounted by the nobility of Brandenburg in the Royal Opera House in Berlin. In spite of the title’s implications, the
geographical content of the tableaux encompassed the entire contemporary Prussian state. Through these musically accompanied pictures, the Brandenburg nobility
imagined and embodied a cohesive Prussian nation that was historically and spiritually centered on Brandenburg and Berlin. This performance, as part of a prominent
sociopolitical event at a critical juncture in Prussian and German history, was far
from merely entertainment to celebrate the new king; indeed, powerful members of
Prussian society made their bid here to define the nation historically, geographically,
psychologically, and musically.
The tableaux included scenes based on fanciful concepts, including one in which
the Rhine and the Queen of the Ostsee paid homage to Kurfürst Johann Sigismund,
but also scenes depicting historically verifiable events, such as the Great Kurfürst
after the battle of Fehrbellin in 1675. The actors were nobles, some of whom played
their own ancestors. The act of embodying an imagined historical event and even a
forebear is likely to have emotionally reified the content of the pictures, regardless
of whether the event was understood to have actually occurred. Each tableau was
accompanied by music, which bound the entire series together. The diverse musical
selections were unified by their connections to the geographical Prussia of 1840, and
included fifteenth-century folk songs, operatic selections from Glück and Graun,
and pieces credited to Friedrich II, as well as newly composed works by local Berlin
musicians.
These tableaux engaged with many of the most pressing problems of the time:
whether the nation had a cohesive history, the tension between nationalist and
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cosmopolitan aesthetics, the geography of the Prussian nation and the placement of
Berlin and Brandenburg at its spiritual center, and the process of defining German,
and specifically Prussian, music.

Defining Jazz
David Ake (University of Miami), Chair

“The Road to Successful Jazzing”:
Henry Fillmore’s The Jazz Trombonist and the Elusiveness of Early Jazz
Ken Prouty (Michigan State University)
In 1919, Henry Fillmore, a composer and publisher best known for producing a
series of novelty trombone pieces for military and concert bands during the early
twentieth century, published what might be regarded as the first method book for
jazz trombone, and perhaps for jazz as a whole. The Jazz Trombonist is a professional
primer that attempts to provide a clear and simple method for trombonists of the day
to perform in this new popular idiom. In this paper, I engage in a critical analysis
of The Jazz Trombonist, situating the book as an example of the ways in which pedagogues and publishers sought to engage with and capitalize on jazz, a newly emerging
and little understood musical phenomenon. To this end, I examine how Fillmore’s
book explicitly casts jazz as a musical form and practice that is predicated on novelty,
humor, and slapstick, elements which, Fillmore argues, have their highest expression
in the “trombone smear,” or glissando. These musical devices, reclassified by Fillmore
in his book as “jazzes,” constituted a core element of Fillmore’s immensely popular
novelty trombone works such as “Lassus Trombone,” and were also an integral element of the early jazz tailgate trombone style. Thus the practice of jazz might be seen,
in Fillmore’s conception, as simply the latest in a long tradition of novelty music,
one in which he played a significant role and could be regarded as a leading authority. The Jazz Trombonist allowed Fillmore to promote his own previous work, while
simultaneously re-casting it as part of a new, vibrant and popular idiom. A close
and critical reading of this text reveals the intertwined strands of the early twentieth
century American popular music industry, implicating issues of economics, cultural
appropriation, and nebulousness of “jazz” as a musical idiom.

Jazz, Opera, and the Signifier, 1924–86
David Gutkin (Columbia University)
Clause twelve of the production contract for Anthony Davis’s 1986 opera, X: The
Life and Times of Malcolm X, reads: “The word ‘jazz’ should not be used in any connection with this piece, including Anthony Davis’s biography.” Although vehemently
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opposing the classification of his work as jazz, Davis simultaneously sought to position the “jazz tradition” as the central impetus for the creation of that perennially
elusive form, “American opera.” To comprehend this apparent contradiction, this
paper traces manifold intersections between jazz and opera since the early 1920s.
This rich history is organized around three miniature case studies, each of which is
based on hitherto unexamined archival materials. I begin by discussing the unperformed Wagnerian “jazz opera” American Romance (1924–29) by H. Lawrence Freeman, founder of the Harlem-based Negro Grand Opera Company. Here my focus
is on Freeman’s multivalent and at times paradoxical musico-dramatic use of “jazz”
as both a musical leitmotif and a verbal signifier (the word crops up with comic
frequency in the libretto). For my second case study I turn to Sam Rivers and the
Harlem Opera Society’s Black Arts Movement-inspired “jazz improvisational operas”
of the 1960s and ’70s. Relying on dozens of hours of reels, I chronicle the appearance of Black Cowboys and Solomon and Sheba out of a schism in the Harlem Opera
Society that led to the abandonment of the group’s European repertory and to the
formation of the Jazz Opera Ensemble. For my final case study I return to Davis’s X.
Building on the earlier analyses, I am able to reformulate the problem of “jazz” in the
work—and interpret its racial significance—in terms of a longstanding ambiguity in
opera concerning the representation of music within an already musical form. The
task Davis sets himself in X, I claim, is to sublimate jazz within the operatic whole,
allowing it to exist as a music that need no longer stand for music. Jazz thus becomes
the metonymic figure of an identity that neither renounces history nor allows itself
to be defined by the past.

Jack Kleinsinger’s “Highlights in Jazz” and the
Reception of Jazz Revivalism
Sarah Provost (University of North Florida)
Scholars recognize the 1970s as a pivotal decade for jazz: fusion, the decade’s trend,
was critically derided and failed to excite fans lost during the avant-garde of the
1960s. In 1973, aiming to revive older jazz traditions, New York State Assistant Attorney General and jazz aficionado Jack Kleinsinger produced the first concert in a
series in New York City. Although his early concerts attracted many fans, reviews
were unkind, deriding Kleinsinger’s series as unoriginal and stale. Kleinsinger was
undeterred; neither were audiences, who now make “Highlights in Jazz” the longest
running jazz concert series in New York.
Recently, scholars have devoted attention to theorizing music revivals, and these
theories reveal the way that Kleinsinger’s series and other jazz revivals relate to folk
music revivals worldwide. The beginning of Kleinsinger’s series also coincides with
the dawn of jazz education and the standardization of jazz historiography, and the
nostalgic viewpoint Kleinsinger portrayed in his series reflected the ongoing split
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between the musician and his audience that had reached an apex with the jazz avant
garde. In 1987, Wynton Marsalis would begin his jazz program at Lincoln Center, but
Kleinsinger’s series, then in its fourteenth year, was similar in aims and unspoken ideals. Both series focused primarily on swing and bebop musicians, presented jazz concerts in auditorium-style locations, and included nostalgic tributes and memorials.
Scholarship has ignored Kleinsinger’s series, while Marsalis and his series have received much attention. This paper presents the reception of Kleinsinger’s series in
the 1970s and compares it with that of Marsalis’s program. This study highlights
the reception of bebop and swing revivalism using videorecorded interviews, concert
recordings, and miscellanea from Kleinsinger’s personal effects. Comparing Kleinsinger’s reception with Marsalis’s shows the increasing acceptance of jazz revivalism as
well as the split between jazz critics and their audiences. This study also highlights
the differing ways that producers, performers, and critics viewed jazz history. Understanding the way that these groups considered themselves protectors of jazz history
is crucial to expanding beyond the sanctioned masterworks espoused by textbooks.

“Coming Out of My Trombone”:
Troy Andrews and the Musical Revitalization of New Orleans
Sarah Suhadolnik (University of Michigan)
Questions of music and place have framed numerous attempts to make sense of the
impact hurricane Katrina has had on New Orleans. Scholars such as Eric Porter, Sara
Le Menestrel, and Zenia Kish have treated the emanating sounds of loss, trauma, and
recovery as integral to understanding the extent of the initial damage and the broader
social fallout. My paper situates the music of Troy “Trombone Shorty” Andrews in
relation to this broader discussion, investigating the ways in which his musical renderings of a place dislocated communicate a reinvented relationship between New
Orleans and its storied musical traditions. As a performer, Andrews is involved in
musically remodeling the deluged city, embodying a youthful, dynamic New Orleans
on the industry stage. His New Orleans-inspired albums and frequent festival appearances enact a sense of place not remembered but relocated, a forward-looking
concept of tradition that honors the past in the breaking of new musical ground.
Much of the existing work on Katrina-inspired musical media has mapped broader
questions of identity onto musical realizations of New Orleans disaster narratives,
reading observed connections and comparisons to the city as it was before the storm
as a means of understanding the ideological debates that inform them. As a native of
the New Orleans Tremé neighborhood, and a recurring character on the HBO series
Treme (2010–13), Andrews is expected to extend the dominant “returning home” paradigm—to be seen and heard rediscovering his roots after Katrina, not look into the
future as he so often does. My project investigates the ways in which Andrews frustrates such expectations, drawing out new interpretive frames for New Orleans crisis
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narratives. Analysis of original works (e.g. “Fire and Brimstone”), recombinant adaptations of New Orleans classics (e.g. “St. James Infirmary”), and wide ranging creative
collaborations—supplemented by additional evidence drawn from interviews, promotional materials, and other video recordings—uncovers a highly evocative, artistic
relationship to place. Andrews’s approach defies conventional definitions of “revival,”
equating the city’s recovery post-Katrina with a radically reimagined Tremé. As such,
it offers an alternative perspective on the intertwined fates of New Orleans and New
Orleans jazz.

Early Modern Theater
Mauro Calcagno (University of Pennsylvania), Chair

The Staging of Peri’s Euridice (1600)
Tim Carter (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Jacopo Peri’s Euridice, to a libretto by Ottavio Rinuccini, is well known as the first
“opera” to survive complete. Presented to the Medici court by the prominent Florentine patron, Jacopo Corsi, it was included in the festivities in Florence celebrating
the marriage of Maria de’ Medici and King Henri IV of France in October 1600.
However, its performance on Friday 6 October was not the first. Newly examined
archival documents reveal that Euridice had been staged earlier that year (Sunday 28
May) in a room on the ground floor of the Palazzo Pitti within the apartments occupied by the Duchess of Bracciano, Flavia Peretti-Orsini. These documents include,
among other things, an itemized invoice from the designer and painter of the scenery,
the Florentine artist Lodovico Cardi-Cigoli, and an inventory of materials associated
with the production eventually consigned by its administrator, Michele Caccini, to
storage in the Teatro degli Uffizi in September 1601.
The invoice and parts of the inventory have already been noted by the theater
historian Anna Maria Testaverde, but without consideration of the other documentation present here, nor to the depth which I propose. They confirm the construction
of temporary stages with scenery first in a room on the ground floor of the northeast
wing of the palace, and then (for the repetition on 6 October) reconfigured for a
more public space on the upper floor in the southwest one which for the next two
decades served as the sala delle commedie.
Thus we now have quite precise details, including measurements, of the sets and
other devices associated with the staging of Euridice. Read in conjunction with contemporary manuals on theatrical practice by Leone de’ Sommi, Nicola Sabbattini,
and others, they provide significant new insight into the transition from the “Renaissance” to the “Baroque” theater. They also offer the possibility of an accurate reconstruction of the production that, in turn, suggests new ways of thinking about the
design and function of these courtly entertainments.
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Music, Death, and “Uncomfortable Time”:
William Byrd’s O that most rare breast and Shakespeare’s
“Excellent Conceited Tragedy” of Romeo and Juliet
Jeremy Smith (University of Colorado)
Arguably few playgoers today are aware that Act 4 of Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet ends with musicians engaging in badinage with a clown. Treated generally as
superfluous or insignificant, the Peter and the Musicians scene is now cut more often than not. Yet Shakespeare must have had some larger dramatic purpose for it in
mind, as the same musicians appear as spectators in the preceding “false lamentations” scene, where key characters mistakenly mourn Juliet’s putative death. Too dramatically crucial to cut, this section too has nonetheless been roundly criticized over
the years, usually for the effusive, stilted, and formalized nature of its rhetoric. From
an interdisciplinary perspective this paper reexamines these scenes as well as other
moments in the play that feature musical allusions. It posits, first, that Shakespeare
devised a conceit relating musical discord to the “uncomfortable time” of mourning,
death, and separation, and, second, that he had engaged in his own form of creative
interaction with the premier Elizabethan composer William Byrd, a Catholic recusant whose funeral song for Sir Philip Sidney, O that most rare breast, served as a model
for the most structured of all of Shakespeare’s lines of false lamentation in the play.
This paper will be the first to contend that Byrd and Shakespeare had a direct
influence on one another. Shakespeare, it has long been argued, was so focused on
the “lowly” popular ballad and the “lofty” theories of musica mundana that he took
little interest in Byrd’s specialty in “pricksong” (art song). Revisionists Joseph M.
Ortiz and Andrew Mattison, however, have opened a new path for interaction across
disciplines in their findings that Shakespeare might “silence . . . music” or provide
“contexts that pull songs away from their musical status.” From this new perspective
it will be shown not only that the scenes in Romeo and Juliet involving music were
carefully integrated into the dramatic action, but also that they were integral to one of
the play’s larger purposes, which was to encourage an end to the enmity surrounding
religious divisions of the time.
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Eighteenth-Century Opera
John Rice (Rochester, Minn.), Chair

Censoring the Harem:
“Handkerchief ” Moments in Eighteenth-Century Viennese Operas
and the Moralistic Conceptions of (German) National Theater
Martin Nedbal (University of Arkansas)
The image of a sultan throwing a handkerchief to a concubine whom he has selected for the night is a common trope in Western accounts of the harem. The image also appears in numerous eighteenth-century French musical plays set in the
Eastern Mediterranean. Several French works with “handkerchief ” moments were
adapted for the Viennese court theater throughout the 1700s, most notably Favart’s
Soliman second, first presented there in the French original (1765), then in a German
translation (1770), and finally in a Singspiel adaptation by Süssmayr (1799). Viennese
operatic adaptations of French works, however, reduced the suggestiveness of the
sultan’s nocturnal selection. In some cases, references to thrown handkerchiefs were
simply cut, such as in Gluck’s La Rencontre imprévue. At other times, Viennese adapters ostentatiously replaced “handkerchief ” scenes with more “savory” plot situations
that the court composers furnished with appropriate music. In Süssmayr’s opera, for
example, the sultan throws a ring, not a handkerchief, to his slave and sings about
eternal fidelity. The more substantial revisions were particularly common in the German adaptations of French exotic operas presented at the court theater.
This paper argues that the treatment of “handkerchief ” moments in Viennese
Singspiels (such as works by Umlauf, Süssmayr, and Schenk) reflected the idea, advocated by eighteenth-century German aestheticians, that only morally upright theater
should be a means of national representation. The prefaces to Viennese adaptations
of French librettos together with a critique of the 1770 Vienna production of Favart’s
Soliman by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing show that German intellectuals understood
“handkerchief ” moments as reflecting inferior characteristics of the French, especially
their lasciviousness. Thus whereas for French audiences a “handkerchief ” moment
mainly represented the eroticism of the Orient, for the Viennese it could also mirror
the alien, and “immoral,” sensibilities of a European culture from which they sought
to distance themselves. In their adaptations of harem scenes, Viennese composers
and librettists expressed superiority to both an Eastern and a Western “Other.” The
“handkerchief ” moments therefore point to a previously overlooked nationalist aspect of eighteenth-century exotic operas in Vienna.
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Italian Opera in Migration:
Sarti’s Observations on Opera in Copenhagen, 1763
Christine Jeanneret (University of Copenhagen)
In a long letter recently discovered in the National Archives of Copenhagen, Giu
seppe Sarti carefully explains to the board of the Royal Theater how to perform Italian opera. He discusses all the aspects relevant to the spectacle: from the translation
of the libretto to the music rehearsals, actors, extras, scenery, machines, lighting,
and—especially—costumes. This letter represents an extremely important testimony
on the issues of opera in migration and the attempt to make Italian culture accessible
to a foreign audience. Sarti’s fascinating comments make explicit matters of staging
and aesthetics that would have been implicit in Italy, or even in countries with a longer tradition of staging this genre.
Italian opera had been performed regularly in Copenhagen since 1747 by Mingotti’s troupe. Sarti penned his letter in 1763, ten years after joining the troupe, when he
took over the direction of Italian opera after Mingotti’s bankruptcy. Italian opera in
eighteenth-century Copenhagen has scarcely attracted scholarly attention until now,
despite Sarti’s importance. His letter, however, is a revelatory source through which
to understand Italian opera in migration at Europe’s peripheries.
This paper explores the issues related to the costumes and their function, the most
detailed segment of Sarti’s observations. Apart from practicalities, such as their expenses, and convenience in performance, he discusses in detail the relationships between colors and characters, theatrical performance, and good taste. Moreover, by
comparing Sarti’s comments with the operas he mentions (Semiramide and Didone
abbandonata, both in 1762, Narciso in 1763), and with the inventory of costumes
found in the Danish National Archives, we see how his aesthetic ideas were translated
upon the stage. The operas were sung in Italian, but each of them was translated in
Danish and published in a bilingual libretto. The audience could not pick up the nuances of the text or the way that music related to it; therefore costumes, colors, and
accessories were crucial in transmitting immediate information on the characters,
their feelings, and their social status. They provide a visual marker for the audience.

How to Enrage Alexander, or towards an Understanding of
Handel’s Recitativo semplice and Theatrical Gesture
Regina Compton (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester)
Any capable singer in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries knew something
about the visual components of performance. Numerous pedagogical and theoretical
texts stress the importance of acting and illustrate an exhaustive vocabulary of gesture. Yet such texts provide only a limited sense of the exact actions employed by singers, and today, many decisions about historical acting remain open to speculation.
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Some scholars, notably Dene Barnett (1987) and, most recently, Richard King (2008)
and Jed Wentz (2009), have proposed ways to envision onstage movement. King and
Wentz concur that gesture serves to communicate affective meaning, but they do not
agree about the particulars of baroque theater and aesthetics. Indeed, their respective
analyses of Act 1, Scene 9 from Handel’s Alessandro differ significantly: where King
sees a character expressing aversion, Wentz sees extreme rage, and where King reads
sincere reverence, Wentz reads deception. Their analyses present close, if conflicting
readings of individual words and phrases in the libretto. However, neither King nor
Wentz accounts for the musical setting: the recitativo semplice.
This paper examines the musical components of Handel’s recitative to enrich prevailing scholarly theories about gesture. Happily, Handel’s scores are unusually rich
in information about theatrical movement, as his operas include far more stage directions than do those of his contemporaries. Most of these instructions—which
typify some of the gestures described in contemporary treatises on acting—occur in
coordination with communicative musical devices in the simple recitative, such as
sustained harmonies when a character kneels (s’inginocchia) or numerous rests when a
character arises from sleep (sveglia). Acknowledging this relationship between music
and directed onstage movement provides a firmer basis to interpret the actions of the
title character of Alessandro, a young impetuous leader, and the character Clito, the
emperor’s virtuous foil. To read these characters as such requires careful analysis of the
simple recitative, in which the music is closely linked with and sometimes indicative
of the physical movements of the performer.

Towards an Understanding of René Rapin’s Influence on the
Poetics of Eighteenth-Century Italian Musical Comedy
Keith Johnston (Stony Brook University)
Since the time of Rousseau many scholars have pointed to early eighteenth-century
Italian comic opera as the harbinger of an aesthetics of naturalism. Comic intermezzos and operas in the Neapolitan vernacular during the first quarter of the century
featured more middle-class characters that conversed in everyday speech than did
seventeenth-century operas (which often featured bawdy paggio and vecchia characters). Composers, in turn, wrote in a more responsive musical idiom in order to
match their sentiments. Scholars have and continue to document this change in language and music (Gallarti 1984; Weiss 1986; Allanbrook 2014). Yet a poetics of comedy that might underpin this change has not been articulated in detail.
Based upon a review of Italian theatrical criticism from the first half of the eighteenth century I propose that the writings of French scholar René Rapin (1621–87)
were crucial to the development of comic opera during this period. Rapin was frequently acknowledged as the foremost interpreter of Aristotle by Arcadian critics (including Crescimbeni, Gravina, Muratori, Orsi, and Zeno). The Italian translator of
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Rapin’s 1672 treatise on eloquence noted that “according to the opinion of all the literati [Rapin’s works] are superb” (1699). Carlo Goldoni began the explanation of his
own comic reform by quoting Rapin (who he called “an excellent Frenchman,” 1753).
Rapin is particularly significant because his suggestion that “comedy is an image
of common life” is not an Aristotelian ideal. Aristotle proposed that comedy should
represent persons as worse than in real life. Rapin proposed that comedy should be
confined “within the bounds of nature” and therefore represent persons “without
making them either better or worse.” Comedy’s moral force could only be effective if
an audience member “takes himself to be in a family whilst he is at the theatre; and
that he there sees nothing but what he sees in the world.”
In short, Rapin precisely anticipates an aesthetic ideal that comes to dominate
eighteenth-century opera. If Piero Weiss is correct that “Neapolitan opera buffa
reflects a new perception of everyday life” (1992) then I propose we acknowledge
Rapin’s significant contribution to comic opera’s modernity.

Music and the Nerves in the Nineteenth Century
Benjamin Walton (University of Cambridge), Chair
Roger Moseley (Cornell University), Respondent
The past decade has seen increasing interest in neuroscience within the scholarly
community. The potential insights and limits of these approaches invite humanistic
and historical perspectives on the influence of medico-scientific ideas on society. The
four papers in this session read musical works, theories, and practices through the
lens of historical neuroscience, focusing on Paris between 1830 and 1855. Concepts
of nervousness, physiology, and pathology, informed in large part by early Romantic
concepts of interpersonal sympathy, were at the center of scientific and popular discourse at the time.
This session brings together diverse work in musicology and the history of music
theory through a shared focus on mid-nineteenth-century neurophysiological discourses in Paris, arguably the epicenter of both medical and musical culture at the
time. As such, it engages with ideas and directions outlined in recent scholarship,
including books by Alan Richardson (2010), Shelly Trower (2012), James Kennaway
(2013), and James Q. Davies (2014). Focusing on the interaction between music and
the nerves in this period, the session offers an innovative way of investigating the construction of the Romantic self. Roger Moseley will respond to the papers, reflecting
on the larger intellectual context for the shared focus on music and the nerves in the
nineteenth century and in contemporary scholarship.
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Fétis and Pathologies of Tonality
Thomas Christensen (University of Chicago)
François-Joseph Fétis is well known for his many writings concerning the concept
of tonality. Though he did not coin the word, he became the most influential theorist
and historian of the notion in the nineteenth century. Critical to Fétis’s ideas about
tonality was the role of the tritone (or “consonant fifth”) formed by the leading tone
and fourth scale degree of any key. These tones seemed to project an almost irresistible urge for resolution to, respectively, the tonic and third scale degree of a given key,
and in the process help to define that key. Fétis employed a number of metaphors to
characterize this urge. But perhaps the most common notion was that of “attraction”
or “affinity” (affinité ). The tritone—and most specifically, the leading tone—possessed a special tonal quality or “expressive accent” that was critical to our apperception of modern tonality.
Now the roots of Fétis’s notion of tonal attraction and the note sensible may be
easily traced back a century to the writings of Rameau. But a closer reading of Fétis’s
texts suggests that he was also borrowing from the rhetoric to be found in French
medical literature of his day. Beginning with the writings of Théophile de Bordeu and
the so-called “Montpellier” school of physicians, French medical scientists had developed wide-ranging theories of nervous sensation. In Fétis’s writings, the presence
of a leading tone in a composition inevitably would introduce strong physiological
reactions that would be palpable to any musician. This was precisely why the “discovery” of modern tonality by Monteverdi, in Fétis’s view, led to—and was probably
catalyzed by—the dramatic genres that the great composer from Cremona pioneered.
It was also why many Catholic musicians objected to the use of modern tonal harmonies and chromaticism in the singing of church music; it would introduce an
unseemly stimulative incursion upon the delicate diatonic fabric of church modality.
But it was also why Fétis later in his life became so critical of the radical innovations
of composers such as Berlioz and Wagner. The dizzying proliferation of stimulating
chromaticism and modulation in their music (a historical style that he dubbed “omnitonique”) would inevitably lead to symptoms of tonal vertigo and the exhaustion
of the musician’s nerves, a pathetic state that could only be diagnosed pathologically.

Hector Berlioz’s Neurophysiological Imagination
Carmel Raz (Columbia University)
In his famous essay De la musique en général (1837), Hector Berlioz asserts that
certain kinds of music induce “a strange agitation in my blood circulation: my arteries beat violently . . . a trembling overtakes my limbs and a numbness my hands and
feet, while the nerves of sight and hearing are partially paralyzed.” Berlioz’s detailed
self-report lends this account the veneer of a medical case study. Indeed, as the son
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of a well-known physician and himself an erstwhile medical student, Berlioz avidly
followed many of the medical and scientific debates of his day. Examining the system of neurophysiological affect emerging from his critical writing, I focus on the
composer’s documented engagement with contemporaneous neurophysiology, and
in particular the pioneering ideas of Marie-François-Xavier Bichat.
Bichat posits a comprehensive division of the body into two systems, la vie
organique and la vie animale. The former is controlled by the passions, and comprises
internal organs dealing primarily with nourishment and excretion. The latter, which
corresponds to behaviors governed by the will and understanding, includes the higher functions of the brain. Both “lives” communicate with each other through a spiraling system of sympathetic interactions. Explicating Bichat’s theory of the interaction
between la vie organique and la vie animale, I revisit Berlioz’s critical writings on the
nature of music. I argue that we can understand the biological and neurophysiological discourses underlying De la musique en général as interrogating an aesthetically
generated state of transcendence. I end by considering a number of Berlioz’s compositional innovations, ranging from spatializing the orchestra to expanding it to massive proportions, as steps toward an aesthetics of overpowering neurophysiological
experience.

The Vibrating Spirit of Meyerbeer’s Nuns
Sarah Hibberd (University of Nottingham)
Then the stone figures, rising with difficulty [from their tombs], stand and glide . . . Not
the slightest movement betrays their new existence at this point . . . their eyes begin to
open, their limbs twitch, and aside from their deathly pallor, all signs of life are restored.

The materiality of Meyerbeer’s operatic spectacles has provided fertile ground for
scholars keen to counter Wagner’s charges of “effects without causes” by celebrating
the pioneering technological achievements of his orchestra and stage machinery. The
ballet of debauched nuns in Robert le diable (1831), with its detailed pantomimic
instructions and suggestive orchestration, encourages us to take a slightly different
approach, and consider the ways in which the technological innovations of this scene
participated in wider debates in Paris about the relation between life and death.
This paper begins by considering two ideas that were being discussed in the Académie des sciences and on the pages of the national press around 1830: first, that
vibration is an energy that radiates from the body and continues after death (developed in France by Augustin Fresnel and François Arago from Thomas Young’s wave
theory); and also, that isolated organ systems can continue to function after death
(demonstrated by Julien-Jean César Gallois after Xavier Bichat). Some of the ways in
which such ideas were being interpreted in Parisian theatres are surveyed, and then a
detailed examination and assessment follows of the mise en scène, libretto, and score
of the nuns’ scene in Robert, in the light of such scientific theories. Finally, the scene
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and its reception are considered briefly alongside Balzac’s critique of contemporary
science in his novel Louis Lambert (1832), and conclusions are drawn about art’s contribution to scientific discourse. The paper argues that Meyerbeer’s infamous scene
participates creatively in the wider debate about “imponderable substances” and the
nature of immaterial forces.

The Electrician, the Magician, and the Nervous Conductor
Francesca Brittan (Case Western Reserve University)
Berlioz’s essay “Le chef d’orchestre, théorie de son art” (1855) was among the first
and most widely disseminated attempts to describe the art of modern conducting.
Drawing together technical with literary and scientific language, it aimed to capture the relationship between leaders and players and, more broadly, the modes of
discipline, persuasion, and animation that underpinned romantic orchestral performance. Central to the essay are notions of electricity: artificial, animal, and “invisible.” Berlioz waxed rhapsodic over the new “electric metronome” invented by the
Belgian engineer Verbrugghen, which allowed him to coordinate the offstage chorus
in L’Enfance du Christ and the enormous musical forces of the Exposition Universelle
concerts. In the same breath, he underscored the centrality of human nervous energy,
yoking mechanical coordination to biological communication. If the conductor marshaled his forces, he also galvanized them: “his inner flame . . . warm[ed] them, his
electricity charged[ed] them, his drive propel[ed] them.” It was his magnetic power
that forged an invisible bond between podium and pit, communicating not just pulse
and measure but sentiment, meaning, and thought.
In this paper, I explore the figure of the electric conductor, teasing out the overlapping political, neuroscientific, and metaphysical discourses that produced him.
Berlioz conceived of the podium leader in part as a modern telegrapher, his “electric
baton” transmitting messages across increasingly large orchestral bodies and, in so
doing, imposing quasi-imperial control. But mechanical power was also nervous:
the leader’s own spark “charged” his players, drawing them into a singular biological
body, a kind of musico-nervous circuit. It was an exhausting feat (Berlioz’s accounts
of conducting are shot through with the rhetoric of physiological breakdown) but
one with enormous potential. The new electric orchestra was an ensemble greater
than the sum of its parts, an electro-organic entity whose own sounding energy mirrored that of the cosmos itself. At its head was a modern conductor who, in Berlioz’s
words, could “conjure a whirlwind” and even open the “heaven of art” itself. Wielding nervous, mesmeric, and metaphysical energy, he was a modern magician, a repository of “rational” or natural magic.
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The Sound of Early Modern Italy
Mauro Calcagno (University of Pennsylvania), Chair

Sound Studies, Monteverdi, and the Death of a Cicada
Bonnie Gordon (University of Virginia)
In 1623, while on papal lockdown in Rome, Galileo Galilei penned a fable that
featured a curious hermit who went on a quest to discover sounds. The hermit’s quest
ended abruptly when he killed Cicada in the process of investigating its “strident”
sound. A year later, Monteverdi’s Il Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda purposefully used musical instruments to recreate natural sound. Where the hermit discovered
the mechanisms for making sound, Monteverdi made new sounds himself. An early
modern soundman, he worked with sound effects, acoustics, and problems of technologies. Several decades later, in 1650, Michel Todini began his Galleria armonica,
a museum that included a variety of musical machines. I use these three examples of
sound explorations in seventeenth century Italy to challenge the presentist tendencies
of Sound Studies.
I argue that Sound Studies tends to neglect pre-industrial sound cultures and their
technologies because the materials and language through which those sounds circulated differ so radically from what we know today. Todini, Galileo, and Monteverdi
worked not with wires and semi-conductors but with hydraulics, motion, force, and
theatrical illusion. Galileo’s hermit discovered technologies for sound production
and transformed the musical instrument into an interface between humans and the
natural world. Todini pushed technology ever further. His grand machine was a conglomeration of seven instruments: harpsichord, various spinets, organ, violin, and
lyra viol—that a single keyboard could activate in any combination. Like Boulez’s
imagined synthesizers, it combined existing instruments to make new virtual sounds.
And Monteverdi’s Combattimento stands as a testament to an early audio culture in
which he used musical instruments to imitate or extend instruments, and played with
performance spaces.
In the introduction to The Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies (2011), Trevor Pinch
and Karin Bijsterveld write that in the modern age “Sound is no longer just sound;
it has become technologically produced and mediated sound.” But sound has never
been just sound. The materialist sound-walk of Galileo’s hermit, Monteverdi’s invention of instrumental effects, and Todini’s strange construction resound with early
modern techno cultures.
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Calmo’s Counterpoint:
Musical Lazzi and Contrappunto alla mente in Sixteenth-Century Venice
Shawn Marie Keener (Newberry Library)
Given how often the late sixteenth-century giustiniana is glossed as the lecherous
stammering of three Pantalones (most memorably, by Einstein and Rubsamen), the
repertoire’s heterogeneity may well come as a surprise. The features that typify the
genre are specific: Venetian texts, comically lusty subject matter, a trio of low voices,
and stammering text setting, together with frequent voice crossing, stretto imitation, and triadic passages. Yet, beyond the “typical” giustiniana, there is significant
variety. Some pieces are a complex mixture of homophony and counterpoint; others
are simple in the extreme. Stammering may be drawn out to stupendous lengths
or may simply pepper a song. Not all of the texts are comedic, nor are they all in
third-person plural. In this paper, I argue that the distinctions are a remnant of the
performance practices from which the genre grew, and further, that they index how
they were created.
A significant portion of the repertoire consists of homophonic works with interpolated sections of imitation and/or stammering. This modular construction, I contend, reveals how giustiniane—and their unwritten counterparts—were improvised
as elaborations of simple songs drawing on improvisatory techniques from both theater and counterpoint. In the unscripted commedia dell’arte, actors deploy stock gags
and routines called lazzi in breaks in the action. I argue that the giustiniana’s musical
hallmarks of stretto imitation, voice crossing, and triadic motion function as musical lazzi, and that the techniques are, in turn, products of the simple rules governing
improvised counterpoint.
The giustiniana’s connections to theater, especially the work of Venetian writer and
comico Andrea Calmo, are well documented (cf. Pirrotta, Brunello, and Fabbri), but
scholars have focused on traces of extemporized solo song. By building on recent
studies of contrappunto alla mente (by Canguilhem, Schubert, and others) and situating the genre in Venetian salons where professional musicians and professional actors
crossed paths, I make the first full accounting of the genre’s intensely contrapuntal
nature that takes into consideration the specialized performative context in which it
was created.
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Technologies
Joseph Auner (Tufts University), Chair

“To Write with the Rapidity of Inspiration”:
Technologies of Inscription and Sound Recording before the Phonograph
Mackenzie Pierce (Cornell University)
Mid-nineteenth century forms of musical shorthand devised by Hippolyte Prévost,
August Baumgartner, and Adalbert de Rambures adapted the quill strokes of speech
stenography to the seemingly analogous domain of music. Eschewing traditional staff
notation in favor of cursive lines that indicated pitch, register, interval, and duration,
music stenographers endeavored to record in “real time” instrumental improvisations
and fleeting inspirations that would otherwise have remained confined to the composer’s imagination. To advocates of such methods, more efficient technologies of
musical writing were indispensable for capturing fugitive musical thoughts and acts:
music stenography aided Hector Berlioz in the composition of his Requiem. For others, including Rossini and Fétis, the claims and merits of stenography were a source
of controversy as well as fascination.
Grounded in a corpus of over seventy largely ignored music stenographies, this
paper offers an important new perspective on nineteenth-century views concerning musical creativity and inscription. It considers how musical intuitions became
musical texts, thereby entering transnational networks of circulation. Although the
importance of “genius” and “work” as historical concepts regulating the production,
ontology, and reception of nineteenth-century music has long been acknowledged,
the material basis of these concepts has only recently been interrogated by scholars
such as Dolan, Davies, and Moseley. Whereas historians of sound recording, including Kittler, Sterne, and Gitelman, have focused on seismic historical and cultural
shifts wrought by the introduction of the phonograph in 1877, the preoccupation
with capturing music over the preceding decades suggests long-range continuities
between histories of music stenography and sound recording.

Schoenberg’s Typewriter:
The Notenschreibmaschine and Musical Composition
Daniel Walden (Harvard University)
In 1909, Arnold Schoenberg sketched plans for a musical typewriter, or Notenschreibmaschine, for “producing notes, scores, piano arrangements, voices, etc. through
mechanical devices in the same way as ordinary typewriters do for words.” He worked
persistently on the project for several years, consulting engineers, lawyers, and patent offices. In a mock advertisement for his Notenschreibmaschine, he boasted that it
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would speed composition and predicted that music could profit from “unforeseen
effects,” generating new combinations of tones to reveal a hidden musical logic. During this time, he was also experimenting with extended dissonance and atonality, and
beginning work on Harmonielehre. He prized similar accomplishments in his own
composition, describing in Harmonielehre how his opera Erwartung achieved “an inexorable but unconscious logic in the harmonic structure.”
This paper explores the hypothesis that there is a fundamental logic linking Schoenberg’s typewriter project to his compositional and theoretical practices. In Discourse
Networks 1800/1900 (1985) and Gramophone, Film, Typewriter (1986), Friedrich Kittler
argues that turn-of-the-century technological innovations transformed artistic compositional practices. Although recent musicological studies have investigated the applicability of Kittler’s studies of the gramophone and moving-picture technologies to
music theory, most have overlooked the potential of his writings on the typewriter to
reveal new perspectives on twentieth-century musical composition. This paper draws
on Schoenberg’s compositions, essays, patent applications, and musical parodies to
suggest that Kittler’s description of the “discourse network” emergent around the
typewriter provides illuminating insights into why Schoenberg saw his mechanical
invention as ideally suited for the creation of a new atonal music.

The Berliner Phonogramm-Archiv:
Where Musicology Met Anthropology
Elliott Cairns (Columbia University)
In 1900 German philosopher and psychologist Carl Stumpf established what
would soon be renamed the Berliner Phonogramm-Archiv, known today for its invaluable collection of sound recordings made on Edison phonograph cylinders. The
phonograph represented a double-edged sword, one whose capability for sound reproduction underscored the challenge to cultural difference: “The danger is great that
rapid dissemination of European culture will destroy the remaining traces of ethnic
singing and saying,” wrote the archive’s first director, Erich M. von Hornbostel. “We
must save whatever can be saved . . . before we hear ‘tararabumbdieh’ in all of Africa
and, in the South Seas, the quaint song about little Kohn.” The tool he would employ
for this task of saving and collecting was, in his eyes, the very object that made the
project necessary in the first place. While Edison’s new technology offered the promise of preservation, the portability of and ease with which sound recordings could be
circulated threatened the continued existence of the very traditions that the archive
sought to document.
In this paper, I situate the founding of the Phonogramm-Archiv within the historical context of German imperialism and colonialism. Drawing from correspondence
and other foundational documents in Stumpf ’s and Hornbostel’s personal papers, I
argue that the mission of the archive was as much informed by this immediate political
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background as it was by the arrival of sound recording technologies in Germany.
Because of the growing interest of German academics in cultures from around the
world, encouraged by European colonialist agendas abroad, the phonograph quickly
became a tool for scientific inquiry, as exemplified by the actions of researchers associated with the Phonogramm-Archiv. Amassing a collection of recordings from outside
of Germany facilitated the comparative method for research that Hornbostel championed, one that, as he wrote, “makes possible the analysis and precise description
of an individual phenomenon, whereby other phenomena are contrasted with it and
their distinctive characteristics become emphasized.” In this way, the PhonogrammArchiv served as the birthplace of comparative musicology, wherein musicology met
anthropology, a union largely enabled by the advent of sound recording.

The Trautonium: Electro-Music and Steel Romanticism
Thomas Patteson (Curtis Institute of Music)
The early electric instrument known as the Trautonium was the most successful
product of the “Electro-Music” movement that swept through Germany in the 1920s
and ’30s. Spawned amid the heady experimentalism of the Weimar Republic and
later enlisted into the Nazi publicity effort, the Trautonium was a remarkable artifact
of the convergence of music, technology, and cultural politics in the early twentieth
century.
First introduced in 1930, the Trautonium was the pet project of three men: Friedrich Trautwein, inventor and namesake, Paul Hindemith, who wrote its first original
compositions, and Oskar Sala, the instrument’s sole virtuoso. Soon after its debut,
the instrument was developed from a modest laboratory prototype to an ambitious,
mass-produced model called the Volkstrautonium, unveiled in 1933. Funded by the
radio firm Telefunken and intended to bring “electric music” to the masses, the Volkstrautonium fell flat amid social turmoil and lingering doubts about the instrument’s
technical and artistic viability.
In spite of its failure to seize the market, the Trautonium gained considerable notoriety under the Third Reich. By symbolizing the Nazis’ reverence for German music
and their heaven-storming futurism, electric instruments were powerful emblems of
the political-aesthetic program Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels called “steel
romanticism.” In adopting the Trautonium, the Nazis co-opted the idea of the reconciliation between culture and technology that had been a leitmotif of the modernist
humanism of the Weimar Republic and turned it to their own purposes.
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Twentieth-Century France
Eric Drott (University of Texas at Austin), Chair

The Mystery of Le Martyre:
Intertextuality and Symbolism in Debussy’s 1911 Theater Music
Megan Sarno (Princeton University)
Just after Gabriele d’Annunzio’s play Le Martyre de Saint Sébastien—along with its
score by Claude Debussy—was banned by the Archbishop of Paris, the playwright
signed the composer’s name to a public letter defending their interests. It contained
a lie, one that has influenced a century of reception and criticism. Published in numerous Parisian newspapers, the letter states that the Archbishop debased a work as
yet unknown to him, despite the creators’ reputation for making serious art. The lie
is subtle, wrapped in grandiloquence: “And we affirm—by our faith and by the faith
of all those who know the Martyre de Saint Sébastien—that this work, profoundly
religious, is the lyric glorification not only of Christ as admirable athlete, but also of
all Christian heroism.” Contra this rambling declaration, the work is not religious,
profoundly or otherwise, although it does celebrate the body of Christ as an art object
and the desire for spiritual feelings in the body.
Debussy’s music for Le Martyre remains one of his least studied and least performed scores, and its ambiguous Catholicism has led critics to view it as insincere.
But in its religious syncretism—elements of Catholicism are mixed with Greek mythology, Egyptian divinity, and other pagan traditions—it reflects Symbolist thought.
D’Annunzio and Debussy shared an interest in the bohemian occultism practiced in
Montmartre in the late 1880s. The Martyre play, a four thousand-verse script with a
vaguely medieval style, contains discursive stage directions highlighting the presence
of invisible voices, ineffable beauty, and the kind of non-Christian transcendence
sought by both French and Russian Symbolist authors such as Maeterlinck, Chekhov,
and Merezhkovsky. By studying these stage directions and the music they inspired,
we can understand this score in a new way. Mysticism, not religious doctrine, motivated the 1911 project. As Vladimir Jankélévitch would put it, its “secret” and “mystery” are one and the same. When we explore its Symbolist intertexts, we confront
the mystery anew.

Lifestyle Modernism from the Music Hall to the Ballets Russes
Sarah Gutsche-Miller (University of Toronto)
In her seminal study of the Ballets Russes, Lynn Garafola identifies one of the principal innovations of late 1910s and early 1920s French dance to be the birth of “Lifestyle Modernism,” or as Cocteau termed it, “art of the sophisticated commonplace”
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(Garafola 1989, 98). The ballets listed under this heading celebrated the latest fashions, made reference to the newest crazes in entertainment, and depicted fun-loving
Parisians amusing themselves and flirting in chic locales. They were supposedly novel
for appropriating popular culture and presenting it as entertainment for the elite, and
for doing so through parody, with a complicit wink at the audiences they parodied.
The first example of “Lifestyle Modernism” cited by Garafola was Cocteau and
Picasso’s futurist/cubist ballet Parade (1917), a ballet about circus performers structured like a music-hall variety show that was, according to Garafola, inspired by the
futurist manifestos of Marinetti and Apollinaire. Yet Parade also had a direct precedent in music-hall ballets. So, too, did the two quintessential examples of “Lifestyle
Modernism” produced by Cocteau and the Ballet Russes in 1924, Les Biches and Le
Train bleu. Not only did Cocteau draw on music-hall variety shows as fodder for his
ballet scenarios, his works followed an already well-established music-hall tradition of
staging ballets that incorporated popular forms of entertainment and that parodied
contemporary people and lifestyles, current affairs, and societal mores.
I argue that the origins of 1920s “Lifestyle Modernism” lay not only in futurist
art and ideas, but also in contemporary-themed music-hall ballets of the turn of the
twentieth century such as Émilienne aux Quat’z’Arts (1893), Chez le couturier (1896),
Sports (1897/1904), and Le voyage de Madame la Présidente (1905). While these works
have been overshadowed by the Ballet Russes, they formed the backdrop against
which Diaghilev’s ballets were understood. They also lend another layer of meaning
to Picasso’s quip that “Diaghilev does the same thing they do at the Folies-Bergère;
only they do it better there” (Scheijen 2009, 345).

Appropriations Left and Right:
Conflicting Musical Claims on Joan of Arc in the 1930s and 1940s
Elizabeth Dister (St. Louis, Mo.)
French political factions have long clashed over who owns the rights to such potent
national symbols as the “Marseillaise” and Jeanne d’Arc. Drawing on archival material
at the Bibliothèque nationale, the Archives nationales, and the Maison Jeanne d’Arc
in Orléans, this paper investigates an unpublished piece of music buffeted between
left and right in the 1930s and 1940s: Maurice Jaubert’s “symphonie concertante”
Jeanne d’Arc (premiered 1937, text by Charles Péguy). The work premiered during the
Popular Front and was written by a left-leaning composer. It fashioned a leftist image of Jeanne, reclaiming the saint from her more vociferous supporters on the right.
Jaubert’s Popular Front-era portrayal of Jeanne may have been composed within
the context of socialist ideology, but this paper reveals how the work was recycled
by the far-right just a few years later. In 1942, during the German occupation, the
work was performed at a commemorative concert to promote the Vichy ideology of
purification through sacrifice, while Jeanne, Péguy, and Jaubert were appropriated as
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national martyrs. (Péguy was killed in World War I and Jaubert died in the invasion
of 1940.)
The dramatic swing of Jaubert’s piece from left to right points to larger debates in
French politics—both past and present—about who qualifies as “French” and which
end of the political spectrum holds “French interests” most to heart. It also illustrates
a central tension in the historiography of France in the 1930s and 1940s, consistently
concerned with historical continuity versus rupture in describing the French political
landscape. The work’s newfound acclaim during the Occupation reflects complicated
political continuities linking the Popular Front and Vichy eras. More broadly, this
paper demonstrates the ease with which music can be quickly reshaped to promote
conflicting political agendas, especially during periods of unrest, when—just as in
France today—contradictory notions of national identity lead to widespread social
anxiety and even violence.

Faith and Ideology in Francis Poulenc’s Dialogues des Carmélites
Steven Huebner (McGill University)
Francis Poulenc based his opera Dialogues des Carmélites (1957) on an eponymous
screenplay by the Catholic writer Georges Bernanos. Although Poulenc claimed to
have an affinity for Bernanos’s thought, he never explained his attraction to the writer’s ideas or politics. Best known for his highly successful novel Journal d’un curé de
campagne, Bernanos developed his political positions cogently as a public intellectual
in a series of writings following the Second World War, anthologized in collections
such as La France contre les robots (1944) and La Liberté pour quoi faire? (posthumous,
1953). Students and critics of Poulenc’s opera have never taken these writings into account. This paper argues for strong homologies, explicitly intended or not, between
the writer’s essays and the composer’s music.
My paper begins by outlining some of the basic tenets of Bernanos’s ideology as he
articulated it in his late essays. The enormous technological resources of twentiethcentury life had taken on an imperative of their own to feed monopolistic economic
and political systems, not to mention devastating wars and the atomic bomb. Bernanos maintained that this reign of machines went hand in hand with the post-Enlightenment celebration of reason at the expense of the spiritual. Faith remained the only
path to freedom: in decrying the enslavement of people by materialism, he identified
opponents across the entire political spectrum—left-wing, liberal democratic, and
fascist regimes all came in for severe criticism. The paper continues by taking a wide
perspective to draw parallels between Bernanos’s attacks on technology and Poulenc’s
conservative musical style in the 1950s, particularly the style of Dialogues des Carmélites, in the face of a growing interest in twelve-tone writing among other French
composers, here using the work of Leslie Sprout (2009) and Mark Carroll (2003) as a
point of departure. It then focuses on the famous last scene of the opera, not only for
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its pointed critique of destructive technology but also for how meanings suggested by
Poulenc’s leitmotivic and intertextual choices resonate with Bernanos’s understanding
of true freedom.

Women Composing Modern Opera
Suzanne G. Cusick (New York University), Chair

New to Opera: Gabriela Lena Frank and Amy Scurria
Marcia J. Citron (Rice University)
In contrast to Kajia Saariaho’s prominence as a composer of opera, what is the situation for female composers who are new to the genre or not as well-known for their
music? I will explore these issues based on interviews with two younger composers
currently engaged in opera, and present their views on contemporary opera generally,
women as opera composers, and their own relationship with the genre. One is Gabriela Lena Frank, a highly successful figure in the concert hall, who is working on her
first opera, The Last Dream of Frida and Diego, supported by a 2015 Opera Grants for
Female Composers commission for Arizona Opera. The other is Amy Scurria, not as
famous but performed by some major groups, who is in the middle of her first opera,
Pearl (based on The Scarlet Letter).

Reconceiving the Maternal Subject in Saariaho’s Adriana Mater
Caroline Ehman (University of Louisville)
Kaija Saariaho’s Adriana Mater (2005) is unique in the operatic repertoire, with its
central focus on the theme of motherhood. While portraying motherhood as a complex and embodied experience, the opera also engages with idealized notions of the
maternal. Through reference to the work of Kristeva and Cixous, among others, this
paper considers the extent to which Adriana Mater presents a feminist reconception
of the maternal subject.

Mythology, Nostalgia, and the Post-Mortem Imagination in
Gabriela Ortiz’s Únicamente la verdad
Alejandro L. Madrid (Cornell University)
At the end of Los Tigres del Norte’s classic narcocorrido “Contrabando y traición,”
Camelia la Tejana kills Emilio Varela, her lover and partner in crime. One could
argue that the popularization of the song’s main character in the Mexican popular
imagination is due to a type of female assertiveness that is often absent in Mexican
popular music. Camelia la Tejana becomes an icon of female empowerment after
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killing Emilio Varela; in that sense, her fame is in a way a post-mortem phenomenon,
one built upon the dead of her lover. Composed at a point of crisis in classical music
when people were lamenting the death of this tradition, Gabriela Ortiz’s interdisciplinary opera Únicamente la verdad (2008) explores the postmortem myth of Camelia
la Tejana and its powerful place in post-NAFTA Mexican popular imagination while
proposing a type of operatic work that responds to the so-called death of classical
music. Taking the centrality of the post-mortem in both the plot of the opera and its
moment of inception, this paper borrows the notion of deadness as defined by Jason
Stanyek and Benjamin Piekut, in order to explore how critical nostalgic looks at the
past may allow for the reconstitution of cultural practices, making them relevant and
meaningful in the present.

Kaija Saariaho and Peter Sellars: Staging Feminism
Susan McClary (Case Western Reserve University)
Composer Kaija Saariaho often credits director Peter Sellars with guiding her toward opera. Americans know Sellars best from the works he developed with John Adams: Nixon in China, The Death of Klinghoffer, El Niño, Doctor Atomic, and The Gospel
According to the Other Mary. He also inspired and then staged Saariaho’s L’amour de
loin, Adriana Mater, and La Passion de Simone. Like Adams, Saariaho had regarded
opera as an alien, outmoded genre before Sellars opened up that creaky vessel and
made it a viable medium for contemporary musical and cultural expression. The
works just listed count among the most significant of the last thirty years, all with
Sellars as instigator.
But these works share a trait beyond genre, in which I see Sellars’s influence: all
present powerful roles for women and often even draw on women’s writings for their
libretti. Although Amin Maalouf writes Saariaho’s libretti, these bear a strong resemblance to those Sellars has produced in conjunction with Adams, with the remarkable
soliloquies of Pat Nixon, Marilyn Klinghoffer, Kitty Oppenheimer, and the scriptural
Maries. Saariaho has mentioned her reluctance to engage with women’s issues in
her music—until she had her first child. Rather than regarding her experiences as a
woman as irrelevant to her work as a composer, she decided to foreground them. Her
plots—including those listed above as well as that of Émilie—seek to explore aspects
of female desire, intellectual ambition, love, and even violation.
In this presentation, I discuss some of the ways in which the artistic connections
between Saaraiho and Sellars have yielded an unprecedented moment of feminist
opera.
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Exoticism: Do Women Do It Differently?
W. Anthony Sheppard (Williams College)
When female composers embark on creating modern opera, which features of the
genre’s past do they jettison and which do they embrace? Exotic representation has
been central to opera throughout its first four centuries and, in various guises, persists
in recent works. I will consider forms of exotic representation in operas by Peggy
Glanville-Hicks, Judith Weir, Meredith Monk, and Kaija Saariaho. Glanville-Hicks
composed multiple works of musical exoticism, including, most prominently, her
first opera The Transposed Heads: A Legend of India (1953), which featured Indian
musical influences and was commissioned and premiered in Louisville. Weir’s 1987
A Night at the Chinese Opera has been celebrated for its postmodern sensibility and
stylistic collage. Weir’s score was inspired by recordings of Chinese music and appears
to frame Chinese opera itself as an object of parody. Monk’s Atlas (1991) is focused
on the extraordinary life of a Belgian-French female explorer who traveled to Tibet
in 1924. To depict the exotic realms through which the heroine travels, Monk’s score
employs overtone singing and the sheng. Finally, Saariaho’s first opera L’amour de loin
(2000)—which received the Grawemeyer Award from the University of Louisville—
centers on the theme of cross-cultural encounter and a male poet’s longing for his distant ewig-weibliche. The score includes aspects of medievalism, Japanese and Arabic
music, and multiple references to Wagner. With these four prominent case studies, I
aim to identify ways in which these composers’ works resemble and differ from those
composed by their contemporary male colleagues.

Saturday evening
America and the Interwar European Imagination
Tamara Levitz (University of California, Los Angeles), Chair
Laura Tunbridge (University of Oxford)
Harriet Boyd-Bennett (University of Oxford)
Kate Guthrie (University of Southampton)
Christina Baade (McMaster University)
Jonathan Hicks (King’s College London), Respondent
A familiar story of the 1920s concerns the encroachment of America’s entertainment empire on European culture. Europe’s role is usually characterized as one of futile resistance: while the elite struggled to preserve the high art tradition, the general
public—eagerly embracing American products—succumbed to their cultural colonizers. However, this polarizing view has obscured the complex ways in which the
increasing presence of American culture helped to shape local and national cultural
identities in many parts of Europe. What is more, the musical perspectives on this
theme have received relatively little attention. This panel revisits this story, rehearing
diverse musical moments and considering what they reveal about America’s presence
in Europe at this time.
Building on recent work in transnational studies and media history—such as Axel
Körner, Nicola Miller, and Adam Smith’s edited collection, America Imagined (New
York, 2012) and Genevieve Abravanel’s Americanizing Britain (Oxford, 2012)—the
panel explores how the American question mediated the predominant cultural anxieties of the period: how technological change intersected with musical ideologies,
social distinctions with national identity, political affiliation with cultural consumption; how various binaries such as organology versus voice, recordings versus live
performance, education versus entertainment took on new configurations. The panel
demonstrates how a rigorously transnational approach brings new light to the period’s shifting cultural values. It comprises four ten-minute position papers, followed
by a formal response and general discussion.
Laura Tunbridge discusses the transatlantic careers of tenors John McCormack and
Roland Hayes, who visited London from America in the early 1920s. While their
popularity and success made them seem “American,” their respective Irish and African American identities remained politically problematic. Tunbridge will demonstrate how their transatlantic careers entangled them in a web of multiple identities
and political purposes.
Harriet Boyd-Bennett considers the perceived threat that American popular music
posed to Italian workers’ songs. She will focus on one particular year—1924, when
national radio was inaugurated—and examine how a politics of loss surrounding
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Italian working class culture was, in musical terms, explicitly configured in response
to American importations.
Kate Guthrie’s paper addresses the rise in interwar Britain of the music appreciation movement, an initiative that had its roots in America. Focusing on the first
seasons of the Robert Mayer Concerts for Children (1923–26), she reveals how educators sought to emulate the American example, despite the emerging, more negative
connotations of American culture.
Christina Baade explores the theater organ as a site of transatlantic cultural exchange. Designed by the English inventor Robert Hope-Jones, together with the
New York Wurlitzer Company, the instrument was widely used in cinemas. Taking
the BBC’s first resident organist, Reginald Foort, as a case study, she considers how
this controversial instrument mediated between electronic and traditional music,
classical and popular repertoires, public and private spaces.

Getting “Into the Groove”:
Teaching Students How to Listen to Temporality in Popular Music
Colin Roust (University of Kansas), Chair
Co-sponsored by the Pedagogy Study Group and the Popular Music Study Group
Robert Fink (University of California, Los Angeles)
Jason Hanley (Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum)
Jocelyn Neal (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
John Covach (Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester)
Mandy Smith (Case Western Reserve University)
Eric Hung (Westminster Choir College of Rider University), Respondent
All music instructors face the difficult task of training our students to listen to music analytically. Teachers of popular music often face the additional challenge of guiding students to listen in ways that differ from or even contradict what they learn in
traditional music theory courses. This session features five master teachers; each will
give a ten-minute lecture-demonstration showing how they teach students to hear
the temporal aspects of popular music, including meter, rhythm, groove, flow, and
beat patterns. The presenters have been selected to represent different types of institutions, different teaching styles, and different popular music traditions (rock, country,
techno, Latin, etc.). Each instructor uses their own unique teaching methodology,
and has crafted their presentation with a specific audience in mind: middle- and
high-school students, non-major undergraduates, “classical” music majors, music industry/popular music majors, and interested community members.
Robert Fink believes that a fundamental challenge in teaching Afro-diasporic music to non-specialist audiences is how to diagram the complex interaction of polyrhythmic patterns that make up the groove. Believing that musical notation is actually a hindrance in this endeavor, he will demonstrate how a grid-based approach
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can help students with no musical training to see—and count and feel—the basic
cross-rhythmic logic that animates all types of Afro-diasporic groove music, from
Ewe drumming to funk and techno.
Jason Hanley argues that, while rhythm can be a very powerful bodily experience
in many styles of popular music, most listeners have difficulty understanding the
intricacies of its construction. In his demonstration, Hanley shows how he has used
live performance, PowerPoint, exhibit text, YouTube videos, and interactive iPad applications to teach rock and roll rhythms to adult learners and visitors at the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum.
Jocelyn Neal maintains that how we hear popular music might often be re-phrased
as how we feel popular music. Her presentation is aimed at the undergraduate “art
music” student and explores how we perceive the accumulation and release of energy
in popular music through metric dissonance and hypermetric anomalies. Observations suggest that social dancers, Zumba participants, and casual fans, among many
others, are keenly in tune with these aspects of recordings, and thus their modes of
engagement can be employed effectively as a gateway to further analysis. This demonstration coaches students to use their bodies to perceive how the manipulation of
time in music accrues meaning in three contemporary Latin-influenced pop hits.
The demonstration by John Covach is devoted to presenting the ideas of rhythmic coordination and stratification as it would be taught to advanced undergraduate
music majors. Using recorded examples and aided by audience participation, we will
explore the ways in which rhythmic textures can be perceived. How can rhythmic
elements in certain passages work to integrate or separate parts, create layers, and
enrich our hearing?
In her brief presentation, Mandy Smith uses a live drum kit to demonstrate how
one might teach middle- and high-school students to listen to rock beat patterns.
After breaking down how each kit component functions in a standard backbeat, she
will show how drummers manipulate listeners’ expectations of the backbeat to form
patterns of tension and release. Then, Smith will guide audience members to create
makeshift drum sets and experience firsthand the bodily basis of performing a simple
backbeat pattern.
After the demonstrations, the remaining time is devoted to open discussion of
pedagogical and methodological issues raised by the presenters. This session will benefit specialists in both popular music and Western art music to develop experientiallearning strategies for teaching popular music in their classrooms.
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Ludomusicology Study Group Inaugural Meeting
William Cheng (Dartmouth College), Chair
Neil Lerner (Davidson College)
Dana Plank-Blasko (Ohio State University)
Roger Moseley (Cornell University)
This first convening of the AMS Ludomusicology Study Group welcomes all conference attendees to explore music, games, and play in historical, cultural, theoretical, and ethnographic perspectives. The session consists of an organizational meeting
followed by three papers.
In “Garry Schyman’s Music for Destroy All Humans! (2005) and the Hybridity of
Cinema and Video Game Scoring,” Neil Lerner focuses on Garry Schyman, a leading
composer of video game music in the early twenty-first century. His first major game
score, Destroy All Humans!, contains satirical reworkings of several tropes of 1950s
science fiction cinema. Schyman modeled parts of his score on Herrmann’s music for
The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951)—the score that introduced the uncanny timbre of
the theremin to the genre. Comparing these scores reveals the ways that Schyman utilized elements of Herrmann’s distinctive style while also showing how the particular
requirements of a dynamic video game score led him to different strategies.
Dana Plank-Blasko’s paper “Paging Dr. Mario: Physical Impairment, Illness, and
Disability in the Video Game Soundscape” lends an ear to the sonic signifiers of
disability in video game soundscapes. The medium’s immediacy and invasiveness
render game sound well positioned to influence players’ personal identification and
immersion within the narrative. In games, the soundscape becomes a vital arbiter
of meaning and action. Players respond to these aural triggers by seeking a “cure”
and by reading disabilities as temporary setbacks in performance (cues to restore
the avatar to “normal”). Plank-Blasko argues that game sounds can reinforce ableist
paradigms, promoting an unrealistic view of the idealized normative body and mind
as achievable constants and reflecting deep cultural anxieties about the implications
of disability.
In “Play and Display: Representations of Musical Recreation,” Roger Moseley examines how thinking of the screen primarily as a medium of musical representation challenges conventional categories and distinctions established by discourse on
sound and image. Representational strategies of digital games, along with players’
ludic and musical performances, articulate the epistemological foundations, the cultural contingencies, and the immanent historicity of such relations. After tracing the
media-genealogical lineages of various digital games and genres from this perspective,
Moseley proposes that “recreation” can be set alongside other modes and technologies
of sonic reproduction as a means of accounting for the generation, retrieval, depiction, performance, and reimagining of musical information and its onscreen display.
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Music and Emotion in Televised Political Ads
Paul Christiansen (Gorham, Me.), Chair and Participant
Ted Brader (University of Michigan)
James Deaville (Carleton University)
Ron Rodman (Carleton College)
This panel will examine musical appeals to emotion in political ads on television.
Participants will spearhead a multi-disciplinary discussion of how campaign officials
and ad producers try to influence voters in ways that circumvent rational argument.
In “Putting Voters in the Mood: The Emotional Impact of Music in Political Advertising,” political scientist Ted Brader examines the critical role of music in generating emotional responses among viewers of contemporary political advertising.
Though music is more often than not a background feature in political ads, it can
influence both affective arousal (and thus viewer engagement with ads) and discrete
emotional responses (thereby shaping motivational impulses of viewers). The paper
considers the efforts of political ads to elicit a range of emotions from pride, enthusiasm, and nostalgia, to fear, anger, and sadness.
In “How a 1972 Nixon Ad Changed Political Advertising by Emulating a Coke
Commercial,” musicologist Paul Christiansen will discuss how Richard Nixon’s 1972
advocacy ad “Nixon Now” tapped into the commercial style of Coca-Cola’s 1971 ad
“Hilltop Song,” also known as “I’d Like to Buy the World a Coke.” Both ads feature
crowds of young people and choral singing. Both suggest youthful innocence, progress, and hope for the future. Further, “Hilltop” connects popular music (“I’d like
to teach the world to sing [in perfect harmony]”) to capitalism (“I’d like to buy the
world a Coke”). By tapping into this fertile marriage of popular culture and commercialism, Nixon was able to co-opt and use the Democrats’ hopeful imagery and
symbolism against them.
Musicologist James Deaville’s paper “Attack Tracks: Negative Political Campaign
Ads and the Production Music Industry” addresses negative political ads and the music tracks that accompany them. Political campaigns have historically outsourced the
media components of their advertising, relying upon professional marketing agencies
and consultants to create a suitably branded audiovisual image for the candidate. Music plays a decisive role in “selling” the candidate, and specialized companies produce
the sounds supporting the message of the campaign’s advertising. Companies provide
campaigns with sounds that—according to their rhetoric—can influence voters not
to support a candidate. An examination of these attack tracks and their verbal descriptions not only reveals the specific sonic tactics available to political campaigns,
but also uncovers the belief system upon which the marketing of such persuasive
sounds resides.
Theorist Ron Rodman’s paper “Expression, Style, Irony, and Bathos in TV Political
Ad Music” presents a close reading of music in four ads from the Obama-Romney
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campaign: two “advocacy” ads and two “attack” (“contrast”) ads. In the advocacy
ads, familiar musical tropes and expressive genres cue the audience toward an unambiguous positive portrayal of the candidate. In the negative ads, music sometimes
plays the same role to portray a candidate as negative. However, in the Romney and
Obama ads, music has also been used to convey ambiguity, irony, and even a narrative bathos, where one candidate is made to appear evil, foolish, or both, and the
other is at least the “lesser of two evils.”

New Perspectives on Fidelio at Its Bicentenary
Peter Laki (Bard College), Chair
Paul-André Bempéchat (Harvard University), Respondent
Sponsored by the Lyrica Society for Word-Music Relations
Fidelio, Beethoven’s most painful and arguably his most meaningful populist creation, emerged as a testament to the triumph of the human spirit over tyranny and
corruption. Generations of conductors and singers, their coaches and set designers,
have labored over the transmission of this legacy both within and beyond its historical parameters. This presentation will project the views of many noted performers
and the problems they address.

For the “Friends of Art” or “Beethoven’s Admirers”?
Popular and Learned Elements in the 1814 Finale of Fidelio
John David Wilson (University of Vienna)
When Beethoven revised Fidelio for a final time in 1814, he was in the midst of a
fundamental rethinking of his relationship with audiences. “That one certainly writes
more beautifully as soon as one writes for the audience is for certain,” he wrote in
his Tagebuch in 1813, at the cusp of a series of works intended to speak directly to the
broadest variety of listeners: Wellingtons Sieg, incidental music for patriotic plays,
and the cantata Der glorreiche Augenblick. Modern critics of this populist turn often
draw a bright line between these works and Fidelio, viewing the former as uninspired
ephemera and the latter as of universal value. Such criticism is frequently framed in
moralistic terms: by casting the net wider than usual, Beethoven sold out his ethics
for financial gain and political favor, effectively legitimizing the power of the sovereigns who gathered at the Congress of Vienna.
Just as historians have recently begun to take a more nuanced view of the dynamics
among social classes during the Congress, some current re-evaluations of Beethoven’s
political works have suggested greater continuity with the composer’s usual artistic
and humanistic objectives than once recognized. Nicholas Cook has shown how Wellingtons Sieg and Der glorreiche Augenblick enacted community among a pan-European
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audience. Esteban Buch and Nicholas Mathew have drawn attention to the parallels
between the political imagery of these and the late choral masterpieces. I have previously detailed the novel expressive and organizational strategies Beethoven employs
in Der glorreiche Augenblick as a response to a changing conception of his audience.
In this paper, I explore how Beethoven navigates the divide between the different factions of the audience in the 1814 revisions to Fidelio’s finale. An announcement in the Friedensblätter describes pointedly how both the “Friends of Art” and
“Beethoven’s admirers” were in full agreement over the opera’s abilities to inspire
popular success “without failing to fulfill the slightest demands of posterity.” By
highlighting the popular features that Fidelio has in common with the more overtly
political works of 1813–15, drawing from sketch material that attests to a creative
engagement with issues raised by writing vocal music in a “popular style,” as well as
integrating current sociological perspectives into the Vienna Congress, I demonstrate
how this announcement accurately summarizes Beethoven’s crystal-clear understanding of his 1814 listeners and their concerns

“An Anti-Concentration Camp Opera”:
Beethoven’s Fidelio in the Ruins of Postwar Germany
Abby Anderton (Baruch College, CUNY)
In the months after the fall of the Third Reich, opera houses across Germany staged
dozens of performances of Beethoven’s Fidelio. Productions of the opera in Munich
and Berlin focused on the work’s restorative aspects, promising a “new staging” which
would create a radical break with Hitler’s Germany. Fidelio was even touted as an
“anti-concentration camp” work, despite the fact that these performances were more
about continuity than severing all ties with the Third Reich. Most productions even
featured the same singers and conductors that had been popular under National
Socialism.
On what basis did German critics and audiences believe Fidelio could be heard as
an anti-concentration camp work, or even an anti-fascist one? In this paper, I will
pay particular attention to the relation between text and music, exploring how the
libretto’s themes of justice, liberation, and love are rendered in Beethoven’s score to
make it a popular musical allegory for postwar Germany. Leonore’s successful attempt to save her husband from death (“Wer ein holdes Weib errungen, stimm’ in
unsern Jubel ein”) resonated strongly with postwar audiences, providing a heroine
with whom many Trümmerfrauen (rubble women) could identify. The quintessential
rescue opera, Fidelio provided an attractive escape from the stark realities of bombed
homes, occupation powers, and insufficient rations.
Yet, for some émigrés, Nazi Germany had left an indelible mark on the opera.
As Thomas Mann wrote in 1945, “For what utter apathy (Stumpfsinn) was required
to be able to listen to Fidelio in Himmler’s Germany without covering one’s face
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and rushing out of the hall!” By emphasizing the anti-fascist stance of Fidelio’s text
and music, early postwar productions sought to reclaim Beethoven’s legacy from the
rubble of the Third Reich.

Dramatic Expression and Compositional Process:
The Sketches for “In des Lebens Frühlingstagen”
Michael C. Tusa (University of Texas at Austin)
What should an aria express: the feelings evoked by the words and imagery of the
poetic text, the dramatic ambience and situation in which the character finds him/
herself, the ebb and flow of his/her thoughts and emotions, or the fundamental ethos
and personality of the individual? And what role does music play in projecting the
drama? Naturally, there can be no one set of answers to these questions, as the poetics
of the aria and compositional technique change from generation to generation, from
composer to composer, and even from piece to piece by the same composer.
The present study investigates one composer’s confrontation with the dramaturgy of the aria from the perspective of compositional process, inferring aspects of
Beethoven’s poetics of opera from the extant sketches and drafts for the opening Adagio section of Florestan’s aria, “In des Lebens Frühlingstagen.” The earliest sketches
establish basic music-rhetorical features of key, meter, and formal segmentation that
remain constant throughout the documented compositional process. Subsequent
sketches and drafts richly document the composer’s efforts to shape the Adagio into
a convincing piece of music through careful consideration of melodic, harmonic,
rhythmic, linear, and formal features. However, many of the sketches also suggest an
ongoing struggle to find the best way to realize the poetic conception, as Beethoven
seems to have felt the responsibility to investigate different ways of reading the text
and imagining Florestan’s feelings. What emerges in the sketches is less a steady progression from rudimentary ideas through ever more refined versions to a perfected
final version than a non-linear model of composition in which alternative versions,
at times even wildly divergent ones, are constantly weighed against one another for
their relative expressive and compositional merits.

Sunday morning
Allusion, Remembrance, and Interpretation in Mahler’s Music
Nicholas Mathew (University of California, Berkeley), Chair
Morten Solvik (IES Vienna), Respondent
In describing intra-musical references, scholars commonly invoke quotation and
borrowing—terms, taken from literary-oriented source studies, that suggest cooption of discrete musical objects. Mahler’s allusions, varying widely in provenance,
length, and degree of literalness, call for different approaches and terms. Henry Louis
de la Grange recently suggested such a shift when he differentiated Mahler’s “quotations of style” from his “quotations of substance” and cited ten Mahlerian techniques
of reference, also pondering score passages where one cannot be sure if the composer
referenced other music or not.
This session’s four presenters pursue two primary new directions. First, in moving away from terms redolent of written transmission to terms involving memory
processes, we broaden the conversation to include history, idiosyncrasy of adaptation, and notions of critical misreading. Three of the papers invoke memory to suggest that we cannot separate Mahler’s compositional referentiality from his particular
qualities as a musical interpreter. Anna Stoll Knecht hears tension between Mahler’s
much-vaunted faithfulness as a Wagner conductor and his recreative reworkings of
Wagnerian material in his own symphonies, a tension that proves especially interesting in his Parsifal references.
Second, if we turn from quotation to the less authorial and more culturally embedded notion of co-resemblance, we can better encompass Mahler’s varying roles
of listener, interpreter, critic, and musical-cultural fellow traveler. Jeremy Barham
discusses an instance in the Fifth Symphony where the “was he quoting or not?” question becomes irresolvable: in this case Mahler’s Volkstümlichkeit could be explained
either as allusion or as sharing of a perhaps idealized musical heritage.
Arved Ashby brings up the duality of written and aural transmission, pointing to
changes in syntax as indications that Mahler learned some referenced works from
the scores before allowing passages to be transformed more in the manner of textualvisual memories than aural recollections. Finally, Thomas Peattie uses Luciano Berio’s
own compositional allusions to Mahler to show how historical distance can itself
encourage and abet recreative musical memories. Peattie suggests the music historian
as a particular version of musical memorist, and thereby outlines yet another characteristically Mahlerian role.
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Mahler’s Parsifal
Anna Stoll Knecht (University of Oxford)
Among Gustav Mahler’s musical allusions to the works of other composers, the
references to Richard Wagner call for a special look. Obvious quotations, subtle allusions or traces left in the sketches, Mahler’s Wagner references offer a unique vantage
point to help rethink his complex relationship to the “master of Bayreuth.” Mahler
was among the first to conduct uncut versions of Wagner’s operas, and these performances cemented his reputation as one of the greatest conductors of his time. Yet
the tension between Mahler’s apparently “faithful” interpretations of Wagner as a
conductor and his transformative reworkings of Wagnerian material as a composer
reveals a profound ambivalence towards his predecessor. In particular, the question
of how to situate Wagner’s anti-Semitism in relation to Mahler’s Jewish background
can be freshly readdressed through a close reading of the music, both in its finished
form and in its genesis.
Mahler never had a chance to conduct Parsifal, which makes it the only Wagner
opera he could approach purely as a composer. This paper examines Mahler’s compositional view of Wagner by focusing on Parsifal references that can be found in several
of his symphonies. First, I discuss Mahler’s interpretation of Parsifal in his finished
works—particularly in the Second Symphony, in which the concept of redemption
plays a central role, as well as in the Adagio of the Ninth Symphony, built on a
“Parsifalesque” melisma. Second, I consider the presence of Wagnerian material in
the sketches for the unfinished Tenth Symphony, whose third movement bears verbal inscriptions clearly referring to the New Testament and to Parsifal. The fact that
Wagnerian references are more explicit in the sketches than in the final versions—as
can be also observed in the case of the Seventh Symphony—suggests that Mahler ultimately sought to occlude the Wagnerian intertext in his works. Exploring Mahler’s
compositional treatment of Parsifal also sparks new insights into the composer’s view
of Christianity, providing a new and more subtle understanding of his conversion to
Catholicism, usually regarded as purely opportunistic.

The Ghost in the Machine:
Volkstümlich Appropriations in Mahler’s Fifth Symphony
Jeremy Barham (University of Surrey)
Early in the Fifth Symphony’s genesis Mahler observed with delight that a theme
from An dem blauen See by Thomas Koschat, composer of folkloric songs and waltzes
(1845–1914), had “made its way” into one of the movements (either the second or
third). No such work by Koschat has been found, and while it seems almost certain that Mahler mis-remembered, or Natalie Bauer-Lechner mis-reported, the title
of Koschat’s Liederspiel Am Wörther See, which received thirty-five performances at
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the Vienna Opera, including six during Mahler’s directorship (though he did not
conduct it), there is no patent thematic quotation of this work in the symphony.
The volkstümlich flavor of much of its material nevertheless did not go unnoticed
by contemporary critics, many of whom savagely berated Mahler’s work for thereby
desecrating the hallowed ground of nineteenth-century symphonism.
This paper explores Mahler’s connection with Koschat, a Vienna Opera chorus
member for forty-five years and fellow summer resident on the Wörthersee with
whom he once corresponded. It identifies possible submerged allusions to Am Wörther
See in the symphony’s second and third movements, and contextualizes these within
the generally unacknowledged but crucial “second” narrative of changing generic and
cultural affiliations that unfolds during the work.
The “simplicity of its themes . . . built solely on the tonic and dominant,” as Mahler
noted, caused compositional difficulties for him in the scherzo movement, but entirely epitomized Koschat’s second-order folkloric idiom, already at least one step removed from any notion of authenticity. Over the symphony’s collision and interplay
of “high”-/“low”-art processes and material hovers the stylistic spirit of Koschat and
of those he imitated and emulated, treading the precarious line between the unaffected and the knowingly sentimental. I conclude by asking whether Mahler engaged
in such allusive musical behavior as a means of coming to terms with, controlling, or
giving vent to the atavistic “ghost in the machine” that was the folk-imbued culture
of his upbringing, whether he was simply playing one form of artificiality against another, or whether he was symphonically articulating a more profound socio-cultural
message.

A Composer Listens: Luciano Berio’s Mahler
Thomas Peattie (University of Mississippi)
In the hundred or so years since the death of Gustav Mahler, perhaps no other
musician has demonstrated a more nuanced understanding of the composer’s songs
and symphonies than Luciano Berio (1925–2003). From his self-proclaimed “analysis” of the Scherzo of Mahler’s Second Symphony in the third movement of Sinfonia
(1968–69) to his richly orchestrated transcriptions of two groups of early songs (1986;
1987), Berio’s critical engagement with Mahler’s music offers a significant contribution to our understanding of its complex theatrical and temporal dimensions. But it
is Berio’s ability to listen anew to this music that is particularly deserving of further
consideration. In this paper I argue that Berio’s attitude toward a range of nineteenthcentury musical and aesthetic traditions emerges in the context of his “commentaries” on Mahler’s works as a rather specific compositional strategy. For by drawing our
attention to the music’s cracks, fractures, and theatrical excesses, Berio makes clear
that Mahler’s music, like his own, is inhabited by other music, something that in turn
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opens our jaded twenty-first century ears to Mahler’s engagement with the ideas of
quotation, borrowing, allusion, and paraphrase.
Whereas scholars have long considered Berio’s engagement with the musical past
from the perspectives of transcription and translation, I argue that the historically
contingent concept of listening is better suited to the task of uncovering crucial traces
of the composer’s aural imagination in the very fabric of these commentaries. Using
the self-consciously historical dimension of Berio’s own listening practices as a point
of departure, I demonstrate how his rediscovery of this music lays the groundwork
for a long-overdue reconsideration of Mahler’s attitude toward the music of others.
For if Berio’s attention to the multi-vocal nature of Mahler’s music makes clear that
he seeks neither to master the past nor to establish any clear lines of continuity with
the present, it also demonstrates how his own attentive listening has potential to open
our ears to music that we thought we knew so well.

Mahler’s Manner of Musical Remembrance
Arved Ashby (Ohio State University)
Two of Mahler’s statements on compositional plagiarism suggest an idiosyncratic
view of musical memory as it relates to compositional allusion and to written transmission. In the first of these, he commented on Zemlinsky’s Es war einmal, that the
opera was “so full of resemblances and plagiarisms” that “Zemlinsky must have a
very bad memory to have failed to avoid them.” In the second, Mahler confided to
Natalie Bauer-Lechner that he had allowed reminiscences (Anklänge) of Beethoven
and Brahms to creep into the first movement of his own Fourth Symphony, but had
not noticed these until he went over his fair copy.
Mahler surprises in the first anecdote by invoking memory not as a source for and
incitation to musical reference, but as a means of identifying and preventing it. In
the second, he suggests not only that his own musical allusions developed in a work
before he became involved in notation but also—perhaps counterintuitively—that
these references only became recognizable as such after the composer had left the
domain of heard memory for the realms of reading and the notated page.
These and other historical details should encourage a reevaluation of Mahler’s allusions as they might relate to memory and to written transmission, or more specifically
to the duality of aural (that is, heard) memory and (visual) notation. The same is true
of individual musical examples: the syntactical or even paratextual variations that
he performs on Wagner and Beethoven suggest that Mahler learned the referenced
works from the printed page before individual passages changed in his textual-visual
memory.
Mahler’s most revealing counterexamples to “resemblances and plagiarisms” are,
of course, those passages where he references his own compositions. Does Mahler’s
own duality between the free generalization in aural memory and the specificities of
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notation also pertain to those passages where he quotes himself? A brief survey of
these passages does suggest a process more akin to conscious quotation and “taking”
than to allusion or reminiscence, while his references to other composers and musics
lend themselves to ideas such as paratextual realignment and Bloomian misreading.

French Opera and Politics: Royalty and Empires
Georgia Cowart (Case Western Reserve University), Chair

The Comedians of the Queen: Marie Antoinette,
Opéra-Comique, and the Representation of Monarchy (1770–89)
Julia Doe (Columbia University)
In 1770 Marie Antoinette was welcomed to France with a flurry of operatic performances—including, for her wedding festivities, revivals of Lully’s Persée and Rameau’s
Castor & Pollux. Her indifferent reaction left officials dumbfounded: the queen-inwaiting, apparently, had no taste for music. In fact, as Bartlet has demonstrated, Marie Antoinette was an enthusiastic performer and patron; it was merely the outdated
tragic repertory, la musique ancienne, that left her cold. Indeed, new research in the
archives of the menus plaisirs (the branch of government responsible for royal entertainment) confirms that Marie Antoinette’s arrival cemented an ongoing reorientation of courtly fashion, away from the tragédie lyrique long favored by the Bourbon
monarchs and towards the lighter and more cosmopolitan strains of opéra-comique.
Under her influence, the genre began to supplant its serious counterpart in the theatrical seasons held at Versailles, Fontainebleau, and other royal residences. The queen
even went so far as to form her own amateur troupe to stage lyric comedies—productions in which she personally took on the starring roles.
In this paper, I examine both how this evolution in taste occurred and, more critically, what it signified: what did it mean for opéra-comique—a genre more commonly
linked to the intellectual ferment of Enlightenment than the stolid conservatism of
absolute rule—to be appropriated as an emblematic courtly art? On the one hand, I
argue, this development represented a considerable (and potentially subversive) challenge to the rigid hierarchies of French theaters and theatrical forms. On the other
hand, somewhat paradoxically, this blurring of generic boundaries was a direct consequence of the new manner in which opéra-comique was exploited in the celebration of
monarchy. Put another way, if the system of artistic privileges began to be dismantled
at the end of the eighteenth century, as Ledbury and others have shown, this was
a process largely effected from “within.” The disruption of theatrical expectations
inherent in opéra-comique’s rise was less a mirror of broader socio-political instability
than a necessity of the genre’s emerging role within courtly ceremony.
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The Limits of Censorship: Salieri’s Tarare (1787) as Malware
Hedy Law (University of British Columbia)
On 21 December 1786, the royal censor Antoine Bret approved the opera Tarare
“with a slightly trembling hand” and warned the playwright Beaumarchais to rid the
libretto of verses he could not approve. This paper explains how Tarare posed challenges to the censorship system and why it mattered. Based on the operatic scheme
of abduction, Tarare thematizes the death of a despot, the collusion of religion and
monarchy, and Italian singing as a symbol of liberty. Recent research on Tarare has
focused on the 1790 version, but it is the 1787 original whose genesis and reception
disclose the rich historical implications of censorship.
This paper shows how Beaumarchais concealed politically sensitive ideas in the exotic opera. Based on an oriental fable, Tarare was mythic, for it allowed for multiple,
even incongruous, interpretations that legitimated the Old Regime, as revealed by the
opera’s reception, two published parodies of it, and newly discovered underground
pamphlets. Accordingly, exotic Ormus was made to represent Paris. The castratoturned-eunuch character Calpigi was referred to variously as a spy, the Intendant des
Menus-Plaisirs (minister of entertainment), and Figaro. Calpigi’s wife, the sexually
deprived Spinette, was tied analogically by turns to Figaro’s Suzanne and to a prostitute on St. Honoré. These textual sources also provide clues to how the music in
Tarare penetrated the Parisian oral culture, the refrain “Tarare, Tarare, Tarare” being
heard “everywhere,” and Calpigi’s barcarolle becoming a popular vaudeville.
Only the rich tapestry of these interconnected sources can explain how Tarare became not just an operatic hit but a major cultural phenomenon in pre-Revolutionary
France. Tarare exposed the loopholes of the system of censorship because it simultaneously followed censorship procedures and conveyed potentially incendiary ideas
to the French public. It thus served as a kind of malware, creating an ambiguous interpretive space oscillating between myth and reality whose subversive potential was
realized in its reception. Only this ambiguity can explain how Beaumarchais could
stage Tarare at the Opéra in 1787, and use the same opera after 1789, refashioning
himself in 1790 as an anti-royalist patriot.

Deadly Tableau: David’s Horatii, Porta’s Horaces, and the
Plot to Assassinate Napoleon, 1800
Douglas L. Ipson (Southern Utah University)
On Friday, 10 October 1800, a ragtag group of artists and Jacobins were arrested
at the Paris Opéra, accused of plotting to stab First Consul Bonaparte in his box. In
the coming weeks the suspected ringleaders of this so-called Conspiration des poignards were swiftly tried, convicted, and guillotined as a warning to other would-be
assassins. Beyond its obvious historical significance the incident has attracted interest
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because the opera that premiered that evening, Bernardo Porta’s Les Horaces, has been
linked both to the conspiracy and to the most famous image of the revolutionary era,
Jacques-Louis David’s Oath of the Horatii (1784): supposedly, the onstage swearing
of the oath, which is said to have recreated David’s painting as a tableau vivant, was
to serve as the conspirators’ cue to strike. This is a compelling story, but is it true?
Strangely for an event that implicates the foremost musical institution, painter, and
political figure of early nineteenth-century France, the stormy first performance of
Les Horaces has not received serious scholarly attention since Castil-Blaze’s irresistibly
vivid (and uncritically repeated) account in his 1855 history of the Opéra. A careful
reassessment is overdue.
This paper revisits that fateful evening with two principal questions in view: first, is
there a verifiable connection between Porta’s opera and David’s painting, and second,
is there any evidence that the (alleged) conspiracy had any more than a coincidental
association with the opera and its oath scene? The answers to these questions rely on
four groups of primary sources: contemporary press reports, the memoirs of audience members and other informed witnesses, police reports and official documents
relating to the criminal proceedings against the conspirators, and archival production
materials—especially the manuscript score—at the Bibliothèque nationale de France.
These sources reveal the direct influence of the painting on the opera and, more significantly, a heretofore unexplored friendship (and history of collaboration) between
painter and composer. The evidence also strongly suggests that Parisian authorities
suspected—or perhaps exploited—a link between the opera’s oath scene and the plot
against Napoleon.

The Empire Strikes Back:
Parisian Politics, Stage Music, and the Second Empire
Mark Everist (University of Southampton)
Although 1806/7 legislation had tried to ensure a neat separation between genre
and institution in Parisian stage music (through-composed opera and ballet at the
Opéra; serious and comic Italian opera at the Théâtre Italien; comédie-vaudeville at
the Gymnase Dramatique, etc.), it had inadvertently laid out a field on which the
politics of genre could be played out as agents of all types—managers, librettists,
journalists and composers—deployed various forms of artistic power. Through a system of contracts, committees and surveillance, the state provided a framework in
which such creative power could flow without serious damage to its prestige. But
for the first decade of the Second Empire, from 1854 until the licensing system was
abolished in 1864, the Empire took over day-to-day control of the Opéra and its
repertory in ways that were without precedent since 1789, and that are today almost
completely unknown.
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One of the central elements in the relationship between the state and the management of opera houses and theaters were government commissions: tribunals that
would advise the minister in question on questions of repertory, personnel, and the
relationship between competing opera houses. Usually, these commissions consisted
of experts: librettists, managers, censors, and so on. Unexplored archives and printed
and manuscript material now show how in 1854, Napoléon III agreed to a Commission supérieure permanente . . . du Théâtre Impérial de l’Opéra; this consisted of
the most powerful men in government, who made day-to-decisions about programming and repertory, as well as engaging in musical pamphleteering. They imposed a
regime of hyper-conservative works on the Opéra, and promoted operas composed
by foreign aristocrats and heads of state, often for the delight of their relatives. They
mounted generically-shifted productions of older works by Auber, Bellini, and Verdi,
and were responsible for the revival of Gluck’s Alceste and the ill-fated production of
Wagner’s Tannhäuser.
While the result of this intervention was a stagnation of the Opéra’s repertory for
the best part of the decade, beneficiaries were the composers of larger-scale works for
the Opéra-Comique, the entire repertory of the Théâtre-Lyrique, and the emergence
of opérette at Offenbach’s Théâtre des Bouffes-Parisiennes.

Johnies, Tommies, and Sammies:
Music and Transnational Identities
Dale Cockrell (Vanderbilt University), Chair
William Brooks (University of York)
Christina Bashford (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Gayle Sherwood Magee (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Justin Vickers (Illinois State University)
Laurie Matheson (University of Illinois Press)
Among the many “special relationships” claimed by participants in World War I,
pre-eminent was that among Britain, (Anglophone) Canada, and the United States.
The three countries were interconnected legally and historically, and popular music
had always been central to their cultural interactions. In 1915 each country stood
in a different relationship to the conflict. Britain was directly involved and directly
threatened; Canada, still a British colony, owed allegiance to the Crown but was
three thousand miles removed; the United States was officially neutral but in practice
supported the allies and (after the Lusitania incident) was increasingly inclined towards engagement. War-related popular music exchanged and performed in the three
countries provides remarkable insights into their views of each other, themselves, and
the conflict.
This multi-modal presentation offers an integrated discussion of songs written or
popular in 1915. Titles from Britain (“Keep the Home Fires Burning,” “Pack up Your
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Troubles”) were exported to Canada and the U.S., where responses were created; in
some cases (“Sister Susie’s Sewing Shirts for Soldiers”) American popularity equaled
or surpassed that in England. Hymns, national anthems, and popular music predecessors were appropriated in comments on the conflict that were sometimes wry
(“The Greatest Battle Song of All”), sometimes sentimental (“Daddy, Don’t Let Them
Shoot You”); close reading of the music itself discloses layers of reference that call up
national identities in order to critique them. Songs appeared in different countries in
parallel versions (“We’ll never let the Old Flag Fall”) that established affinities while
confirming differences; Canada’s “Good Luck to the Boys of the Allies,” was both a
model for U.S. publications and popular in its own right. Performers left their distinctive mark on recordings, which could differ from the sheet music (“America, I
Love You”); and piano rolls, internationally distributed, inflected and mixed genres,
reshaping ballads into marches and marches into ragtime. In all these ways, and more,
musical alliances reinforced and sometimes anticipated political and military ones.
This session is not be a series of papers but rather a single, collaboratively authored text, partitioned among the speakers in a series of scripted encounters. For
songs which passed from one country to another, the narrative will be passed from
one speaker to another; for songs which represented one culture’s view of another,
a single interwoven text will be delivered by two speakers; and so forth. We wish to
convey metaphorically—even theatrically—the transformation of national identities
into a transnational one, jointly constructed and held: “The Allies”; and we wish to
demonstrate the central role that music played in that transformation. Musicologists Christina Bashford (Canada), William Brooks (Britain), and Gayle Sherwood
Magee (U.S.) will each speak about and through their respective country’s music
in the war-year 1915. Interwoven into the spoken text will be live renditions of key
works from the period, performed by Justin Vickers and Laurie Matheson. These
will be supplemented and interlinked with images (photographs, iconography) and
contemporaneous recordings. What will emerge will be both a summary and a model
of the musical interconnections that in 1915 prepared and reinforced the political and
military alliances that evolved over the next three years.

Medieval and Renaissance Composition
Bonnie Blackburn (University of Oxford), Chair

Text Painting and Structure in Aquitanian Polyphony:
An Examination of Works from MS London Add. 36.881 (StM-D)
Solomon Guhl-Miller (West Windsor, N.J.)
Analyses of Aquitanian polyphony tend to focus on rhythm and text underlay,
while questions of what role harmony, dissonance treatment, and text painting play
in these works have been dismissed. The current view, outlined by van der Werf, is
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that there is no evidence of a connection between text and music in the Aquitanian
repertoire aside from the occasional coinciding of a melisma with the climax of the
poem. Although it is true that it is a challenge to decipher the text underlay and
alignment between the voices when examining most of the Aquitanian manuscripts,
due to the inherent flexibility of the notation and the absence of clear markers which
would indicate alignment, this is not the case with London Add. 36.881 (StM-D),
which has alignment markers, Striche, and employs a clear notation. Through analyzing several works in StM-D, particularly the Marian pieces Per partum virginis and
Veri solis radius, we shall see that not only do the Striche lines indicate alignment, but
they delineate the phrases and sequences inherent in the works. This analysis takes
the next step and shows how these works employ text painting, from the simple, as in
lines such as “Filius fit hominis” from Veri solis radius, in which the descent from God
to man is mimicked melodically in the lower voice by its long descent down a ninth
from “Fi-” to “-mi-” and harmonically by the octave to unison motion from “-mi-”
to “-nis”; to more complex lines like “culpa diluitur” in Per partum virginis, in which
the Striche divide the word “diluitur” into four sections, each section beginning with
a progressively less dissonant opening interval, thus deepening the effect of the phrase
“washing away the guilt.” These works are more than harmonizations of chants, but
in fact are highly structured compositions filled with subtle and overt musical reinforcements of the meaning of the text. We conclude with some implications of what
the use of functional dissonance and text painting in this early repertoire may have
on our understanding of later polyphonic repertoires.

The regula del grado and cantus planus binatim in the Venetian Area
Alessandra Ignesti (McGill University)
The regula del grado is a method of doing counterpoint transmitted in a large family
of fifteenth-century Italian sources that document a practice codified by the English
theorist Johannes Hothby (Tractatus de arte contrapuncti). The aim of the method is
to enable the student to improvise a melodic line on a cantus firmus by singing perfect
and imperfect consonances in note-against-note successions.
In spite of the current interest in the practice of cantare super librum, this particular kind of improvisational technique has not received the attention it deserves.
Although the regula del grado is mentioned in recent studies of music pedagogy and
compositional theory (Berentsen, Busse Berger, Fuller), very few scholars (Scattolin)
have specifically addressed the subject. This paper provides an insight into the fragmentary landscape of the mid-fourteenth century Italian music theory. More specifically, the aims of the survey are to give an account of the main theoretical elements
of the regula del grado, such as the criteria of classification of consonances, the treatment of musica ficta, and the theory of mutation; to make a comparison between
the practical approach of the method and a concurrent purely theoretical exposition,
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such as that of Prosdocimo de Beldemandis’s Contrapunctus (1412); and to discuss the
connection between Hothby’s theory of counterpoint and cantus planus binatim, the
two-voice singing technique described by Prosdocimo, and documented in a number
of written sources from the Veneto.

From Vocal to Instrumental:
Stretto fuga in the Lute Fantasias of Albert de Rippe (1500–51)
Alexis Risler (McGill University)
The importance of borrowed material in sixteenth-century instrumental music has
long been recognized (Ward 1952), but the precise process by which lutenists learned
from vocal music remains to be clarified. While obvious relationships between a vocal
model, its intabulation, and a fantasia based on this ornamented intabulation have
been found in Francesco da Milano’s music (Mengozzi 1990), the attempts to find
similar connections in the corpus of Albert de Rippe are less convincing (Vaccaro
1981; Mengozzi 1995). Thus, instead of trying to find exact thematic borrowing, I
propose to use the approach to intertextuality advocated by John Milsom (“‘Imitatio,’
‘Intertextuality,’ and Early Music,” 2005). For Milsom, a single shared compositional
procedure, generating formulaic musical figures, is enough to create an intertextual
relation between two works that seem unrelated at first sight. This approach allows
one to understand how de Rippe acquired sophisticated new compositional skills
through the intabulation of vocal works, before he created his own original contrapuntal fantasias which are among the most virtuosic examples of the lute repertoire.
I propose an examination of a shared compositional procedure, stretto fuga. This
term, coined by Milsom, describes a canon after one mensural unit. Very common
in the vocal repertoire, it is also at the core of de Rippe’s fantasias. To demonstrate
this technique, I first discuss Josquin’s duet Per illud ave, built on multiple entries
in stretto fuga. Then I present an analysis of de Rippe’s intabulation of the duet, to
demonstrate how he uses full chords to emphasize the most important cadences and
adds ornamentation to create an idiomatic lute piece. Finally, I show that the same
ornamental and chordal treatment is used in his fantasias based on stretto fuga. Thus
the shared technique of stretto fuga creates a connection between vocal and instrumental repertoire, even if the melodies of Per illud ave are not directly replicated in de
Rippe’s fantasias. This intertextual relationship sheds new light on the ways in which
lutenists created original contrapuntal works: less by replicating vocal music than by
assimilating its compositional procedures.
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Traces of Improvised Practice in Composed Music, 1425–1610
Julie Cumming and Peter Schubert (McGill University)
Composed music in the Renaissance consists to a surprising extent of contrapuntal formulas that were improvised in other contexts; indeed, some authors argue
that most polyphonic music performed in the liturgy was improvised (Canguilhem,
Robledo). The importance of improvisation is beginning to be recognized, and the
techniques have been enumerated (see Cumming, Schubert, Jans, Berentsen). They
include two-, three-, and four-part structures, from gymel to falsobordone, and are
mentioned in many treatises (Tinctoris, Guilielmus Monachus, Sancta Maria, Lusitano, Zarlino, Montanos, Morley, Rodio, Zacconi). We will provide examples of
elements that could have been improvised in pieces composed between 1425 and 1610.
One of the most long-lived of these techniques is what John Milsom calls stretto
fuga. This is a method for making a note-against-note canon at a time interval of one
note, at multiple pitch intervals (Collins). It can be made in two to four parts, and
can be embellished with syncopations, passing tones, and added voices in parallel
thirds or sixths. We find it first in Du Fay’s music; it becomes more and more prevalent through the Renaissance. Monteverdi uses it not only in the famous Missa In illo
tempore (Carter), but in many madrigals as well. The longest four-part stretto fuga we
have found is in a motet (In illo tempore) attributed to Josquin (Fallows). We suggest
that stretto fuga at the fifth below becomes more prevalent approaching 1600 because
it provides for chord progressions (falling third, falling fifth) that are so central to
later common-practice tonality.
Recognition of improvised techniques in repertoire allows us to understand how
composers wrote music without aligning the voices in score (Owens). It also permits
us to name formulaic elements of compositions the way we name schemata or parts
of sonata-form pieces in the eighteenth century, and to distinguish which elements
of a composed piece are commonplaces, and which are truly original. The results are
a clearer understanding of musical style change and more sophisticated analyses of
Renaissance music.

Music, Place, and Identity
Philip Gentry (University of Delaware), Chair

Americanizing the First Americans:
Assimilating Indians in Three Late Gene Autry Films
Samuel Parler (Harvard University)
Late in his acting career, country musician Gene Autry starred in three western
films dramatizing the plight of contemporaneous American Indian communities—
The Last Round-Up (1947), The Cowboy and the Indians (1949), and Apache Country
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(1952). Signaling a departure from the crass stereotypes in Autry’s previous work,
these films joined a growing body of “pro-Indian” westerns epitomized by John Ford’s
canonical film The Searchers (1956). Inspired by Autry’s involvement with the American Indian Citizens League, a Hollywood advocacy group, Autry’s films decried the
systematic exploitation perpetrated by whites against Indians and provided glimpses
of ostensibly authentic Indian culture. They implicitly advocated for Indian civil
rights and economic aid earned through their heroism, their quiet dignity, and especially their capacity and enthusiasm for sociocultural assimilation.
Despite these progressive aims, however, music in these films sent conflicting messages, reinforcing notions of Indian racial, cultural, and musical difference while simultaneously valorizing whiteness as a normative American identity. Different types
of music in the films worked towards different ends. The films’ scores rely upon
well-worn tropes of Indian Otherness, undermining their racially progressive stance.
By comparison, diegetic performances by Jemez dancer Tony Whitecloud in Apache
Country strive to authenticate the film’s representation of Indians, while voiceovers
during those scenes fortify their didactic purpose. The Last Round-Up and The Cowboy and the Indians instead offer corporate performances of patriotic, folk, and country songs, where participation by Indian characters signals their embrace of white
American values.
My musical analyses are buttressed by archival documents from the Autry National
Center, demonstrating Autry’s personal advocacy on behalf of American Indian communities. Additional materials from the Margaret Herrick Library reveal the delicate
production and publicity strategies surrounding these films during a time when racial
integration onscreen remained taboo. Tapping into contemporaneous debates about
American Indians’ legal and cultural status as Americans, Autry’s pro-Indian films
ultimately tell us what it means for their white creators and audiences to be American. The result is a white-sanctioned model of musical and cultural assimilation that
nevertheless maintains racial distinctions.

Black Metal and Appalachian Coal Culture:
Sound, Environment, and History in Panopticon’s Kentucky
Olivia Lucas (Harvard University)
In 2012, Louisville-based black metal band Panopticon released Kentucky, blending the sounds of black metal with bluegrass, covers of coal miners’ protest songs,
and samples from archival recordings to create an album critiquing the ecological
and socio-economic troubles of the eastern Kentucky coalfields. Much of the music
that precedes Kentucky in the coal mining debate foregrounds its intentions through
textual clarity, focusing on words that rally and exhort. Black metal’s predilection
for incomprehensibly screamed lyrics destabilizes this tradition, foregrounding raw
emotion and strident din. The sounds of black metal eerily reflect the sounds of
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mining—blasting, grinding, hammering—and the loudness capacity of its electricity-driven sound resonates with the vibrations that damage homes near surface mining sites. The sounds of extreme metal speak the language of industry, and this, along
with an ethos of glorified marginalization, is what Kentucky contributes to a rich
history of Appalachian protest music.
Ecocritical readings of music have increased as scholars begin to recognize the particular ways in which music assists in building ideas of landscape, home, and placebased identity, and thereby mediates understanding of our natural surroundings.
Kentucky, due to its position as both a black metal album and a product of Appalachian music culture, particularly draws on ideas of geographic periphalization, placebased heritage, and the association of mountains with the divine (Stimeling 2012;
Schama 1995). In 2011, Alexander Rehding suggested that music(ology)’s primary
contribution to environmental change would be along the lines of invoking nostalgic
cultural memory and identity, rather than through instilling a sense of apocalyptic
urgency. Kentucky, among other environmentalist black metal albums, provides an
example of what apocalyptic ecological urgency in music could sound like; its noisiness and loudness capacity gesture at sublime terror, disturbing and enveloping the
listener with the sounds of grinding metal. Kentucky critiques the human cost of
environmental disaster by echoing the sounds that announce its arrival. Finally, in the
context of black metal’s misanthropic history, Kentucky is a humanist outlier, channeling a message of deep sorrow, but with a strain of hope for both the Appalachian
mountain landscape and the people who reside there.

Porcelain Thing: Beyond Orientalism in Mandopop
Zhuqing (Lester) Hu (University of Chicago)
A “Chinese wind” has swept across China since the 2000s. Incorporating traditional Chinese culture into modern Western art forms such as fashion design and
pop music, the “Chinese wind” or zhongguofeng style often features in China’s selfpresentation to the world, for example at the Beijing Olympics. Many Chinese and
Western academics have compared zhongguofeng to chinoiserie, decrying it as a selfOrientalism that serves the cultural hegemony of the West. The style’s East-West
hybridity has also come under official scrutiny following President Xi Jinping’s recent
recourse to nationalism, which aspires to an authentic Chinese consciousness free
from Western dominance.
This paper problematizes the characterization of zhongguofeng as self-Orientalist by
analyzing an exemplary pop song, Jay Chou’s Blue and White Porcelain (2007). Once
China’s most emblematic export, the blue and white porcelain has been reimported
to China as a common symbol of “Chineseness.” Borrowing the object-thing distinction from thing theory, this paper argues that traditional Chinese instruments in the
track of Chou’s song and the porcelain vase in its music video are not mere signifiers
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of an exotic China—or, “objects.” Rather, traditional instruments gradually emerge
as “things” that disrupt the modern pop elements and resist a total immersion in the
track. In the story of the video, the vase similarly transcends the domain of humans
and enchants their lives. And although the song appropriates the instruments and
the vase as signifiers of Chinese history, their elusive thingness ends up revealing
that historicity and Chineseness, whenever signified and totalized, are always already
lost—thus never fully appropriated—by the modern and the Western.
My analysis of Blue and White Porcelain shows that traditional Chinese elements in
zhongguofeng are not necessarily subjected to the exoticizing gaze of the West. Instead,
they unsettle the China-West and history-modernity binaries that threaten to reduce
them into lifeless signifiers. The interplays between history, modernity, and Chineseness afforded by the traditional instruments and the vase in Chou’s song exemplify
the resistant voices that Orientalism as a theoretical paradigm may silence, despite its
emancipatory aspirations.

Novel Approaches to Music for General Students:
Adopting and Teaching from New Textbooks
Daniel Barolsky (Beloit College), Chair
Sponsored by the Pedagogy Study Group
Robin Wallace (Baylor University)
Chris Freitag (W. W. Norton, Inc.)
Jennifer L. Hund (Indianapolis, Ind.)
Reeves Shulstad (Appalachian State University)
At the 2014 AMS Meeting, the Pedagogy Study Group sponsored a session discussing recent developments in the undergraduate music major curriculum. In particular,
Melanie Lowe focused on Vanderbilt University’s development of a novel approach to
their curriculum, while J. Peter Burkholder proposed using textbooks not as a fount
of knowledge, but rather as a framework for future learning. This session extends that
discussion into the general music curriculum, by focusing on the novel approaches
suggested by recent textbooks.
Since the middle of the twentieth century, hundreds of textbooks for the general
introductory music course have been published. The majority of them begin with a
brief overview of the elements of music and continue into the core of the text, which
is uniformly a chronological survey of Western art music. Since the 1960s, authors
have added chapters on music outside the Western art tradition (usually American
popular music, jazz, and global musics), chapters that usually appear at the end of a
book and often focus on how this music influenced the Western art tradition. The
sheer number of textbooks in this format seems to suggest that the field of music for
general students has come to an agreement that the historical method is the best, if
not the only, way to teach this subject. Year after year, however, pedagogical papers,
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panels, and publications tell us a different story: instructors are taking novel approaches in their classrooms without textbooks, and others want to try, and they need
suitable educational materials to make it happen.
Music for general students is perched at a moment ideal for disruptive and transformative pedagogical change in educational materials. But simply desiring a change
and making it happen are two very different things. Achieving change involves authors, publishers, and instructors, each of whom is influenced by a unique set of priorities and objectives. This session comprises constituents from each of these groups
and describes the process of creating and publishing materials with novel approaches,
and the challenges of adopting and teaching from them for general students. The following ten-minute position papers are followed by discussion bringing the panelists
into conversation with one another and the audience.
Historical perspective: Jennifer L. Hund provides historical background to the
chronological method, placing the overall panel conversation within a wider story of
music for general students stretching back into the late-nineteenth century.
Publisher: Chris Freitag explains the process of understanding the course market
and working with authors with new or even radical ideas, guiding their projects in
directions that will assist instructors in diverse educational settings.
Author: Robin Wallace, author of Take Note (Oxford, 2014), a textbook for general
students, describes the process of bringing this project to publication and the challenges in persuading instructors to adopt it.
Instructor: Reeves Shulstad adopted the novel textbook Music: A Social Experience
(Pearson, 2011), by Mary Natvig and Steven Cornelius, and explains the process of
adopting a new method and using it to create an online version of the course.

Politics and the Stage in the 1960s
Jim Lovensheimer (Vanderbilt University), Chair

“There Is a Brotherhood of Man”: Cold War Politics in
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying
Graham Raulerson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Like many mid-twentieth century pop culture artifacts, How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying is, at first glance, a comic tribute to the corporate capitalism that came to dominate economic and cultural life in the postwar United States.
The protagonist, J. Pierrepont Finch, enters the world of big business armed only
with a high school education, an outsized ambition, and the titular self-help manual.
Through a series of ethically questionable interpersonal manipulations, Finch manages to become chairman of the board of the World Wide Wicket Company, win the
affection of his love interest, and relegate his chief rival to a life of drudgery. Despite
the rags-to-riches plot and unyielding focus on corporate ambition, there is more to
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this musical than capitalist triumphalism. A closer look at How to Succeed—particularly in its 1967 film iteration—reveals a surprisingly subversive critique of corporate
capitalism.
In this paper I offer one such examination as a contribution to the ongoing musicological discussion of covert ideology in Cold War-era American musical theater. I
examine the film version of How to Succeed to reveal the show’s multivalent political
content. Some of the film’s critical positions—such as its lampooning of the nepotism, incompetence, and sexual harassment that permeate World Wide Wickets—
offer sociological commentary, while others—including anti-intellectualism, radical
egalitarianism, and proletarian heroism—proceed from quasi-Marxist ideology. Still
others—particularly the characters’ ambivalent relationships with individuality and
conformity—foreground the film’s ambiguous politics to suggest that its title is best
understood as a question: what is the ideology upon which postwar corporate culture rests, and how can it be manipulated for personal gain? I argue that the film’s
climactic song, “Brotherhood of Man,” offers the answer to this question. My paper
culminates in a close reading of this song, which, through musical and visual cues,
equates corporate capitalism with Stalinist communism, subtly recasting Finch in the
finale as a charismatic (and sociopathic) despot.

Confronting Opera in 1968: Birtwistle’s Punch and Judy
Heather Wiebe (King’s College London)
Birtwistle’s Punch and Judy arrived at a crucial moment for new opera, and new
British opera in particular. It premiered in 1968, at the Aldeburgh Festival—the home
of a vision of British opera that Punch and Judy seemed actively to confront. In the
very month it premiered, Pierre Boulez’s famous diatribe “Opera Houses—Blow
them up!” was published in English translation in London’s Opera magazine. If the
incendiary headline suggested an attack on opera in general, Boulez’s real target was
a kind of middlebrow modern opera, exemplified by a string of commissions by the
Hamburg Staatsoper; for Boulez, these operas epitomized “bourgeois average taste”
in modern music. Where did new British operas fit into this denunciation, Opera’s
introduction asked. What of Tippett and Britten, or indeed of Richard Rodney Bennett, Boulez’s student? Their anxieties were not unfounded, for the Hamburg Staatsoper and the British opera scene had many points of intersection, both practical and
stylistic. At this moment, the violent, anarchic Punch and Judy seemed to pose a vital
alternative, answering Boulez’s call for a different kind of music theatre, and suggesting a new path for British opera.
As this paper will show, though, Punch and Judy also engaged closely with operatic
traditions and institutions. And while its Aldeburgh premiere is remembered as a scandalous provocation, a closer look at this event suggests that the opera was welcomed
as a subtle intervention into the British operatic scene rather than a repudiation of
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it, and reveals a symbiotic rather than antagonistic relationship between the growing trend for music theatre and modern opera. The opera itself, moreover, performs
a similar sense of revolt as inseparable from tradition, of individuality as inseparable
from institutions and audiences, and of the supports for artistic production as necessarily also constraints. This paper thus charts the landscape of new opera in the 1960s,
tracing how Punch and Judy staked a place for opera within the shifting spectrum of
new music, and showing how it managed the tensions between audiences, institutions and the ideal of the revolutionary artist in 1968.

“The Spirits That I Called”: Construction of
Nazi Mythology in Cabaret’s “Tomorrow Belongs To Me”
Susanne Scheiblhofer (Haid, Austria)
When the songwriting team Kander and Ebb wrote the original number “Tomorrow Belongs To Me” for the 1966 stage production of Cabaret, they strove to create
an innocuous song that could morph into a covert Nazi anthem. While they intended
for the song to capture the potent specter of 1930s Nazism, never could the duo have
expected to fool audiences quite so successfully. A 1973 New York Times’ headline emblazoned “Great Neck School Board Bars Inquiry on Nazi Song in Concert.” According to the accompanying article, concerned parents protested the song’s inclusion at
a school concert because of its presumed Nazi history.
This paper traces how “Tomorrow Belongs To Me” became detached from its musical context and mythologized as a genuine Nazi tune.
First I uncover the textual and melodic similarities of “Tomorrow” to the wellknown Nazi song “Es zittern die morschen Knochen” and folksong “Lorelei.” Using
epistolary evidence, moreover, I demonstrate how musical and formal ambiguity fostered the creation of pseudo-memories in audience members who believed they heard
the song firsthand in Nazi Germany. I show how the artistic vision of Bob Fosse’s
film adaptation of Cabaret further contributed to the misconception that “Tomorrow
Belongs To Me” as actual Nazi song. Because of the scenic placement in the filmed
version (outside the confines of the Kit Kat Klub), white supremacists took it as an
authentic Nazi tune, appropriating it for their own purposes. By the 1990s, the White
Power music scene was performing and recording it regularly.
Kander and Ebb’s initially successful strategy to sell “Tomorrow Belongs To Me” to
their audience as a Nazi song within their musical ultimately backfires on them as the
song develops a life of its own beyond their control. Chronicling the journey of this
particular song, this paper also examines issues of agency in music.
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Off-Broadway and the Rock Musical
Scott Warfield (University of Central Florida)
In the accepted history of the American musical, the appearance of rock music
on Broadway is invariably described as an extraordinary event, marked by a single
show, Hair, whose quasi-tongue-in-cheek subtitle, “The American Tribal Love Rock
Musical,” named this new theatrical genre. While Hair (1968) undoubtedly marks a
beginning of some sort, in the twelve years before its premiere more than a dozen
Broadway shows included rock-’n’-roll or similar youth-oriented musical styles—but
only in isolated, comic diegetic songs or as parodies of a supposed musical fad. The
suddenly more consequential use of rock in Hair and subsequent shift to a more serious tone in the flood of rock musicals after 1968 thus appears to have been without
precedent.
In fact, the primary impetus for elevating rock to serious theatrical purposes on
Broadway can be found in Off-Broadway theaters. While Hair’s Off-Broadway origins in 1967 have been long acknowledged, almost nothing has been written about
any other Off-Broadway shows of that era, which again leaves Hair a unique and apparently unprecedented show. This misleading “fact” derives primarily from the lack
of documentation for most Off-Broadway shows.
A careful search through New York’s journalistic criticism of musical theater in the
1960s identifies at least four significant Off-Broadway shows that pre-date Hair’s OffBroadway premiere by several months to over a year. In addition to using a rock- or
folk-oriented score, each of these four shows—Absolutely Freeee, The Golden Screw,
Now Is the Time for All Good Men, and Viet Rock—contains one or more significant
elements, ranging from a concert format through anti-war protests to issues of artistic
integrity, that will inform the Rock Musical on Broadway from 1968 on.
Hair’s status in the literature as an unprecedented starting point for the Rock Musical thus needs to be re-considered in light of these four (and other) overlooked OffBroadway shows. While Hair remains a landmark as Broadway’s first Rock Musical,
credit for giving rock music an artistic purpose in the American Musical Theater
should more correctly be shared by a handful of Off-Broadway shows in particular
and Off-Broadway in general.
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Psychological Speculations
Kevin Karnes (Emory University), Chair

“Music That Is a Psychology”:
The Revue wagnérienne and the Making of the Modern Self
Alexandra Kieffer (Rice University)
The Revue wagnérienne has long been recognized both as an important conduit
of Wagner reception in 1880s France and as a major force in the early Symbolist
movement. Focusing on the journal’s founder, Édouard Dujardin, and one of its
most frequent contributors, Téodor de Wyzéwa, I argue in this paper that the Revue
wagnérienne was also at the vanguard of a reimagining of music and emotion aligned
with late nineteenth-century French psychological modernism.
A key component of the Revue wagnérienne’s aesthetic was its embrace of realism.
While in the 1850s and 1860s, the word réalisme had been a slur against Wagner by
conservative critics, particularly Fétis, writers in the Revue wagnérienne reclaimed realism as a necessary element of all art. For these writers, music became a conveyor of
emotional realism, defined with frequent appeals to music as psychologie. These references to psychology were far from incidental: while the relationship between music
and emotion had a long history by this period, Dujardin’s and Wyzéwa’s reframing of
this relationship as “realist” relied on implicit, and sometimes explicit, conceptions
of sensation and emotion as real, material phenomena that were then emerging from
the burgeoning science of empirical psychology. Specifically, these writers rejected
the immaterial soul of mainstream nineteenth-century French academic philosophy
in favor of theories drawn from British associationist psychology, which made significant inroads into French intellectual discourse in the 1870s and 1880s through the
writings of Hippolyte Taine and Théodule Ribot.
The notion that the mind works according to habitual associations required a rethinking of aesthetic realism: if ideas evoke one another through the happenstance
of proximity and habit, rather than by likeness and similitude, then a true realism
must forgo representation as material likeness and, instead, probe the associative
mechanisms of the mind. This shift in orientation enabled Dujardin and Wyzéwa to
characterize music’s relationship to emotion as a “realist” one, even as they distanced
music as far as possible from its sonic materiality—a disavowal of music-as-sound in
favor of music-as-emotion that would soon be rejected by, even as it helped shape,
the critical climate of debussysme.
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Brahms among the Freudians: Pathologizing the Pure Style
Laurie McManus (Shenandoah Conservatory)
A heated conflict in the reception of Johannes Brahms developed between the
rhetoric of purity and its perversion. Cast variously as a priest of music, a preserver of
tradition, and an antidote to the sensual threat of Richard Wagner, Brahms enjoyed a
kind of sanctification from supporters. They referred to both his persona and musical
output in crafting an image of health and morality. His ability to draw on traditions
of counterpoint and form demonstrated strength and purity of character. However,
his detractors, led by Wagner himself, viewed the saintly posturing as affected, even
hypocritical, and the pure style came under fire as divorced from the sensual world,
or as Nietzsche famously suggested, as “impotent.”
The sexual connotations of this struggle between purity and sickness came to the
foreground in Freudian psychoanalytical interpretations of Brahms’s music. Even before Freud had fully developed his psychosexual theories, his acolytes were exploring
and applying new psychological models of aesthetics. In the case of Brahms, preexisting tropes of biographical hermeneutics, such as his solitary devotion to counterpoint as signifier of moral purity, were reexamined as symptoms of an underlying
psychopathology—thereby legitimizing earlier Wagnerian critiques under the guise
of “science.” After the advent of the Oedipal Complex, it became the standard Freudian model for interpreting Brahms’s biography and music, as seen in the work of
Eduard Hitschmann. However, earlier inroads to Brahms criticism, including those
by Max Graf and Hermann Bahr, demonstrate a more fluid exploration of psychological and musical intersections.
Of the Viennese composers with Freudian connections, Schoenberg and Mahler
have received the most scholarly attention; Brahms’s death in 1897 tends to mark
him as pre-Freudian, and scholars have focused on issues of nostalgia and late style in
Brahms literature. This paper demonstrates both the relevance of Brahms to the finde-siècle artistic milieu and the increasing need to explain musical aesthetic phenomena in scientific terms, beyond the positivistic attempts of Musikwissenschaft. Armed
with anayltical tools of subconscious motivations and childhood trauma, Freudian
critics remade Brahms’s “pure” style into the product of an unhealthy psyche.

“I Am God, I Am Nothing”: Psychology, Religion, and
“Free Creation” in the Journals of Alexander Skryabin
Lindsey Macchiarella (Florida State University)
Alexander Skryabin claimed that his unorthodox philosophies were intimately
connected to his musical style. While biographies by Leonid Sabaneyev and Boris
de Schloezer are the most commonly referenced sources for discussions of the composer’s unorthodox beliefs, a close reading of the composer’s own journals provides a
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very different perspective, illuminating concepts such as ecstasy, differentiation, and
the I vs. the not-I. A reevaluation of the composer’s private writings, taking into account his multidisciplinary intellectual interests, is long overdue. Study of Skryabin’s
1904–6 journals shows that Skryabin’s theories are not as isolated as they have been
made out to be, but demonstrate strong connections to nineteenth-century philosophy and the emerging field of experimental psychology, shedding light on Skryabin’s
cosmology, some of his aesthetic ideals, and his socio-musical goals.
While the composer was devoted to Blavatsky’s Secret Doctrine, theosophy in the
early twentieth century was not so much a religion as a method of exploration by
which an imaginative mind could draw on science, religion, and self-examination
to speculate on the nature of the universe. Skryabin’s ruminations on the nature of
consciousness revolve around the experience of reality through the lens of the senses,
the subjectivity of time, and the relationship between the conscious and unconscious mind. His theories strongly resonate with writings by Wundt, Schopenhauer,
Nietzsche, and Fichte. This reading allows an informed approach to Skryabin’s unfinished work Prefatory Action, with which he hoped to speed the evolution of mankind.

“Ecstatic Audiences Leave Aspiring British Opera Composer
Horrified”: Investigating the Unspeakable in Postwar British Culture
through the Reception of Rutland Boughton’s The Immortal Hour
Matthew Buchan (University of California, Riverside)
The inaugural 1923 run of Rutland Boughton’s The Immortal Hour at the Regent
at King’s Cross Theatre in London reached an unheard of 216 performances. While
most British composers might have been overjoyed, Boughton was dismayed by the
ecstatic audiences and particularly upset by the repeated attendance of British notables, including Princess Marie Louise and the Marchioness of Londonderry. As
a devout socialist, Boughton was convinced that such upper class fans had turned
his opera into a plaything for the idle rich. However, commoners and gentry alike
attended the opera repeatedly. Study of the opera’s reception reveals that its cultural
significance during this period is still misunderstood. Ironically, the very patrons who
upset Boughton then make it possible to reconsider the paradoxes of The Immortal
Hour’s reception now. By investigating the cultural history articulated by its prominent devotees in the form of memoirs and other sources, one can argue that the work
made a powerful appeal to British citizens, regardless of rank, as they dealt with the
realities of mourning during the years following the First World War, and that this
once-celebrated work fulfilled a social function unimaginable to Boughton when he
composed it during the years of 1912–13.
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Reframing Opera
W. Anthony Sheppard (Williams College), Chair

The Crying Game: Female Masculinities and
Cross-Dressing in Spanish Musical Theater (1690–1720)
Maria Virginia Acuña (University of Toronto)
Seducing the male gaze while arousing female admiration as well as derision,
women performing trouser roles on stage in seventeenth-century Spain exposed the
contour of their legs and challenged social norms with their unruly behavior. Initially unique to Spanish spoken drama (comedias), cross-dressing practices were soon
adopted in Spanish musical theatre (opera, semi-opera, and zarzuelas). Consequently,
female singers performed the roles of all leading male characters, a convention that
has received little in-depth musicological examination. The proliferation of male laments in the zarzuela at the turn of the eighteenth century, moreover, has passed unnoticed. The figure of the cross-dressing lamenting (fe)male deserves greater attention
in Spanish and Anglo-American theatre, literary and musical scholarship since s/he is
the primary conduit for theatrical lamenting and allegorical expression.
In this paper, I explore an intriguing aspect of the mythological zarzuela at the turn
of the eighteenth century: the lamenting male in relation to contemporary crossdressing practices. Following a discussion of selected zarzuelas performed for the private and public spheres c.1690–1720, I classify male laments according to two types:
Cupid’s laments, and male amorous complaints. By placing these laments within
broader socio-historical contexts, I discuss Cupid and his laments as an allegorical
representation of the Spanish monarch and of his struggle for power, and the amorous laments as a manifestation of contemporary philosophical perceptions about
love and medical discourses about lovesickness. Using both primary and secondary
sources I then trace the female performers that were at the height of their careers
during this period, including Paula María and Manuela de la Cueva, analyzing how
their vocal skills and their fame contributed to further cultivation of the male lament.
I contend that the figure of the lamenting male achieved a status of privilege within
the zarzuela and gained wide acceptance precisely because a woman performed this
type of “tearful” masculinity, which in the contemporary imagination was viewed as
effeminate. By bringing Spanish theatre into the mainstream, this paper encourages
dialogue with other regional studies of staged works and suggests an expanded range
of female and gender performativity for the period.
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Transcultural Hybridity and Chinese Literati Practice in
Zhou Long’s Madame White Snake
Tong C. Blackburn (Indiana University)
Zhou Long is one of the many Chinese-born composers residing in the U.S. who
have been attracting substantial international attention in recent decades. Both China and the United States claim Zhou as their cultural representative. Fully aware
of the polarity of his cultural identity, Zhou is a strong voice in a Chinese cultural
revival characterized by a transcultural vision. This paper studies the structural design of transcultural hybridity in Zhou Long’s opera Madame White Snake, which
premiered in Boston and Beijing in 2010 and for which he won the Pulitzer Prize for
Music in 2011. Zhou’s opera reveals a transcultural hybridity that is both musical and
conceptual.
Madame White Snake is a Western-style opera based on a centuries-old Chinese
legend. In this opera, Zhou creates a cross-medium hybridity by reconceptualizing
the Chinese literati practice of poem-painting. The opera is structured around Zhou’s
set of four previously published choral compositions entitled Four Seasons that are
based on poetry from the Tang and Song dynasties. They are labeled “interludes”
in the opera and are designed to shape both the libretto and the musical fabric of
the opera. The “interludes” provide concrete yet subtle sonic analogues that capture
the visual, atmospheric, and even philosophical aspects of the poems. The ideas and
imagery captured in the “interludes” are then used to delineate and comment on the
unfolding dramatic situation. In the process, the “interludes” become poetic inscriptions to the opera, analogous to the Chinese literati practice of inscribing poetry
onto artists’ own (or others’) paintings. The seemingly incompatible aesthetics of
the two high cultures—the Chinese literati practice of poem-painting and Western
opera—are thus integrated through sonic means. Zhou creates in the opera a hybridity that simultaneously expresses his transcultural artistic identity and asserts himself
a member of the Chinese literati.

Tan Dun’s The First Emperor  : Racial Imagination,
Chinese Theater, and the Trope of “Chinese Opera”
Nancy Rao (Rutgers University)
This paper examines the established trope of “Chinese opera” and its connection
to the recent reception of The First Emperor (2006). It argues that the stereotypes of
Chinese had a close connection to the history of Chinese opera theaters in the United
States. Since the nineteenth century, the circulation of Chinese racial stereotypes has
manifested through popular entertainment and theatrical spectacles. Public spectacles
such as stages of Chinese opera theaters were where racial fantasies manifested themselves in most profound ways. Through a complex history, including received notions
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of Chinatown opera theaters and Chinese Act in vaudeville performances, “Chinese
opera” evolved into a trope that could be readily deployed on stages, in fictions, or at
homes by vaudeville performers, amateur groups, writers, dramatists, as well as opera
composers. Theatrical and musical productions troping “Chinese opera” both intratextually and intertextually shared the same materials. And as a trope, these “Chinese
operas” referenced each other, more so than they did Chinese opera theaters. Three
operas—The Mandarin, L’Oracolo, Fay-Yen-Fah—provide notable examples. Far from
being a thing of the past, however, these images and “Chinese opera” trope still have
a good deal of currency today.
From this perspective, the paper examines the ways in which receptions of Tan
Dun’s The First Emperor were often framed by the “Chinese opera” trope, and how the
composer found himself in the predicament of the recalcitrant racial music imagination. In particular it will consider the basis for the ubiquitous Puccini comparisons
made by critics and authors. As an alternative to such a framework, the paper offers
an analysis of musical gestures and theatrical effects used both in The First Emperor
and his earlier works such as Orchestral Theatre II: Re (1992), Water Concerto (1998),
The Map: Concerto for Cello, Video and Orchestra (2002), and opera, Tea: A Mirror of
Soul (2002) to consider Tan Dun’s approach to what Simon Frith calls “hybridity [as]
the new authenticity.”

Farewell, Stromness—Hello, Will and Kate!: Nostalgia,
Environmentalism, and Sir Peter Maxwell Davies’s The Yellow Cake Revue
Karen Olson (Washington University in St. Louis)
In his contribution to the 2011 JAMS ecomusicology colloquy, Alexander Rehding
identified two threads in twentieth- and twenty-first century ecocriticism: an apocalyptic emphasis on environmental crisis and a nostalgic commemoration of Earth’s
natural features. Sir Peter Maxwell Davies (b. 1934) weaves both strands into his environmental music, particularly The Yellow Cake Revue (1980), a cabaret set depicting
the devastating effects of a proposed uranium mine near Davies’s home in Orkney,
Scotland. The Revue contains one of Davies’s most popular, yet little studied works:
the piano interlude “Farewell to Stromness,” which consistently charts in ClassicFM’s
Hall of Fame, an annual poll of U.K. listeners’ favorite pieces. This paper provides
a reception history of the interlude, from its role as a protest work in the Revue,
through its use as the theme song for David Drury’s film Forever Young (U.K. release
1983, U.S. release 1986), to its place as pre-service music in the wedding of Prince
William and Kate Middleton (2011).
This varied history challenges Rehding’s suggestion that the nostalgic might prove
more useful than the apocalyptic as an ecocritical tool. While music often evokes
nostalgic feelings, “Farewell to Stromness” demonstrates the difficulty of linking such
emotions to an environmental program. Nostalgia can function ecocritically when it
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moves from what Svetlana Boym calls “reflective nostalgia” to “restorative nostalgia”:
from interior contemplation of the past to purposeful attempts to recreate it. The
nostalgic impulse of “Farewell” derives largely from its references to Scottish traditional music, contrasting with the satire of the rest of the Revue. Yet these elements
also enable “Farewell” to be re-contextualized in Forever Young and the royal wedding,
representing lost friendship in the former and the British pastoral tradition in the latter. As film and wedding music, “Farewell” operates primarily in nostalgia’s reflective
register. The larger apocalyptic context of the Revue stimulates the restorative register,
encouraging the more active response appropriate to the original role of “Farewell to
Stromness” as environmental protest music.

Resituating Russia
Peter Schmelz (Arizona State University), Chair

Alexander Glazunov and the
Early Jewish Nationalist Composers in Russia
Susan Filler (Chicago, Ill.)
Alexander Glazunov, a member of the St. Petersburg circle of Russian nationalist
composers, significantly influenced the first generation of composers after the Russian Revolution. He is best known as the teacher of Dmitri Shostakovich; but among
his other students were several young Jewish composers who participated in the fledgling Jewish nationalist movement in music about the turn of the twentieth century.
Russia was a miserable place for Jews to live; but there were several composers in
St. Petersburg and Moscow who espoused the cause of Russian nationalist music,
who admitted Jewish students to their composition classes and encouraged them to
investigate existing Jewish music as a new form of nationalist expression. Glazunov
was not alone in this respect; his teacher Rimsky-Korsakov (who also included Jewish students in his classes), his mentors Vladimir Stasov, Alexander Borodin, and
Mitrofan Belaiev, and his colleague Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov did likewise, in contrast with others in the circle, including Balakirev and Musorgsky, who demonstrated
anti-Semitism.
By comparing Glazunov’s work with that of his Jewish students (particularly in
their preference for orchestral, chamber, vocal and dramatic music), and the history of its dissemination, I intend to demonstrate that—in spite of alterations in his
compositional style in the late years of his work—he became a role model for several
Jewish composers who continued their own compositional and musicological work
in the Soviet Union and other countries into the mid-twentieth century: Salomo
Rosowsky (1878–1962), Yuliya Lazarevna Veysberg (1878–1942), Maksimilyan Shteynberg (1883–1946), and Mikhail Fabianovich Gnesin (1883–1957). This is also an important opportunity to extend the study of the continuum in Russian music history
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by comparison of the compositional and musicological work of these Jewish composers with those of subsequent generations whom they influenced in turn, thereby
perpetuating “Jewish” music in spite of the political events of the twentieth century.

Music without Content: Balakirev Reception in the 1860s
Kirill Zikanov (Yale University)
The 1860s, as a period in Russian music, have traditionally been framed as an opposition between conservatives and progressives. According to this narrative, conservative critics opposed Milii Balakirev’s use of folk material, the formlessness and programmaticism of his compositions, and his perceived lack of musical technique. Both
Soviet and Western investigations have perpetuated this view. Soviet scholars tended
to evaluate historical reception of music largely based on its viability as a dialectical
stepping-stone toward socialist realism; at the same time, they treated Balakirev as a
foundational representative of a liberal, nationalist Russian music. In turn, Western
scholars have generally relied on Soviet reprint editions, or else quotations from Soviet secondary sources, for their primary-source materials. A careful rereading of the
original nineteenth-century sources demonstrates that Soviet scholars suppressed and
distorted the writings of influential critics who did not conform to their preferred
ideology, while many Western scholars often perpetuated this distorted treatment by
relying uncritically on Soviet source materials.
In reality, many supposedly conservative critics did not espouse the views attributed to them by Soviet historians. For example, Aleksandr Famintsyn criticized not
employment of folk melodies per se, but rather the fact that only a narrow subset of available folk styles had been used—used, moreover, in a way that deviated
from precedents set by Glinka. The most consistently recurring—and indeed almost
ubiquitous—complaint from critics such as Famintsyn, Aleksandr Serov, and German Larosh, however, was that Balakirev’s orchestral works were not just formally
incoherent but that they consisted primarily of independent, polished surface details
(harmonic, orchestral, rhythmic). Paradoxically, despite the Mighty Handful’s proclamations of programmaticism, realism, and liberalism, Balakirev’s orchestral music
was perceived to consist of unconnected technical experiments while demonstrating
a complete absence of extramusical content, poetic ideas, passion, or drama. Many
prominent contemporaries of Balakirev thus saw his works as mechanical formalist
exercises marked by pathological whimsicality and aristocratic elitism. But this is
precisely the opposite of the way in which most modern scholars have construed his
aesthetic.
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Textbook Models:
Prokofiev’s Thematic Simultaneities and the Russian Sonata Tradition
Rebecca Perry (Yale University)
While commentators have long taken interest in Prokofiev’s harmonic language,
other aspects of his musical idiom—especially his formal practice—have generally
been considered uninventive and overly reliant on classical models. Commentators
have referred to his works as “adhering to ‘sonata form’ as if it were a train schedule” (James McCalla), being grounded in an “uncomplicated formal construction”
(Dorothea Redepenning), or following “stereotyped formal patterns straight out of
a textbook” (Richard Taruskin). Such cursory dismissals not only bypass much that
is unorthodox and connotatively rich in the composer’s formal strategies, they also
hinder our ability to properly situate the composer historically. If Prokofiev indeed
took his formal cues from a textbook, which textbook was that? And to what extent?
In this paper, I argue that several of Prokofiev’s formal eccentricities—particularly
his practice of simultaneously recapitulating two previously sounded themes in a
sonata movement—take a page from a profoundly Russian textbook, placing him at
the nexus of historical crosscurrents to which he has previously been only marginally
connected, especially the nineteenth-century kuchkist tradition and the academicist
Belyayev circle.
Taruskin’s On Russian Music alludes briefly to kuchkist works that contrapuntally
juxtapose themes in sonata contexts, citing examples by Balakirev, Rimsky-Korsakov,
and Borodin. My paper builds upon this work, following this practice through the
works of the Belyayev school and then beyond the end of the nineteenth century
to include the early works of Prokofiev and a number of his contemporaries at the
St. Petersburg Conservatory. Examples drawn from Prokofiev’s Piano Sonata no.4/ii
(1917) and Piano Sonata no.2/iv (1912) demonstrate the manner in which Prokofiev’s
thematic superimpositions extend and elaborate upon these nineteenth-century Russian precedents.
Understanding Prokofiev’s thematic manipulations against this eminently Russian
backdrop invites reassessment of his work within the sonata genre, which is too often
caricatured as little more than enfant-terrible tinkering with Viennese classical structures or “maximalist” expansion of a generically Romantic formal idiom.

Of Friendship and Formalism:
Music Scholars and Soviet Power in the 1920s
Olga Panteleeva (Utrecht University)
The history of musicology in the early Soviet era has been conceptualized either
as the voluntary acceptance of ideological directives from above (Bukina 2010) or as
the total ideological crackdown on free scholarly thought (Kumpan 2011). However,
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evidence from hitherto little-known archival materials, such as transcripts of meetings, official resolutions, and personal correspondence, suggests that the two-way
relationship between the State and individual scholars was much more ambiguous.
These documents reveal that the agents of sweeping ideological change actually exhibited a nuanced range of attitudes toward the centralized ideology, from eager
implementation and promotion to rethinking, circumvention, and downright resistance, and that these attitudes changed over time.
This paper examines communications between The People’s Commissariat for
Education (Narkompros) and the Russian Institute of Art History in the 1920s. Inspired by a traditional association between scientific and political progress, as fostered in Russia since the 1860s, the first generation of musicologists at the Institute
sincerely believed in the Soviet ideals of equality and socially responsible scholarship.
In the early 1920s, they willingly developed Marxist methodology, which resulted in
thoughtful and versatile research.
However, the musicologists’ interpretation of Marxism, as well as their sociological
methods, differed from the State’s simplified, cliché-ridden dogma. Consequently,
the Music Department experienced increasing ideological pressure from Narkompos
in the late 1920s, steeped in the infamous rhetoric of “formalism” that later played a
tragic role in the public denunciations of Prokofiev and Shostakovich.
The need to adapt to the changing ideological climate put pressure on personal relationships as well. I view the history of the Institute through the lens of one
such ruptured relationship, between the “Guido Adler of Russian musicology,” Boris
Asafyev, and his protégé Alexey Finagin, who found themselves on opposite sides
of the struggle for ideological control over scholarly infrastructure. Tracing the oftneglected ideological continuities between the pre-revolutionary and early Soviet
periods, I examine the early flourishing of Soviet musicological research prior to its
banishment under the label “vulgar sociologism,” and identify the personal motivations that, alongside state policy, contributed to the shutdown.
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